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PREFACE.

The object of the following pages is to explain the

original plan and design of the American Constitu-

tion, to review the changes which have been made in

it in subsequent times, and to describe its present

condition and mode of working.

To fulfil these ends the author has examined

with care the writings and speeches of the eminent

men who framed the great fundamental law of the

United States. In their declared opinions, and in

the debates which took place in the State Con-

ventions upon the ratification of the Constitution,

can alone be found a true embodiment of the aims

and ideas of the community which established the

Republic. In the author's attempt to portray the

government as it is, he has pursued a similar method

of investigation ;—that is, he has founded his state-

ments and based his conclusions upon authority

which ought to be accepted in England, because

no one challenges it in America. For two years

past— probably the most important two years in
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the history of the United States government, if

we consider all the changes they have brought to

pass—the author's daily duties called him into close

intercourse with many of the most active public

men of the country. He had great opportunities

afforded him for acquiring the information he sought,

for, although it is often said that Americans will never

willingly expose themselves to criticism, the writer of

these pages never detected any evidence of that dis-

position. The Americans do not take offence at a

candid and fair discussion of the government under

which they live. They are not well pleased to be

caricatured; but they are not the only people in

the world who object to be represented abroad by

travesties of their political and social life.

In the work here placed before the reader the

author has occupied himself with facts, and his

authorities may be foimd cited at the foot of the

page. He has had no favourite theory which he

wished to enforce by the example of America.

He has simply endeavoured to ascertain what the

government of the United States was intended to

be, and how far it has departed from the first design.

He has not desired to prove that Democracy or

Eepublicanism must necessarily be a success, or

necessarily a failure, or that it is better or worse
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than other systems of government, or that it is

anything more than a form of polity still open to

diligent study and investigation. Apart from any

theories whatever, he has traced the results of

eighty years of Kepublican Government; and if it

can be proved that he is in error upon any question

here discussed, his regret will be lessened by the

knowledge that he errs in company with some of

the greatest Americans that have adorned the

public hfe or literature of their country.

London, November, 1867.
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EIGHTY YEARS

REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT.

CHAPTER I.

THE THEORY OF THE GOVERNMENT.

The political system of the United States is based

upon the theory that the people have an indefeasible

right to choose their own form of government, and to

modify or change it whenever a suiHcieutly large

proportion agree that change is necessary. They

endured all the hardships and losses incidental to a

revolution in order to rid themselves of monarchical

government and a hereditary ruler ; any rule claim-

ing to bear prescriptive rights they were determined

never to have again. They resolved to govern for

themselves. A qualified share of political power is

committed to the people in constitutional Europe

avowedly as a trust ; in the American Eepublic the

supreme power is exercised by the people as a right.

The original Constitution was an instrument prepared

with the object of carrying into effect the wishes and
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opinions of a community of thirteen States, and it

remains in force only during the pleasure of the

nation which has since risen up. The Constitution

itself recommitted the power which it assumed back

to the people, its original depositaries, when it pre-

scribed the means by which amendments could in

after times be made. The voice of the people is the

supreme law. They elect their agents and repre-

sentatives ; and while each of these agents may be

held to a strict account for his actions, while the

most solemn proceedings of the Legislative may be

annulled by the Judiciary,^ and the Executive be

controlled by the Legislative, the acts of the people

alone are above all judgment or review. They are

not restrained by precedents; in a government

depending upon popular will there can be no law

of precedent. The people create a precedent or

destroy one as circumstances seem, to require. " No
man," said Mr. Webster, " makes a question that the

people are the source of all political power. Govern-

ment is constituted for their good, and its members
are their ministers and servants. He who would

argue against this must argue without an adversary.

The aggregate community, the collected will of the

{people, is sovereign."^ Be the faults or errors of

the government what they may, the people alone are

1 This is the theory of the Constitution. Whether the Judiciary
could sustain its decision or not, is another question.

- Argument in the Ehode IsUmd case, 27th Jan. 1848. Webster's
Works, vol. vi., p. 221.
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responsible for their existence. The idle, the im-

provident, the unsuccessful cannot, as is too readily

done in other countries, cast the blame of their mis-

fortunes or sufferings upon the government. Everett,

who represented New England opinion more accu-

rately than any other one man, congratulated his

countrymen upon the perfection of their government

as exhibited in the fact that " no measure of policy,

public or private, domestic or foreign, could long be

pursued against the will of a majority of the people."

The system is one which professes to guard with

more than paternal care the welfare and interests of

every class of the community. It lays claim to the

credit of giving more liberty and diffusing greater

happiness than any other form of government, and

the mass of the people fully believe that it claims no

more than it is entitled to. A contemporary Ameri-

can writer boasts that in the United States the best

hopes of man may find their accomplishment ; that

there is neither failure nor disappointment in the

government ; that under it a perfect commonwealth

might become a reality.^ If there had not been a

large majority who felt this to be the truth, the Union

Would have perished long ago. What, then, are the

principles of this " perfect commonwealth ? " Is it

true that owing to its superior wisdom the masses of

the people are better represented and protected than

they are anywhere else in the world ? Is it indeed

' North American Eeview,' Oct. 1865, art. VIII.

B -1
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a government fit to stand as an everlasting model for

the guidance of mankind ? If it be this, it is of vital

consequence to the whole human race that its merits

should be rightly understood ; and if there be defects

in it, great and mischievous defects, the same con-

sideration demands that they should be openly stated

and discussed.

The government of the United States is divided

into three departments—^the Executive, the Legisla-

tive, and the Judiciary. The appointment of the

Federal Judicial Oificers rests -with the President,

subject to the approval of the Senate ; the Senate

is chosen by the local Legislature of each State,

which in its turn is elected by the people ; and thus,

although the people are the primary source of power,

they have only a broken and indirect influence in

the selection of the Judiciary. In most of the States

the judges are elected by universal suffrage, but

this pernicious custom has not yet extended to the

organization of the highest legal tribunal of the

Eepublic.

For the Executive the people vote through the

agency of electors whom they choose at the polls.

For members of the House of Eepresentatives they

vote without the intervention of other agents. In

the government of each State the inhabitants exer-

cise control which is not broken by artificial checks,

or conducted through side channels, as is the case

with respect to the higher Federal ofiices. The
laws of the State are settled by the local Legisla-
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ture, which as a rule meets once a year, and the

members of which are regularly elected by popular

vote. Once in a certain term, which varies in

ifferent States, the people have the opportunity of

calling a Convention to revise the State laws, and

to this Convention they can send representatives

who will carry out the desired reform. The frequency

of elections, which De Tocqueville considers so great

an evil, is nevertheless a material part of the

mechanism of government in America, and it was

greatly relied upon by the framers of the Constitution

as one great source of stability in the new system.

By this means the wishes and wants of the people are

continually being made known. There can be no

hidden grievances, no discontents to ferment unseen

and imperil the EepubKc. Once in every two years

the people may completely change the popular

branch of the Legislature. If Congress opposes itself

to their desires and opinions, its action may be checked

by the judgment of the people before its term has

expired.* The President holds office for four years,

but he is not beyond the reach of the people during

that period. They may return a House of Eepresen-

tatives which is adverse to him, and gradually pursue

the same course with the Senate, through their local

Legislatures, until he can no longer use his veto

* Bach Congress sits for three sessions (formerly two), which

sjttend over two years. The elections for the ensuing Congress take

place. In the majority of States, five or six months before the one

actually sitting haa fulfilled its term.
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power with any effect, and he is thus rendered sub-

ordinate to the Legislative. Years may pass during

which the nation is content to let its affairs be

managed by its rulers as they may see fit ; but the

moment it is seriously dissatisfied, the moment its

confidence is broken or a danger seems to menace

the country, from that moment it can begin to recall

its delegated power, and practically order its policy

at home and abroad. It is only a qualified trust

which the people yield to their representatives.

They are themselves politicians by habit and custom.

Every other year they are called upon to decide what

principles they wish advanced, and which men they

desire to advocate them.

Whether a government of this nature is the one

above all others most advantageous to society is a

question open to much dispute, but that an essential

requisite of good government is practicable under the

system—namely, that it shall be strong and efScient,

and capable of maintaining its place among nations

—

it is impossible to deny. That of the United States

passed through the tremendous assaults made upon

it in the civil war with resolution and success

which could not have been excelled had it been in

the hands of a small and privileged class. It gained

in security by submitting itself wholly to the guidance

of the majority. It was the servant of the people,

and the people came forward as one man to its sup-

port. They prized it, and by their instrumentality

it was saved from destruction when a section of the
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country became dissatisfied, and sought to form itself

into a distinct nation. Burden after burden was laid

upon them, sacrifice after sacrifice demanded, and

instead of complaining they came again and again,

demanding greater burdens and offering greater

sacrifices, and continued to display the same lavish

spirit long after the war was over. Popular govern-

ment saved the Union in 1861, and the government

of a privileged class could have done no more.

But in such periods as these we behold the govern-

ment in its most attractive aspect. The patriotism

and spirit of the people are evoked, a power unsus-

pected even by themselves is made manifest to the

world, and in the splendour and renown of victory all

defects and shortcomings are overlooked. We see

everything through a false and exaggerated medium.

From a disbelief in the country, the public mind goes

over with unthinking and infatuated eagerness to the

worship of all its institutions. Nothing, it is argued

can be amiss in a form of policy which survived the

shocks of 1861-65, and came out of the trial appa-

rently strong enough to pass through another equally

severe. But if the old prejudices against the

American Union were mischievous and unreasonable,

this attachment to it without a cause is likely to

produce still more evil consequences. No American

of eminence has ever yet denied the existence of

great and peculiar failings in his government. That

these imperfections should now be questioned or lost

sight of by the rest of the world is greatly owing to
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a reactioB in the public feeling produced by the

failure of the prophecies relative to the fall of the

Union. Many writers have predicted the inevitable

collapse of American democracy directly it was

opposed to its first searching test, reasoning very

often upon imaginary parallels in the history of other

nations, and forgetting that the experiment is being

tried in the United States under circumstances so

exceptional as to put to confusion all speculative or

philosophical theories upon systems of government.

The exceedingly favourable conditions under which

the people live, although habitually acknowledged in

general terms, are seldom properly appreciated. It

is indeed hard to realise them fully. Setting aside

altogether the physical advantages enjoyed by the

Americans, due consideration has not been given to

the fact that in the majority is vested the power to

amend the government whenever it falls short of

their necessities. The Constitution by which a small

community was originally governed, and which suf-

ficed for that period, is not to be regarded as an

instrument destined to place a limit upon thought,

progress, and improvement. It is not a band of iron

which is to hold the nation in a fixed position for

ever. Not the Constitution, but the popular will, is

what gives government its powers in America. A
written Constitution cannot retard or hinder the

growth of principles, least of all in an active and young

community, full of nervous energy, and quickness,

and eager life. "Where the people create the govern-
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ment they will be above the government. The

American, as one of their own writers justly remarks,

" never loses sight of the fact that government is only

a device founded on expediency ; and he keeps in

mind that it possesses no intrinsic right to exist, and

that it is always subject to the arbitration of the

popular right of revolution." ^ A government which

had its birth in revolution, and that in quite recent

times, cannot be considered master of the people.

They will not look upon its first inception as a Divine

inspiration with which it would be sacrilege to meddle.

It must expand with their growth, and be treated as

the work of men like unto themselves, while its fun-

damental principles, so far as they are consistent with

liberty and justice, are scrupulously preserved. But

if the Constitution is to retain the authority ascribed

to it by all American jurists, as " a code of positive

law," * binding upon all persons and upon all depart-

ments of the government, it should be altered and

amended only by the means dictated in the instru-

ment itself. If one part of the nation, having tem-

porary command of the national armies, alters and

adapts it to its own purposes without consulting the

other part, what becomes of it as a code of positive

law? It then changes with the fortunes of every

party,
;
perhaps with every election. The form of

government is, in truth, of little importance to

* 'North American Keview,' Oct. 1865.

» This phrase is used by Mr. E. H. Dana, junr., in his very-

valuable notes to ' Wheaton,' p. 54.
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America so far as its present prosperity is concerned.

Call the nominal ruler king, emperor, or president,

and the material interests of the people must still

flourish while land is plentiful, while the country is

covered with small proprietors, while labour is scarce

and wages high. These conditions not unnaturally

sometimes lead the people themselves to attribute to

a political system the blessings which they really owe

to nature. In a land of universal prosperity men do

not find fault with the government under which they

live. It has been said that in the number of small

landed proprietors consists the true strength of a

nation. Undoubtedly it is a source of strength to

the American Union. Abstract arguments against

democracy prove nothing against the American

government, because it is a democracy existing under

conditions which would make any method of govern-

ment successful. Democracy there, it is sometimes

asserted, must fail because democracy from its very

nature cannot be enduring, and it is also assumed,

and so far as we can at presentjudge with entire truth,

that the American people never would consent to

adopt any other form of government. Thus the phi-

losophers end by leaving the Americans without a

government of any kind. They hand them over to

a reign of anarchy. It is true that the evidence of

facts is wholly opposed to such reasonings. What we
find in the United States is that the people possess a

government which they have the power of adapting

to their ends, although not in the manner theore-
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tically assigned, as we shall presently see, and one

with which the majority of the people are content,

because it is always in the power of the majority to

do as they please with it. Whether the Americans

as a nation will always remain content is a question

concerning which yery grave doubts may be enter-

tained, but they have at least as much reason on

their side in believing, from their past history, that

their government is indestructible, as other nations

have in predicting its sudden downfall. There will

always be a large, probably a preponderating, party

ready to fight for the maintenance of the Union.

There is another circumstance which in the United

States lessens the ordinary risk of intrusting the

controlling influence in the government to the

masses. There the people are accustomed to

the duties, although it would be too much to say

that they are always mindful of the responsibilities,

of government. If they have not explored all the

byeways of political philosophy, they are used to

the practical management of their own affairs. They

may know little of political science, but they

are generally shrewd men of business. Each State

makes its own laws, and hence it is that the laws

of all the States differ in material respects. The

United States Supreme Court has no jurisdiction

over them, except when they involve some question

or privilege the treatment of which is definitively

prescribed by the Constitution. Laws relating to,

property, marriage, education, the punishment of
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crime, the preservation of social order, the entire

regulation of the affairs of a community, are made

by the States for themselves, with the one qualifica-

tion that they must not be in conflict with the

Constitution. And who are the law-makers ? The

delegates elected by the people—and they are no

more than delegates. They constantly consult the

sense and wishes of their constituents ; and if they

frame an obnoxious law, another set of representatives

are sent to the State Legislatures the following year

to repeal it. It might almost be said that the

people are every day of their lives engaged in

practising the active duties of government. The

Federal Legislature is only in plan the State Legis-

lature on a larger scale. It is an expansion of the

local principle of self-government.

In America, then, as the people make ' their

government, and know that they are responsible

for it, they submit willingly to its decrees. Lord

Brougham thought it a special merit of the English

government that it could levy taxes, in case of need,

more quietly and successfully than any other. " If

it be said," he continued, "that the American

government can as well call forth the resources of

the people, I have very grave doubt if the national

representatives, and especially the President towards

the end of his first three years, would inflict a heavy

excise or a grinding income-tax upon the people, as

our Parliament has so often done ; and I have no

doubt at all that such an infliction would very
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speedily lead to a termination of hostilities without

any very great nicety about the terms of peace."'

The signal manner in which this confident prediction

has been falsified can never be forgotten, any more

than the prediction itself can be repeated. Not only

did the American people submit to unparalleled

income and excise taxes, and every other kind of tax,

during the civil war, but they afterwards accepted

these enormous imposts quite voluntarily, paid them

almost without a murmur from one end of the

country to the other, and continue to pay them to

this hour. Could any people do more for their

government than this ? And why do the Americans

make these sacrifices? Because they are deeply,

immoveably attached to a certain national ideal,

which some believe has been realized already, and

others hope to see realized in the future ; because

they feel that there is no part of their govern-

ment in which they have not an influence and an

interest; because they believe that it exists for

their benefit and welfare, and that when it ceases t

do so they can rapidly amend or remodel it.

These vital reforms are expedient and justifiable

as often as they are necessary. Washington, in his

farewell address, emphatically said to the people,

"jthe basis of our political systems is the right of the

people to make and to alter their constitutions of

government." Judge Story remarks of the Constitu-

1 Lord Brougham on the ' British Constitution,' chapter xvii.
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tion that " its framers were not bold or rash enough

to believe or to pronounce it to be perfect. They

made use of the best lights which they possessed to

form and adjust its parts and mould its materials.

But they knew that time might develop many

defects in its arrangements, and many deficiencies in

its powers. They desired that it might be open to

improvement, and, under the guidance of the sober

judgment and enlightened skill of the country, to be

perpetually approaching nearer and nearer to per-

fection."^ Upon these principles the American people

determined that the country should be governed

after the great rebellion. There were not wanting

those who contended that the Constitution was bind-

ing upon the nation for ever, and could neither be

abridged nor extended, no matter what perils or

difficulties arose. A decision of five judges of the

Supreme Court^ in the case of a man named Mil-

Hgan, who had been imprisoned under the order of a

military commission, and who petitioned for release,

gave authority and sanction to this party. The

judges went so far as to say of the Constitution that

" no doctrine involving more pernicious consequences

was ever invented by the wit of man than that any

of its provisions can be suspended during any of the

great emergencies of the government." But the

Chief Justice and three other judges dissented from

this opinion, and held that Congress, in times of

8 ' Commentaries,' § 417 (3rd edition, Boston, 1858).
" Delivered at the December term, 1866.
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extraordinary emergency, had the right to put in

force extraordinary powers for the preservation of

the country. And common sense confirms this in-

terpretation of the law. If, of the Union or the Con-

stitution one or other must fall, which is it for

the interest of the people to abandon? Had the

Southern States conquered. Union and Constitution

would both have perished. The Northern people

fought to save both, but a strict adherence to the

Constitution was found during the struggle to be

inconsistent with the preservation of the Union, and

it was therefore practically disregarded. At first,

indeed, it was only sought to alter it in accordance

with the terms of constitutional law, tliat is by the

consent . of a majority of three-fourths of all the

States; but since the Southern States would not

voluntarily sign away their liberty, this provision was

ignored, and the decision of the conquering States

was held to be alone sufficient to recast the agree-

ment of 1787.

The light in which the Americans regard their

government can never be understood unless we sup-

pose it to have a double existence—an existence in

fact and an existence in the imagination or hopes

of the people. The foreign observer describes only

what he sees ; the American invests his government

with certain fictitious qualities which he knows that

it ought to possess, and would possess if the ideas of

its founders were truly carried out, and which he

retains a firm belief will be grafted upon it by the
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good sense of his posterity. You sliow the American

the errors of his govormnonl in practice, and he

replies by drawing a vivid picture (;i' it as it prcjHonts

itself to his fancy. It iH not always c^asy in an inquiry

upon American affairs to distinguish between the real

and the ideal. If the winhes of those who made the

Constitution, and the dcisiros of the educated cIjikh,

could prevail, there would ]><> a perfect governm(!nt

in the United States, and tho American will somo-

times assert that such a privilege does belong to liim.

But when its faults and its errors are pointed out he

at once changes his ground, and [)l(;iid8 that the

country is new, that it has already ucliioved wonders

in a short time, and that there is every reaHon to

suppose it will continue to improve and progrosH.

'J'hese arguments are entitled to the utmost attention

and respect, but if the adini.sHions whicli they contain

were more carefully borne in rnind there would be

no necessity to urge them. Bo mueJi would not

be looked for in the American goveruinont, because

no extravagant pretensions would be made by those

who undertake to defend it against (;riticism. But

when Americans chalh.rige comparison with the rest

of the world, it is only a proper tribute to them to

examine into tlieir claims. They ought to wish all

their fellow-creatures the enjoyment of tho same

blessings which they possess, but in order to induce

the world to avail itself of them it must first be

taught to appreciate the boon. This cannot bo done

without explanation and inquiry. Foreign criticisms
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may often be full of fallacies, but these fallacies as

frequently give the American system praise which it

does not deserve as they detract from its just merits.

The favourite ideal of the Americans, though doubt-

less exceedingly noble and attractive in itself, is

probably still further from conveying a true idea of

the government as it is. What that ideal is we shall

have an opportunity of ascertaining in a subsequent

chapter, and the proof will be given from American

history and American writers that it differs widely

from the state of things which actually exists.

Nothing was more essential to the original theory of

the government than that there should be one great

law by whicli all questions affecting the interests of

different sections of the country should be judged

and decided, and yet that law is now mainly a thing

of the past. Again, what was so much sought after

by the early statesmen, or what was so precious to the

people, as the maintenance of State independence?

It was the very life-blood of the system. But time

and events have transformed the government, without

bringing it any nearer to the ideal of the people.

Now, as immediately after the war of independence,

they are willing to sacrifice almost everything for the

sake of securing an irresistible power at some central

point. Any one who wishes to describe the working

of the American government must study, not the

Constitution of 1787, but the records of parties,

the acts of the Legislature, the events of the last five-

and-twenty years, and the history of the country as

c
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it is -written upon the statute-books. The Constitu-

tion shows what the government was intended to

be, and in so far as it does this it is still valuable.

Contemporary history and legislation alone show

what the government really is. The Constitution

has not been expressly abandoned, for the homage

of the lips is still paid to it. But it has been

subjected to so many violent changes that its framers,

could they see it once more, would detect but few

traces of their work. Yet one doctrine of the former

government is still preserved—namely, that all power

belongs to the people. Before that doctrine is ac-

cepted as the wisest yet discovered in the science of

governing mankind it would be well to see what is

the effect of its practical application in the United

States. But in times of popular agitation reason,

facts, and arguments are no more than straws

before the wind, and the examples and warnings

presented by the American government are miscon-

strued or disregarded.
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CHAPTER 11.

THE STATE AND THE TJNIOK.

The authors of the Constitution proposed to them-

selves an undertaking which no human ingenuity

could have accomplished. Thirteen States which

had been accustomed to make their own laws, to

decide what taxes they should pay, and generally

to control their own affairs, were to be brought

together by a common bond. It was to be a bond

strong enough to render a general government

practicable, and yet not so strong as to impair the

eflScieney or independence of the local governments.

It was to be elastic enough to enclose new members

of the Federation, and its pressure was to be equally

distributed over all parts. It was to endure for all

ages, and be capable of satisfying the requirements

of as mauy millions as there were thousands in the

Confederacy. A complex machine was set in motion,

constructed by many hands, and with pieces inserted

in various points at the last moment to gratify caprice

or appease jealousies. There were independent parts

in it which always had a tendency to come into colli-

sion, and which yet were supposed to be certain to

c 2
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go on working independently for ever. Small local

ambitions and great national aspirations were alike

to be satisfied. The community might progress, new

interests might arise, new conditions of life be forced

upon the people. But the general theory of the

government, it was thought, could never need recon-

struction. It was imperishable, perfect in all its

parts, secure in all its details, destined to be the

wonder and envy of the world as at once the most

just and most beneficent form of government which a

nation of free men ever had the wisdom to choose for

themselves.

A very few years elapsed before there began to be dis-

covered in this carefully studied plan many unfortunate

deficiencies. The newly created power threatened

to swallow up the old one. The States were always

in alarm for the preservation of their rights. The

Federal government was regarded with affection

because it was believed to confer many inestimable

benefits upon the people. It was in purpose a just and

fair government; it left every man free to enjoy the

fruits of his labour, unless he were a slave ; and it

relieved the public mind from the fear of foreign

aggression. But there were critical misunderstand-

ings in the community, and very early in the history of

the new commonwealth they seemed likely to produce

disastrous consequences. The very soldiers who liad

fought together against the English regiments quar-

relled bitterly on questions relating to their several

States. " The Southern troops," wrote Washington's
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adjutant-general, " comprising the regiments south of

the Delaware, looked with very unkind feelings on

those of New England." And Washington himself was

obliged to rebuke in general orders the "jealousies"

which had "arisen among the troops from the dif-

ferent provinces," and more than once he betrayed

in his private letters the uneasiness which these

bickerings caused him.^ The vote upon the adoption

of the Constitutiou, even after a number of amend-

ments had been made to it, stood 187 in its favour

and 168 against—and thus by a majority of nineteen

only was it held to be binding upon the States. The

dissatisfaction of this very powerful minority, and the

early internal dissensions, grew more alarming every

year.^ In 1792 Jefferson advised Washington to

serve as President a second term, in order that he

might guard against " violence and secession." In a

few years there rapidly sprung up a series of disputes

upon questions of commerce, upon slavery, upon pro-

tection, upoQ tariff laws.' The discussion whether

States had or had not a right to withdraw from the

Union without molestation runs through the whole

history of the country down to the time when the

great issue was decided on the battle-fields of the

South. Slavery was only the most important of a

1 Sparkes' ' Life of "Washington,' and Fowler's ' Sectional Con-

trovprsy' (New Yovk, 1865), p. 12.

2 Story's ' Commentaries' (3rd ed."), book iii. chap. ii.

3 Fowler's ' Sectional Controversy,' pp. 12, 41, 52, 66, 108, 110,

133.
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number of circumstances which had a tendency to

dissolve the Union. Almost every State that has

ever felt itself aggrieved threatened to quit the

Federation. Massachusetts has done so repeatedly.

During the war of 1812 there occurred an angry

contention with respect to the authority of the central

government over the militia of the States. On one

side it was affirmed that the government could call

out the militia when it pleased ; on the other it was

insisted that the States alone possessed this right.

The governor of Massachusetts was one of the many

men in office who took the popular view, and main-

tained that the powers of the Federal government

were limited by the Constitution, and that the State

legislatures were "the guardians, not only of indi-

viduals, but of the sovereignty of their respective

States." A representative in Congress from Massa-

chusetts said that the Federal government could not

claim any power by implication, but that the State

governments might. The press and the pulpit of

New England insisted energetically on their right

of separation, and many years afterwards Mr.

Webster, in the course of his celebrated discussion

with Hayne in the Senate, said—"We, sir, who

oppose the Carolina doctrine do not deny that the

people may, if they choose, throw off any government

when it becomes oppressive and intolerable, and erect

a better in its stead." It is useless to multiply these

illustrations. The doctrine that the States were left

free to choose whether they would remain in the
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Union or detach themselves from it, was never refuted,

though it was occasionally contradicted, until the

Southern States unwisely precipitated the decision

in 1861.

It was not possible that a good understanding

could be preserved between the Federal power and

the governments of the States 'by a written Consti-

tution. On the contrary, such a compact was likely

to deepen old animosities, and inflame local jealousies.

It was only by the studied employment in the Con-

stitution of vague and disputable terms that the

assent of the majority of the States was procured.

The demands which could not be satisfied were

evaded. The language in which the instrument was

drawn up left each side free to suppose that it had

gained the victory. The advocates of the central

government, and the advocates of State rights, either

considered that they had triumphed, or that all the

questions between them were still left open. This

intentional ambiguity was only cleared away by a

civil war more angry and bloody, and entailing

greater miseries upon the conquered, than any other

recorded in history. If the Constitution had been

what some believed, and all hoped it was, it would

have prevented this contest. However difficult it

might have been in 1787 to put sectional disagree-

ments at rest, it would have cost the people less then

to have attempted the task than it cost them in 1861.

The leaves of the Sibyl had eventually to be pur-

chased at a fearful price, and the secret written
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upon them was found to be—"absolute submission

to the majority, indissolubility of the Union." The

"sovereignty" and "independence" of the States

are henceforth hemmed in within positive limits by

the sword and the bayonet. A State which enters

the Union can never leave it again. The first parties

to the contract might have pleaded that they mis-

read it and were deceived, but those who accept it

now do so with their eyes fully open to its obligations

and the penalty of infringing them. Had it been so

explicit at fibrst there would have been no war of

secession, because there would have been no Union.

The States in 1787-89 would never have signed

away their independent powers. They held certain

principles which, so far from being odious, no one

attempted to controvert. Less than eighty years

afterwards the practical application of those same

principles ruined eleven millions of people, anni-

hilated their commerce, deprived them of all political

or social rights, and laid their property and their

persons at the mercy of their conquerors. The Con-

stitution itself was the primary cause of these calami-

ties. It did not expressly forbid secession ; it did

not expressly countenance it. It was quite possible

for conscientious men, North and South, sincerely

to believe they were in the right. The Constitution

was purposely framed so that it might be read in

two ways. The North chose one reading, the South

the other, and thus it befell that the sins of the

fathers were visited upon the children, and the South
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bore the penalty whicli is exacted wlien one genera-

tion shifts its duties and responsibilities to another.

Under the influence of an organic national law

which every side might interpret as it pleased, which

might be held to mean one thing one week and a

totally different thing the next, the whole character

of the government has been changed. No one can

now say with any certainty what will be even its

chief features in ten years to come. The alluring

ambition to become a great nation, respected if pos-

sible, but certainly feared, by the rest of the world,

is displacing the early attachment to the independ-

ence of States. At first the Union was designed

to be a Federation, with suflScient powers at the

central point to preserve it from outer attack, and to

secure a just performance of the obligations which

had been entered into by the contracting States.

The evils suffered under the old Confederation had

proved to the people the necessity of a strong

government, and they wished to construct a govern-

ment as strong as was consistent with the rights of

States. There was nothing so dear to the people as

the integrity of their local systems. The federal

government was intended to be an amplification of the

State government. Each State has its Legislature,

which is divided into two Houses, and there is an

Executive at the head who, as often as the Legislature

meets—generally once a year—prepares a message

describing the condition and necessities of the com-

munity. The two Houses then proceed to adjust the.
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finances of the State, and pass such laws as are

deemed expedient. In all these details a close

parallel can be perceived in the Federal government.

Could it be supposed that these two powers, the

greater and the lesser, would constantly work side by

side together in harmony ?

The conflict was indeed unavoidable. The am-

bition of the Federal Legislature was certain to

increase, and it was left by the Constitution to run

its course without restraint. The Executive was

armed only with a qualified veto, which, when party

passions ran high, might easily be rendered com-

pletely unavailing. The Judiciary could not interpose

until it was too late to undo anything. It had no

initiatory action, and if its decision gave offence it

was doubtful whether it could save even itself for

long together. We should depreciate the sagacity

of the founders of the Constitution if we supposed

that they were unconscious of these elements of

discord. But they trusted to the future to discover

safeguards and remedies which they did not dare to

propose. They looked upon their work when it was

finished with quite as much disquietude as admira-

tion. " Hamilton, Washington, and others," says

an American writer, " regarded democracy as a very

doubtful experiment. They made the Constitution

as conservative as they dared to make it, but they

knew well it was a fragile bark, freighted with a

precious cargo, and launched on the waves of a

treacherous and tempestuous sea. They looked in
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vain for the elements that give strength and endur-

ance to the British government, the church, the

aristocracy, the throne, each connected with the

past and the future, each presenting bulwarks like

rocks to the surges of popular passion."* They would

have been affi-ighted at the bare vision of universal

suffrage and the supremacy of a democracy, stripped

of all the "checks and balances" which they vainly

imagined would be everlasting, levelling all distinc-

tions of intellect or station throughout the land. But

anarchy was behind them, and they were obliged to go

forward into darkness and doubt. They bequeathed

the dangers from which they shrank to their descend-

ants, and it was an inheritance of evil which went on

accumulating until it deluged the land with blood.

It has been said that a powerful central govern-

ment was the boon which men like Washington and

Madison sought to give the people. In the Federal

Convention which drew up the draft of the Constitu-

tion, and in the State Conventions which afterwards

ratified it, the same idea was constantly expressed.*

The old Confederation had led to great injustices.

Connecticut complained, for instance, that, while it

had borne a heavy share of the burden caused by

the war, other States refused to pay anything.* The

4 Fisher's 'Trial of the Constitution,' p. 71. See also chapter

xii., on the ' Prospects of the Union.'

= Elliots 'Debates' in the Constitutional Conventions, ii. pp.

102-3, 196, &c.

6 See also a speech made by Mr. Hamilton in the Convention of

New York, ElUofs ' Debates,' ii. p. 232.
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Confederation was abandoned expressly because of

the absence in it of a central power. In the Con-

vention of 1787 Mr. Eandolph urged that a mere

Federation of the States would not be sufficient, and

he moved a resolution that " a national government

ought to be established consisting of a supreme,

legislative, and judiciary." ' This was carried by a

vote of six against one. There were others in the

Convention who would have circumscribed the autho-

rity of the States, if they had dared, once for all, but

the temper of the people forbade the attempt. Then

they thought it better to possess an appreciable share

in the government of a " sovereign State " than to be

units in a nation. The belief of the "Fathers"

was that the federal system would always be, by its

very organization, dependent upon the State system.

To use the figure which is in every child's mouth in

America, the central government was the sun, and

the State governments the planets which revolved

round it. " The Union," said Hamilton when the

subject was being discussed in the Convention of

New York, " is dependent on the will of State go-

vernments for its chief magistrate and for its Senate.

The blow aimed at the members must give a fatal

wound to the head, and the destruction of the States

must be at once a political suicide."' The State go-

vernments can never be invaded, was the cry with

which Madison and his colleagues were constantly

obliged to allay the distrust of the people. They

' Madison's 'Eeports,' p. 132. » Elliot's 'Debates,' ii. p. 353.
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were met with such answers as the following :
—" It

appears to me that the State governments are not
sufficiently secured, and that they may be swallowed
up by the great mass of powers given to Congress.

State governments are the basis of our happiness,

security, and prosperity." ^ The very phrase "We
the people'' provoked a storm of objections in several

of the Conventions, because it seemed to imply a con-

solidation of all the States. " Will any gentleman
say," asked a member of the North Carolina Conven-
tion, "that a consolidated government will answer
this country? It is too large." ''^ In the Philadelphia

Convention (1787) Mr. Dickinson, delegate from De-
laware, laid stress on the importance of securing

great powers to the States. " This," he said, " was

the ground of his consolation for the future fate of

his country. Without this, and in case of a consoli-

dation of the States into one great Eepublic, we
might read its fate in the history of the smaller

ones.'"^ This gentleman's colleague took a more

searching glance into the future, and told the Con-

vention, "Too much attachment is betrayed to the

State governments. A national government must soon

' Speech of a member of the North Carolina Convention, Elliot's

' Debates," iv. p. 51.

'" Ibid. p. 24. Upon liow narrow a basis the original Convention

oonstmcted the Union is shown by the remark of Mr. Sherman, that

" there was no probability that the number of future States would ex-

ceed that of the existing States. If the event should ever l:appen, it was

too remote to be taken into consideration at this time." (Madison's

' Eeports,' p. 310.) Scarcely eighty years have passed, and the original

number of States is already nearly trebled.

" Madison's ' Reports,' 148.
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of necessity swallow them all up." ^^ But, returned Mr,

Hamilton again, and the men who thought with him

re-echoed his words, " The State governments possess

inherent advantages which will ever give them an in-

fluence and ascendency over the national government,

and will for ever preclude the possibility of Federal

encroachments."'^ And Madison frequently declared

his belief that there was more to be feared from the en-

croachments of State governments upon the Federal

government than from encroachments the other way.'*

This great controversy, beginning with the birth

of the government, became more hopeless of solution

or compromise whenever a settlement was attempted.

It was manifestly not of a nature to admit of being

determined by peaceable means. The pretensions of

the rival powers could only be laid at rest by one

conquering the other. For it would inevitably hap-

pen that Congress would enact laws which some

States would regard as depriving them of their just

rights, they would resist, and a revolution might be

delayed but could not ultimately be averted. Jeffer-

son described the State and Federal governments

as "co-ordinate powers," but he was constrained to

admit that circumstances might arise in which one

would trespass upon the functions of the other.

Then where was the pacifying medium ? Who M'as

to be umpire between the contestants ? "A Conven-

12 Madison's ' Eeports,' p. 163.

13 Elliot's ' Debates,' ii. 239. See also ibid., pp. 304, 353, 365-66,

and 459-64. " Madison's ' Eeports,' pp. 221-22.
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tion of States," answers Jefferson, " must be called to

ascribe the doubtful power to that department which

they may think best." But the remedy was beyond

the reach of the people at the very moment they

needed it. In a period of excitement and agitation

some quick and ready mode of arbitration is indis-

pensable, if peace is to be preserved. Now it is a

tardy and cumbrous process to call a Convention of

the States ; and if at any time the question in dispute

is one which affects large classes variously, the Con-

vention even when called would never be found to

agree. This can be proved by an arithmetical state-

ment. The concurrence of three-fourths of the States

is necessary to carry out a change in the Constitution.

In the differences between the North and the South

it is evident that three-fourths of the States never

could at any time have been brought to agree upon

a single point. In 1861 there were thirty-three

States in the Union, of which eleven demanded the

right to live in a separate Confederation. At least

five or six other States were divided in opinion with

respect to this claim, some of their inhabitants ap-

proving and some opposing it. The remainder refused

to listen to it for a moment. How, then, was it pos-

sible to bring three-fourths of the whole number into

accordance? Compromise had been tried until the

very mention of farther compromise was almost suffi-

cient to stir up a revolution. The eleven States then

said, "We will fight to obtain our liberty
;

" and the

majority, seeing that they must fight or yield, and
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knowing well that they could not yield without losing

all, and seeing moreover that the constitutional pro-

vision for settling disputes had completely broken

down, accepted the challenge and went into the

field. What else could be done? The nineteen

States would not yield a point; the fourteen were

equally inflexible. Thus the Constitution practically

furnished no other instrument for the settlement of

national differences but the sword.

The peace of the country will be jeopardised in

precisely the same manner whenever a question

arises which a proportion of the States exceeding

one-fourth are anxious to carry. They will be strong

enough to resist constitutional amendments. A con-

vention of the States can settle nothing. War must

then be the only arbitrator between the disputants.

The amendments to the Constitution made since

1861 have been effected, Avith one exception—^that

abolishing slavery—by excluding the eleven insur-

gent States from voting. States which had never

committed the folly of withdrawing their representa-

tives from Congress could not be so treated, and it is

doubtful whether the precedent of altering the Con-

stitution by the device of forcibly suppressing the

minority will receive the sanction of coming genera-

tions. A settlement of this kind can never be deemed

permanent. As the disorganised minority become

stronger they will be more strenuous in their de-

mands for the restoration of their prerogatives. The
only means by which their ultimate success could be
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prevented would be by keeping tliem in perpetual

subjection. Slavery was abolished by the vote of

the Slave States, but negro suffrage and the dis-

franchisement of white citizens was forced upon them
against their will, and in undoubted contravention of

the express guarantee of the Constitution that each

State shall be allowed to choose its own form of suf-

frage. The right of conquest was urged as the justifi-

cation for this and many similar measures, but it is one

of the arguments of the victors which are only cogent

while cannon may be brought up to enforce them.

It is not without envy that Americans compare

their own Constitution, as concerns the emendatory

power, with that of Great Britain. They see that

Parliament can and does readily carry out such

reforms as may be called for by the progress and

increase of the people. There is open and fair dis-

cussion, and the right of decision is not placed in

an impossible majority. The American method of

Eeform, as it is described by an American writer,

" is so diiEcult that it can rarely be resorted to at all,

and so dangerous that to use it would be only some-

thing better than civil war, for it would be likely to

provoke one. It implies more intelligence, and more

dispassionate calmness of deliberation, than is or can

be possessed by any people."'^ This, then, is one

detail of government in which the Constitution has

not answered to the necessities or expectations of the

IS .The Trial of tlie Constitution.' By Sidney George Fisher.

(Philadelphia, 1862.)
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people. When it was framed the country was dis-

tracted by feuds which it was intended to remove.

It helped to increase them. It was based upon the

assumption that local differences would die out.

They have been exasperated and embittered by

violent discussions, by the conviction that they are

irremediable, and by the memory of a thousand

wrongs, real or fancied, on both sides. John Quincy

Adams was one of the statesmen who dreaded this

loosening of what has been called, with a touch

of irony as it might almost seem, " the fraternal tie."

"Far better will it be," said he in 1839, "for the

people of the disunited States to part in friendship

from each other than to be held together by con-

straint." His remark shows how little he understood

his own country. It is too ambitious to permit itself

to be cut into fragments. A partition of the Union

is not possible without a war, unless there should

ever be a majority for secession. Then the minority

could no more hold the discontented fast than the

minority could escape from the grasp of the majority

m 1861. "One flag, one people" is the formula

which expresses the modem theory of American

Eepublicanism. The Union before everything

—

before States, before the Constitution, before even

liberty itself. For that idea the American people

have submitted to be taxed as few nations have ever

been taxed before, and for it they would willingly

endure afresh the burdens which the bloody contest

of four years visited upon them.
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CHAPTER III.

THE EXECUTIVE.

It has been often represented that the Executive

Department of the United States government is the

most powerful and the least under control known to

any country. Although there were bounds prescribed

in the Constitution beyond which the President

could not pass, yet those bounds seemed too elastic

for the public safety, and the most accomplished

American statesmen and constitutional writers have

expressed misgivings lest one day the liberties of the

people should be invaded. Patrick Henry, in the early

days of the Republic, declared his dread that the

President "might easily become a king." "If," he

said, "your American chief be a man of ambition

and abilities, how easy it will be for him to render

himself absolute !" It was unquestionably the inten-

tion of those who originally framed the government

that the Executive should exercise a considerable,

and to some degree an independent control over

public affairs. Judge Story, among other commen-

tators on the Constitution, justifies this upon the

ground that a feeble Executive implies a feeble exe-

D 2
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cution of the goTemment, and a feeble execution is

but another phrase for a bad execution. The direct

source of the influence possessed by the President

was the patronage in his gift, but in the first years of

the goyermnent the full importance of this was not

realised, because the patronage was administered with

an honest regard to the public service. But that the

President was strong, stronger than a constitutional

ruler in other parts of the world, was a theory which

has generally been accredited as a fact. Few public

men in America have hesitated to express the opinion

that the Executive office was so carefuUy and surely

guarded that it would be easier for a President to

exceed his proper functions than for tbe Legislative

to trespass upon his prerogatives. Mr. Seward, a

man of unrivalled information upon the machinery

of his own government, once said to me, " We elect

a king for four years, and give him absolute power

within certain limits, which after all he can interpret

for himself." This is a proposition which would no

longer be maintained by any American statesman.

Among' the unlooked-for consequences of the great

struggle between the North and the South is the

determination of the principle that the Executive is

weak as soon as it is arrayed against the Legislative

and the strong bias of public 'opinion. It is never

more than relatively strong. Its arm is paralysed for

independent action when it can no longer summon
two-thirds of each Legislative Chamber to its side.

TMiatever strength it possesses is derived exclusively
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from the true fountain of political power, the people-

The fear that the head of the administration might

suffer at the hands of the other departments of the

government was not absent from the minds of

the founders of the Constitution. Washington al-

ways impressed upon his contemporaries the import-

ance of preserving the independence of the office

beyond the reach of attack. He told Jefferson in

1790, during the progress of a controversy with

reference to the assumption of State debts, " that the

President was the centre, in which all administrative

questions ultimately rested, and that all of us (mean-

ing the Cabinet) should rally round him, and support,

with joint efforts, measures approved by him." In

the Convention of 1787 it was urged by many
members that in order to preserve the Executive

from undue interference it should have the right to

exercise an absolute negative, for, it was said, " with-

out such a self-defence the Legislature can at any

moment sink it into non-existence."' But there was a

still more numerous party which shrank back alarmed

from the thought that the President might indeed

become a King. They conceived that the President

was already made too powerful. It might be the

fate of the country to be absolutely ruled for four

years by one man. He might be a bad, unscrupulous,

ambitious man ; and if he could overmaster the Legis-

lature the whole business of the country would be

• Madison's 'Reports,' p. 151, and speech of Mr. Gouvemeur

Morris, p. 334.
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stopped, and a yoke immeasurably more intolerable

than that from which they had escaped would be

placed upon their necks. The short term of office

and the qualified veto were regarded as indispensable

securities, and the actual strength of the office was

left, like many other details of the scheme, to be

tested by subsequent experiment.

The memorable events which set this question at

rest for ever, and made it past dispute that the Legis-

lative can absorb the chief functions of the Executive

whenever it is able to secure the co-operation of the

majority in the country, have only occurred since

the war. There was always a doubt respecting what

the President could or could not do. A determined

man, skilfully disguising his encroachments, might go

far beyond the limits which his predecessors reached,

and which the Constitution seemed to mark out. The

history of the administration of President Jackson

presents an illustration of the liberties which may be

taken by a resolute man, not deficient in tact, and

watching narrowly the shifting current of public

opinion. He carried out his projects partly by his

dogged determination and strength of character, but

more by the unscrupulous use which he made of the

self-interests of others. He let corruption loose upon

the land. Every public office was a bribe—every

post in his gift was put up for sale in the market-

place. By this device he defied Congress, and yet

was never an unpopular man. People rather admired

and laughed at his "smartness." He succeeded in
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his aims, but his success was not the means of per-

manently enlarging the power and authority of his

office. He merely showed how the Presidency might

be made all-powerful by the exercise of craft, cunning,

and a quick appreciation of the popular will. And
even Jackson himself, after carrying out his own

measures in opposition to the Legislature, thought it

judicious to make professions of his subserviency to

that body. In his- message of 1836 he said, " No
one can be more deeply impressed than I am with

the soundness of the doctrine which restrains and

limits excutive discretion."

It was the lack of the perception of the inherent

weakness of the Executive, and its liability to be

paralysed by the Legislative, which was the original

source of President Johnson's troubles. That error

cost him his reputation, and prevented him from

being of that service to a disordered country which

his general capacities warranted his friends in expect-

ing. He could not understand that he might be

practically deposed. When he succeeded Mr. Lincoln

he was wedded to a scheme which he had devised for

the restoration of the Southern States, and he never

once doubted his ability to carry it through. The

language of his vetoes in 1866, though more guarded

than his speeches, betrayed this belief in his supre-

macy, and it was one of the first circumstances which

provoked the suspicions and hostility of the Eepub-

lican party. They were incensed at his pretensions,

and disappointed with the total change which he
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avowed in his opinions. On the 21st of April, 1865,

he told a delegation from Indiana that "treason

against the government of the United States is the

highest crime that can be committed, and those

engaged in it should suffer all its penalties." And

again he said, " traitors must be made odious, treason

must be made odious, and traitors must be punished

and impoverished." Their "social power must be

destroyed," and " every Union man and the govern-

ment should be remunerated out of the pockets of

those who have inflicted this great suffering upon

the country."

It was no wonder that the Republican party should

at first have placed almost unlimited faith and con-

fidence in the man who took every occasion to utter

sentiments such as these. They thought they saw

the " hand of God " in the " removal " of Mr. Lincoln

and the substitution of a man of sterner mould. But

3Ir. Johnson had not been long in ofiSce before the

facts which were brought to his knowledge, as chief

of the nation, convinced him that the South needed

no additional stripes to reduce it to submission. Its

load was already greater than it could bear. The

President's compassion was moved by the great and

ceaseless cry of misery and despair which every

breeze carried to him from across the Potomac. As
he looked from his ^vindows in the White House

towards the South, he saw a country which was

entirely given over to its enemies, and which could

look only to him for aid. He thought it was his duty
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as the Executive to stand by the States which had
sinned and repented, and which now demanded his

protection. But Mr. Johnson was not free from

the Southern iniiammabUity of temperament, and the

gibes of his political antagonists unfortunately excited

him to make open war upon the Legislative. Misled

by his belief that almost unlimited power was in-

trusted to him, he sought opportunities to attack

Congress when ordinary discretion might have ad-

monished him to act on the defensive. He spoke

of that body as " hanging on the verge of the govern-

ment," " traitors at the other end of the line," "the

tail of the government," and used other terms which

denoted that in his opinion he possessed the chief,

and Congress only a secondary right, to direct public

affairs. The people were alarmed at this language,

and deeply offended by the want of dignity and

self-command which the Pi-esident occasionally dis-

played. In this respect Americans are not less

sensitive than the older and more aristocratic nations

of the world. They expect their chief magistrate to

comport himself in a manner becoming the head of a

great people. They may choose him from a humble

rank, but they look to him to rise to the level of the

post In which they place him. Mr. Johnson's con-

stant allusions to his original calling were excessively

distasteful to the people. They considered that he

dishonoured himself and his office by haranguing

every crowd which chose to bring a barbarous band

of music under his windows, and yell forth vulgar
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songs, and scream for "Andy Johnson." They were

ashamed to find their chief magistrate bandying

slang and interchanging coarse personalities with the

scourings of the streets and the ruffians of the bar-

room. They smarted under the sense that they were

degraded in the eyes of the world, and that a great

crisis in their affairs was made to look puerile and

mean. It was useless for IVIr. Johnson to boast of his

humble origin and his early struggles. The nation

took no pride in them. An American writer well

expressed the common feeling of his countrymen

when he remarked

—

" The people do not take it as a

compliment to be told that they have chosen a ple-

beian to the highest office, for they are not fond of a

plebeian tone of mind or manners. What they do

like, we believe, is to be represented by their fore-

most man, their highest type of courage, sense, and

patriotism, no matter what his origin."^ But it was

with strange forgetfulness of the very root of all their

political and social theories that the President's

origin was cast in his teeth as an insult. The

coarseness of these attacks sometimes shocked men

of all parties. "His head," said a member of the

House, at a pubhc meeting in Washington,^ " wiU

rest more quietly on the lapboard and the goosi than

while oppressed with a crown." It was a mistake on

the part of the President to dwell so much upon the

2 Xorth American Review,' April 1866.

' Held 3rd December, 1866. The speaker waa Mr. Covode, of

Pennsylvania.
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past, but it was cowardice in his opponents to make
it matter of reproach against him. They had not
been deceived. They chose with their eyes open.

They knew who and what Mr. Johnson was before

they elected him Vice-President. If the people do

not like mechanics to be their great public officers,

they need not go to that class for them. But the

truth is, that many of the results of popular govern-

ment are unsatisfactory to the Americans when they

are brought into close contact with them. They
would not for the world renounce the principle that

all men are equal ; but they would give a great deal

to make their principle harmonise with facts.

The differences between the President and the

Legislature soon became irreconcilable. Mr. Johnson

thoroughly believed that Congress was exceeding its

proper functions in refusing to adopt his or some

similar plan for the speedy admission of the eleven

insurgent States ; and yet nothing can be more firmly

established than the right of each House to decide

for itself upon the qualifications of its members.

This was a province in which the Executive had no

right to interfere. But Mr. Johnson was eager to

restore the Southern States to their former position,

honestly believing that representation in the na-

tional legislature belonged to them of right, and

that it was to the interest of the country that they

should possess it soon and unabridged. The majority

in Congress contended that the Secessionists had for-

feited their former claim to representation, and could
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only be received afresh into tlie Legislature upon new

terms, such terms as their conquerors chose to insist

on. Then arose the charge and countercharge of " cen-

tralization " and " oppression." Members of Congress

standing up in their places stigmatised the President

as a tyrant, a despot, and an usurper. He was even

accused of conspiring with the assassin Booth, a low

theatrical madman, to murder Mr. Lincoln. The

most intolerable accusations were levelled at his

private character. Mr. Johnson retorted upon his

assailants in a similar temper, and in language not

less violent than that which proceeded from their lips.

He made his appeal to the country through his veto

messages, and the answer was returned by the re-elec-

tion of the Congress which had passed its Bills over his

vetoes, and thus reduced him to the position of a mere

agent who feebly protests against measures which he

is bound to put into execution with his own hand.

All these events proved that the power of the

Executive is very limited, and that what little of

it there is depends upon the wiU. of the people.

Popular or unpopular, the President stajids practically

unsupported. He is the Minister of Congress, a chief

magistrate, not an independent ruler. No man oc-

cupying the Presidential chau- can hope to carry

out his own views or measures when Congress is

confirmed in its opposition to him by the majority of

the people. His blindness to this unwritten law was

another of the errors into which Mr. Johnson fell,

and it was one which added to the misfortunes of
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the Southern States. The Northern people, angered

at the zeal and ardour of their partizan, became

more and more embittered against those who had

endeavoured to destroy the Union. The generous

impulse of forgiveness which immediately suc-

ceeded the war soon passed away. The President

was determined to bring the South back into the

Union upon what he deemed just, and what un-

doubtedly were strictly constitutional, conditions.

He did not take into consideration several circum-

stances which might have been sufficient to warn

him that failure beset his steps. During the war

unusual, and even unconstitutional, powers had been

wielded by the Executive. The liberty of the press

was sometimes interrupted, and private citizens were

arrested, as Mr. Seward said, upon the tinkling of a

little bell. These and a hundred other arbitrary

acts were condoned by the people in consideration

of the perils to the government which they were

designed to ward off or avenge. The war came to an

end; Mr. Lincoln died; and his successor thought

to exercise the same authoritative sway which had

been sanctioned in the hour of the nation's trial and

extremity. He did not perceive that an absolutism

which was justifiable in time of war would not be

submitted to in time of peace. Congressional rule,

which had sunk into comparative abeyance, was sure

to be revived. The Legislative, which had to a

certain extent been subverted, began to recover its

former place. The issue was invited by the Presi-
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dent himself whether Congress or the Executive

should goTem the country, and the people decided

in favour of Congress. The President had appa-

rently grasped at a dictatorship to which he was

not deemed to be entitled, either by precedent,

the Constitution, or by extraordinary qualities of

personal fitness. Mr. Lincoln, covered with the

glory of the war, could not have carried out what Mr.

Johnson attempted. Instead of keeping the Southern

States in the position in which they had placed

themselves by the war until Congress met in Decem-

ber, 1865, or instead of calling an earlier and extra

session, he proceeded to " reconstruct " them accord-

ing to his own method. In somewhat peremptory

terms he urged Congress to follow the course upon

which he had entered, and to receive the Southern

delegates into their midst. But the members of both

Houses met him in an incensed mood. Their first

act was to assemble in private and form committees

to which all questions affecting the return of the

seceded States to Congress should be referred. In

vain the President interposed his vetoes, and de-

claimed from the steps of theWhite House, or appealed

to the multitude in a journey through the West. The

people heard him coldly, even contemptuously. The
constant cry which met his ears was, " We will not

be robbed of our victory—the South shall never

make another attempt to divide the Union." The

President would not be convinced that it was the

true voice of the people which he heard. The
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elections of 1866 might have removed his doubts, but

they seemed only to confirm him in his inflexibility,

and his message to the second session of the thirty-

ninth Congress contained the avowal that he had not

changed his convictions, but that on the contrary

time had confirmed his belief in their correctness.

The disagreement between the Executive and the

Legislative was too fundamental to admit of a com-

promise. Both Houses met on the 3rd of December,

1866, fuUy determined to reduce the Presidential

authority to a shadow, and afterwards to force Mr.

Johnson to carry into effect their own policy. The

threat of impeachment was constantly held over his

head without making the least impression upon a

nature so unbending and determined. The first

attack made was upon the Executive right of patron-

age. This had always been a subject of controversy.

In the early stages of the government, the patron-

age in the gift of the President was very considerable.

The growth of the country, and the multiplication

of offices, has rendered it enormous. When Judge

Story wrote his Commentaries upon the Constitution,

in 1840, he was already impressed with the belief

that the exercise of this patronage might become

"one of the most dangerous and corrupt engines

to destroy private independence and public liberty

which can assail the Eepublic." In whom the power

to remove public officers was vested by the Constitu-

tion has never been properly decided. If the Senate,

it was argued by some, could alone confirm and
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perfect appointments, so that body alone cotild put a

termination to them. The Congress of 1798 seemed

to decide that the power of remoral rested with the

President, but the decision has ever been deemed

questionable and unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, suc-

cessive Presidents continued to claim this privilege.*

Some of them used it as an engine of corruption, and

one or two pushed it to the verge of recklessness.

The mischief to be caused now by the same conduct

is much greater than it was in former times. An
able American writer, Professor Bowen, has justly

described the magnitude of the evil :—" The patron-

age of the President of the United States," he re-

marks, " is now enormous, and has become a dominant

feature in the operation of our national government.

Reckoning the subordinate officers in the Post-office

and Customs departments, aU of whom derive their

appointments directly or indirectly from the Presi-

dent, and continue in office only during his plear

sure, and most of whom, in fact, give place to new

incumbents at every change of administration, it is

easy to see that the influence of the Executive govern-

ment, through the number of places at its disposal,

has become excessive, and imperils both the moral

character and the stability of our republican insti-

tutions."
^

» Story explained how all checks upon the exercise of this

privilege might be evaded. (See Story, p. 175, small ed.)

^ Professor Bowen's note to 'De Tocqueyille,' pp. 157-58. In
quoting the English translation of M. de Tocqueville's work the
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During the recess of 1866 this treqiendous weapon

was used freely by President Johnson in the hope of

controlling the autumn elections. Public oflScers of

republican principles were removed in order to make

room for men pledged to support the administra-

tion. This stroke produced an effect the reverse of

that which was anticipated. The President's party

secured indeed the votes of the new functionaries,

but the indignation of the bulk of the people was

aroused at the abuse of patronage, exaggerated as

it was by the reports of the hostile party, and they

came forward in a solid phalanx against the author

of it. Thus encouraged. Congress on the very first

day of meeting received several proposals from its

members to restrict the appointing power in the

hands of the President. The most important of them

was introduced by Mr. Stevens in the form of a Bill

to "regulate removals from office." It provided

that removals from office should be made only with

the consent of the Senate ; that the President should

have power to suspend from their duties incompe-

tent or defaulting officers during the recess of the

Senate, but only upon condition that within ten

days after the next meeting of the Senate the Pre-

author has used the exoeUent edition published by Professor Bowen,

founded on Mr. Henry Eeeves's, and published at Cambridge (U.S.)

1864. For the convenience of the reader the reference is also given

to the corresponding passage in the original text, the edition quoted

througliout being the fourteenth, published by Michel L^vy Frferes,

1865.

E
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sideut " shall submit his reasons for the removal of

any officer to that body, and in case they are not

concurred in the inculpated person shall be restored

to his position
;
" that every person recommended to

the Senate for office, and rejected, " shall be incap-

able of holding any ofiSce under the United States

for the term of three years after such rejection, unless

two-thirds of the Senate shall relieve him of such

disability." And the Bill further made it imperative

upon the President to submit all his nominations to

the Senate -within twenty days after they were made,

or after the commencement of the next succeeding

session of the Senate.

Such was the first of the measures which were

destined to strike at the very root of the illicit

influence which the Executive possessed. It was

soon surpassed by more sweeping propositions. There

was much to be said in favour of these proceedings.

The system of corruption which has been developed

in the United States by the disposal of patronage is

universal. Office-seekers throng the ante-rooms of

the White House every day, and once in every four

years, when a change of President occurs, the

majority of men in public offices have always been

liable to dismissal. The disadvantages occasioned to

the public service are incalculable. Men are chosen

to fill posts, not on account of their fitness, but

because of the service they have been or may be in

elections. It is no honour to be a member of the Civil

Service in America. It is best to allow an American
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writer to explain the opinions of his country-

men upon this subject." " The Grovernment rarely

finds itself able to secure the best men for its civil

service. ... So that we witness at this moment the

extraordinary fact, that to be the servant of what is

fondly called * the best government the world ever

saw,' not only does not, as in other countries, raise a

man in the social scale, but actually reflects some-

thing very like discredit on him." And the writer

goes on to say that " waste, corruption, inefficiency,

and want of discipline," are the consequences of this

system.

It cannot be doubted, then, that there was great

need for the reform pressed by the Eepublican party

in 1866. They proposed it for purposes of party;

they were naturally unwilling to see the whole

patronage of the government taken away from them

and conferred upon the opposition, while they were

all-powerful and the opposition was but an insignifii

cant minority ; but still their recommendation had

so much intrinsic justice in it that it was willingly

accepted by the people. It could not be alleged that

it was a novel attack upon the prerogatives assumed

by the Executive. In the Congress of 1789 there

"had been a long discussion upon the appointing

power of the President, and it was contended that

it might " render the Chief Magistrate arbitrary, and,

in some measure, absolute." That Congress, as I

' ' North American Eeview,' July, 1865.

E 2
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have stated, left the question undecided, and it does

not appear to have been revived in the Legislature

until 1826, when on the 4th of May Colonel Benton

presented a report from a Committee of the House

of Eepresentatives, to the effect that the amount of

patronage exercised by the President ought to be

reduced by law, and presenting six Bills for that

purpose. No action was taken upon them, and the

gubject was again neglected until the session of

1834-35, when a Committee of the Senate was ap-

pointed to inquire into the expediency of reducing

the Executive patronage. A long report was subse-

quently presented by this committee, of which

Mr. Calhoun was chairman, and a Bill was brought

in which required the President to assign his

reasons to Congress for the removal of any officer.

In the debate upon this measure Mr. Webster de-

livered one of his great speeches, in which he con-

tended that the framers of the Constitution never

intended to give the President the power of removing

public servants from office.' The Bill was passed, but

the system of corruption it was intended to destroy

continued to grow, and to inflict year after year

greater evils upon the country. At last, in the early

part of 1867, a Bill passed both Houses * which ren-

7 ' Works of Daniel Webster' (Boston, 1866), vol. iv. p. 179.

" Known as the ' Tenure of OfiSce Bill.' It seems impossible that

this law can stand. Dviring the recess of Congress a man proved to

be guilty of theft or forgery may be in a public office, and the Pre-

sident be powerless to remove him until the Senate meet. Moreover,

it is manifestly contrary to the interests of the public service that

the President should not be free to choose his own Cabinet.
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dered the President incompetent either to remove

or appoint public officers of the higher grades, or eSven

his Cabinet Ministers, without the consent and ap-

proval of the Senate. It was vetoed by Mr. Johnson,

but re-passed instantly and became the law of the

land.

Every event in the course of this long struggle

proved that a President of the United States cannot

be strong unless he consents to obey the behests of a

powerful party. Mr. Johnson had separated himself

from the party which caused his election, and the

other side were too doubtful about his principles to

adopt him as their representative. Besides, he came

to them with an injured reputation, and they had

already more than enough odium to bear in conse-

quence of their opposition to the war. It is doubtful

whether when all the States are fully represented

any future President can be as weak as Mr. Johnson

found himself. But the Executive must necessarily

always be dependent upon party, and much at the

mercy of the Legislature. The single circumstance

that the occupant of the office is liable to impeach-

ment and trial by the body upon which it is a part of

his duty to exercise a check must suffice to keep him

in subjection. He must be the creature of those who

nominated him. He will be judged by the fidelity

with which he has adhered to his friends and sup-

porters. Just before Mr. Lincoln's death he gave

indications of being animated by more merciful feel-

ings towards the insurrectionary States than his
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political friends approved. Instantly they turned

round angrily upon him, and denounced his conduct

with a readiness and violence which showed how

little past services avail when a public officer ceases

to do the bidding of his party. Any man who

entered upon the Presidency with his mind imbued

with the precepts of the Constitution, and the teach-

ing of the " Fathers," would ruin his cause and himself

in a twelvemonth.

The condition to which the Presidential office has

fallen is a memorable instance of the fallacy of

theories of government. Upon this part of their

system the founders of the Constitution lavished

endless study and care. They had the experience of

the world to guide them, and they believed that they

were about to advance the science of government a

thousand years. But their favourite piece of work

has disappointed the people. The Executive is a prize

contended for chiefly by hungry place-hunters, or by

the obscure and ilKterate puppets of a faction. The

educated class has been driven from the ranks of com-

petitors. The office has almost ceased to be an object

ofambition, and the holder of it must, by the inevitable

circumstances of his position, be the slave of those

who set him in the place of authority, only to use him

for their own purposes. He is kept upon a stinted

allowance, and for four years is the butt and jeer

of the party opposed to his own. After his term

of office is fulfilled he sinks into sudden obscurity

and contempt. An ex-President is a ruined man.
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He is less thought of, less regarded, than the most

commonplace of politicians. He is seldom seen in

society ; scarcely is he ever spoken of by the public

press without a sneering adjective prefixed to his

name. All sections of all parties carefully avoid

him, because he is sure to have done something to

offend some class in the country whose influence is

needed at elections. All this is a strange contrast

to that imaginary Executive which Madison and his

contemporaries had before their eyes. They meant

the post to be one full of dignity and honour, but,

among many other miscalculations, they failed to

make allowance for the deteriorating effect of an

almost unrestricted suffrage. They trusted too much

to the continual existence of a Conservative tendency

in a community which was told that it might recast

the fabric of its government whenever it was in the

humour.

The re-eligibility of the President may be one

cause of the gradual decadence of the ofBce. It is

now to the interest of the minority to blacken and

defame him so that he at least may be removed from

their path. It is also to the interest of the President

to scheme and manoeuvre for a second term. Presi-

dent Jackson, in his first annual message, suggested

that the period of service of the chief magistrate

should be limited to a single term of either four or

six years, and from the time of the Federal Conven-

tion until now the same idea has constantly been a

subject of discussion. The chief objections to it are
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those mentioned by Mr. Justice Story—namely, that

it would deprive the country of the experience gained

by the chief magistrate in the exercise of office, and

that " it might banish men from the station in certain

emergencies, in which their services might be emi-

nently useful, and indeed almost indispensable for the

safety of their country." ' But if the period of office

were extended from four to seven years these possible

inconveniences would be guarded against, and the

great evils of constantly recurring Presidential elec-

tions, with all the demoralization and excitement

which they bring, would be modified. The time

is probably approaching when some change of this

kind will be made. Some steps towards it have

already been taken. On the 11th of February, 1867,

a debate arose in the Senate upon a proposition to

amend the Constitution in order that the President

might be made ineligible for re-election. To this an

amendment was moved making his term of office

six instead of four years, and two of the leading

senators, representing the Eepublican and Demo-

cratic parties,'" spoke upon the question. The

Democratic member thought that there would be no

danger in enlarging the term of office, and the Eepub-

lican recommended a still greater change in the Con-

stitution— namely, that the President be chosen

directly by the people without the intervention of

9 ' Commentaries,' 1442-1449.

>" Senators Sumner (Massachusetts), and Eeverdy Johnson

(Maryland).
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Electoral Colleges. " Such an amendment," he said,

" would give to every individual voter, wherever he

might be, a certain weight in the election." He
might have added that it would abolish a clumsy

wheel in the great machinery of corruption which is

set going at the time of a Presidential election."

'' Mode of electing the President.—The persons wtose votes

elect the President are chosen by the people at large. Each State

has as many electors as It returns Senators and Eepresentatives to

Congress, but no member of Congress, or officer of the United States

drawing any emolument, is eligible to vote for the President. The
electors meet in their own States, on the first Wednesday in Decem-
ber in every fourth year succeeding the last election, and vote by

ballot for President and Vice-President. A list is then made of the

candidates and the number of votes recorded for each, and sealed

up and transmitted to the President of the Senate, before the first

"Wednesday of January following the election. On the second Wed-
nesday of February the President of the Senate, in the presence of

both Houses of Congress, opens the list, counts the votes, and declares

the result. If no one candidate has gained a majority of the total

number of electors, the five highest on the list are selected, and from

one of this number the House of Eepresentatives immediately elects

a President by ballot. In such an extraordinary election one repre-

sentative from each State votes. In case of the death of the Presi-

dent, or his unfitness for office, the Vice-President succeeds him, and

serves out the remainder of the term for which the President was

elected. Should the Vice-President also die or be incapacitated, the

Speaker of the House would perform the duties of the Executive

until the next election. The only qualifications for President are

that he must be a natural-bom citizen, or a citizen of the United

States at the time of the adoption of the Constitution, that he shall

be not less than thirty-five years of age, and have been fourteen

yeajs a resident of the United States. He is elected for four years, is

allowed 25,000 dollars a year and a residence at Washington, and he

is eligible for re-election.

Mr. Justice Story points out a curious omission in the Constitution.

" No provision," he says, " seems to be made, or at least directly

made, for the case of the non-election of any President or Vice-Presi-

dent at the period prescribed by the Constitution. The case of a
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vacancy by removal, death, or resignation, is expressly provided for

;

but not of a vacancy by the expiration of the official term of office."

He quotes another learned commentator who remarks that the over-

sight may be of use when the people are weary of the Constitution

and government, and desire to put an end to both—" a mode of disso-

lution which seems, from its peaceable character, to recommend
itself to his mind as fit for such a crisis." But Mr. Justice Story

points out that the failure of an election would amount to nothing

more than a temporary suspension of the functions of the Executive,

and there cannot be a doubt that the Legislative would quickly pro-

vide for this or any other emergency that might arise.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE CABINET.

In the government at Washington the Secretaries

and Ministers hold a position altogether different

from that which is occupied by the advisers of the

Crown in constitutional Europe. There Parliament-

ary business is conducted by the Cabinet, while in

America the Cabinet is in reality merely a Board

of heads of departments. It works in the dark,

and is not allowed the opportunity of taking any

part in the discussion of public affairs. Its mem-

bers cannot sit in either branch of the Legislature
;

and when the administration finds it necessary to

secure the passage of a particular measure, not

having a duly authorised representative in Con-

gress, it employs any mouthpiece which offers itself,

or which is disposed to take a reward for serving

it. This is an engine of corruption which is forced

upon the use of the government, for there are

times when circumstances compel it to offer bribes

for support, even in the advocacy of measures which

are essential to the public service, but which Con-

gross may be disposed to evade or postpone. Then
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some member of influence in the House is needed

to press the subject upon the attention of his col-

leagues, to "call up" the BiU, whatever it may be,

to bring forward the arguments in its favour, to

answer objections, and to see that it is not killed

by the introduction of dilatory resolutions— that

system of tactics which is called in Congressional

language " filibustering," The advocate must neces-

sarily receive his instructions from the department

of government which is immediately interested in

the measure, and it is seldom that he expects or is

expected to take his trouble for nothing. If a mem-
ber of Congress desires information with regard to

any events which may be transpiring, he cannot put

a question to any Minister in the House, but he goes

instead to the proper office of State, and his vote is

usually of sufficient consequence to gain for him a

ready audience with the Secretary. Indeed, office

doors stand perpetually open in Washington. The

government establishments are accessible to all

persons, no matter on what errand they may be

bound ; and a Minister is seldom so firmly grounded

in the confidence of the nation as to be able to

afford himself the luxury of doing his work in pri-

vate, undisturbed by the crowd of idlers whose only

claim upon him rests in the fact that they belong to

his party.

The Cabinet in America has been solely the crea-

tion of party. The Constitution makes no mention

of it as a Cabinet, and refers but slightly to the heads
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of departments ; while the commentators do not

appear to have given any attention to the subject. It

consists of seven members, each of whom is whoUy

destitute of influence except in the department

placed under his charge. Each receives a salary of

$8000 a year. It has always been the custom for

the President to choose his advisers, and to change

them whenever he thought proper, without any

virtual restraint or hindrance, and this privilege has

been used without question by every President, from

Washington to Lincoln. But in 1867, as it has been

said in a previous chapter, Congress took advantage

of the personal unpopularity of President Johnson to

strike away this function of the Executive in order

that its power in the administration might not be

weakened. There have been Presidents who changed

their Cabinets entirely more than once, because of

differences of opinion, and no one di'eamt of denying

the propriety or expediency of the step. But for the

future, unless the law of 1867 be rescinded, the Presi-

dent will have merely a secondary voice in the selec-

tion of his Ministers. Unless the Senate approve the

men whom he may wish to appoint, or agree to the

removal of tliose whom he may desire to displace, the

chief posts in the public departments may be kept

vacant. The President may still suspend his Minis-

ters and nominate their successors ; the Senate may

refuse to confirm the latter, and thus the whole

powers of the Executive may be represented exclu-

sively by the chief.
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This is one of those changes in the construction of

the government which no law forbade, bnt which

were in the last degree ill-considered and unadvisable.

It was adopted from party motives, to serve certain

purposes of the hour, and the authors of it may here-

after have reason to repent sincerely of their work.

It is only reasonable that the President for the time

being should have the benefit of the advice of men in

whose judgment he has confidence. It is not for the

public benefit to surround him with counsellors whose

advice he wiU constantly reject, and who will turn

the Council-room into a scene of incessant disputes

and contention. The Cabinet was never designed to

be a check upon the President, and it has no power

within it to enable it to struggle successfully against

him. The Ministers cannot act without his sanction,

except in so far as they are supported by express laws,

but he can act without them. An experienced and

really valuable public servant wiU rarely be removed

by the incoming President, who naturally desires to

gaia all the useful aid he can in the execution of his

duties. President Lincoln's Cabinet was for a long

time retained almost intact by his successor, although

some of the members of it were extremely obnoxious

to President Johnson. A few of them found that

they could bring their minds into harmony with his

views, several retired, and one was expelled from his

oflice after an undignified attempt to keep possession

in defiance of the head of the government. The

Secretary of War had rendered himself peculiarly
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distasteful to the President by a course of opposition

which was never modified for a moment, and which

was not always respectful in its nature. He sat at

the Council Board only to condemn every suggestion

made by the President, often in language which is

said to have been calculated to arouse the ire of a

less impulsive man than Mr. Johnson. At last the

President wrote a note to him in which he was

requested to resign. The Secretary curtly declined.'

In this position what was to be done ? Was the

President still to receive in his rooms the Minister

who had treated him and his authority with contempt ?

Was he still to be advised by the public servant

whom he had discharged ? The business of the

' The following is a copy of the correspondence :

—

Executive Mansion, Washington, August 5, 1867.

To Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War :—

•

Sir,—Grave pnblic considerations constrain me to request your

resignation as Secretary of War.

Andrew JonNSON,

President of the United Stales.

War Department, Washington, August 6, 1867.

To liis Excellency Andebw Johnson, President of the

"United States :

—

Sir,—Your note informing me that grave public considerations

constrain you to request my resignation as Secretary of War has

been received. In answer I have to state that grave public con-

siderations constrain me to continue in the office of Secretary of War

until the next meeting of Congress.

Ed-.vin M. Stanton,

Secretary oj War.
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country could not be carried on in this spirit;

and as the President had decided upon the removal

of his refractory counsellor, it was imperative upon

him to insist on being obeyed. The Secretaiy

went out under protest, and the Senate was left

to take up the struggle in his behalf at its next

meeting.

No one had ever anticipated such events as these.

When the position of Ministers of State was discussed

in the first Congress, Mr. Madison contended that

a President would never dare to remove a faithful

public servant ; but that this was nothing more than

a personal impression is proved by the fact just stated

that Washington himself did remove Ministers who

were not even charged with any want of capacity or

neglect of duty, and that all his successors imitated

his example. As a general rule this plan cannot be

unpopular. The President will represent the go-

verning party, and of course he will nominate as his

subordinates in the executive government men hold-

ing similar opinions to his own. But if the governing

party should turn out to be forsaken by their candi-

date, or deceived in him, they will be injured by the

operation of a system which was devised for party

purposes, and will only act well at a time when there

is a natural balance of parties. A President who

turns the weapons of office against those who elected

him will necessarily be a thorn in their sides in every

exercise of his authority. It is one of the penalties of

making an indiscreet or an unfortunate choice. But
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it is a mistake to set aside every precedent and vio-

late every rule in order to provide a cure for an evil

which is only of a temporary character.

There is no such thing, then, as Cabinet govern-

ment in the United States, although of late there has

been a tendency to make each individual Minister

responsible for the actions of the Executive. If this

were carried to its complete result it would prevent

the necessity of a President expelling froward mem-
bers from his Cabinet, by leading them to withdraw

when they discovered the impossibility of agreeing

with him. If they were to be held responsible for

his acts, they would hasten to set themselves right

with the people by resigning their offices. This

would be in accordance with the theories of Federal

government, which support the claim of the rulers

to all the prizes of office—the contest for the Presi-

dency determining all minor struggles for four years.

The party which is in possession of the majority is

never likely to reconcile itself to the loss of all the

chief positions in the country. Through the heads

of departments the patronage is distributed, and the

minority will therefore very seldom be allowed to

retain a hold upon them.

But still it is possible for the Ministers of State

to hold office for many years together, and in

this there is often a great advantage to the public.

The head of a department has time and opportunity

to acquaint himself thoroughly with his duties, to

become familiar with all the ramifications to which
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his office extends, to introduce and persevere in a

definite poKcy, without the fear hanging over his

head of a sudden removal on account of an adverse

vote in the Legislature, Congress as a body has no

jurisdiction over him, and by the Tenure of Office

BiU the President and the Senate combined could

not displace him. He must remain in office during

the term of the Executive who appointed him. Xo
doubt a total change of party majority would be

almost certain to lead to a change in the Cabinet,

but ITinisters do not necessarily go out upon the

election of a new President. The American navy,

for instance, was controlled throughout the war by
the same man, and it was under his direction that

the fleet was entirely remodelled. His plans were

not upset by the return of an adverse party to

power, and the successor of Mr. Lincoln did not

think it necessary to interfere with him. Mr. Lin-

coln's Foreign Secretary still remains in office, and

his Fiaancial Secretary might have done so likewise

if he had not resigned on a question of patronage.^

Under any ciicumstances which may arise the Minis-

ters are free from the direct criticism of the Legisla-

ture. They are not under the terror of being cross-

questioned upon delicate subjects in troubled times

by impatient members. They are not called upon

'ill. Lincoln wished to plsice his own supporters in the Treasmy
Department ; Mr. Chase considered that he should be left free to

choose his sabordroates on grounds independent of their political

convictions ; and as thoj- could not agree, the Secretary- resigned.
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to undergo the fatigue and exertion of attendance in

Congress. They have their whole time to devote to

the every-day duties of their respective offices, and

there is not one of them who does not work as hard

as any of his clerks.

It is usual for the President to consult with the

Cabinet upon all questions of public interest, but he

uses his own discretion with regard to following their

advice. He is responsible for all his acts—^not they.

An eminent Minister once told me that these Cabinet

meetings are ordinarily very simple and formal in

their character. They are held once a week, at the

WTiite House, the residence of the President. The

President sits at the head of the table, and asks

the secretary of each department whether he has

any business to bring forward. If he has any he

says so, and produces his papers or notes, and the

matter is discussed. Should there be a difference

of opinion, the question is put to the vote, and the

action which the majority desire is usually taken.

But the Minister to whom I refer informed me'

that there is seldom any disagreement upon depart-

mental affairs, and in all other matters the President

can, if he please, come to a decision without going

through the form of consulting the Cabinet. On

occasions when some question of grave importance

has required a settlement the President, since the

' This was in 1865. After the differences between Mr. Johnson

and his Cabinet, he would probably give a different accoant.

F 2
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war, has been in the habit of calling in to the council-

board, by special invitation, the General in command

of the army, who gives his opinion with the rest,

Bnt this was a proceeding dictated by the personal

popularity of the officer in question, and cannot be

drawn into a precedent for future usage.
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CHAPTER V.

THE LEGISLATIVE.

We have seen that the Executive is destitute of all

influence or power in framing the laws of the United

States. As Chancellor Kent explains his functions,

he has no discretion left to him in the execution of

the laws made by a body which is entirely independ-

ent of him. " It is not for him to deliberate and

decide upon the wisdom or expediency of the law.

What has been once declared to be law, under all

the cautious forms of deliberation prescribed by the

Constitution, ought to receive prompt obedience."'

The law-making power is vested exclusively in Con-

gress, consisting of the Senate and the House of

Representatives.

The constitution of the Senate is simple. Each

State in the Union, regardless of its population or

area, is entitled to send two members to this body.

The House of Eepresentatives is constructed upon a

different plan. The Constitution originally directed

that to the whole number of free persons in each

1 ' Commentaries on American Law,' Part 11. Lect. xiii. (The edi-

tion quoted in this hook is the eleventh, published at Boston, 1866.)
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State three-fiftlis of all other persons, excluding

Indians not taxed, should be added, and represen-

tatives divided according to the population, not

more than one representative being allowed for

every 30,000 persons. On May 29, 1850, this plan

was abolished, and it was provided that after March,

1853, the House of Kepresentatives should be com-

posed of 233 members, who are apportioned in the

following manner:— The aggregate population of

the United States, according to the last ofScial

census, is divided by 233, and the product is taken

as the ratio or rule of apportionment. The popula-

tion of each State is then taken, and divided by the

ratio just determined, and the representatives allotted

in accordance with the result.^ The senators are

chosen by the votes of the State Legislatures; the

representatives by the direct suffrages of the people.

The entire House of Kepresentatives is elected at

various times, for two years; the six years' term

of office of senators is so arranged as that one-third

only shall fall vacant every second year, so that,

whUe it is possible for the people to change the

entire House of Representatives once in two years,

they cannot touch more than one-third of the Senate

in the same time. " This provision," remarks Chan-

cellor Kent, "is admirably calculated, on the one

hand, to infuse into the Senate, biennially, renewed

2 Territories are allowed to send two delegates to the HoTise of

Eepresentatives. They may speak in the assembly, but are not

permitted to vote.
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public confidence and vigour ; and, on the other, to

retain a large portion of experienced members, duly

initiated into the general principles of national

policy, and the forms and course of business in the

House." 3

Thus, then, the Legislative is divided into two

bodies, each having a control over the other, and the

concurrence of both being requisite to make laws.

The popular branch was intended to be the direct

representative of the people, the Senate of the people

incorporated as States, all the States returning through

their Legislatures the same number of Senators irre-

spective of their area, wealth, or population.* By
this double contrivance it was thought that no class

or interest in the country would be left without its

due share of representation in the councils of the

nation. The precise ends which the founders of

the Constitution aimed to accomplish will be most

satisfactorily explained by a brief reference to the

expounders of it. "It is the people only," said

President Adams in his inaugural address, " that are

represented: it is their power and majesty that is

2 ' Commentaries,' Part II. Lect. xi.

* It was the original design that the Senate should be a check

upon the popular power. Thus, in the Convention of 1787, Mr.

Randolph said,—" He observed that the general object was to pro-

vide for the evils under which the United States laboured; that in

tracing these evils to their origin, eveiy man had found it in the

turbulence and follies of democracy ; that some check therefore was

to be sought for against this tendency of our government ; and that

a good Senate seemed most likely to answer the purpose." (Madison's

' Eeports,' p. 138.)
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reflected, aud only for their good in every legitimate

government under whatever form it may appear."

According to Jefferson the guiding principle of re-

presentation should be to secure the absolute supre-

macy of the will of the majority. In his inaugural

address he insists upon the importance of " absolute

acquiescence in the decisions of the ma,jority, the vital

principle of repubKcs, from which there is no appeal

but to force." In a letter to a friend he remarks,

—

"My most earnest wish is to see the republican

element of popular control pushed to the maximum

of its practical exercise. I shall then believe that

our government may be pure and perpetual."® And
again he writes,— " The first principle of republicanism

is that the lex majoris partis is the fundamental law

of every society of individuals of equal rights ; to

consider the will of the society enounced by the

majority of a single vote as sacred as if imanimous,

is the first of all lessons in iniportance, yet the last

which is thoroughly learnt."^ There have been

writers who openly contended that there would be

no danger in giving the whole control of the govern-

ment to the Legislative. " The old Congress," says

one,' " held the Executive power of the Union. It

was a plural Executive, annually appointed, liable to

recall, iaeligible after three years. ... A sovereignty

5 Jefferson's Works, vol. vii. p. 32. * Ibid. vol. vii. p. 75.

' John Taylor, a 'Virginian: 'Inquiry into the principles and
policy of the Government of the United States' (1848), pp. 175

and 211.
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over the Constitutiou, objectionable as it would still

be, would be safer in the Legislature than in the

Judiciary, because of its duennial responsibility."

But there can be no question that those who drew

up the Constitution attached great importance to

the principle that each department of the govern-

ment should be kept distinct from the others, and

independent of them. " To what purpose," says

Hamilton, " separate the Executive or the Judiciary

from the Legislative, if both the Executive and the

Judiciary are so constituted as to be at the absolute

devotion of the Legislative ? Such a separation must

be merely nominal, and incapable of producing the

ends for which it was established."^ The only men

who seem to have been desirous of placing the pre-

ponderance of power in the hands of the Legislative

were those who represented the section of the coun-

try which suffered most by that change in after years.

The powers possessed by Congress are specifically

defined by the Constitution.^ It is authorised to

levy and collect taxes, to borrow money, to regulate

commerce with foreign nations, to coin money and

regulate the value thereof, to constitute tribunals

inferior to the Supreme Court, to declare war and

to raise and support armies, to maintain a navy, and

make rules for the regulation of the land and naval

forces, to admit new States to Congress, and make

laws for the regulation of territories,^" and to exercise

8 ' Federalist,' No. 71. » Ait. I. sect. 8. '" Art. IV. sect. 3.
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exclusive legislation over the district which is the

seat of the G-overnment of the United States." By
an amendment to the original Constitution it is pro-

vided that " Congress shall make no law respecting

an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free

exercise thereof ; or abridging the freedom of speech,

or of the press ; or the right of the people peaceably

to assemble, and to petition the government for a

redress of grievances." Chancellor Kent remarks of

the powers thus committed to Congress, that some of

them, "as the levying of taxes, duties, and excises,

are concurrent with similar powers in the several

States; but in most cases these powers are exclu-

sive, because the concurrent exercise of them by

the States separately would disturb the general har-

mony and peace, and because they would be apt to.

be repugnant to each other in practice and lead to

dangerous collisions." We shall see hereafter that

Congress has always shown a disposition to enlarge

the sphere of its authority, and to transcend the

plain and express provisions of the Constitution. It

was inevitable that this should happen. Congress,

with the support of the majority to maintain it, was

sure to gain the ascendency in the State. That it

should always retain in the framework of government

precisely the position assigned to it in the Constitn-

" It was in the exercise of this last power that Congress finally

passed an Act (over the veto of President Johnson) for conferring

the suffirage upon negroes in the district of Columbia (Jan. 7th and

8th, 1867).
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tion was impossible. There was no other effectual

and abiding check placed upon it but the will 6f

the people, and to expect them to control it within

theoretical limits was to place before them unlimited

power and ask them not to use it.

It is a favourite boast with some Americans, al-

though the idea by no means obtains universal assent

among them, that the scheme of~ representation so

laboriously prepared in the Federal and State Con-

ventions confers upon the people the greatest ad-

vantages of which any arrangement of the elective

franchise is capable. "Whatever the cultivated classes

may think, the masses believe that they have a more

thorough and efScient representation in the national

legislature than is known anywhere else in the

world. And this belief is fortified by the authority of

some of the most distinguished Americans. Webster

says, the theory of representation " is admirably ac-

commodated to our Constitution, better understood

among us, and more familiarly and extensively prac-

tised, in the higher and in the lower departments of

government, than it has been by any other people." ^

So, likewise. Chancellor Kent remarks—" The United

States, in their improvements upon the exercise of

the right of representation, may, as we apprehend,

claim pre-eminence over all other governments, an-

cient and modern."" And Mr. Justice Story affirmed

that every expedient which human ingenuity could

12 Webster's Works, vol. i. p. 40. " ' Oommentaiies,' Leot. xi.
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devise to make perfect the working of the machinery

of government had been introduced " with singular

skill, ingenuity, and wisdom, into the structure of

the Constitution."" Notwithstanding this wisdom

and skill, we have seen in our own day that the

Legislative may be drawn into indecorous collision

with the Executive, and that the action of the

general government may for a time be paralysed

by this unfortunate hostility. Year after year, too,

there has been a growing conviction in the minds of

the wealthy and cultivated classes that they are de-

prived of the influence which they ought rightfully

to exercise in the affairs of the RepubKc, and that

they have no protection against the encroachments of

the majority. It is important to examine with some

care into the circumstances which have served to

bring into the light these faults and defects of the

American theory of representation.

Mr. Madison laid it down as a fundamental axiom,

that neither of the departments of the government

" ought to possess, directly or iudirectly, an over-

ruling iafluence over the others in the administration

of their respective powers." It is quite clear, how-

ever, that the tendency of events in recent years

has been towards the accumulation of power in the

hands of Congress to an extent which the authors

of the Constitution never contemplated. In Madi-

'•• ' Commentaries,' vol. i. sect. 902. See also the ' Federalist,' Nos.

47-48.
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son's day the first indications of this moTement were

apparent, and he acknowledges, with some regret,

that the " legislative department is everywhere ex-

tending the sphere of its activity, and drawing all

power into its impetuous vortex."" The construc-

tion of the government was such as to render this

result not only probable, but unavoidable. Congress,

proceeding immediately from the people, would na-

turally claim and exercise an overruling influence.

It would only not seek to encroach upon the Exe-

cutive and the Judiciary when those departments

acted in harmony with it, or when it ceased to re-

flect perfectly, the opinions of the people. When
the Executive was its obedient instrument it would

be satisfied with its position. But at other times it

would refuse to be bound by " checks" and "balances"

which were not found within itself—which it did not

expressly make or accept. President Johnson, in his

difficulties with Congress, laid much stress upon the

opinions of aminent authorities that there was more

to be feared from the tyranny of the Legislative

than from the ambition of the Executive, for the

latter power was confined within set limits, while

the former was left almost without restraint.^" He
found himself stultified at every turn, and unable to

give the slightest weight to his own opinions. And

" ' Federalist,' No. 48. See also the papers of Hamilton in the

' Federalist,' Nos. 72, 73.

'6 See the "Veto of the Negro Suffrage Bill in the district of

Columbia, ' Congressional Globe,' Jan. 8, 1867.
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putting the situation in which he was actually placed

as if it were merely a hypothetical situation, he wrote,

" This would be a practical concentration of all power

in the Congress of the United States—this, in the

language of the author of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, would be 'precisely the definition of despotic

government.' " But it is chiefly in critical periods,

when the very safety of the nation appears to be

endangered, or when some great principles precious

in the eyes of the people seem about to be sacri-

ficed, that Congress can obtain, and still less keep,

this extraordinary monopoly of power. The convic-

tions of the people must be deeply stirred before

they will, by repeated elections, justify the virtual

suppression of a most important department of the

government. They must distrust the intentions of

the Executive with regard to a policy of vital con-

sequence to the Kepublic before they virtually de-

pose him. In the time of Jackson the Executive

made encroachments upon the Legislative which

might well have excited alarm, but the true balance

was not restored because the people did not inter-

fere. They were content to let things take their

course. But after the civil war, issues too momen-

tous were at stake to permit of their remaining in-

different or passive spectators. They saw, or imagined

that they saw, a determination on the part of the

Executive to make another of those " compromises "

which a disastrous experience had rendered inex-

pressibly hateful to them. The slavery question had
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been nursed by compromises until a peaceable solu-

tion _of it became impossible, and between 1865-67

it seemed that the President had resolved to restore

political power to the enemies of the government

before it had well recovered from the shock which

they had administered. Hence, Congress gradually

found itself in the possession of an authority which

it had never exercised before, and which the States

that originally went into the Union would certainly

never have consented to confer upon it. It did not

assume anything more than the people then recog-

nised to be in the Union gave it. It did not even,

at the outset of the struggle, invade the province

of the Executive. The President had it within his

discretion to place a veto upon the acts of the Legis-

tive, but the people had sent to that body a majority

of two-thirds against him. He used the privilege

which the Constitution gave him, and the people

rendered it nugatory by the means which the Con-

stitution had prescribed. To argue that under such

circumstances Congress is a " despotism " is the same

Sks to argue that the will of the people is a despotism

;

and that would be contrary to the principles of Re-

publican governments, whatever the abstract truth

may be. The citizens of other countries may see good

reasons why they should not desire a rule based upon

the will of varying and capricious majorities, but

such a rule was voluntarily chosen, and is tenaciously

clung to, by the people of America. They must abide

by it, or change their form of government altogether.
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The argument which was used in the Senate " against

the President's assertions affecting Congress is un-

answerable:—"The recent acts of Congress, those

acts upon which the President and Congress sepa-

rated, were submitted to the people, and after a very

full canvass and a very able one, in which great num-

bers of speeches were made on both sides, and docu-

ments were circulated, the people, who are the common

masters of President and Congress, decided in favour

of Congress. Unless, therefore, there is an inherent

danger from a republican government, resting solely

upon the will of the people, there is no occasion for

the warning of the President. Unless the judgment

of one man is better than the combined judgment of a

great majority, he should have respected their decision,

and not continued a controversy in which our common

constituency have decided that he was wrong."

This passage is not only a succinct commentary

upon the powers of Congress, but it embodies an

accurate description of the latest phase of Republic-

anism. It is manifest from their writings, and from

tlie debates iu the Convention of 1787, that the framers

of the Constitution never expressly intended to give

the supreme power to Congress. But this only shows

that they failed to see whither republican principles

would lead. They did not make sufficient allowance

for the iuvincible force of popular opinion in a demo-

cracy. They thought to erect barriers between the

will of the masses and the powers of government,

>? By Senator Sherman, ' Congressional Globe,' Jan. Sth, 1867.
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but these barriers fell down at a touch. It was only

a qualified democracy which the originators of the

American system wished to put into operation.^"

With the laws of the mother country, they wished to

preserve some infusion of the spirit of its civil polity.

But when everything is based upon the will of the

people it is idle to think of controlling that will by

urging reasons which appeal only to minds of a philo-

sophic turn. In the United States the rule of the

masses has constantly grown stronger, and it must

continue to grow, and therefore it would be well for

themselves if they chose as the instruments of their

work men of high integrity and honour, and thus

made good their boast that they enjoy the best repre-

sentative system known to mankind.

It is upon this latter point that so great a differ-

ence of opinion exists among Americans who are the

most deeply attached to their country and its insti-

tutions. It is seen by them to be very questionable

whether Congress has not partially failed both as

a representative and a deliberative body. No one

can afSrm that either property or intellect is ade-

quately represented. Webster thought that political

power would naturally and inevitably pass into the

hands which held the property," but it is found in

^ Madison disclaims the title "Democracy," and expresses his

preference for the word " Kepublicanism." ' Federalist,' No. 10.

" Speech on "Basis of the Senate."—Works,, iii. p. 15. The same

opinion was expressed on many occasions in the Philadelphia Con-

vention of 1787. See Elliot's ' Debates.'

G
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practice that the bulk of the community, which is

poor or of but moderate means, choose men of tlieir

own class to represent them, and politicians find it

to their advantage to studv the wishes of this class

rather than of any other. Even in journals of ex-

treme republican principles it is not uncommon to

find this fact admitted and deplored. " Nobody," re-

marked one such writer, " who has paid much atten-

tion to our political discussions of late years, both iu

and out of Congress, can have avoided being struck

by the general tendency to exalt and glorify the

poor, apparently for the simple reason that they are

poor, and in a corresponding degree to depreciate

' the rich
;

' and, singularly enough, the standard of

wealth seems to be, in political phraseology, every

year sinking lower and lower." ^^ In large cities

men of property or culture frequently refrain from

exercising their right of suffrage, either because they

consider the candidates unfit to go inio Congress, or

because they know that tlieir votes would be thrown

away. This is a great evil, but one of a still more

serious character exists in the absence of a propor-

tionate representation of the minority in the United

States. This has been found a defect which it has

detied the ingenuity of statesmen to remove in other

constitutional countries, but there are peculiar circum-

stances arising out of party government in America

which render it there unusuallv mischievous. xVs we

'" ' Noitli Araerican Review,' July, 1865.
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shall see hereafter, it is almost impossible for a man
of independent opinions to obtain a seat in Congress.

He must be "endorsed" by a party, and slavishly

adopt all the views of that party, or it is useless for him

to contest an election. Should any accepted member

exhibit an opinion of his own in opposition to the

general party, he is practically driven out of its ranks,

he is assailed on all sides with a virulence and un-

scrupulousness unknown elsewhere, he inevitably fails

to receive a future nomination, and thus he loses the

next election. Within the walls of the Legislature

every voice is raised against him, and outside he

has to confront the unprincipled assaults of the

combined agents of a faction. Few public men in

America can long contend in so unequal a struggle.

Thus the power of Congress is securely concentrated

in the hands of the leaders of the dominant party of

the hour, who may be so actuated by personal ambi-

tion, or other unworthy motives, as to render them

altogether unsafe guides for the nation. The dis-

cussions of this conclave are carried on in secret, and

the mockery of a deliberative assembly is made com-

plete by the systematic refusal to allow of full debate

upon measures of the most momentous description.

They are decided upon in private caucus, for reasons

which the public are not allowed to know ; and wlieu

they are brought forward in the Legislature, by a

form of the House of Eepresentatives known as the

"previous question," which the adherents of the go-

verning party are almost always numerous enough

G 2
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to enforce, discussion is absolutely prevented. Some-

times no one is allowed to say a \yord. The minority

is not admitted to the caucus, and in the House a

gag is placed upon their mouths. When the Civil

Eights Bill was passed over the President's veto in

April, 1866, several independent members begged

hard for permission to discuss it, or at least to

explain their reasons for the vote they intended to

give. It was refused, and there was a general cry in

the House " Give an hour ! " but the leaders were

inexorable, and the resolution was pressed to a divi-

sion in less than ten minutes after it had been sent

to the Speaker. The same practice was afterwards

adopted, and with uniform success. It is true that

in the Senate there is no power to forbid discussion,

but one branch of the Legislative, and that the

popular branch, submits quietly to a tyranny which

is destructive of the true principles of a legislative

assembly, and a betrayal of the trust confided to it

by the people.

Nearly all questions of domestic policy are dis-

cussed in Congress from the standpoint of local

interests. If the subject of protection for commerce

and manufactures is before the assembly, each mem-

ber considers it as it aifects his own constituents, and

there is no one to represent the general interests of

the nation. Those memTaers alone speak who have

local objects to promote ;
^^ the majority are ignorant

-' A memtev of Conp;re.<s must almost always be a resident in the

district which he represents.
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Of the subject, and the two years for which they are

elected is too short a time to enable them to ac-

quaint themselves properly with it, or to adopt

fixed and settled principles. In all questions which

arise it is the recognised system for members to

ascertain what their constituents wish, not to study

what would be best for the welfare of the whole

Republic. An English member of Parliament is

supposed to be alive to the fact that there is a large

class besides his constituency whom it is his duty to

represent. There are occasions when he feels it

incumbent upon him to represent that class, rather

than, or even against, his own constituency. This

standard of public honour is rarely indeed exhibited

in America. The member of Congress surrenders all

his opinions to his constituents. He says what they

command him to say, no more and no less. He is the

slave of his supporters and of his party. Constantly

one may hear it said in the House of Representatives,

" I believe this measure to be unwise, but my con-

stituents want it and they must have it. What is

the use of going against them ?"^^ Few men of emi-

nent ability will accept a seat in Congress upon such

terms, and hence the lament is general that the tone

of Congress is constantly declining. Men of character

and talents will not barter away their independence

of judgment and their matured convictions for the

22 Theoretically, tlie member of Congress is supposed to represent

the nation (see Story's 'Commentaries,' sect. 587), but in practice

the system imdoubtedly prevails which is described in the text.
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doubtful honour of Leeoming the mouthpiece of a

tj'raTinical faction for a period of two years. The

l>est men of business, the men of wealth and leisure,

the cultivated classes, cannot as a rule be prevailed

upon to put themselves forward as candidates for

Congress. The natural operation of the suffrage is

partly the cause of this, but it must also be referred

to the fact that political life in America is not

usually an object of ambition with the well-informed

classes. The independent member of Congress is

not always allowed to state his opinions. If another

Webster or day appeared in the House of Eepreseii-

tatives, he would probably be silenced by a demand

for the previous question, or some other device of

the majority to silence discussion. In the Reform

debates of 1865-67 in the English Parliament,

speeches of commanding power and eloquence were

occasionally delivered against the popular side. In

a similar condition of public feeling in the United

States there is scarcely any public man of position

who would dare to exercise this freedom of thought

and opinion. There he must go with the tide or be

washed away. And hence the remark made by an

English public writer, during the despotism of Con-

gress in 1866, was profoundly true and just—" It

may be pronounced an absolute impossibility that

a man like the late Sir George Cornewall Lewis,

capable of seeing two sides ot a question, should be

returned to Congress." Or, what is the same thing,

il he were returned it would be because his consti-
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tnents had not detected his impartial faculty, and

as soon as they did perceive it they would turn hini

out.

What we find represented and advocated in Con-

gress are sectional differences rather than broad and

comprehensive principles based upon considerations of

the general good of the people.^ This is of less con-

sequence in America than it would be in England,

since the States by their own laws can provide for

the social well-being of their inhabitants. They can

regulate their own affairs, and place the means of

education within the reach of all. Except, therefore,

when a question arises which affects all the States,

and which no single State, or number of States less

than the whole, can control, it is not important that

a deputy should do more than protect the interests

^ In the New York Convention which assemtled to ratify the

Constitution Mr. Hamilton said,—" In my experience of public

affairs I have constantly remarked, in the conduct of members of

Congress, a strong and uniform attachment to the interests of their

own State. These interests have, on many oct-asions, been adhered

to with an undue and illiberal pertinacity, and have too often been

preferred to the interests of the Union. This attachment has given

birth to an unaccommodating spirit of party which has frequently

embarrassed the best measures." — (Elliot's 'Debates,' ii. 266.)

Hamilton was, in some respects, a man of greater sagacity and fore-

sight than almost any of his contemporaries. Few besides him-

self acknowledged that there was anything to be regretted in the

attachment of a member to his locality regardless of tlie interest of

the Kepulilic. Talleyrand told Mr. Martin Van Buren that " he

regarded Hamilton as the ablest man he became acquainted with in

America—he was not sure that he might not add without injustice,

or tliat he had known in Europe."—(See Van Bureu's 'Political

Parties,' p. 124.)
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of his own constituency. But when a crisis does

arise which requires the tmited action of all the

members, they have localities so much in mind and

the welfare of the community so little, that agree-

ment can only be arriyed at by that device which

has received the humourous name of "log-rolling."

One member votes for his friend's proposition to-day

upon the understanding that his friend will return

the civility to-morrow. Eut as the idea of a " nation
"

grows upon the people sectional affairs will be more

and more confined to State Legislatures. And as a

natural consequence, power will accumulate in the

hands of Congress, and the States must sacrifice

some portion of their former functions in order that

they may be welded together in a solid body, and

thus reveal an unbroken front to the rest of the

world.
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CHAPTEE VI.

THE JUDICIAKT.

The absence of a well-organised judicial power in the

old Confederation was one of its most obvious defects.

There was no supreme tribunal to which questions

arising between States, or affecting the construction

of treaties, could be referred. Each State inter-

preted as it pleased a compact which assumed to be

binding upon all. The derangement of public affairs

which such a want of system produced may easily

be imagined. There was no certainty that an ar-

rangement entered into between the States would be

honourably observed, because, when any of the

parties to it became dissatisfied, it was easy to put a

new construction upon the agreement, and there

was no recognised authority by which the dispute

could be adjusted. This deficiency must have been

a constant source of inconvenience and embarrass-

ment to each of the members in turn. " The treaties

of the United States," said Hamilton, "under the

present Constitution are liable to the infraction of

thirteen different Legislatures, and as many different

courts of final jurisdiction, acting under the authority
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of those Legislatures." ^ The result was that nothing

was settled—nothing secured. A covenant was only

binding so long as every State chose to acknowledge

its validity.

To remedy these inconveniences a Supreme Court

was established by the Constitution, and authority

was given to Congress to create inferior courts from

time to time as occasion demanded.^ In each State

there exist courts intrusted with the administration

of the local, or State, laws, and a Supreme Court is

established over all. The State tribunals decide a

cause in the first instance, and if it involves a question

which comes within the province of the Federal

Supreme Court it may be carried there upon appeal.

The system works in a circle—the State Courts, the

Supreme Court of the State to decide appeals, and

the Federal Supreme Court, which is clad with the

exclusive authority to pronounce final judgment on

all questions affecting the Constitution, the construc-

tion of laws, the interpretation of treaties, and other

subjects expressly designated in the Constitution

itself. In the appointment of the State judges the

principle of conferring ofBce for a short period only

is adopted, and thus the control of the Bench has

practically fallen into the hands of the majority. In

vain the thoughtful class of Americans have warned

their countrymen against the mischiefs which must

accrue from this degradation of the judicial office.

' Federalist,' Xo. 22. 2 Art. UI. sec. 1.
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The judges, it is contended, should be the servants

"of the people, and remain subject to their supervision

and control. In the state of New York the election

of judges by universal suffrage has created a scandal

which is keenly felt by the nation. With some

lionourable exceptions, the judges in the State, but

especially in the city, are notoriously corrupt or

incapable, and owe their election to the very class

against which the protection of the law is most

needed by peaceable citizens. The most shameful

offences are constantly committed by men placed

upon the Bench by the popular vote. They listen

privately to one or other of the suitors in a case

which is afterwards to be brought before them, and

openly take bribes for their decisions. It was well

known that one judge received ten thousand dollars

for giving judgment in a case, and he still remained

upon the Bench. Their language is sometimes coarse

and profane to the last degree. "If," remarks an

American writer, " we were to relate half the

rumours which are afloat, and which are fully

credited, too, by the most intelligent and discreet

members of the bar, we should draw a picture as

appalling as anything to be found in the books of

the prophets Amos and Micah."^

3 See the ' Nortli American Keview,' for July, 1867 (pp. Ii8-176),

where any one interested in this subject may find a stray of corrup-

tion unparalleled in the modem judicial annals of any country. The

statements made by the writer, although they so seriously affected

the character of many ju.lges, were never contradicted in New
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Since each State has the power to make laws for

itself, it follows that there is no uniformity in, the

measures adopted for the punishment of crime or

the regulation of society. Take, for instance, the

law relating to divorce. In some States there must

not only be a judicial investigation and decision, but

the assent of two-thirds of each branch of the Legis-

lature is necessary to make a decree lawful. In

South Carolina no divorce has ever been granted,

" so strict and scrupulous," as Mr. Justice Kent says,

has been the policy of the State in relation to

marriage. Some of the newer States go to the other

extreme. In Kentucky, if the wife leaves her

husband for one year a divorce is granted, and it

frequently happens that married persons wishing to

be separated go to that State and live apart by

mutual agreement, and so obtain a divorce upon easy

terms. In Indiana and Missouri abandonment by

either party for two years is a sufficient ground for

divorce, and the extraordinary discretion is also

allowed to the court of granting a divorce upon any

pretext which it may deem " reasonable and proper."

In Tennessee the wilful absence of husband or wife

for two years secures the divorce. In the laws of

New Hampshire there is the curious provision that

if the husband joins the society known as "the

Shakers," and remains in it for three years, his wife

can obtain judicial separation. In Ohio habitual

York. Every one admitted the facts, but many deprecated their

publication, upon the ground that it " could do no good."
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drunkenness for three years is held to be sufficient

cause for granting a decree, and the same law exists

in Maine. But Kentucky is the most lax in her

marriage laws. Besides the ground of divorce

already stated, she provides that divorce may be

allowed if the jury find "that either party has un-

necessarily exposed, in a public paper, the other to

public notoriety and reproach for alleged abandon-

ment," or " by other unnecessary and cruel conduct

endeavoured to disgrace the same." These laws

were made in 1850. In some of the States the pro-

portion of divorces to marriages is said to reach

thirty per cent.

The laws relating to the inheritance or transfer of

land vary in a similar manner, and it has been

stated by an American jurist that there is no general

law of descents in the country. To cite a few

examples of this diversity : in many of the States it

is the law that, " if the owner of lands dies without

lawful descendants, leaving parents, the inheritance

shall ascend to them."^ In Vermont the widow,

there being no children, takes half the estate, and

the father of the deceased the other half. In Massa-

chusetts and Arkansas the estate devolves to the

father. In Louisiana a moiety of the estate of an

intestate, in default of issue, goes to the father and

mother, and the remainder to the brothers and

sisters and their descendants. Mcst of the other

" Kent, p. 431.
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States have adopted the principle of giving parents

the right of succession to the property of their

children dying intestate. Estates tail existed in

America until the Kevolution, but they were gradu-

ally abolished by the different States, and converted

into fees simple. In New York, as Kent informs us,

"the power of protracting the period of alienation

has been restricted to two successive estates for life,

limited to the lives of two persons in being at the

creation of the estate." ^

The composition of the Federal Judiciary was a

labour of great anxiety to the Convention of 1787,

and to the subsequent State Conventions. Should

the judicial power be merged in the Legislature or be

left distinct ? Should the Judiciary be privileged to

annul laws ? How should the judges be appointed ?

These and many other questions were discussed with

great patience ^ and, ability, until it seemed that

every possible ramification of the subject had been

thoroughly explored. Among other propositions

brought forward there was one to place the power

of appointing judges in the Legislature. This was

earnestly opposed by several members, on the ground

that it would give rise to intrigue and partiality.

One member reminded the Convention that a prin-

cipal reason for insisting on unity in the Executive

" was that officers might be appointed by a single

responsible person."* 3Ir. Madison suggested as a

* Kent, p. 17. ' Maiisoj's 'Rt ports,' p. 155.
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compromise that the appointing power should rest

with the Senate, and for some time the Conven-

tion remained undecided in their choice between the

Executive and the Senate. Eventually it was re-

solved that the appointments should be made by the

President, subject to the approval and confirmation

of the Senate. In this state the law still remains,

and when judges are once appointed they remain in

ofiSce during good behaviour ; that is, they can be

removed only by impeachment. But, as has been

described with reference to New York, the State

courts are regulated according to the will of tlie

people. In two States the judges, even of the

Supreme Courts, are annually elected by ballot ; in

most others the office is given for a limited period

only.' 1'he Federal Supreme Court consists of a

Chief Justice and eight associate judges, five of whom

form a quorum. It meets simultaneously with the

regular Session of Congress, on the first Monday in

every December, and holds its sittings at Washing-

ton. One of the judges, conjointly with a district

judge, holds two courts a year in each of the nine

circuits into which the country is divided, and these

are called Circuit Courts.* In a strictly judicial

capacity the State courts are thrown into more

direct connexion with the social hfe of the peoj)le

tlian the Supreme Court, which only occupies itself

with the highest range of questions.

'' See Kent's ' CommeDt iries,' i., nuie, tj p. 309.

" Ibid. Leut. xiv.
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The third department of the government was de-

signed to act as a check or counterpoise to the other

two. The maintenance of the Constitution, and the

protection of all lawful rights, were objects confined

to the Judiciary, and it was thought that it was

armed with ample powers to make its authority

respected, and to guard against encroachment upon

its functions. On this point it is not possible that

there can be a difference of opinion. The words of

the authorities, early and late, are not to be mis-

understood. The Federalist took pains to point out

the importance of preserving "the complete in-

dependence of the courts of justice."' The Con-

vention was unanimously of this view, and Wash-

ington declared that the Judiciary M'as the chief

pillar on which the national government must rest.'"

" I cannot," says Chancellor Kent, " conceive of any-

thing more grand and imposing in the whole ad-

ministration of human justice than the spectacle

of the Supreme Court sitting in solemn judgment

upon the conflicting claims of the national and State

sovereignties, and tranquillising all jealous and angry

passions, and binding together this gTeat confederacy

of States in peace and harmony, by the ability, the

moderation, and the equity of its decisions."" And
concerning the State courts he remarks, " The true

interests and the permanent freedom of this country

" No. 78.

1" Sparks' ' Writings of Washingtou,' vol. x., pp. 35,

1

" ' Oommentaiies,' i. p. 482. (Leot. xix.)
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require that the jurisprudence of the individual

States should be cultivated, cherished, and exalted,

and the dignity and reputation of the State autho-

rities sustained with becoming pride."
'^

These opinions, although of a nature to recom-

mend themselves to every generation, seem to be now

abandoned. Congress has swept away by iti own fiat

the whole Judiciary system of ten States, and thus

established a precedent which must produce incalcu-

lable mischief hereafter. The most eminent lawyers

of the day protested against this rash measure, but no

one listened to them. Congress had ordered it, and

the people do not appear to have given their at-

tention to it sufficiently to discern its extreme import-

ance. The act was the more to be deplored because

there was no necessity for it. The general govern-

ment could have been securely protected against

treason and traitors without the abolition of all local

courts of justice in disaffected States. The Federal

Judiciary itself was unable to stand before the pres-

sure of the Legislative. It could not be greater

than the people. It could not prevent laws being

passed; and although it might declare those laws

to be unconstitutional, it had no power to enforce

its decrees. The people, if they were inclined to

disregard the Constitution, could not be restrained

by any action of the Supreme Court. Prior even

to the civil war, but repeatedly since, the decisions

" Ibid. p. 483. See also Story, ' Commentaries,' Book III.

chapter iv.

H
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of the court upon constitutional questions have pro-

duced no effect whatever on either Congress or the

people. The Dred Scott decision -was technically

law until slavery was abolished by a constitutional

amendment, but as a general rule it was disregarded.

In 1866 the Supreme Court decided that military

tribunals were unlawful,'^ and the government of the

South was afterwards made one great military tri-

bunal, the Generals in command of the States being

empowered to remove judges and all civil officers at

their pleasure. In another case brought before the

Supreme Court it was decided that the application of

a test oath of the State of Missouri was in contraven-

tion of the clause in the Constitution, which provides

" that no State shall pass any bill of attainder " or

" ex fost facto law ;
" and yet test oaths, of a retro-

spective and most rigorous character, were after-

wards applied to all persons who presented them-

selves at the polls in the Southern States. What
could the Supreme Court do but stand helplessly on

one side and look on at the miscarriage of its de-

cisions ? Until a " case" was brought before it there

was no opportunity even to make its voice heard,

and after that it had no means of exacting obedi-

ence. Like aU other institutions, it stood at the

mercy of the majority. It had no resources to draw

upon unless the people came resolutely to its sup-

port, and sent representatives to Congress who were

" Case, ex parte Lambdin v. Milligan et al.
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pledged to restore it to its theoretical position in the

Government. Mr. Justice Story was strongly of

opinion that the Supreme Court was not bound to

observe the rescripts of the majority, and that the

common sense of the people would always lead them

to prevent the Legislature from tampering with the

Constitution. Would not a contrary course, he

asked, "make the Constitution an instrument of

flexible and changeable interpretation, and not a

settled form of government with fixed limitations?

Would it not become, instead of a supreme law for

ourselves and our posterity, a mere oracle of the

powers of the rulers of the day, to which implicit

homage is to be paid, and speaking at different times

the most opposite commands, and in the most am-

biguous voices ? " " It would not be possible to bor-

row language which described with greater accuracy

and fidelity the Constitution and the Judiciary as

they are. Story thought he was picturing a state

of things which could never be witnessed in his

country, whereas he but anticipated the inevitable

changes which were impending over the method of

government he was so anxious to defend.

The falsification of all statements and speculations

concerning the Judiciary was precipitated by the

civU war, and this consideration renders some of

M. de TocquevHle's assertions at least comprehensible.

The judges, he declares, are invested with " immense

" ' Ctonunentaries,' ii. p. 462.

H 2
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political power." " The Americans have acknow-

ledged the right of the judges to found their de-

cisions on the Constitution rather than on the laws.

In other words, they have not permitted them to

apply such laws as may appear to them to be uncon-

stitutional." " So far from this being the case, we

find that the people practically compel the Supreme

Court to apply laws which it has pronounced uncon-

stitutional. The Legislature first passes such laws,

the people support the Legislature, and the Govern-

ment is obliged to see that the laws are carried into

execution. The Supreme Court simply sits upon the

Bench uttering protests which no one heeds, while

the unconstitutional measures are being enforced

out of doors. M. de Tocqueville afSrms that "not

a party, not so much as an individual, is found to

contest" the authority which he ascribes to the

Supreme Court. This is one of the positive state-

ments which startle and confound those who have

been accustomed to place dependence on M. de

Tocqueville's work. The strong party in the United

States has always been opposed to the Judiciary, and

since the rebellion the ruling party has systematic-

ally repudiated all the claims of the Supreme Court.

They even threatened to " revolutionise " it if it con-

tinued refractory and obstinate—that is, if it adhered

to the principles laid down for its guidance in the

Constitution. And they might at any time fulfil this

" Vol. i. chapter yi. p. 125. (Tome i. p. 166.

)
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menace by increasing the number of judges, and then

refusing to confirm the appointment of any but those

of their own opinions. The controlling and arresting

force which De Tocqueville detected in the construc-

tion of the Supreme Court, was a fiction which he

invented or imagined to perfect the general harmony

of his theory, " The power," he remarks, " vested

in the American Courts of Justice, of pronouncing a

statute to be unconstitutional, forms one of the most

powerful barriers which has ever been devised against

the tyranny of political assemblies."^* He did not see

that there was nothing behind the barrier to support

it, and that consequently it was doomed to disappear

before a breath of popular will. It did not need the

extraordinary acuteness with which M. de Tocqueville

has been credited to perceive that the " tyranny of a

political assembly " might easily be irresistible when

exercised against a power which was nothing in itself,

and which derived all its vitality from the concurrence

of that very assembly. While the Judiciary was

unopposed it was supreme; when it was reduced

to act on the defensive all its power and majesty

disappeared.

" The Supreme Court of the United States," ob-

serves M. de Tocqueville in another portion of his

work, '• is the sole tribunal of the nation." He forgot

that its favourite tribunal is itself. Through the

Legislature the people make known their wishes,

16 Vol. i. oliap. vi. pp. 129-30. (Tome i. p. 172.)
;;
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and to those wishes the Executive and Judiciary, be-

ing entirely unarmed, must always succumb. " The

very existence of the Union," says M. de Tocqueville,

" is vested in the hands of the seven Federal judges."

What could they do for the Union when it was

assailed by the South ? " The Executive," he fur-

ther states, " appeals to them (the judges) for assist-

ance against the encroachments of the Legislative.""

And when it does—as it did between 1865 and 1867

—what assistance can the judges render? They

may decide that the Executive is right, but, if the

nation say that he is wrong, which will be likely to

have its own way?—the people who have control

over the physical arm, or the Executive who is help-

less whenever he alienates from his side the govern-

ing party ? De Tocqueville did indeed foresee that

circumstances might arise which would overset his

theories. He admitted that the judges "would be

impotent against popular neglect or contempt of

the law." But when he allowed that such an event

might happen he contradicted every statement

which he had advanced, and every inference which

he had drawn, with respect to the place in the

government of the Supreme Court. He reasoned

from abstract principles, or from his own ideal of

the American Eepubhc, and these were constantly in

conflict with his experience.

The momentous crisis of the last few years, whicli

" Vol. i. p. 191. (Tome i. p. 252).
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produced so many vital changes in the structure of

the government, left the Judiciary stripped of its

most precious prerogatives. If Chancellor Kent

svere living to revise his lectures, he would feel

himself constrained to omit that passage in which

he says,—" There can be no doubt upon the point

witb us, that every act of the legislative power,

contrary to the true interest and meaning of the

Constitution, is absolutely null and void.'"' No
one pretended that the measures passed by Congress

after the South laid down its arms were in accord-

ance even with the spirit of the Constitution, while

almost all acknowledged that they openly violated

its letter. The party whicb introduced those mea-

sures, justified them upon the ground that an emer-

gency had arisen which was sufficient to call a power

into existence greater than that of the Constitution.

Congress prescribed the terms of suffrage for all the

.

Southern States, although the Constitution is express

in declaring that this was a question which for all

future time every State should be left to detei-mine

for itself. It took away from the States the power

of appointing their own civil officers, and excluded

the bulk of the inhabitants entirely from the suffrage.

It enfranchised the blacks, and disfranchised the

whites. These and many similar acts were defended

on the ground of necessity or expediency, or upon

the plea that the insurgent States had forfeited their

' Conunentariea,' Pari III. Leot. xx, p. 486, vol. i.
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former rights under the Union; but the Constitu-

tion gave no warrant for such an exercise of legis-

lative responsibility. Had its dictates been heeded,

it would have placed, as it was intended to do, a

restraint upon that power which was aiming to

destroy States, whose inviolability had been gua-

ranteed by the most solemn compact ever entered

into between men. Had the Supreme Court been

moved, it must have pronounced judgment on these

laws according to the teaching of the Constitution

alone ; it would have declared them null and void,

and beyond this it could do nothing. Whenever it

decided against a popular measure it discredited

itself by an impotent display of authority. Any one

who examines closely into the history of the war

and of subsequent events, will be astonished at the

small and despised part which the Supreme Court,

the intended source of the reserved power of the

Eepublic, played throughout. The founders of the

Constitution would have predicated that it would

have acted as the great peacemaker after the war

—allaying animosities and extinguishing jealousies,

tempering the excesses of the victorious, and soften-

ing the humiliations of the vanquished party. This

was the province it would have fulfilled had it been

true to the theory of its construction, or had it

realised the expectations of later writers. Chancellor

Kent looked to the Supreme Court, "venerable by
its gravity, its dignity, and its wisdom," as an unfail-

ing safeguard against the tyranny of majorities, and
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the probable destruction of free institutions. "If

there was no check," he says, " upon the tyranny of

legislative majorities, the prospect before us would

be gloomy in the extreme." These are remarkable

words, both from the weight of the authority from

which they proceed, and from the fact that we must

now read them in the nature of a prediction. The

possibility imagined by Chancellor Kent is the reality

of to-day, and must remain the unalterable condition

of the political system. There is no check upon the

Legislative majority. Come what may, it is supreme.

It bends the Executive—^it defies or ignores the

Judiciary. Whether the consequences be good or

eyil, the rule of the majority must henceforth be a

tyranny. Minorities have no rights except such as

are conceded to them by the majority."

It cannot be too often repeated that this degrada-

tion of the Federal Judiciary was never contemplated

by the founders of the Constitution. It was expected

that the people would at all times be ready to bow

to its decisions, and no provision was made, or could

have been made, for such an event as their denying

or repudiating its authority. Mr. Ellsworth, after-

1' Chancellor Kent appears to have had a foreboding of this

result. " The equal rights of a minor party," he says, in a note to

his 20th Lecture (vol. i. p. 488), "are disregarded in the animated

competitions for power ; and if it were not for the checks and

barriers to which I have alluded, they would fall a sacrifice to the

passions of fierce and vindictive majorities." The danger which he

dreaded is actually before his country, but, whether it is so fatal

as he supposed it, time alone can decide.
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wards Chief-Justice, well put this point in the Con-

vention of Connecticut. " If the United States go

beyond their powers ; if they make a law, which

the Constitution does not authorize, it is void

;

and the judicial power, the national judges, who, to

secure their impartiality, are to be made indepen-

dent, wHl declare it void." " Still, however," he

added, "if the United States and the individual

States wiU quarrel—if they want to fight, they may

do it, and no frame of government can possibly

prevent it."^ And so, too, Chief-Justice Marshall

observed that, "whenever hostility to the existing

system shall become universal, it will also be irre-

sistible. The people made the Constitution, and the

people can unmake it. It is the creature of their

will, and lives only by their wilL"

It is impossible to foretell the ultimate conse-

quences of the prostration of the Supreme Court.

In quiet times, and when no issue which divides the

nation is being contested, the decisions of the Court

may still be regarded as binding upon all ; but it is

evident that the Legislature, when supported by a

majority, can always go on making laws which are

manifestly and avowedly not in agreement with the

Constitution, and that the Supreme Court has no

power to prevent these enactments from being put

in force against the minority. Its jurisdiction may
be questioned, and its judgments set at nought.

20 story, ' Commentaries" p. 267 (3rd ed. note). Book iii. c. iv.
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There will then arise that state of things which Mr.

Justice Story described as a day of evil never likely

to be witnessed in the United States :
—" The people

may, if they please, submit all power to their rulers

for the time being; but then the government should

receive its true appellation and character. It would

be a government of tyrants, elective, it is true, but

still tyrants ; and it would become the more fierce,

vindictive, and sanguinary because it would perpetu-

ally generate factions in its own bosom, who could

succeed only by the ruin of their enemies

It would be as corrupt as it would be dangerous. It

would form another model of that profligate and

bloody democracy, which, at one time, in the French

Revolution, darkened by its deeds the fortunes of

France, and left to mankind the appalKng lesson,

that virtue and religion, genius and learning, the

authority of wisdom and the appeals of innocence,

are unheard and unfelt in the frenzy of popular

excitement ; and that the worst crimes may be sanc-

tioned, and the most desolating principles inculcated,

under the banners and in the name of liberty." ^' This

picture is a gloomy one, and every American would

shrink back from the thought that there is a possi-

bility it may be realized some day in his own land.

But such catastrophes are always unforeseen. No

nation ever believed that the violent convulsions

which they find recorded in history they also are

2' ' Oommentaries,' ii. p. 468, sect. 1621.
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destined to undergo. They wonder at the blindness

and folly of the people who thus suffered, while at

the same time they may be pursuing a course whicli

must end in precisely the same results. Already the

Americans are accustomed to see vast social and

political changes carried out without reference to

that " collected will " of which "Webster speaks. The

idea, so precious to the constructors of the govern-

ment, that there should be one settled law, placed

above the reach of time or change, by which all

questions relating to the functions of any department

of the government might be judged, bas proved a

dream. Laws will be made for the day. "A com-

munity," says a distinguished jurist, "whicb never

hesitated to relax rules of written law whenever they

stood in the way of an ideally perfect decision on the

facts of particular cases, would only, if it bequeathed

any body of judicial principles to posterity, bequeath

one consisting of the ideas of right and wrong which

happened to be prevalent at the time."^^ It was

wise in the Americans to improve their Constitution.

But to undermine the tribunal which must be the

expounder of that Constitution was an act of reck-

lessness which is likely to be profoundly deplored

hereafter by all classes of the people.

22 Maine's ' Ancient Law,' chapter iv.
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CHAPTEE VII.

UNIVEKSAL SUFFEAGE.

The Federal Constitution left to the States in the

Union the power which they originally possessed

of determining for themselves the qualifications of

electors, with the single condition that the electors

for members of the House of Eepresentatives " shall

have the qualifications requisite for electors of the

most numerous branch of the State Legislature."^

Thus, uniformity is not found in the electoral system

of the United States, and it cannot be strictly said

that universal suffrage exists there. The laws of

nearly all the States vary upon this important sub-

ject, and until very recently Congress had not assumed

the right to dictate to any State the terms upon

which it should admit its citizens to the franchise.

But after the fall of the Southern Confederacy it

decided that by right of conquest it could justly

deprive the insurgent States of their "equal right

of representation" until they consented to allow

' Constitution, art. i. sect. 2.
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negroes to vote, and in 1867 the same Congress

advanced a step farther than this, and refused to

admit into the Union two Territories as States unless

they changed the organic law of their Constitutions

so that it should not exclude negroes from the suf-

frage. This measure was not carried without protests

and arguments from many members, who maintained

that it was a proceeding utterly without precedent

and warrant in Congress to fetter the States in their

action upon an essential part of their internal policy,

^'^ith which the Constitution inferentially forbade

interference. But other members did not hesitate

to affirm that Congress not only had the right to

exclude new States, untU. they complied with any

conditions it thought proper to impose, but that it

ought also to insist upon States already in the Union

modifying their Constitutions so that the emanci-

]iated race might be on an equality at the polls with

the white citizen. " Pennsylvania," said one of the

representatives of that State, " has not at this moment

a Eepublican form of government, and I wish that

Congress would compel it to organise one."^ And
although these views were warmly opposed, still both

houses of Congress refused by a large majority to

admit Nebraska and Colorado as States until they

had changed the electoral qualifications upon which

they had fixed, and abolished distinction on the

ground of race or colour.

2 See the debate in the Honse of Representatives, Jan, 15, 1867.
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The older States had, of course, decided upon the

qualifications of electors long before the troubles of

the civil war. Some of them made it conditional

that before a citizen could vote he must have paid a

State or county tax ; in others a certain period of

residence was prescribed ; in Illinois, Iowa, and other

Western States, any person may vote, whether natu-

ralised or not, if he has lived six months in a " fixed

permanent residence," In Maine a three months' re-

sidence is the only qualification. In Pennsylvania

he must have paid a tax within two years, and lived

one year in the State and ten days in the district.

In four States a property qualification is exacted. In

the mode of voting the practice is not uniform

;

ill some States it is viva voce, in others by ballot.^

And the custom of open voting is commended by

some American publicists of high authority in pre-

ference to the ballot, which is chiefly extolled in

countries where it has not yet been introduced, and

where the corruption to which it gives rise is not

realised or understood. Thus Mr. Justice Story

writes—"Intrigue and combination are more com-

monly found connected with secret sessions than

with public debates ; with the working of the ballot-

box than with the manliness of viva voce votes. At

least it may be questioned if the vote by ballot has,

in the opinion of a majority of the American people,

obtained any preference over viva voce voting, even

' See 'The Constitution of tlie United States' (New York, 1857),

and also Kent's 'Commentaries,' i. pp. 231-34, note.
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at elections."* It will presently be shown that the

efiect of the ballot is not to prevent bribery, but

merely to enable corrupt electors to receive money

from each of the contestants, and to be shielded from

all risk of discovery. Undoubtedly a man may keep

his vote secret if he have any special object to accom-

plish thereby, but it is not an aim with men of

principle to disguise their opinions. Their views are

known, or may be known to any one who takes an

interest in them, beforehand. The only advantage

of the ballot is that it prevents the noise and con-

fusion which often prevail in the viva voce mode of

election. The voter drops his ticket quietly into a

glass globe, which is kept securely locked, and

a much larger number of votes can be registered in

the same space of time by this arrangement, than by

the process of open voting.

' Story's ' Commentaries,' i. sect. 841. American politicians are

often found intensely hostile to the ballot. On the llth of March,

1867, in the course of a debate in the Senate upon a reeonstruc-

tiou bill for the South, a, Eadical senator (Mr. Tiiunbullj said

—

" I want to see eyery man an independent voter, not sneaking to

the polls and hiding his expression in a secret ballot. Sir, it is

by secret ballots and secret systems of other kinds that liberty has

been trodden down everywhere. I have no such opinion of my
fellow-coimtrymen, I have no such opinion of the masses of the

people of this country, as to suppose tbat they dare not tell out how
they vote." Another senator (Mr. Buckalew) said that the advan-

tages of the vote by ballot had been very much over-estimated,

particularly abroad—" It leads to nothing but deception ; and decep-

tion which can only be practised by the cunning, and which cannot

be and is not practised by the simple, for whose protection the

system was originally established."—(See the ' Daily Congressional

Globe' of March 15th, 1867.)
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The mode of exercising the franchise seems at first

sight to be involved and complicated, but it is in

reality perfectly clear and simple. In State elections

the people elect the members of the House, and the

Legislature ballots for Senators. The Legislature of

each State chooses the Senators to represent it in

the Federal Congress ; but the people at large vote

directly at the polls for members of the House of

Eepresentatives. In Congress the Senate is intended

to represent States; the House of Eepresentatives,

the people. It is important that the general system

should be thoroughly understood, and it is neces-

sary that each part of it should be examined in

detail, in order that it may be rightly seen into

what hands political power actually falls. Let us

first consider the mode of electing the President of

the United States.

The founders of the government earnestly de-

sired to break the direct action of the people in

the choice of President. It was provided that the

people of a State should not vote for their chief

magistrate, but that they should, either directly or

through their State Legislatures, select a number of

persons, equal to the number of representatives to

which they were entitled in Congress, and that these

persons, called "Electors,'' should meet on a given

day, and cast their votes for the President. The

express design was that the Electors should be left

free to exercise their own independent judgment

and will. They would, it was thought, weigh care-

I
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fully the merits of each candidate, and be less liable

to the influences of party passion or feeling than the

mass of the people. They would discharge their

important trust in a 'calm and judicial spirit, and,

siuce no pay or emoluments were attached to their

duties, they would do what was required of them

without fear or favour. The four electors from Rhode

Island, equal to her two Representatives and two

Senators, and the thirty-four electors from New York,

equal to her thirty-two Representatives and two

Senators,^ would meet in their respective States, and

form an opinion of their own with regard to the

candidates before them, and would not be afraid of

voting in accordance with that opim'on. This is the

constitutional theory of a Presidential Election. Upon

this all the recognised authorities are agreed, and, as

the practice is altogether opposed to the theory, it

is well to consider the words of two or three of these

authorities. Hamilton evidently thought that an

effectual barrier against the direct force of the people

in the choice of President had been provided. " The

choice of several," he says, " to form an intermediate

body of electors, will be much less apt to convulse

the community with any extraordinary or violent

movements, than the choice of cne., who was himself

to be the iinal object of the public wishes." ^ In the

same spirit Chancellor Kent tells us that the Consti-

tution " has not thought it safe or prudent to refer

' These are the'numbers at the present time, not, of course, at the

outset of the govenuneut. « • Federalist,' No. 68.
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the election of a President directly and immediately

to the people,"' because, as he goes on to explain, a

" popular election might have led to a violent contest,

and tried the experiment on too extended a scale

for the public virtue, tranquillity, and happiness."*

All the evils incidental to a popular appeal had, he

thought, been avoided by this scheme of a special

electoral body. The Electors would be free from all

temptations to bias or corruption. Mr. Justice Story

adopts precisely the same line of argument, but admits

that the system contemplated by the founders of the

Constitution has been utterly departed from.®

In this feature of their plan, as in so many others,

the framers of the Constitution were misled by their

confidence in artificial checks and safeguards. They

miscalculated the effect of placing the moving springs

of government in the hands of the masses. They

thought that the people would be permanently satis-

fied with something short of the whole, and either

did not perceive the tendency of popular government

to end in unbridled indulgence of the will of mere

numbers, or thought the evil too remote to occasion

anxiety. The results of this error of judgment are

apparent in every detail of the civil poKty. The cor-

ruption and immorality incidental to a great personal

contest like that of a Presidental election were deemed

to be securely guarded against, whereas they are now

established with the force and sanction of custom in

? ' Commentaries,' Lect. xiii. sect. 275. " Ibid. sect. 279.

' Story's ' Commentaries,' vol. ii. sect. 1457 and 1463.

I 2
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eveiy part of the Union. The ingenious apparatus

for filtering public opinion has been discarded. The

Executive of the United States is in fact elected by a

popular Yote, but no national convulsion ordinarily fol-

lows the retiring or brings in the succeeding President.

On a certain day the people go to the polls to choose

Electors. The names of the candidates are printed

on tickets, at the head of which is the name of the

Presidential candidate whom they are pledged to

support. When the citizen votes this ticket, he in

effect votes directly for the man he desires to see

President, for the Electors afterwards falfil a purely

delegated function—they go through a form required

by the Constitution, but one having no significance

or value of its owa. An Elector is chosen because

he will vote for a particular candidate ; it is precisely

the same in result as if the vote were cast directly

for that candidate. The Electors do not deliberate

together. The day they are returned the Presidential

election is over. Eveiy one knows who has been

sent to the White House at Washington. The sub-

sequent proceedings of the Electors themselves

scarcely attract the least public attention. They

send their ballots to the President of the Senate,

and I have often been assured by old politicians in

the United States that in no known instance has an

elector ever voted against the candidate whom he

has undertaken to support. Indeed, he is usually

as strongly interested as his constituents in the suc-

cess of the candidate of his party. To break faith
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would be to ruiu him. He would, in the words of

one of the first political men in the country, "be

hooted out of society." And the authority of Mr.

Justice Story confirms this, when he says of the

Elector, that the " exercise of an independent judg-

ment would be treated as a political usurpation,

dishonourable to the individual, and a fraud upon his

constituents."

The President is, therefore, an officer directly

elected by the people, and not by a small and picked

body. In the words of the learned commentator

just quoted, the whole foundation of the system so

elaborately constructed has been subverted; but it

was impossible to prevent the adoption of the present

arrangement. The people were sure to satisfy them-

selves thatthe electorswould consentto receive instruc-

tions, and to take precautions against their breaking

faith ; nor would it be easy, or perhaps possible, to

invent any device which should give the shadow of

power to the people, and the substance to the dele-

gates whom they had the unqualified right to appoint.

The mode of electing the Senate has been sufiB-

ciently explained. In choosing members for the

popular branch of the Legislature the immediate

action of the people at the polls is again felt.

By the system of apportionment which now pre-

vails, there is one representative to about every

hundred thousand persons,^" and the State is broken

1° With regard to certain slight inequalities which this plan is

found to produce, Webster remarks, " The apportionment of repre-
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up into as many districts as it is entitled to return

members to Congress, each district returning one

member. Thus, the population of the State of New
York entitles it to thirty-two representatives, there-

fore it is divided into thirty-two districts ; and when

the fact previously mentioned is borne in mind, that

the candidate usually resides in his district, and that

he is elected only for two years, it will be obvious

that the control of the people over their representa-

tives is very great. They are popular or unpopular

in an instant. Their votes are carefully watched by

the active and never-tiring politicians of their dis-

tricts, and they are called to account for every error

or fault they may commit. The pressure applied to

them is constant and not to be eluded. If a member

attempts to represent the interests of the nation,

unmindful of his constituency, he soon ceases to

represent anybody. His first term of ofiSce is his

last.

The political management and control of every

election is exclusively appropriated by the local ma-

nagers of the party. In every Congressional district

there sits a committee which selects the candidate

whom it is intended to bring before the people. This

process is called the party nomination, and the candi-

date who hoped to be returned independently of that

sentative power can never be precise and perfect. There mnst
always exist some degree of inequality."—Works, iii. 374. The
system now practised is perhaps as nearly equal and fair as any
other that could be devised.
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nomination, or of the committee, or of the faction,

would realize in the end that he had spent a large

sum of money merely to assure himself of the inviu-

cibility of party organizations. On the other hand,

the candidate who secures the regular nomination

has all the machinery of his party to aid him." His

name is included in the general list of the candi-

dates of his party, and the voter takes it and " votes

the whole ticket," as it is called, often without

knowing anything of the men for whom he is voting,

but resting satisfied with the knowledge that they

have received the sanction and recommendation of

his leaders. The candidate rarely makes an appeal to

the body of his constituency. The committee are his

masters, and he must settle every detail, and, to bor-

row the common phrase, "square his opinions" with

them. There is no " nomination day " as in England,

the candidate is not compelled to appear before his

" To appreciate the true character of the nominating convention,

it is only necessary to read the following remarks of the ' Nation,' a

paper which was the organ of the party in power at the time the

article appeared :
—" Moreover, it is not the best portion of the con-

vention which does the real work of selection, but a small minority

whose chief qualification for the task is skill in that species of

jugglery called ' management.' There is no earthly means of know-

ing beforehand on whom they will fix as a candidate for any office,

as they are governed by considerations of all kinds, most of them

very low, of which the public outside can see or learn absolutely

notliing. So thut the voters never know what species of animals

they are expected to swallow until a week or two before the election,

and after the announcement of the ticket no qualms or hesitation are

allowed. You are expected to open your moutli and shut your

eyes."—April 11th, 1867.
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constituency after the election, and thus there are no

opportunities for those disturbances which sometimes

scandalize election proceedings in the United King-

dom. It has already been said that the ballot not

only fails to provide any security against corruption,

but it does not even insure secrecy of voting, nor is

any value attached to it in that respect. Temporary

stalls are fitted up near the polling-booths, and there

the tickets of the respective parties are publicly

distributed to the electors. Every one can see to

which booth they go for their tickets, and, although

they could easily be obtained before the election, yet

the common custom is to take them at the booths

which are set up for the purpose of affording this

accommodation,—in other words, to throw aside

as worthless the boasted contrivance for insuring

secrecy.

It is often said by politicians who profess to be

anxious to make the English elective system iden-

tical with the American, that, as the suffrage is ex-

tended, corruption is diminished, because it is not

practicable to buy and sell large masses of men.

Hence, it is affirmed, there is greater purity of

election in the United States than in England. Men
there are influenced in the choice of public officere

solely by patriotic motives. They scorn to receive

compensation for their votes. These are statements

which only wilful or accidental blindness to the

working of the elective franchise in the United States

can explain. No American would assert that purity
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of election is common in his country. There are

few of them who will not frankly deplore the low

and degraded view of the suffrage which the least

cultivated—that is to say, the numerous—classes

habitually take. No doubt the evil is seen in its

greatest magnitude in cities and large towns, but in

America it is not pretended that it is exclusively con-

fined to them. It spreads to the rural districts, and

it is constantly extending wider and wider. Men often

strive to get returned to the Legislatures of their

States chiefly for the sake of profit,—^that profit which

goes into their pockets, and which they derive from

bartering their votes. From the first day they take

their seats, they are beset with inducements to sup-

port private bills which involve large interests, and in

which their own interests are not forgotten. The work

of making bargains with the members—of paying

them so much money for voting in a particular way

—

has become an open and a recognised trade. It is not

considered dishonourable to take a bribe, and when

a man is proved to have taken one he suffers no loss

in the public estimation.'^ The professional lobbyist

is one of the best known men in America. In the

choice- of Senators for the Federal Congress, the State

Legislatures are often guilty of shameful corruption.

An eminent American politician'' stated in a letter

to which his name was attached, that " corruption,

bribery, and fraud," had been freely charged, and he

'2 See chapter viii., on " Party Government."

'3 Mr. Thaddeus Stevens.
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feared "too often proved to have controlled the

actions " of the Legislature of Pennsylvania, the State

which this gentleman represented in the House of

Representatives, and concerning which he therefore

spoke with authority. " A seat in the Legislature,"

he continued, "became an object of ambition for

the chance of levying contributions from rich cor-

porations, and other large jobs." The very office of

Senator had been bought and sold for gold." The

only surprise that these disclosures occasioned was

provoked by the circumstance that any public man

should have had the courage to make them. Men

enter these State Legislatures poor and leave them

rich.'* It is unnecessary to say that this vicious

'• The whole of the passage from the letter in question is interest-

ing enough to be quoted :
—" It cannot be denied, and therefore

need not be concealed, that for the last ten or fifteen years the

Legislature of Pennsylvania has had a most unenviable reputation-

Corruption, bribery, and fi-aud have been freely charged, and, I fear,

too often proved to have controlled their actions. No matter how
honest when chosen, the atmosphere of Harrisburg seems to have

pierced many of them with a demoralizing taint. A seat in the

Legislature became an object of ambition, not for the per diem, but

for the chance of levying contributions from rich corporations and

other large jobs. CJorruption finally became so respectable as to

seduce candidates for office boldly to bid for them, and to pay the

cash for the delivery of the ballot. The very office of Senator is

known to have been once bought with gold,' and to have been

trafficked for on other memorable occasions in exchange for the

precious metals. Indeed, it has become proverbial that the longest

purse is sure to win." This letter was published in the Washington
' Morning Chronicle,' 7th Jan. 1867.

'* A letter in the ' New York Tribune,' dated Albany, Blaroh 18,

1867, exposes many instances of corruption which have been prac-

tised in the New York Legislature. Not forty men in that body,

the writer states, could have been found for ten years past willing to
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debasement of aa honestly designed elective system

is not to be ascribed to any peculiarity in the

American character. There the poor are no worse

than they are anywhere else ; in some respects they

are even better fitted to be intrusted with political

power. It is the result of the wide and indiscriminate

suffrage which has been adopted in the country. The

same consequences would be likely to follow from the

operation ofthe same system in every part of the world.

vote -without a bribe. The New York Central Eailroad Company
has paid since 1853 half a million of doUajs in corrupting the

members. One Senator demanded 25,000 dollars for his vote on a

particular bill. In a subsequent letter, published in the ' Tribune

'

of March 29, 1867, the same writer asserts that this railway company
paid away 100,000 dollars to "legislators and outsiders." A bUl

was passed through the Senate at a cost of 40,000 dollars. In the

Assembly " between forty and fifty votes were paid for, at prices

varying from 300 to 1500 dollars each." And in a third letter, pub-

lished in the ' Tribune ' of the 3rd April, 1867, the writer says :

—

" During all the many years that I have be_en accustomed to observe

the character of legislators and the proceedings of the body, I have

never seen anything to compare with the present assemblages of

representatives in point of shamelessness, rapacity, and recklessness

of consequences. Their predecessors have often been noted for

venaUty and greediness, but these people sell their votes openly,

haggle about the price without pretence of concealment, and then

boast of what they have been paid." The ' New York Times ' of

April 8, 1867, confirms all these statements. " We venture to

Bay," says the writer, " that, as a general, rule, for the last ten years,

one-fifth of the members of each House have been in the habit of

taking bribes for their votes—the fact is open, notorious to every one

who has had any personal connection with Albany legislation." And
again:—"We speak what hundreds of men know, from personal

experience, that no bill whose passage will confer pecuniary advan-

tage upon any man or any corporation can be passed in Albany

except by bribery—except by paying members to pass it. No man

can get his rights, or prevent serious damage to his private interests,

or avert ruin from himself and his family, except by bribery."
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If seats in the State assemblies are worth a large

price, it may be inferred that a seat in the Federal

Congress is a still more precious commodity; and

in truth the traffic for it scarcely ever ceases. When

the candidate is returned, he must go on making it

" worth the while" of his friends to support him, or

his next election is placed in great jeopardy. But

bribery is a penal offence in the United States, and

through this misfortune the candidate is driven to

great exercises of ingenuity in order to pay the

price demanded of him without detection. Various

stratagems are employed by both candidate and

elector. In the first place, the candidate deals with

the representatives of small associations, not with

individuals. The foreman of a manufactory, or of

a fire company, goes to him, and says, "There are

twenty or thirty of us who are going to vote for this

election, and we do not much care on which side.

We rather prefer you, and if you will give us so

much we will vote for you." Or, again, the candidate

makes a heavy bet against or upon his own success

with some man who has the control over fifty votes,

and pays the bribe over in that form. I was once

shown by a candidate a large number of tickets for

a ball (which was a ball purely of the imagination,

and never intended to be held), that he had been

obliged to buy from some one who had twenty votes

at his command. Buying tickets for a ball is not

a penal offence in the United States.

Another ingenious scheme for plundering a con-
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testant, is to bring forward what is called a " split

candidate." A certain number of electors, having a

mind to profit by their electoral privileges, meet

together and agree to start an opposition candidate

in the field. He is kept " running " until he is likely

to divide the constituency, and then he is bought off

by the first candidate, who may find it necessary to

open his purse for the same purpose more than

once during the election. Any party manager who

chose to be candid could give various other illustra-

tions of expedients for bribing which are prac-

tised with much skill and success in America,

Spurious votes are manufactured, and in the large

cities personification of dead or absent persons, and

the forging of naturalization papers, are among the

most commonplace incidents of an election. Each

side stations detectives, or other agents, at the

polling-booths to watch for counterfeit voters. Some-

times whole masses of men are transported from one

district to another, a process which has been named,

after the inventor, " gerry-mandering." It is needless

to explore further into these dark recesses of political

depravity. It is not a matter of satisfaction to find

that a great plan for popular government, devised by

men of noble character and purpose, is dishonoured

by those to whom it has descended, and made to

appear beneath its proper merit in the estimation

of the world.

The result of government by numbers is written

in those public records which few men in America
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have the time or the inclination to search—namely,

the annals of Congress. There may be found revela-

tions of legislative corruption without a parallel in

recent times, while the statute-books bear evidence

of the careless and irresponsible manner in which

the hired representatives of the people fulfil their

appointed tasks. The history of the United States

government proves nothing so clearly as that the

uncontrolled supremacy of the masses leads to the

introduction into poKtical life of a class of men who

would certainly be rejected by an educated and intel-

ligent constituency. It gives rise to an overbearing

intolerance of the opinions of others, to unworthy

views of public station, to the suppression of inde-

pendent thought, and to the political banishment of

men whose superior talents and elevated principles

might enable them to render the greatest service to

the Republic. Probity and high intelligence are

qualities which have less influence in deciding the

course of an election than the command of wealth,

or a flexible adaptibility to the temper of the hour,

and a skilful subserviency to the popular wishes.

What the bulk of electors look for is a man, not of

great capabilities, but of pliant intellect and malleable

convictions. And thus no past labours, be they ever

so successful, wiU save a man from disgrace the

moment he dares to oppose his opinions to those of

the multitude, while the truculent and designing

demagogue, who flatters the ignorant by anticipat-

ing their desires, is lifted into favour and power.
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The very principles of the government are repu-

diated or vindicated according to the caprice of the

moment. Freedom of opinion is punished by public

odium and the sacrifice of name and reputation.'*

The man who ventures to stand in the path of the

majority is swept away and disappears probably for

ever—for in these contests the victors imitate the

tactics of their Indian foes on the frontier, who either

slaughter their enemies outright, or leave them
incapable of doing further harm. They are poisoned

with bitter slanders and revilings. The identical ills

which Montesquieu saw were incidental to a demo-

cracy, seem to be inseparable from political life in

America. Every citizen thinks he is wiser than the

ruler, and would fain rule him. " Then the people,

incapable of bearing the very power they have de-

legated, want to manage everything themselves

—

to debate for the Senate, to execute for the magis-

trate, and to decide for the judges. The people are

desirous of exercising the functions of the magistrates,

who cease to be revered."" These are the stains

upon a system sometimes alleged to be purity itself,

and Americans of the better class are anxious rather

to remove them than to deny their existence.

The perception of the disadvantages which so ex-

'^ Daniel Webster, because he saw reason to modify his opinions

on the slavery question before his death, is constantly vilified, and

every feature of his private character assailed. See, for an example,

' North American Review ' for January, 1867.

" ' Esprit des Lois,' liv. viii. chap. ii.
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tended a suffrage entail upon the people is not con-

fined to foreign observers. In America also they are

understood and regretted. That the Pederal Legisla-

ture was a body characterized by greater dignity and

ability thirty years ago than it is now is generally

admitted. The standard of public life has fallen.

Chancellor Kent saw the change that was going on in

his day with evident misgiving and alarm. It could

not then be traced to the effect of a great revolution,

as some might be disposed to trace it now. " Such a

rapid course of destruction of the former constitutional

checks," he writes, " is matter for grave reflection

;

and to counteract the dangerous tendency of such

combined forces as imiversal suffrage, frequent elec-

tions, all offices for short periods, all officers elective,

and an unchecked press, and to prevent them from

racking and destroying our political machines, the

people must have a larger share than usual of that

wisdom which is first pure, then peaceable, gentle,

and easy to be entreated." '* But without this wisdom,

and there is nothing to prove that it has been rained

down, like manna to the 'Israelites, upon any chosen

people, a licensed rule of numbers is one under which

great and peculiar wrongs are wrought. The well-

instructed, the conscientious, the men of sterling cha-

racter and means and leisure, are without influence

in the State. There is a despotism of the poor over

the rich. No party would think of going to the

18 Kent's ' Commentaries,' vol. i. p. 234, note.
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better class to choose a candidate for the Presidency.

The lower classes are not satisfied with being ac-

knowledged the equals of the upper; they take

every opportunity of making them feel that as they

are numerically superior, they can and wiU keep

fast hold of the ascendency in the State. It is the

fashion to assert that the tendency of the age is

towards Democracy, and that it would be well for

the world that it should everywhere triumph. Such

is not the language heard in America from men
competent to form an impartial judgment. There

we find them asking, " Is America as peaceable, as

orderly, as happy in its internal affairs, as a perfect

form of government, aided by unlimited resources,

ought to make it ? Does it knit all classes together,

as European reformers, who desire to see all nations

model their governments after our pattern, appear

to suppose ? Are we quite free from class prejudices,

from sectional differences, from jealousies of party

and faction ? Do we actually place all men on a

political equality, or have we only reversed the ancient

injustices of class?" And there it is also said, by

men of long experience, " The English government

is the only one in the world likely to last, and the

only one which is just and equal in its treatment of

aU classes of the people." Nothing is more common

than to hear men in positions of the highest authority

deplore the fact that there seems no possibility of

placing any limits upon the suffrage in America.

An equal representation of the people is not at-
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tained under the American system. All the power

is lodged in the hands of one class, and that class the

one least fit to govern.'' The House of Commons

since the year 1832 has been said to be an epitome

of the English nation ; the House of Kepresentatives

is nothing but a deputation from the least cultivated

classes of America. There is no great interest, whe-

ther of labour or capital, in the world of commerce

or the world of thought, which has not hitherto been

faithfully reflected and honestly guarded, without

detriment to other interests, in the House of Com-

mons. Property does not obtain all the representa-

tion, and even the men who are supposed to represent

property are not as a rule unwilling to do justice to

labour. Learning is not without the influence which

justly belongs to it, and although it may have been

that there were classes in the nation which were not

represented in proportion to their numbers, yet it

would be untrue to assert that any class was left

totally unrepresented. No one who has seen the

American Congress in working, or who is properly

aware of the constituents of which it must necessarily

be formed, will ever be able to look but with pro-

found anxiety and apprehension upon an attempt to

" " Those who attempt to level never equalise. In all societies,

consisting of various descriptions of citizens, some description must
be uppermost. The levellers, therefore, only change and pervert

the natural order of things; they load the edifice of society by
setting up in the air what the solidity of the structure requires

to be on the ground."—Burke s ' Eefiections on the Eevolution in

France.'
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make the House of Commons exactly like it. The ig-

norant choose the ignorant to represent them. Equal

suffrage can never lead to equal representation. The

class which is no less the honour and mainstay of

a nation than the labouring class, are disfranchised,

and are rendered utterly powerless to save their

country from any dangers which they may see before

it. There are able and honest men in Congress, but,

like the honest and intelligent electors in a cour

stituency, they have little or no influence, for they

are overmatched by numbers. The majority know

that to keep their seats it is only necessary to flatter

the poorer classes, and pander to their worst preju-

dices. It is a general and unscrupulous sycophancy

of the lowest orders of the community. No other

class is worth soliciting, for there is no other which

possesses political power. Integrity is regarded

as a weakness. Official station is only valued be-

cause " it confers the opportunity to make money,

and to enrich relatives and friends. The consequence

has been a degree of corruption disgraceful to the

country and the age. Bribery is almost acknow-

ledged as a part of legislation, whilst dishonest jobs

and contracts so abound that they are regarded as

things of course." These are not the words of a

hater of democracy or of America. It is a descrip-

tion by an American writer of good repute of his

own country.^ And the same writer has the courage

'0 See Fisher's ' Trial of the Coastitution ' (Philadelphia, 1862),

p. 346.

K 2
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(and it needs no small courage) to tell his country-

men plainly that the English constitution is infinitely

wiser, and better for the people, than theirs. " The

great uprising of the nation," he says, " is a proof

that the electoral machine has not worked well

;

that if it winnows the opinions of the people, it

gives them not the grain but the chaff, and that

some other machine is imperatively demanded to

represent their intelligence and moral sentiment." ^^

The purification of the suffrage is the only conceiv-

able remedy, and that is an impracticable one.

So far, indeed, from restricting the franchise, the

irresistible course of events must lead to its indefinite

extension. Mr. Justice Story tells us that no one

has demanded or conceded the right to universal

suffrage ; but who is to say to an uncontrolled force,

constantly increasing in momentum. Thus far shalt

thou come and no farther? The day is not dis-

tant when universal suffrage will be demanded by

the people, and whenever it is demanded it must be

conceded. Already, as we have seen, the door is

opened to aU comers in some of the Western States.

The admission of women and minors to the franchise

is constantly discussed as one of the political possi-

bilities of the hour. The Legislature of Kansas has

already voted for woman suffrage, and in the New

2> Ibid. p. 350. See also the New York 'Eound Table' of

October 5, 1867, in which the following passage occurs:—"The
tendency to the elevation of ignorant, superficial, and conceited men
to places which can be filled only by the wise and thoughtful is

stronger than ever in our country, and our capacity to govern
ourselves is growing less every day."
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York Convention of 1867, called to revise the State

Laws, several propositions were brought forward

to admit women, and boys of eighteen, to the privi-

leges of the ballot. The old limitations and restric-

tions are being contemptuously swept away. "The
progress and impulse of popular opinion," laments

Chancellor Kent, " is rapidly destroying every con-

stitutional check, every conservative element in-

tended by the sages who framed the earliest American

Constitution as safeguards against the abuses of

popular suffrage." ^^

It is in vain that the small and almost powerless

independent press of the country warns the people

of the disastrous effects of the system to which they

seem so immoveably attached.^ The public man

^ ' Commentaries,' i. sect. 582.

2' The following is an extract from an article entitled ' Delusion

as the Basis of Government,' published in the ' Bound Table,' New
York, Nov. 17, 1866 :—

" With every election the evidence accumulates that the framers

of our Government reckoned falsely in relying upon the existence

among the populace of sufficient discernment of what is for the

public good, together with sufficient honesty and patriotism to

secure it. Each year shows an increase of ignorance and prejudice

among the voters, and a lessened efficiency and integrity among the

rulers, until our various legislative bodies, speaking generally, have

come to be mere assemblages of incompetent or self-seeking no-

bodies. It has become of less and leas use for educated men to vote

;

their recommendation of men or measures meets no attention ; they

seldom have an opportunity to vote for a candidate in whom they can

discern fitness for office ; and so the higher social classes have pretty

much ceased to have anything to do with our government.

" It is all very well for enthusiasts at a distance to hold us forth

to audiences also at a distance as an instance of the inseparable con-

nection between popular enlightenment and self-government. The
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who ventured to make in his place in Congress a

proposition to contract the suffrage would iind it

impossible to preserve his seat in the assembly. All

can see the danger, but none dare attempt to point

out the proper means of warding it off. Even the

least apprehensive can iind no better hope than in

the education of the masses. That is their strongest

security against the misuse of political power.

Before men are fit to exercise the privilege of the

suffrage they must be educated, it is said. But

meanwhile they are allowed to exercise it. Moreover,

unless an educational test be applied, how is the

educational qualification of the voter to be ascer-

tained? The masses would resist any such test.

incompreliensible Bational vanity which prevents our acknowledging

any truths to our disadvantage, has so far concealed from the eyes of

the world the growing mistrust by thinking unpolitical Americans

of the stability of the imposing fabric we have reared on the sands of

popiJar caprice, that republicanism is considered abroad to have

achieved a success of which we at home are by no means so assured.

The style of electioneering arguments in vogue in every election, the

irrelevant puerilities of the partisan press, the impunity with which

it relies upon the credulity and passions of the voters, the ease with

which demagogues marshal their rabble to the poUs ; the fact that

the utterly stupiil, vicious, and degraded classes of the community
can at atiy time, by suiEciently good management, be made to turn

the scale between parties— such considerations as these must con-

vince any mind open to conviction of the futility of hoping to make
a safe government of such material.

" Notliing could well be more gloomy than the political prospect

which this state of tljings lias procured us. The most persistently

sanguine theorists have for some time given over discovering any
cheerful promise, or, if they have done so, have found none to attend

to them. No party, no statesman, offers us a way of extrication&om
our perilous situation."
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Nothing can be more curious than to mark the

visionary and delusive view which some of America's

greatest men have taken of the suffrage. The sup-

position is, Webster tells us, that in using the suffrage

"men will act conscientiously, under the influence

of public principle and patriotic duty, and that in

supporticg men or measures there will be a general

prevalence of honest intelligent judgment and manly

independence." In what age of the world did this

eminent statesman suppose that the motives and

instincts of mankind would be so supernaturally

changed, as to bring them to the practice of these

principles? When is this reign of celestial purity

and peace to begin, and who is to rule over the

kingdom ? And is it in an enthusiast's dream only

that we can hope to see the American democracy

bearing that excellent and perfect fruit which is to

satisfy all who partake of it, the rich and the poors

the high and the low, he who has much and he

who has little, alike ?

It is true that in America the injurious conse-

quences of universal suffrage are modified by the

condition of society which has previously been re-

ferred to, namely, the distribution of land among

small proprietors all over the country. This alone

would suiSce to prevent that general and periodical

wreck of property which some have supposed would

be wrought by the free admission of all classes to

the franchise. But it does not provide any guarantee

that the powers of the government will be intrusted_
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to the most worthy and competent hands. Even in

the rural districts, where the strength of the nation

really lies, the people may often be led astray by

interested politicians, and with the greater facility

because of the unsuspiciousness and sincerity of their

nature. Eemoved from the hotbeds of political in-

trigue, too much occupied in their daily labours to

follow the course of minor events, rarely troubling

themselves with the extreme views of either party,

they are easily amenable to the arguments and

representations of a man who comes before them

with a specious embodiment of opinions which he

has endeavoured to adapt to their prejudices. But,

although constituencies may be misled for a time,

the common sense of an eminently practical people

will prevent a total subversion of the framework

of society. The great body of the working classes

have a material stake in the well-being and stability

of the commonwealth. The most potent of all mo-

tives, self-interest, restrains them from running into

extreme excesses. Hence the fears which are enter-

tained of universal suffrage in England are un-

known in America. In the latter country, there

are physical conditions which render the widest

extension of the suffrage comparatively harmless.

Unless these conditions could be enjoyed in Eng-

land, and it is impossible that they should be,

it is folly to tallv of making the English elective

system the counterpart of the American. It would

be as reasonable to propose to repeat the feudal
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system in America. The greatest objection of

moderate reformers in England to unrestricted suf-

frage is that the lawful rights of property would

be violated. "I entertain no hope," said Lord

Macaulay, " that, if we place the government of the

kingdom in the hands of the majority of the males

of one-and-twenty told by the head, the institution

of property will be respected."^ Such a statement

applied to America would be absurd, for there the

property is at present distributed among small

holders. Not without reason is it contended that a

vast revolution would be the ultimate issue of the

attempt to engraft Eepublican theories upon an

ancient government. All circumstances must be

changed to assure the success of such an experi-

ment. If it were possible to give to England

the surplus lands of America, it would be a matter

scarcely worth contending for, so far as regards the

security of property alone, what form of suffrage

should be adopted. In densely populated countries,

where periods of distress are liable to recur, the

people are apt to turn upon the government and

rend it for consequences which no government can

avert. Lord Macaulay justly described the condi-

tions which are indispensable to the safe working of

unlimited suffrage^ when he said, in his speech on

Parliamentary Eeform in 1831, " If the labourers of

England were in that state in which I, from my soul,

^ Speech on the People's Charter. Works (ed. 1866), vol. viii.

p. 222.
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wish to see them, if employment were always plenti-

ful, wages always high, food always cheap, if a large

family were considered not as an encumbrance but

a blessing, the principal objections to Universal Suf-

frage would, I think, be removed." These have been

the advantages possessed by the United States, but

it is beyond the power of reformers to bestow them

upon England.^^

The principle of democracy, according to an autho-

rity who is never contradicted in America, is that

" everybody should be represented, and that every-

body should be represented equally." ^^ Judged by

^'' Those who suppose that in order to remove all causes of dis-

content in England we have only to adopt the American form of

government, would do weU to read the debates in the Federal Con-

vention which planned the Constitution. They would there meet

with sentiments like the following :

—
" In his private opinion, he had

no scruple in declaring, supported as he was by the opinion of so

many of the wise and good, that the British Government was the

best in the world, and that he doubted much whetlier anything short

of it would do in America." This was said by Mr. Hamilton.

(Madison's ' Reports ' (Elliot, v.), p. 202.) Mr. Hamilton represented

New York. In the same spirit Mr. Sherman said he thought " the

people immediately should have as little to do as may be about

the government." Mr. Geary said, " The evils we experience flow

from the excess of democracy." Upon the resolution that the House

of Eepresentatives should be elected directly by the people instead

of by the State Legislatures, as had been proposed, six States voted

for, and two (New York and North Carolina) against, while two

others (Connecticut and Delaware) were divided. But the prin-

ciples laid down in the first chapter of this volume were unques-

tionably those which were lield by -the majority, and which have

ever since governed the country, and derived fresh vitality and force

from the lapse of time.

2* Mr. John Stuart Mill, in the House of Commons, May 30th,

1867.
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this standard, the American theory of representation

is the greatest fallacy by which an intelligent people

has ever been deluded. In other systems minorities

are at least partially represented, but in the United

States they are practically disfranchised. The

best educated, highest minded class in America

are unrepresented, not only in Congress, but in

the Legislatures of their States. The returns of the

election for 1866 will best illustrate the injustice

which is done to minorities. Thirteen States (ex-

cluding those which seceded, and were entirely

unrepresented) were left without a single Democratic

member in Congress, although the Democratic vote in

each State was very large. To give a few instances

—

the vote in Iowa was 91,227 Kepublican and 55,815

Democrat. Had the system worked equitably, the

State would have had four Republican members and

two Democrats. But the small majority took away

the Democratic share, and Iowa M'as represented

by six Eepublicans. Massachusetts had her entire

delegation of ten members Eepublican, the vote cast

being 91,880 to 26,671—and thus the minority ought

to have had two members and the majority eight

only. In New York the proportionate representation

in Congress would have been sixteen Republicans and

fifteen Democrats, the vote being 366,315 on the

Eepublican against 352,526 on the Democratic side.

The actual representation of the minority was only

eleven, the majority gaining twenty members. In

Pennsylvania the vote was 307,274 against 290,096,
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and the representation was eighteen to six, whereas

it should have been thirteen to eleven. In this last

case the majority was only 8587 votes—or about one

vote in a thousand of the voting population of the

State—and by that it gained five members more

than it was fau-ly entitled to. The State of Ohio was

represented by three Democrats and sixteen Repub-

licans—and yet the Democratic voters numbered

211,690, and the Republicans no more than 254,090.

Take another instance : in the thirty-ninth Congress^"

1,600,000 voters in the North and West gained only

thirty representatives in Congress, while 2,000,000

voters in the same section of country were represented

by 128 members.

These inequalities, and many others which might

be cited, have more than once been the subject

of discussion in Congress, and various means of re-

dressing the injustice to the minority have been

proposed. One of the most recent of these attempts

was made in the United States Senate by a member^

who proposed the adoption of the system of cumu-

lative voting, beginning with the Southern States,

which, being absolutely under the control of Congress,

are deemed a convenient subject for any experi-

ments. It was urged that the majority in a Con-

gressional district, however small, obtained the whole

representation of that district, whereas, if people were

allowed to vote upon the cumulative plan, the mino-

•» 1865-67. 28 Senator Buokalew, ou the lltli July, 1867.
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rity would be able to secure at least one member.

But the Senate declined to take any step towards

the proposed reform, and the governing party of the

day is never likely to assent to a change which

would be its own death-blow at the next election.^

'^ The following extracts, from a report of the Personal Eepreaen-

tation Society of New York, to the Constitutional Convention of 1867,

fully substantiate the charges made against the representative

system of the United States :

—

" It is a bold thing to say that throughout the Union our civil

policy in regard to representation is a mistake and therefore a

failure, but a slight examination of the principles upon which repre-

sentation is based may serve to convince you, as it has served to

convince us, of this truth. If we were to draw a bill of indictment

against our present electoral scheme, we should first and foremost

set forth that it is a sham, that it is not what it pretends to be, that

it does not effect the representation of the people, but only a part of

the people. We have shown that our present system is unphiloso-

phical, and results in evils so flagrant and so manifest, that they not

only make our legislation and the venality of our legislators a by-word

and a reproach, but also retard the progress of republican and

democratic institutions the world over, by having the evils, arising

from our faulty system of election, laid to the door of democracy

Itself.'
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CHAPTEE yill.

PARTY GOVEENMENT.

Already we have repeatedly found it necessary to

dwell upon the evil results which flow from the

organization and supremacy of party rule in the

United States. That rule has done more than any-

thing else to pervert the true principles of the govern-

ment. It has lowered and changed the original

character of those national institutions to which men

like Washington, and Hamilton, and Madison were

most deeply attached. It takes possession of the

entire political system, and wrests it into an in-

strument for the advancement of personal interests.

A rapid and incessant deterioration is progressing in

each department of the piiblic service. There are

still some countries left in the world in which the

history of great parties is a portion of the history of

great principles and ideas, for which a persistent, if

not always a generous, struggle is kept up genera-

tion after generation.' In America it is a record

' See, for example, Mr. Wingrove Cooke's ' History of Party ' in

England (Lond. 1832). But, probably, could this author hare lived

to bring his work down to the present time, the moral of it would be

very different.
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of perpetual contests for the aggrandisement of indi-

viduals, who at the best unworthily reflect sectional

discords and hatreds, and of cliques wliich know

no sentiment higher than that of securing power

in order that profit may be gained by it. Hence,

the least deserving men too often contrive to seize

the leadership. They govern their forces with

a rod of iron, and do not hesitate to adopt the

most unscrupulous expedients to extend their sphere

of dominion. According to Burke,- " party is a body

of men united for promoting, by their joint endea-

vours, the national interest, upon some particular

principle in which they are all agreed." It is not

too much to affirm that politicians seldom rise to this

view of party in the American republic. Many turn

to public life distinctly and avowedly as a means of

making money. It is a paying trade. Self-interests

are the first consideration ; the interest of the nation

is entirely secondary, and sometimes it is impossible

to detect the evidence of its being taken into account

at all. An English historian may see abundant

cause, in looking back upon the great victories or

defeats which have chequered the course of party in

his country, to exclaim, "By argument and discus-

sion truth is discovered, public opinion is expressed,

and a free people are trained to self-government.

Who can fail to recognise in party the very life-

blood of freedom ? " ^ No such eulogy will ever be

2 T. Brakine May's ' Constitutional History of England,' chapter

Tiii., conclusion.
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pronounced upon party in America by the candid

and truthful historian. There, argument and discus-

sion are easily suppressed in the popular branch of

the Legislature, and a tyranny unheard of under

other constitutional goyernments is imposed upon the

minority. The circumstances amid wbicb Congress

does its daily work reflect greater light on these

abuses of power than general statements could do,

and a short account of them will tell its own story.'

The House of Eepresentatives is sufSciently spaci-

ous to seat the 658 members of the House of Com-

mons instead of its own 277 members. It is lit from

the roof, the windows being of ground and staiaed

glass, with copies of the arms of each State in the

centre of the squares. The Speaker sits close to the

wall under one of the galleries, with a large brass

eagle and two flags above his head. The desks of

the members are placed in a semicircle in front

of the Speaker, and around the hall run the galle-

ries for strangers, large enough to hold 1500 persons.

People walk in and out as they please; the only

restriction being that into some galleries men cannot

go unless they are accompanied by ladies. There is

sometimes much noise and confusion ia these public

galleries, and very often the discussions below are

interrupted by applause. In the Senate (which is

in outward peculiarities only a smaller copy of the

' The descriptions here given were -written by the author in the

course of several Sessions, and are now partly borrowed &om his

letters to ' The Times.'
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House) these demonstrations are always promptly-

suppressed, and indeed in that Chamber the proceed-

ings are invariably conducted with greater order and

dignity than in the other. But it must be borne in

mind that there are only sixty Senators at present

entitled to seats, and of this number there are often

scarcely a score in their places except when votes

are being taken, whereas there are in the House

a hundred and ninety-one Representatives, most of

them present every day. The eighty-six members

representing the Southern States are excluded.

Upon the opening of a new Session the Speaker of

the House is elected by ballot. The oldest "consecu-

tive " member swears him in, and afterwards the

Speaker administers the oath to all the members.

He does not wear any distinctive dress, and, when he

is tired of occupying the Chair, he sends a message to

any member he may please to select, and places him

in authority over the House for that day only. He
generally alludes to himself as the " Chair," in this

form—" The Chair thinks the ayes have it," or " The

Chair does not hear any gentleman object ;" and his

decision on a point of order, or upon any other question

that may arise, is not final, but may be disputed by

any member. It is then put to the House whether it

will support the Speaker's decision or not, and if, on

a division, the votes are equal, the Speaker can give

the casting vote sustaining his decision— an inci-

dent which has happened on several occasions. The

Speaker is also at liberty to vacate the Chair, and

L
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join at any time in the debates. He lias great con-

trol over the management of a discussion, by being

able to call upon speakers of his own party rather

than upon the opposition, but this advantage is not

always allowed to be exercised. An able speaker,

sure of commanding the attention of the House,

cannot be suppressed by these rough devices. In

restoring order the Speaker knocks on his desk with

a hammer, and occasionally has to knock loud and

often before his appeals are heeded. This is also the

custom in the Senate, and the method of conducting

business is almost identical in both Chambers.

When a division is demanded, there are three ways

of taking the votes. First, the members stand up

and are counted by the Speaker ; but if any member

is not satisfied^ he may demand tellers, whereupon

two members are named by the Speaker, and the

House passes between them. Or a member may

demand the " yeas and nays," and if one-fifth of the

House sustains the demand (which the Speaker can

tell by his eye, the assenting members holding up

their hands) the names are called over, and by the

rules each member is compelled to vote, unless he is

excused by the House—but this is not adhered to.

A member may let his name be called and make no

answer, and yet have his vote recorded when the roll

is finished, by rising in his place—having, perhaps,

been anxious to see first how his colleagues, or the

members of his own way of thinking, intended to

vote. In the House, members appear to be allowed
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to speak as often as they please to the same Bill,

but the Sena.te has a rule that " no member shall

speak more than twice in any one' debate on the same
day, without leave of the Senate." Unless upon the

specific demand of a member, the rules are seldom

rigorously enforced. In the House, a member is not

allowed to speak longer than an hour at one time, un-

less special permission be given. A member may only

desire to speak for five minutes, but, having obtained

possession of the floor, he has a right to hold it

for a full hour, and he may divide the surplus of his

time among his friends. Thus it is very common to

hear a member say, " I yield the floor for ten minutes

to the member from Maine," " Now I yield it for five

minutes to the member from Pennsylvania," and so

on, till he ,has accommodated all his friends, or his

hour is expired. The Speaker, of course, decides when

each member's allotted portion of the hour is gone.

The patience with which even the dreariest of

speakers is tolerated, both in the Senate and the

House, is one of the most striking features of Con-

gress. A member pulls out an immense roll of

manuscript, and endeavours to arouse himself into

animation over the sentences which he has labo-

riously prepared. The House cannot be said to

listen to what he says, but it is perfectly quiet,

and never interrupts. These essays are all printed

in extenso in the ' Congressional Globe,' and thus an

insignificant member is often reported through fifteen

or twenty columns of this paper, at the expense of

L 2
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the Government, it need scarcely be said. Some-

times a member asks permission of the House to take

his speech as read, and it is then printed in the

' Globe ' as if it had been actually delivered. It will

be obvious at once hov? much this arrangement

encourages laxity of debate, and how hopeless would

be the attempt to confine members to the subject

before the House. The Government pays the pro-

prietors of the ' Globe ' a stated price for every

printed column, and it takes in addition five-and-

twenty copies of each day's issue for every member.

All through the Session of Congress, there are cer-

tain days set apart in the House of Eepresentatives

for the convenience of members who wish to make

known their views on public affairs. They are called

" speech days," and at the beginning of the Session

every member who intends to address the House has

his name entered upon a list which is afterwards

kept by the Speaker. This list is constantly length-

ening, for one day will only get rid of perhaps half-a-

dozen names, while in the course of a week twenty

new ones wiU be added, so that at the close of a Ses-

sion there is hardly any hope for the members who

stand last on the roll. The names are called by the

Speaker in the order in which they are entered, and

it often happens that a gentleman is required to de-

liver an essay which he prepared four months before,

and which has little or no bearing upon any question

of the hour. On these occasions the House has a

deserted and sombre appearance; oftentimes there
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are not more than forty members present, who

are lost in that large chamber, and they amuse

themselves by reading the newspapers or writing

letters. The Speaker writes his letters also, merely

pausing to look at what time a speaker begins, and

to knock with his hammer when the prescribed hour

is expired. , The members understand thoroughly

that they are not to look for the attention of the

House, but to have their speeches printed in

the 'Grlobe,' so that they can send them to their

constituents, and with that arrangement they are

perfectly satisfied. The tone of these effusions may

be judged of from a few quotations.

" The traitor's voice is hushed, and must be silent

for ever; the green grass which grows upon the

patriot's grave, the flowers which bloom around

their resting-places, shall wave in the triumph of

freedom, and the whirlwind and the thunder-cloud

as they sweep past their tombs re-echo with tones

that will shake the world." *

" What name but anarchy, rampant and flagrant

anarchy, over which the fallen spirits and incarnate

devils might hold a jubilee, would you give to such a

state of affairs as this ? A little hell in the family

all the time ! Oh, what a glorious Government that

would be ! Freedom's soil beneath our feet ! and

freedom's banner streaming o'er us ! The home of

the free and the hope of the brave
! "

'

• Speech of Mr, McKee, of Kentucky.

* Mr. Dumont, of Indiana.
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"The Constitution of our country was formed

upon the model which the great Architect of the

universe established when He formed this planetary-

system of ours." ^

If these "occasional" days seem often to justify

the traditional impressions of Congress— namely,

that it is a scene of confusion, in which wild decla-

mation and nonsense are all that can be heard,

—

it ought to be remembered that the other five

days of the week are far more calculated to show

that these impressions are erroneous. They are

formed upon exceptional incidents, such as some

of those which have been described. As a general

rule, there is no want of dignity or ability in the

manner in which public business is conducted in

the Capitol. The man of common sense is always

sure of finding an appreciative audience, and there

are many men in both Chambers, whose powers as

public speakers, and whose great natural talents,

would elevate them to a distinguished position

wherever they might be placed. Congress has its

ludicrous side, like all other large assemblies, and

those who wish to form a fair estimate of it should

keep away from it on the days when inferior mem-

bers, or exceptional circumstances, present it in a

partial and unfair light. But there is no redeeming

circumstance in the measures which are taken by the

dominant party to suppress discussion. They give

Mr. Hogan.
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rise at times to scenes which ought never to be wit-

nessed in a legislative body. An illustration is of

greater value than an argument, and I shall therefore

give an account of a spectacle which I witnessed in

the month of January, 1867.

The occasion of this struggle was the introduction

of a Bill from the Judiciary Committee, intended to

do away with the effect of a decision in the Supreme

Court as to the illegality of the Test Oath. The Bill

provided that no person should be permitted to act

as attorney or counsellor in any court of the United

States who had been guilty of treason or engaged

in rebellion, or given aid and comfort to the parti-

cipants in rebellion. In short, it was intended to

prevent, by Act of Congress, any Southern man or

Southern sympathizer who happened to be a lawyer

from practising his profession,—thus, as a Eepub-

lican member afterwards said, depriving thousands

of families of their bread.

This measure a distinguished Kepublican, in be-

half of the Committee, determined to force through

the House the afternoon it was brought forward,

without allowing a word of discussion upon it. Some

of his own party, with a better sense of reason and

justice, strongly condemned this course. He was im-

plored by the Democratic members to yield one hour

only for debate, but, confident in the power of his

party, he declined. To two or three members he

dealt out "five minutes," "three minutes," and to

one gentleman "two minutes," and with this eon-
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cession he deemed the rights of a deliberative as-

sembly were complied with. That immense propor-

tion of the people then represented in Congress who

were opposed to this Bill were granted, through

their representatives, about ten minutes to consider

its provisions.

The minority, for the sake of their own honour,

could not suffer this Bill to be read three times in a

quarter of an hour without making an attempt to

arrest it. They knew they were not strong enough

in the House to prevent its passing in the end, and

they promised that if they were allowed one hour

for debate they would interpose no further opposition.

The offer was contemptuously rejected by the other

side. "We will keep you here tiU you pass it," said

the KepubUcans. " Then, you shall keep us here a

week," said the Democrats. The only way in which

the minority could postpone a division on the Bill, was

by bringing forward a series of motions to adjourn,

and other resolutions intended only to cause delay.

These mancBuvres were at once put into practice.

On pvery motion the minority demanded what is

called the " yeas and nays "—that is, that the roll of

the House shall be read, and each member answer to

his name. This most tedious process occupies nearly

half-an-hour, and it was repeated no less than -25

times before either side became tired out. The great

burden of the struggle fell more upon the Democrats

than upon the Eepublicans, for several reasons. The

majority had force enough to admit of relays going
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out of the House and obtaining refreshments. The
minority needed every* one of their little band con-

stantly in his place to sustain the demand for the yeas

and nays, for which purpose &fifth of the entire number

present must vote. The minority had a very few

more than that fifth, and therefore they could not leave

their posts. Then, again, the brunt of the fight feU

upon them on account of a form of the House which

the majority exercised against them. When the yeas

and nays are asked for, a fifth must vote to sustain

the demand, and if there is a dispute tellers are

required, and the House is counted in that way.

Every time the minority called for the yeas and

nays the majority made them march between the

tellers, and this undesirable exercise was kept up all

day and all night, on the meagre nourishment of a

few biscuits and a glass of water ; while the majority

sat comfortably in their arm-chairs, with a good

dinner to keep them in an even temper. The Demo-

crats, however, kept to their hard work with uncon-

querable resolution. Amid many gibes from the

Republicans, they went through their dreary rounds

between the tellers, and made use of every Parlia-

mentary expedient to delay action upon the BilL

More than once they repeated their offer to give way

if but one short hour was allowed them for discussion.

In a tone of ridicule and exultation the Radicals

refused.

About eight o'clock in the evening, when the House

had been in session eight hours, a large proportion
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of the Radicals liad made tlieir • escape from the

House, and seeing this the Democrats demanded a

call. This, of course, necessitated another division,

but the roll was called, and the Sergeant-at-Arms

despatched for the absent members. To bring them

together was an operation which required an hour or

two to complete. At 12 o'clock, and again at 3, this

process was repeated, members being brought from

their beds back to the House.

The Speaker was present the greater part of the

night, and did his utmost to preserve order. Some-

times the House presented the appearance of a

common bar-room, and once the Speaker was obliged

to interfere to put an end to smoking by the mem-

bers. Not far from the doors it was understood that

a couple of whisky bottles were kept well filled by

some attendant, who had suddenly started this busi-

ness on his own responsibility. The town was ran-

sacked for suppilies of provisions for the restaurant

below, and the members incessantly tried their powers

in the manufacture of jokes. One gentleman moved

that the President's Message be read. A delinquent

member being brought in by the Serjeant-at-Arms,

it was moved that he be released on payment of the

usual fees, whereupon a motion was made to amend

by adding the following :
—" And, being subjugated,

he shaU submit to suffrage without regard to race

or colour, and shall take the test oath." Once

a number of members began to sing, in an under

tone, "Home, sweet home," and a Republican pro-
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posed that the Democrats should sing the following

verse :

—

" And are we wretohes yet alive,

And do we stiU rebel ?

'Tis only by amazing grace

That we are out of hell."

Another gentleman offered to read the manuscript

of a sermon by the chaplain, but this proposition was

hastily declined. On the following day much time was

spent in punishing members who had absented them-

selves without leave, and more than once during the

same session the contest was repeated on a lesser scale.

De Tocqueville, who thought that a spirit of

national morality was fostered by general equality

of rank and station, was compelled to own that this

source of virtue failed in political life. " I know of

no country," he says in one place, " in which there is

so little independence of mind and real freedom of

discussion as in America." And again he says, " Free-

dom of opinion does not exist in America." "I

attribute the small number of distinguished men in

political life to the ever-increasing despotism of the

majority in the United States." ' In this, the most

open and candid of aU the chapters in M. De Tocque-

ville's work, he describes the result of his observa-

tions in America without attempting to bring them

into unison with his preconceived opinions. This

portion of his treatise is rather a narrative than a

philosophical essay. He tells us what he saw, and

' Vol. i., chap. XV., pp. 337 and 340. (Tome ii., pp. 149 and 153.)
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how it affected his mind. One of his American

critics has remarked, with great force, that "his

practical observations are independent of his abstract

theories, and his abstract theories have no connexion

with his practical observations." Hence, in his re-

marks on the omnipotence of the majority, he contra-

dicts many statements concerning the United States

which he advanced in other portions of his work.

He had seen with his own eyes the intolerance of

party spirit in America, the suppression of free

discussion, the erection of the worst form of des-

potism in the midst of a democracy, and under the

title of liberty ; and he was compelled to acknowledge

that the discovery shocked and alarmed him. Had

he spoken yet more plainly, his observations would

have gained in usefulness, although his popularity

might have been diminished. The American writer

just quoted frankly says, "If his studies had been

more protracted, more patient, more profound,

and more consistent in their results, his book would

have given far less satisfaction to the people of the

United States. For they would not have borne from

him, nor from any other man, without deep offence,

the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth. Nor would his work have been hailed with

such universal applause by the friends of democracy

throughout the civilized world."* The ordinary

American does not give himself time to hear both

8 ' Southern Eeview,' April, 1867. (Baltimore, 1867.)
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sides of a question. He is quite satisfied with hear-

ing the side which adapts itself to his prejudices and

inclinations. The writings of his public journals are

too often mere partisan appeals to his passions. The

majority alone can make itself fully heard, for no

one listens to the minority even when it is allowed a

free voice. Burke maintained that this overbearing

spirit was inseparable from a democracy,* and assur-

edly there is nothing quite equal to it anywhere

in the world outside the United States. Mindful of

the warning contained in the words of the American

writer just referred to, I borrow also from an American

an account of his country in respect of this particular

abuse of liberty :

—

'' It might easily be shown that

every page of the history of the United States is

written all over with the phrase,—the tyranny of the

majority. The resolutions and acts of State Legis-

latures, the proceedings of local and of general

Conventions, and, above all, the unread and silent

annals of Congress, are each and all everywhere

replete with the most melancholy proofs of the

tyranny of the majority." '"

' " Of this I am certain, that in a democracy the majority of the

citizens is capable of exercising the most cruel oppressions upon

the minority, whenever strong divisions prevail in that kind of

polity, as they often must ; and that oppression of the minority wfll

extend to far greater numbers, and will be canied on with much
greater fury, than can almost ever be apprehended from the

dominion of a single sceptre. In such a popular persecution,

individual sufferers are in a much more deplorable condition than

in any other."—Burke, 'Keflections on the Eevolution in France.'

"• ' Southern Keview,' Vol. i. p. 314.
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Any writer might well despair of conveying to

those who have not examined closely and minutely

into the subject for themselves, an adequate concep-

tion of the intolerance and the corruption which

prevail in the political life of America. There is

no point of view from which the observer sees the

character of the people at so great a disadvantage as

this. A relentless and implacable spirit animates

political opponents. One faction pursues the other

with fierce and uncompromising hatred, and adopts

a thousand mean and dishonest expedients to destroy

it. These offences may not be absent from party

tactics elsewhere, but they are seen under peculiarly

odious circumstances in America. The ordinary

courtesies of life are too frequently violated in the

Legislature. For a man to call his opponent a

" traitor," and for the other to denounce his accuser

as a " liar," causes scarcely any discomposure in the

Chamber." There is an utter absence of any high or

generous feeling as the standard of public life. " De-

stroy your adversary, blacken his character, injure

his name, do anything to him but allow him fair

speech and fair play,"—such is the advice that a

leader of party might appropriately give if he were

training a set of young politicians for the arena at

the Capitol. No matter which side obtains the

upper hand, a remorseless tyranny is immediately set

" See the ' Congressional Globe ' for 1866-67, where several cases

of this kind are reported. In one instance a member caned another

on the steps of the Capitol (July, 1866).
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in action. The antagonists sometimes end by de-

stroying each other. The remnant of a shattered

force reappears after an interval in altered dress and

under a new name. The leaders watch the current

of popular opinion, and try to swim with it, and

according to their dexterity, their quickness of sight,

and their flexibility of moral temperament, do they

lose or recover the direction of affairs. Meanwhile,

the people think they govern, and know that they

actually can govern whenever they choose to stretch

forth their hands. High-principled and honourable

men there of course are in American parties, but

by what colleagues, what associates, are they sur-

rounded ! How repulsive are the avenues by which

alone they can pass to distinction ! However in-

corruptible and sturdy, however unassailable in his

own principles, an American poHtician may be, he

must often feel discouraged and humiliated when he

looks round upon the men with whom he is obhged

to act, and makes himself acquainted with the con-

ditions upon which their support and fidelity must be

purchased.

This vitiation of the true theory of the Eepublic

by the struggles of parties was not unforeseen in the

first days of its trial. Madison was obliged to make

the confession that "complaints are everywhere

heard from our most considerate and virtuous citi-

zens .... that the public good is disregarded in

the conflicts of rival parties ; and that measures

are too often decided, not according to the rules of
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justice, and the rights of the minor party, but by

the supreme foi'ce of an interested and overbearing

majority."'^ This eminent man believed that the

remedy would be found in the extended area of the

country, and the wide range over which party con-

flicts would have to be fought. By what process of

reasoning he arrived at this conclusion it is hard to

conjecture. The diffusion of parties is a cause of

strength instead of weakness. The wider they are

distributed, the more powerful they become, and

nothing can be easier than to concentrate their

energies upon particular localities when the occa-

sion requires. It is no disadvantage to a general

to have abundant reserves always at his command.

The stringency of party discipline in America pre-

vents a wide dispersion of partisans from being a

source of embarrassment. In every State, in every

county, in every town, there is a rallying-point for

the adherents of each side. The press is active and

well supported, the emoluments at the disposal of

the party in power flow safely into distant channels,

and the man who does his work knows that he is

sure of his pay. He is not so far removed from the

centre of government that it is safe for his leaders

to treat him with neglect or ingratitude. Party was

not destined to go through a purification by the

means which Madison suggested. Only by the intro-

duction into political life of men of a higher class

'2 ' Federalist,' No. 10.
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than the average of those who now take part in it

was that result attainable. But, as it has been

shown, the popular prejudice against the higher

class is becoming deeper and stronger. Men who

are capable of elevating the political life of the

country are deterred from approaching it by the

spiteful and malicious horde of demagogues who
surround it and claim it as their own. Once in the

Senate, a man may serve his country with fearlessness

and honour. But the road to the Senate, as we have

seen, is too often paved with gold, and the gold has

to come from the pocket of the candidate.

But, whatever detriment faction might work in

other departments of the Government, it could never

affect the choice of the Executive. That office must

always remain unsullied and beyond reproach. So

the framers of the Constitution dreamed, with a

delusive hope in their own work. The "process of

election affords a moral certainty, that the office of

President will seldom fall to the lot of any man

who is not in an eminent degree endowed with the

requisite qualifications. Talents for low intrigue, and

the little arts of popularity, may alone suffice to

elevate a man to the first honours of a single State

;

but it mil require other talents, and a different kind

of merit, to establish him in the esteem and con-

fidence of the whole Union." " In this supposition

Hamilton was as deplorably deceived as Madison had

13 ' Federalist,' No. 68.

M
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been in his imagined remedy for party delinquencies.

The Executive is not chosen by the " whole Union."

He is picked up by a party from no one knows where,

and tossed into his position no one knows why.

Months before the day of nominal election, each

faction looks out carefully for a candidate. The

first requisite is that he shall be comparatively ob-

scure ; the second that he shall be of a plastic

disposition. When found, he is kept in dark places

until the time is ripe for his adoption and public

appearance. He is not allowed to open his lips until

the signal is given by his managers. A large staff

of agents is scattered over the country to advocate

his claims, and disparage those of the opposition can-

didate." The people cannot bring forward a candi-

date of their own. Neither can a man offer himself

as President without receiving a party nomination,

and the strongest party of the hour, not that which

produces the ablest man, gains the day. It is a

matter of chance what kind of man is placed in the

position of chief magistrate. An American writer

truly remarks, " Mr. Lincoln was an accident, and

the apggjratus which turned up his name had be-

fore given us Eolk, Pierce, and Buchanan. Mr.

Lincoln was not really chosen by the people, not

'• Mr. Fisher saya,—" An immense force, numbering hundreds of

thousands, composed of ofSce-holders and office-seekers, organized,

discipliued, and trained for the work, is enlisted for the express pur-

pose of carrying the election of a President."—(Fisher's ' Trial of the

Constitution,' p. 262.)
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even by those who voted for him." ^^ The party

-

convention is the actual elective machine.

The President thus chosen never regains his in-

dependence. He remains the mere puppet of the

men who placed him in authority, or, if he venture

to exercise a will and an opinion of his own, his

lot is soon made an unenviable one. " It is cer-

tainly desirable," said Hamilton, "that the Execu-

tive should be in a situation to dare to act on his

own opinion with vigour and decision." That theory

has not come down to more recent times. Mr.

Lincoln was a man of principle, but he was also

the most docile instrument of party that ever lay

ready to the hand of aspiring politicians. In no

single instance, tiU near the end of his days, did he

ever run counter to the opinions and wishes of the

Eepublican leaders. Eepeatedly he gave way to the

solicitations or peremptory demands of his friends

against his own judgment. He refused for months

to issue an Emancipation Proclamation, and at last,

when he consented, he spoke privately of it with a

sneer. It would be of no more avail, he said, than the

Pope's Bull against the comet.^^ When he announced

the establishment of the blockade, a leading Eadical

called upon him and told him the act was a great

mistake. " Ah, that," said the President with a laugh,

" is Seward's work. I have nothing to do with it."

" But," returned his visitor, " you are a lawyer your-

'5 Fisher's 'Trial of the Constitution," p. 265.

'^ See ' Life of Lincoln,' by Hon. H. J. Raymond.

M 2
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self—^you know this cannot stand." " No, I am no

lawyer," replied Mr. Lincoln ; " I have conducted a

few cases about cattle straying or injured fences, but

I don't know much about it." And he told one of

his quaint stories, and there the matter ended." He

did what he was told. A man who would be called

a "good President" must be content to follow his

example, provided he is on the side of the strong.

If he is on the side of the weak he had better go

over to the strong. Mr. Lincoln began to exercise

an opinion of his own just after the war, with re-

gard to the reconstruction of the insurrectionary

States. A portion of his own party immediately

turned round upon him and attacked him with the

ferocity characteristic of disappointed politicians, and

had he lived longer, and persevered in his policy,

he might have found himself covered with the odium

which fell upon his successor. The President, under

the present system, is the nominee of a party, and

the creature of that party during the days of his

power. If he attempts to break away from it he

ruins himself, and the agencies which created him are

immediately set in action to overthrow him.

No less is it party which regulates the legisla-

tive department of the government.^^ The members

'' This incident was related to me by a Republican Senator, who

Lad been a close friend of Mr. Lincoln's.

'* This is a topic which has been discussed in previous pages,

and it is here reverted to for the sake of completing the general

view of party government, and of adducing additional proofs of the
'

statements in the text.
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chosen are commonly tlie mouthpieces of a faction, or

the compliant tools of corrupt placemen. It would

be strange if there were no upright men in Con-

gress, but no one knows better than such men how

weak they are, how little regarded, how hopelessly in

the minority." They must become the vassals of

their leaders, or sacrifice their seats. While they can

conscientiously obey this dictation there is no impro-

priety committed, but some measure is sure to be

brought forward of which they disapprove, and then

their convictions are abandoned. There is no help

for them. They want, for various reasons, to be in

'' Mr. Fisher says,
—" In America the Senate represents the

States as such, the House the people, the President the people ; but

really and practically they all represent a party, because elected by

a party. . . . Neither of them is elevated above the reach of party

influence—that is to say, of capricious, passionate, often ignorant

and reckless, popular influence. Neither of them expresses the

idea of nationality, of endurance. Neither of them can be a secure

shelter for a minority, for a defeated and oppressed party, or a

menaced or oppressed class."
—

' Trial of the Constitution,' p. 72.

See also the following:—"Judging the system of representation

now in operation by its fruits, and what have we ?—a system that

has succeeded in placing men into power whose intellectual and

moral status is so low, that their success would be impossible in any-

tliing but the now muddy stream of politics. Under our present

system of majority representation, the necessity of unification and

oonsoUdation of party, for the purpose of becoming the dominant

power, is so urgent, as non-success means non-representation, that

party discipline becomes almost as rigorous as that of an army;

and all men of independence of thought, who, agreeing with a strong

minority of a majority upon some of the party measures, while dis-

agreeing as to others, are either compelled to accept the party yoke,

however uncomfortably it may fit, and sink theirindividual opinions,

_ or abstain from taking part in politics."—(From a ' Eeport of the
'

Personal Representation Society of New York to the Constitutional

Convention of 1867.')
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Congress, and they can only be there by practising

obedience to their chiefs. The forms of Congress, it

has been already explained, give the utmost licence

to extreme partisans, and allow no freedom to men

of moderate opinions. In the election of Speaker by

a general vote, the most numerous faction take care

that one of their own number shall be appointed. This

officer then appoints the Committees which have the

first control of every department of business—finance,

the tariff, taxation, foreign affairs—and he places upon

them a clear majority of his own side. The Com-

mittees sit throughout the Session, and no subject

which comes within their province can be brought

before the House without their consent. Thus, in

1865-7 no member of the minority could bring for-

ward a proposal for the restoration of the Southern

States, because by the standing orders it would at

once have been referred to the Eeconstruction Com-

mittee, and there buried out of sight. To render

the party discipline more certain in its operation, a

" caucus " is held at the beginning of each Session.

At this a process akin to swearing in the members is

gone through. Each person makes an unexpressed,

but well-understood, vow to be true and faithful to

his party. The caucus was originally little more

important than the preliminary meeting of Conser-

vatives or Liberals which is held at the opening of

the English Session at the houses of their respective

leaders. It is now a distinct and important part of

the governing power of the country. The whole
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business of the land, at the opening of a Session, is

practically at the disposal of a caucus. The delibera-

tions of the body are conducted with closed doors,

and the conclusions which have been arrived at are

alone made known to the public papers, and often

even that dole of information is withheld. The

caucus cannot indeed make laws ; but when it has de-

cided upon a particular course, it has the power to

carry it out, and the people do not learn the motives

which led to its adoption. For the sake of avoiding

strife and divisions in the party, all the members of

it usually attend the caucus, and the weaker section

avoids, if possible, a collision with the stronger. This

is another evil of the practice of secret discussion, for

if it were carried on in the face of day, the minority

might often obtain such encouragement and support

from without as would enable it to make a success-

ful struggle for its principles. But the dread of the

reproach of causing schism and disorganization, and

the well-known penalties of offending the leaders,

constantly induce even able men to agree to resolu-

tions of which they do not approve, in the hope

that when they come before the House an oppor-

tunity will arise, or some accident occur, to defeat

them.^ But as a rule no such chance presents

itself. The member finds that he has pledged him-

self to the views of his leaders en masse, and no dis-

cretionary right of action is afterwards permitted.

2° See ' The Times ' (American correspondence) of December 29th,

1865, and March 25th, 1867.
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He has accepted sealed orders. A dominant party-

is not to be assailed lightly or heedlessly. It has

ample means with which to harass and destroy the

recusant. No wonder, then, that this unseen and

potent tyranny infuses a spirit of time-serving and

cowardice even into men who enter upon their career

firm in their good intentions, and impregnable, as

they suppose, in their conscientious principles. They

think at first that earnestness of conviction, and reso-

lute adherence to that conviction, will save them

from defeat. They soon discover that the virtues by

which they set so great a store are ridiculous iu the

eyes of their party, that they are denounced as vi-

sionaries or impostors, that they are impotent against

the compact phalanx arrayed before them, and that,

so far as their own interests are concerned, they had

done better to have entered the Legislature without

an opinion to call their own. They go back to their

former occupations with a character impaired by

the ceaseless assaults and calumnies of their former

associates, with old friendships sundered, old ties

broken, with discouragement in every circumstance

which surrounds them. The member of Congress

who aims at being successful, before other consider-

ations, must resolve at the outset to close his eyes

and ears to all save those who marshal and lead the

columns of his party.^'

^' The following is from a KepubUoau paper, the 'New York
Evening Post,' of 16th February, 1867 :

—" The violent and extreme
Eepublicans in both Houses exercise an influence disproportioued

to then- numbers, by reason of their virulence and intolerance.
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A system of government which has a tendency to

repel men of high character and position, and attract

the needy and unscrupulous, will necessarily be full

of corruption. The standard of integrity and honour

will be low.^ And this is what we find in the

United States. Posts in the civil service are so

many bribes used to win over men whose opposition

might prove dangerous. There is a general scramble

for the emoluments of office. But this is not the

They denounce as copperhead every Kepublican who offers to

differ from them, and exercise really a system of ten-orism which
has broken down the independent judgment of very many, and
makes some of the ablest men in the House and Senate so anxious

to avoid their proscription that they are silent, or acquiescent in

measures which their judgment condemns."
^ In the Senate, on the 11th July, 1867, Senator Buokalew made
the following remarks :—" If a member of this body gets re-elected,

his friends think it is a subject for warm congratulation, regard

it as a wonderful result to be wrung from a caucus and from

managers at home. But, sir, I insist that in this country, as abroad >

the House of Representatives ought to be the great House of om-

Legislature ; its hall should be resorted to for words of eloquence,

for profound logic, and for the exhibition of the highest traits of

American statesmanship. How is it, and how must it be, as long

as you keep members there two, four, and six years oiily ? They
have no opportunity to grow up into distinction; they have no

opportunity to mature their abilities and become able statesmen."

—

(' Congressional Globe,' 12th July, 1867.)

i2 Burke, in his ' B'rench Kevolution,' utters certain truths which

seem to have disappeared altogether from modem political discus-

sions, or at best are openly disavowed and repudiated. "Every-

thing," he says, " ought to be open, but not indifferently, to every

man." "I do not hesitate to say that the road to eminence and

power, from obscure condition, ought not to be made too easy, nor a

thing too much of course. If rare merit be the rarest of all rare

things,' it ought to pass through some sort of probation. The temple

of honour ought to be seated on- an emiuence. If it be opened

through virtue, let it be remembered, too, that virtue is never tried

but by some difficulty and some struggle."
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only, or the worst, form of corruption which exists.

Lord Brougham bears this testimony to the honour

of the House of Commons:—"I have satin Pai-lia-

ment for above iifty years, and I never even have

heard a surmise against the purity of the members,

except in some few cases of private Bills promoted

by Joint Stock Companies. I had been considerably

upwards of a quarter of a century in Parliament

before I ever heard such a thing even whispered;

and I am as certain as I am of my own existence,

that, during the whole of that period, not one act of

a corrupt nature had ever been done by any one

member of either House." ^

The incredulity of a higli Amen'can official when

this passage was once shown to him revealed the

difference in the tone of honour which prevails in

English and in American public life. Corruption is

the first thing to which an American politician of

the common order becomes accustomed. He beholds

it practised everywhere. It has been brought to

bear upon himself, and he is driven to the use of it

in his dealings with others. The member of Con-

gress is surrounded with persons wbo are being

bought and sold from morning till night. Before he

begins the business of the day, his rooms are besieged

by an eager crowd of office-seekers, whose claims, in

the larger proportion of cases, he knows to be worth-

less; but he is bound to advance them. When he

goes down to the House he finds himself beset by a

^ Lord Brougham on tlie ' British. Constitution,' p. 62, chapter iv.
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throng of "lobbyists," who haunt the doors of the

chamber, and often contrive to follow him upon the

floor. Any great interest which is affected by a Bill

before the House has active agents at work to make

it worth the while of members, such members, that

is, as are accessible to gold, to hear and see no more

than they are paid to do. If a member is ascertained

to have been engaged in a nefarious transaction, it

does not injure him in the estimation of his associates,

of his constituency, or of the country. This is the

worst indication of all of the extent to which public

life has been degraded. One instance, among many,

may be given in proof of a statement which seems to

affect the national idea of probity, although in reality

it reaches no further than the political idea. In

1862 a local newspaper in a Western State brought

forward accusations seriously affecting the reputation

of a member of the House of Representatives. The

charge was renewed so often that at last a Committee

of the House was appointed to inquire into it. They

found that the implicated member was the Chairman

of a Committee to which the regulation and disposal

of lands in Territories were intrusted, that he had

appointed his relatives and friends to posts in all

directions, and that he had made a bargain with

an agent to buy lands, upon information afforded

by the member in question, obtained in his official

capacity, and to divide the profits between them. The

facts were proved chiefly by the letters of the accused.

Once he had written to his underling, "I want to
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unite with you as a full partner in land speculations

and town sites." And again he wrote, by his own

admission, "I want to have an interest with you in

the city and town lot speculation. The Pacific rail-

road will go through this Territory, and it will be a

fortune to us if I can get it." " I will know all the

proposed expenditures in the Territories and post you

in advance." " I have spent a good deal of time and

some money to get this place." The other party to

this bargain wrote back saying,—"In the matter of

the appointments you may have them your own way

;

all of them you can save for yourself, and over and

above these the partnership matter in land specula-

tions." The facts brought out in the evidence laid

open the corrupt intentions of the accused with a

conclusiveness which would have been fatal to him

in other countries. But there was no proof that any

of the transactions agreed upon had really been con-

cluded, and the member was exonerated, and suffered

to retain his ofQcial position.'^

In the early part of 1867 the Secretary of the

United States Senate, who was the publisher of a

public journal, was accused of tlireatening his party

with desertion unless a very lucrative trade contract

was made with him. He did not deny the charge,

but on the contrary defended it upon principle with

great candour. The theory that men should be paid

for their political support was, he said, " one that no

2* For the particulars of this case, see ' Eeports of Coromittees of

the House of Representatives,' 1862-63. (Washington, 1863.)
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party could discard and live." "Nothing has con-

tributed more to the tremendous and increasing

strength of the Eepublican party than the adherence

of such men as Governor to the maxim of

taking care of their friends."^ There is no attempt

at secrecy or disguise about this. It is not dishonour-

able for a public official to own that if he upholds his

party he expects to be properly paid for the effort.

And it is needless to say that the practice is not

peculiar to any side or faction ; it is the one prece-

dent which all parties defend with perfect unanimity.

When the Tariff BUI was before Congress in 1867, and

duties on certain articles were enormously increased,

statements were openly made in the public papers that

interested manufacturers had been busy with their

gold among the members. Whether they were well

founded or not the mere observer could not decide.

They were urged by American journals against Ame-
rican politicians, and they were never contradicted.

It is incontestable that the duties most largely

enhanced were those upon manufactures, the special

representatives of which had seats in Congress.

Public writers iy America seldom deny that cornip-

tion on the most extensive scale exists in the Legis-

lature, unless, perhaps, when the fact is affirmed by a

foreigner. The addition of Texas to the Union was

notoriously secured by the judicious outlay of ten

millions of dollars among members of Congress and

25 ' Washington Morning Chronicle,' February 14th, 1867.
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their friends. Mr. Horace Greeley, no prejudiced

witness against his country, says of this great feast

—

"Corruption, thinly disguised, haunted the purlieus

and stalked through the halls of the Capitol ; and

numbers, hitherto in needy circumstances, suddenly

found themselves rich." He adds, indeed, that " this

was probably the first instance in which measures of

vital consequence to the country were carried or de-

feated in Congress under the direct spur of pecuniary

interest ;
"^ but the very qualification of the sentence

is suggestive. The negotiation is rarely on so colossal

a scale, but smaller transactions of precisely the same

character are, in the jargon of Congress, constantly

" being put tlirougL"^''

26 ' The American Conflict,' pp. 208-9. See also on pp. 209-10

an honest explanation of log-rolling, "whereby," says Mr. Greeley,

"our statute-books are loaded with acts which subserve no end

but to fill the pockets of the few at the expense of the rights or

the interests of the many." There are no remarks in lihe text so

fuE of condemnation as many which might be cited &om American

writers.

27 The following is an extract from the New York 'Nation,' a

Badical paper, writing of the Radical Legislators for the State of

New York :
—

"A class of bribing agents has sprung up—that is,

lobby agents who have laid aside all pretence—to whom the money
is confided for distribution, and who do the work as effectually as any

other brokers. Nor is the business confined to the corrupt passage of

biUs. The latest device for raising the wind is the introduction of bills

of peculiarly outrageous character, which, if enacted, are sure to ruin

a number of persons. It is not intended, however, that they should

be enacted. They are merely decoy ducks. They bring the birds

to the fowler's net. Numbers of frightened people rush up to Albany,

see the legislators, are thoroughly plucked, and sent home somewhat
lighter in pocket, but also relieved in mind. The main body of the

corrupt drove are lawyers, farmers, and what, not from the interior
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The effect of this party rule is, then, to prevent

free and fair debate, to destroy independence of

opinion, and to introduce into political life men who
think it no dishonour to use their opportunities to

enrich themselves and their friends. The system in

its full and complete working could not possibly

produce different consequences. There are, it must

again be repeated, many members of Congress who
are far above the reach of these discreditable in-

fluences. But what we have to ascertain is the

average kind of politician which the American system

brings into existence. That average is unquestion-

ably low. The salary of a member of Congress is

often the least of the pecuniary inducements which

the position holds out to him.^ The sentiment of

the educated classes is essentially opposed to all that

is here described, but the management of public

of the State, Eepublicans in politics, and sound enough on all the

great issues of the day to please Thaddeus Stevens himself."

—

' Nation,' AprU 11th, 1867.

Another extract from a Radical paper, the ' New York Evening
'Post,' is equally candid :—" In a large proportion of the districts it

is expected by the party managers that the men elected to either

House will have the opportunity to reimburse themselves for then-

expenses, and candidates are levied upon accordingly by the party

committees, the "strikers" and others. The profession of honour-

able motives is laughed at. It is expected by the party managers

that their creatures will be venal and corrupt, and we have come

to that pass, by reason of the enormous mass of special legislation,

and the small numbers of the legislature, that bribery is the rule and

common practice."

^ The pay was formerly 3000 dollars a-year, with mileage fees,

the privilege of franking, &o. In 1866 it was, by a vote of the mem-
bers themselves, raised to 5000 dollars a-year.
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affairs cannot, but in rare cases, fall into their hands.

Energetic local busybodies step in and lead, because

honest men dare not engage in the struggle. If

every election fairly represented the sense of the in-

dustrious and reputable portion of the community,

a great change would soon pass over political life.

But it is the complaint of Americans themselves that

this enviable end is rarely attained.^' There is no

people who have a higher and purer ideal than the

Americans ; there are none afflicted with public

servants who so systematically distort and debase

it. The first thing upon which they prided them-

selves, and the last with which they should have

parted, is freedom of discussion. In reality, they

are in the habit of encouraging what Mr. Grote

calls the "natural tendency of all ruling force,

whether in few or in many hands, to perpetuate

their own dogmas by proscribing or silencing all

heretics and questioners."^" These words might

serve as the description of what takes place in

America, whenever the minority attempt a protest

against the measures of the ruling party.

29 Mr. Fisher, in his work on the 'Trial of the Constitution,'

observes,—" The government is below the mental and moral level,

even of the masses. Go among them. TaUc to the farmer in his

field, the blacksmith at his anvil, the carpenter at his bench—even

the American labouring man who works for hire, in the Northern

States—and compare their conversation, so full of good sense and
sound feeling, with the ignorance, vulgarity, personality, and narrow
partizan spirit of an ordinary Congressional debate, and with the

disclosures made by investigating committees. Evidently the mind
and moral sentiment of the people are not represented."—(p. 347.)

30 Plato, vol. ii. p. 144.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE VOLUNTARY PKINCIPLE IN EEI,IGiON.

The support of religion is entirely voluntary in the

United States. Every sect depends upon its own

members for the maintenance of its places of meeting

and of its pastors. Eeligion is self-governing and

self-supporting, and there is no denomination which

receives assistance from the government, or is even

recognised by it. The principle is adopted that the

secular government deals with political ends and

aims; the church with doctrinal. The functions of

the two are kept entirely apart. The utmost licence

and freedom are allowed to j)rofessors of religion, no

matter how extraordinary are the tenets they advo-

cate. The State leaves the Churches to shift for

themselves, and the head of the State may go to what

church he please, or to none at all, without exciting

any remark. Mr. Lincoln was not often seen inside

a place of worship, and his successor pays even

less attention to public religious observances. The

nation feels no interest in the matter. They would

no more think of dictating what sect their President

should belong to, than they would of ordering the

cut of his coat, or prescribing the number of dishes

N
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which should be placed upon his table. A man may-

be as religious or as irreligious as suits his own ideas,

without subjecting himself to the least comment or

inconTenience.

This freedom from all- restraint may be ascribed

partly to the effect of a reaction from the extreme

stringency practised in past times. The history of

ecclesiastical establishments in America proves how

slowly and gradually the people became attached to

the two great principles of independence and tolera-

tion. The early settlers brought out with them the

persecuting spirit from which they had themselves

suffered so severely. They depended upon carnal

weapons for the extension of the spiritual kingdom.

The prison, the pillory, and the hangman, were the

teachers whose salutary lessons they valued scarcely

less than the precepts of their appointed ministers.

Every community held that it was the sacred duty

of the government to make the profession of religion

compulsory, and to visit with the heaviest punish-

ment the indifferent or the backsliding. The colo-

nists had been trained to believe that the assistance

of the State was indispensable to the support of the

Church, and therefore they insisted upon the imposi-

tion of special rates and taxes for that purpose. The
voluntary principle was as yet a thing undreamt of.

Even had it been proposed it could not have been

carried out. The country was not settled, and the

population was thin and scattered. The preachers

must often have gone without bread if they had been
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dependent on the chance contributions of their

hearers. The State government therefore made
provision for them. In New England, a parsonage

and glebe of two hundred and fifty acres was com-

monly given to the pastor. In 1621-22 a law was

passed in Virginia levying on every male person of

sixteen a tax of ten pounds of tobacco, and .one

bushel of corn, for the use of the clergy. The ex-

penses of building a church were defrayed by a tax

upon the people of a township. The electors decided

what description of church they would erect, and how

much they would pay a minister to occupy it. At

the time of the Confederation, it is estimated that

there were eighty ministers in New England, or

one to about three hundred of the population. They

were all men of education, and at least half of

them were graduates of Oxford or Cambridge.'

These were advantages which gave them weight in

the ministry. " The consideration in which some

were held," says an American historian, "was the

greater on account of their being highly connected." ^

The colonists were not then ashamed of a certain

degree of aristocratic feeling, nor had they become

avowed levellers of class. And the previous portions

of this volume will explain why this was the case.

A pure democracy was foreseen by none, and the

memorable discovery that laws could render men

equal had not been made.

' Palfrey's ' History of New England,' vol. ii. 38. ^ ibij;

N 2
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In those early days the citizen could never forget,

and rarely neglect with impunity, his religious

duties. He was made pious, or at least to exhibit

the external signs of piety, by coercive measures.

In Massachusetts and Connecticut no man had a

vote who was not member of a church.^ In Virginia

the rights of citizenship were confined to members

of the Episcopal Church, and the laws for the propa-

gation of religion were even more rigorous than

in Massachusetts. Persons were enjoined to attend

divine service every day, and for the third instance

of neglect they were liable to the penalty of six

months at the galleys. If they missed attending

service on Sundays three times, the law ordered the

punishment of death.* The first laws of the colony

punished with death any person speaking against

the Trinity, or any article of the Christian faith.

Blasphemy was visited with the same penalty.^ But

these merciless laws seemed chiefly designed to

frighten the people, for there is no evidence that

they were ever put in force. In 1624, however, the

Legislature passed a series of laws which were acted

upon, the spirit of which may be gathered from the

following clause,—"That whosoever should absent

himself from divine service any Sunday, without an

allowable excuse, should forfeit a pound of tobacco
;

' Baird's 'Eeligion in America' (New York, 1856), p. 191.

Palfrey, i. 345.
* Hawkes' ' History of the Protestant Kpiscopal Cliuroh in Vir-

ginia,' p. 26. ' Baird, p. 180.
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and that he who absented himself a month should

forfeit fifty pounds of tobacco." Until early in the

eighteenth century the laws of the State exacted

conformity with the Episcopal Church.

Massachusetts was a hotbed of persecution and

intolerance. The political government being ex-

clusively in the hands of church members, they could

and did use the civil arm as often as they thought

proper in defence of their own opinions, and for the

suppression of others. They desired, as their nume-

rous apologists tell us, to preserve their government

from corruption, and they acted upon the supposition

that elders of churches were proof against ambition

and other passions and temptations to which a

certain proportion of men in every community are

found to yield. It was, says one of the historians,

" an aristocracy of goodness " which they wished to

establish. It would have been more reasonable to

have chosen all their rulers of a certain height, or

made the possession of six fingers on each hand the

standard of worth. Those would have been require-

ments which were capable of being brought to a

decisive test. But moral excellence defied measure-

ment. The greatest sinner often passed himself off

as the holiest man of his neighbourhood. There was

no way of proving goodness, and consequently hypo-

crisy was substituted for it. The prize was worth

practising dissimulation to gain, since political power

was freely granted to the pious, and those who

coveted it had only to affect piety to gain it. It was
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an easy method of rising to office. And if the ofBces

thus acquired were of no great value in a pecuniary-

sense, they were by no means unimportant They

gave a man distinction^ mark, and power in his own

township, and iniiuence over his neighbours. The

devout man could soon be put into the shade by the

noisy professor. The very mode of admission to

the membership of a church, the first condition of

political rights, held the door open to lying and all

kinds of deception. Candidates were received into

the church "upon a relation of their reb'gious ex-

perience, or other satisfactory evidence of their

Christian character." In many cases this "other''

evidence could not, in the nature of things, have

been forthcoming. The candidate's own word, his

own description of his own goodness, must have

been accepted. In such a competition, the fluent and

unscrupulous hypocrite would naturally shine out

brighter than the halting but earnest believer. It

was a contest in which Mr. Worldly Wiseman and

Mr. Facing-both-ways had all the favourable condi-

tions on their side. The evil effects of such a system

were soon felt. Alarming troubles and dissensions

sprung up in the churches, and in 1636 a law was

passed intended to have the effect of weeding out

the false teachers and professors. The colonists were

evidently cast down at the results of their experi-

ment. "Forasmuch," ran their law, "as it hath

been found by sad experience, that much trouble and

disturbance hath happened both to the church
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and civil state by the officers and members of some

churches, which have been gathered within the limits

of this jurisdiction in an undue manner "—therefore

it was provided, that no new members should for the

future be admitted without the consent of the magis-

trates and a consultation of the different churches.

This was probably the real foundation of that system

of ecclesiastical councils or synods, which afterwards

became general in New England. The churches

met and advised with each other in times of diffi-

culty, or upon troubled questions, without regard to

distinctions of sect. They had always done so, but

never to the same extent as after they had expe-

rienced the difficulty of wisely managing their own

affairs. On many occasions these friendly conferences

proved the means of healing dangerous breaches

and schisms. The meeting "was summoned for a

special occasion ; it was composed of clerical and lay

delegates from such and so many of the neigh-

bouring churches as circumstances made it conve-

nient for the parties interested to convoke ; and its

existence ceased when the occasion was over. It had

no power to act immediately on individual Chris-

tians. Its judgment and will, if carried into effect at

all, were carried into effect by the individual church

or churches to which its counsel was addressed." *

The rule of sectarianism gave rise to other evils

which were found intolerable as the colony became

6 Palfrey, ii. 182-83.
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largei". The governing men thought they could

never be sufficiently oppressive. They tried to kill

opinion by killing the individual who professed it.

Persons who diifered from them were imprisoned

or driven into exile, and it was fortunate if a harder

fate did not befall them. Superstition and bigotry

took the place of reason and law. The errors of

the old country were repeated, and even exceeded in

the new world. "Women were burnt on suspicion of

being witches, and, if any one denied the inspiration

of the Scriptures, he was first fined and flogged, and

then, if impenitent, hanged. In 1651 four Quakers

were sent to the scaffold for daring to return to the

colony after they had been banished. This sect,

indeed, was always visited with peculiar severity.

"It is true," says a modern writer, in extenua-

tion of these crimes, that Quakers "behaved in

the most fanatical and outrageous manner. Even

women
,
among them, forgetting the proprieties and

decencies of their sex, .... smeared their faces

and ran naked through the streets."' These occa-

sional vagaries were a poor justification for all the

cruelties heaped upon the harmless Friends. Two
women who arrrived from Barbadoes in 1656 were

ordered to return immediately, kept in gaol till a

ship could take them away, and had their books

burnt by the common hangman. Eight others who
arrived from England were carried straight from the

? Baird, 189.
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ship to prison and there detained. Connecticut

imposed a fine of five pounds a week upon every

town that should " entertain any Quakers, Ranters,

Adamites, or such like notorious heretics." Captains

of vessels who brought such persons over were obliged

to take them back at their own expense, and in

Massachusetts they were fined one hundred pounds

for every Quaker they landed. In 1656 the General

Court of Massachusetts met to enact further pro-

ceedings against the " cursed sect of heretics lately

risen up in the world, which are commonly called

Quakers." It was ordered that every Quaker found

in the colony should be sent to gaol, severely whipped,

and kept to hard labour and solitary confinement.

Several persons soon afterwards suffered the penalties

of this law. In 1657 the fine for harbouring Quakers

was increased to forty shillings for each hour.

Quakers who had once been punished, and were

caught in the colony a second time, were to be

deprived of an ear ; for a third offence they lost the

other ear ; and for the fourth they had their tongues

bored through with a hot ii-on.^ Several men and

women professing the obnoxious creed were hanged

for refusing to leave the colony. At first this treat-

ment made fanatics of many of the persecuted. They

walked in procession through the towns clad in

ridiculous costumes. Young and chaste women went

into congregations stark naked "as a sign."* Of

Palfrey's ' Kew England,' li. 468. ' Ibid. ii. 483.
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one of these persons the chronicler says that this

trial of her faith was " exceeding hard to her modest

and shamefaced disposition." Deborah Wilson, "a

young woman of very modest and retired life, and

of sober conversation, as were her parents, walked

through Salem naked." Mary Dyer was taken to

the gallows (1660), and died saying, " In obedience

to the will of the Lord I came, and in his wiU I

abide faithful to the death." A Massachusetts his-

torian of our own day makes a troubled effort to

excuse the former rulers of the colony. " The pro-

vocations," he says, "which were offered were ex-

ceedingly offensive." But he thinks the culprits

ought not to have been put to death. " Sooner than

that," he exclaims, " it were devoutly to be wished

that the annoyed dwellers in Massachusetts had

opened their hospitable drawing-rooms to naked

women, and suffered their ministers to ascend the

pulpits by steps paved with fragments of glass

bottles." But they treated the Quakers in a very

different spirit, and the stain of their cruelty rests

indelibly upon the page of history.

From this glance at the early history of religion

in America, it will be seen that the freedom of

opinion at present enjoyed has been of very gradual

growth. Ehode Island, Pennsylvania, and Maryland,

were the first States which did away with religious

disabilities and penalties. Ehode Island, indeed, had

always extended the fullest licence and liberty to

her inhabitants.
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When once this toleration was allowed, the Non-

conformists spread and multiplied rapidly, and they

became so diversified in creed as to render the iden-

tification of the State with one particular sect no

longer practicable. "Which sect should it support?

No one could decide. In New England the Epis-

copal Church was not an object of veneration, for

many of the emigrants were Nonconformists who

had fled from Europe to escape from her restraints

and from her severities. They were not likely to

kiss the rod which had smitten them. They brought

their religion with them, and demanded the right to

practice it unmolested. Men objected to being taxed

for the support of any church but their own. What
occurred in Virginia affords a perfect example of the

.

mode by which Church and State were separated in

America. The Presbyterians became so numerous in

the middle of last century that their wishes could no

longer be despised. They petitioned the House of As-

sembly for a redress of their grievances, among which

they enumerated their being compelled annually to

pay large taxes to support an establishment from which

their " consciences and their principles oblige them

to dissent." "We ask," they added, " no ecclesias-

tical establishments for ourselves, neither can we

approve of them when granted to others." Memorials

to the same effect were presented by other Noncon-

formist bodies. The adherents of the Established

Church endeavoured to protect their interests, and

they succeeded in gaining many delays, but the
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pressure upon them was too constant and too strong

to be resisted. In America the majority must have

what they ask. The Virginian Legislature in 1776

passed a law removing religious disabilities, and re-

leasing Dissenters from all demands upon them on

account of the Episcopal Church. A general assess-

ment for the support of all denominations, the pro-

ceeds to be divided equally among them,, was after-

wards frequently proposed, but never adopted.'"

In other States, about the same period, the

growth of Dissent was equally remarkable. Between

1731 and 1750, a great impetus was given to this

movement in the churches by a series of revivals

which took place throughout the country. Their

success was greatly owing to Whitefield, to whom the

people eagerly flocked wherever he went. Large

crowds assembled to hear him, day and night. Strong

men were struck down suddenly under the power of

the word. At Concord he had, in his own words, a

" comfortable preaching." The hearers were " sweetly

melted down." " He tells us that when he preached

at Staten Island, the " word fell like a hammer and

like a fire." At the beginning of the present cen-

tury there was another great revival, and a successor

'" For the facts here mentioned I have consulted chiefly Dr.

Hawkes' ' History of the Virginian Church,' and the ' Records of the

Conventions held in Virginia,' to which the Librarian of the Capitol

at Washington kindly gave me access. I am indebted to him for

many similar facilities.

" ' The Great Awakening,' by Joseph Tracy (Boston, 1842). See

pp. 93-97.
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to Whitefield, by name Lorenzo Dow, is said to liave

performed wonderful works therein. At Knoxville,

Tennessee, where he preached, " about one hundred

and fifty of his hearers were exercised with the jerks."

Sometimes the person who received the truth was

thrown to the ground by its power, " where he flounced

like a live fish." '^ The jerks became an epidemic.

Dow writes :
" I have passed a meeting-house, where

I observed the undergrowth had been cut for a camp

meeting, and from fifty to a hundred saplings were

left breast-high, on purpose for the people who were

jerked to hold on by. I observed, where they had

held on, they had kicked up the earth, as a horse

stamping flies." " Sometimes," we are further told,

the converted ones "cursed and swore and damned." ^^

The process of regeneration could not always, it is to

be feared, have been an edifying spectacle to the

brethren who looked on.

These revivals, wild and ridiculous as some of the

incidents which attended them may appear, greatly

increased the number of churches of all Noncon-

formist denominations. Tracy states thai one hun-

dred and fifty Congregational churches were formed

in less than twenty years. " A considerable number,"

he says, " of separatist churches were formed, which

really added to the strength of the Eedeemer's king-

dom."" At first the abrupt separation from the

State was a severe blow to the Episcopal Church, •

« Tracy, p. 222. '' Ibid. " Ibid. p. 390.
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especially in Virginia, where it had possessed more

attached adherents, and heen more prosperous, than

in any other part of the country. When the State

forsook it, the clergy scarcely knew where to look for

the means of living, and many of them returned to

England. But that hour of trial was soon over. The

followers of the Church rallied to its aid with a single

heart and purpose. As the political system of the

country gradually produced its natural fruits, the

voluntary system in religion became inevitable. Any

other would have been impracticable. Where all

men are on an equality as regards their political

rights, a preference cannot be exhibited by the go-

vernment for one religious sect rather than another.

There is no class with exclusive rights, and to no

form of religion can there be given exclusive pri-

vileges. Each State in framing its laws adopts the

theory which has been described in a few words :

—

" We consider the primary end of government as a

purely temporal end, the protection of the persons

and property of men." '^ The Constitutions of the

States of Massachusetts, Yirginia, and Indiana—

a

New England, a Soutliern, and a Western State

—

may be taken as fair examples of all the rest with

respect to this particular subject. They vary in lan-

guage, not in ideas. Massachusetts guarantees that

" no subject shall be hurt, molested, or restrained in

his person, liberty, or estate for worshipping God in

1* Macaulay, 'Essay on Church and State.'
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the manner and seasons most agreeable to the dic-

tates of his own conscience, or for liis religious pro-

fession or sentiments." There is a tincture left of

the spirit of old enactments in the third clause,

which asserts that the people of the commonwealth

have a right to invest their Legislature with the

authority to require local communities "to make
suitable provision, at their own expense, for the insti-

tution of the public worship of God," and also to

"enjoin" upon "all the subjects an attendance upon

the instructions of the public teachers
;
" but this

power is so remotely placed that it could never be

exercised. The declaration of rights prefixed to the

Constitution of Virginia declares that " all men are

equally entitled to the free exercise of religion, ac-

cording to the dictates of conscience ; and that it is

the mutual duty of all to practise Christian forbear-

ance, love, and charity towards each other." In this

State, as in six others. Ministers of the Gospel are

ineligible to sit in either House of Assembly, or to

hold political office. The Constitution of Indiana

provides that liberty of conscience shall never be

restrained by law, and that " no preference shall be

given by law to any creed, religious society, or mode

of worship ; and no man shall be compelled to attend,

erect, or support any place of worship, or to maintain

any minister against his consent." The Federal Con-

stitution itself distinctly provides that " no religious

test shall ever be required as a qualification to any

office or public trust under the United States," aud
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by the first amendment, Congress is prohibited from

making any law respecting an establishment of reli-

gion. Thus, the principle of the government, Federal

and State, with regard to religion, is clearly and

emphatically expressed. The people are to be left

unfettered. Ministers of religion are to live by their

calling as best they can, and none of them have any-

where to look for support outside their own congre-

gations.

Let us now endeavour to ascertain whether this

system works well or ill. Does religion prosper

under it ? The statistics of the churches will show

tbat it does, so far as regards its maintenance and

support. It is difi&cult to ascertain the numbers of

churches and ministers at the revolutionary period,

but the best authorities estimate the former at 1940

and the latter at 1441. " It seems very certain,"

says Baird, " that in 1775 the total number of Minis-

ters of the Gospel in the United States did not exceed

fourteen hundred and forty-one, nor the congrega-

tions nineteen hundred and forty." '^ The authorities

vary much in regard to the numbers of churches at

the present day. Baird, whose book was published

in 1856, reckons them at 41,859, of all denomina-

tions; while the ministers numbered 29,430, and

the members 4,176,431. In a work published in

1854 it is estimated that there were then existing

36,011 church edifices, affording accommodation for

'* ' Eeligion in America,' p. 210.
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nearly 14,000,000 of persons. This allowed a

church for every 646 of Ihe population." In 1866,

according to returns published by the respective

sects, the Baptists numbered 1,043,641, with 12,675

churches; the Methodists were 1,032,184; and the

Episcopalians had 161,224 communicants, with 34

dioceses, 44 bishops, and 2530 clergy. Of the clergy

it has been stated that " not more than one in six

were born and bred in the Episcopal Church. They

had been gathered into the fold from all quarters." ^^

These figures make palpable to the eye the pro-

gress of religion, so far as the means for its

outward observance are concerned. But something

more is needed to show the full working of the volun-

tary principle. Are the churches properly supported ?.

Is it difScult to raise funds for the erection of a place

of worship and the support of the pastor ? This, of

course, depends greatly on the inclination and de-

sires of the community. If they are anxious to have

a church, they soon get it. In the older towns, every

denomination is usually rich enough to maintain

its ministers in comfortable circumstances. But in

scantily populated rural districts, or in new settle-

ments, religion starves. The early preachers are

little better off than the missionaries to a foreign

land. They must share all the hardships and priva-

tions of the rude pioneers who have undertaken to

17 Vide 'Eeligious Denominations in the United States,' by

Joseph Belcher, D.D. (PhUadelphia, 1S54).

18 Sermon by the Bishop of Ehode Island, Sept. 1867.
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turn primeval forests into fertile fields. If there are

women in the new community, religious worship may

be encouraged, but otherwise the strolling preacher,

who drops in accidentally, and preaches his sermon,

and goes his way after collecting a few dollars, satis-

fies the settlers. As the ground is cleared, and a

village springs up, and the village grows into a town,

the agents of rehgious societies are sent there to

begin the organization of a regular church. At

first they meet where they can—in a barn, a hut, or

a spare room of one of the congregation. Then

they put their money together, and perhaps a little

help is gained from outside, and a church is built.

A sohoolhouse soon follows, and in a few years

every sect in the settlement has its own meeting-

house. Every one helps in the work, each in pro-

portion to his means. As the community grows

richer, religion prospers with it. All are satisfied,

for all have contributed voluntarily, and can give

more or cease to give anything the moment they

please."

But the vast majority of these churches, no matter

19 It is under these circumstances that Minnesota has done so

much for the Episcopal Church, owing doubtless to the personal

exertions of its indefatigable diocesan, Bishop Whipple.—Some years

ago, an English clergyman, the Eev. H. Caswall, saw a church at

Buffalo which was being built by the contributions of the congrega-

tion. " The ladies had carpeted the church throughout, at a cost of

1000 dollars, and the young men had already raised a fund of 1200

dollars towards the purchase of a peal of bells. The children had

furnished the font, and a stained glass window." (See the ' Western

World Revisited.') The same thing is done everywhere.
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by what name they are called, must necessarily be

poor. It is then the Minister or Priest who suffers

first, and subsequently the congregation, by the intro-

duction into the priesthood of an inferior order of

men. The illiterate will be tempted to enter a pro-

fession which they find easy of access, and at least

as pi-ofitable to them as shoemaking ; but the man of

education will often shrink back from a career which

dooms him to poverty all his days, and shuts out

every hope of advancement. He cannot marry, or,

if he does, he will often find it no easy matter to win

bread for bis family. Many men in all countries

take up the work of religious instruction with the

sole object and ambition of doing good, and it is not

to be doubted that there are thousands who cheer-

fully make this sacrifice of self-interest in the United

States. Nevertheless, it is a hard trial for a young

man who has been well trained, at Harvard or Yale,

and who has lucrative professions open to him, with

friends and influence to push him on, to follow

the thorny path where he will have to feed upon

the crumbs which fall from the tables of his congre-

gation, and walk with many strange companions.

Some do it; but many more turn away. "Minis-

ters of the Gospel," said Cotton Mather, " would

have a poor time of it, if they must rely on a free

contribution of the people for their maintenance."

And they have " a poor time of it " as a rule, except

in large cities or rich parishes. Very many ministers

of the Baptist persuasion receive no salaries at all,

2
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and earn a living how they can.™ The average

salary of ministers of all denominations is estimated

to be about four hundred dollars a year. The ave-

rage in the Episcopal Church is three hundred and

fifty dollars.^- The Episcopal Bishop of New York

is said to be the highest paid religious functionary

in the country, and he receives six thousand dollars

a year. " No men among us," says Dr. Belcher,

" work harder ; no professional men are so poorly paid

for their work. Financially, they rank upon an ave-

rage below school teachers." Sometimes a popular

preacher, in a large town, will draw so great a throng

of listeners that it is worth while to let the pews by

auction, and thus a considerable income is secured.

But such cases are rare, and the clergy in nine cases

out of ten are badly off. The consequence is that the

reservoir of ministers of the Gospel is the poorer class

of artisans, and even in flourishing cities men of the

rudest education are sometimes found in charge of

large congregations.

In many religious bodies the pastor is chosen by

the congregation. It is so in the Episcopal Church,

but the consent of the Bishop of the diocese is neces-

sary before a clergyman can officiate. The Eoman
Cathohc priests are appointed by their bishops, with-

out reference to the wishes of the congregations.

Among the Methodists they are selected at an an-

» Baird, p. 27G.

^' Belcher's ' Eeligious Denominatioiis,' p. 4S2. B.iird, however,
eotiniates theu' stipend at 600 doilars.
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nual conference. The Episcopal Church of America
differs from the English chiefly in certain modifica-

tions which it has introduced into its forms and cere-

monies. The services have heen abridged, the Atha-

nasian Creed omitted from the Prayer Book, the

marriage and burial services modified, and a number
of verbal alterations introduced into the ritual, which

seem fastidious rather than necessary or judicious.^^

In the government of the Church each State is made
into a separate diocese,^ and an annual convention is

held in every diocese to regulate its affairs. This con-

vention is composed of the clergy, and one or more lay

members, who are chosen by the people, or perhaps

by the wardens and vestry. The clergy form one

^^ The language has been suited to nice ears, and the grammar (as

I suppose it is considered) improved. " Those " has invariably been

substituted for "them" as a relative pronoun, even in the Lord's

Prayer. As an example of the way in which the English has been

refined, take the following, from the "Collect for Grace." In the

English version the sentence reads: "but that all our doings may
be ordered by thy governance to do always that is righteous in thy

sight." In the American book it appears thus :
" hut that all our

doings, being ordered by thy governance, may he righteous in tliy

sight "—a pedantic schoolmaster's correction. In the prayer for the

President fadapted from that for the Queen), " health and prosperity"

are prayed for instead of "health and wealth." But the purist altera-

tions are the most extraordinary. In the Te Deum we read :
" when

thou tookest upon thee to deliver man thou didst humble thyself to be

horn of a Virgin"—the old version not being deemed suitable to

polite ears. In the Litany, mstead of, " From fornication and all

other deadly sin," we read, " From all inordinate and sinful affec-

tions." "To dread thee," is changed into "fear thee;" "to raise

up them that fiill," into " to raise up tJiose who fall ;
" " so as in due

time we may enjoy them," into " so that in due time," &c.

23 In New York and Pennsylvania there are two dioceses.
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house and the laity another, and a concurrent vote of

both is required on any question before any new rule

or law can be made. A general convention of all the

churches is held once in three years, and in this

the Bishops form the upper house, and the clergy

and laity the lower. The Church is left free to order

its affairs after its own desire, but there is a case in

which the Supreme Court of the State of New York

interfered to prevent a Bishop deposing a clergyman

on the ground of immorality, which had been proved

against him. The question, however, with the Court

was whether the canons of the Church had been

strictly followed, for, if so, it had no jurisdiction. It

was decided that there had been no irregularity, and

the Bishop removed the clergyman.

It is sometimes asserted that the Roman Catholic

Church has extended its authority more rapidly and

widely in the United States than any other religious

order. But the truth is that its prosperity is main-

tained only by the constant influx of its followers,

in large numbers, from Europe. Eoman Catholicism

does not take a firm root among the people. The

native-born American seldom joins the Church, and

the second generation of Irish settlers wander away

from it. It is the Irish emigration which sustains it,

and consequently it is powerful only in a few of the

largest cities on the line of emigration, such as New
York and Chicago, Cincinnatti and St. Louis. The
Archbishops and Bishops are appointed by the Pope,

and receive fixed salaries, partly from the cathedral
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church, partly by an assessment upon the clergy.

The priests depend entirely upon voluntary contri-

butions, and fees for marriages and other rites and

ceremonies.

Two special merits are claimed for the voluntary

over the compulsory system—(1) That a church can

be properly supported by voluntary contributions with

perfect success, and with no cause of dissatisfaction

being given to any ; and (2) that the separation of

Church and State keeps the Church within its proper

sphere, far removed from the dangerous whirlpool of

politics. The first of these claims is substantiated by

the facts, for, whatever individual ministers may suffer,

the Church is constantly extending its influence, and

benevolent societies and schools are liberally sup-

ported. It has been proved that the Church—any

church—can exist very well, can flourish and mul-

tiply its followers, without borrowing aid or counte-

nance from the State. But the separation does not

keep politics and political influences from reaching

religion. De Tocqueville states that the clergy in

America " keep aloof from parties and from public

affairs." ^ If this was the case when De Tocqueville

visited the country, he would be greatly surprised

could he revisit it now. It is like his strange re-

mark that " almost aU education is intrusted to the

clergy," ^^ whereas the clergy have actually far less to

do with education than in England. Perhaps in no

" Chapter xvii. 388. ^ Ibid.
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country in the world is the pulpit used for hustings

purposes so systematically, with the general en-

couragement of public approval, as in America. The

Almighty is constantly exhorted to compass the return

of the popular candidate, and the misery and dis-

comfiture of his rival. The morning sermon in some

churches is a diffuse essay upon the events of the day,

in which the Divine approval is announced of certain

political opinions. New England preachers address

their hearers, in a time of excitement, as if from the

stump. The Chaplain in Congress during 1865-67

prayed daily against the President, " that he might

be humbled and cast down," and that his own party

might be covered with great glory. The best known

preacher in America gains his notoriety solely by the

freedom with which he discusses on Sunday morning,

from a text of Scripture, the acts of public men, and

the turn affairs are likely to take. There is probably

no good reason why it should not be so ; but there is

certainly no reason why the fact should be denied.-

Eeligion will always influence the course of human
affairs, and in America it will interfere in politics all

the more energetically because it is not in any way

dependent upon the State, but is free to speak openly

and without fear of losing its allowance. The preacher

accommodates himself to the tastes and wishes of his

congregation, and if they demand from him matter

which would be more suitable in the columns of the

Sunday newspaper, they will have the article, or turn

him out and elect another man willing to supply it.
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Politics and religion cannot be kept apart. During

the rebellion erery sect shared in the general dis-

union, save the Episcopal Churcli. All through that

dark and stormy period, she endeavoured to preserve

her children within her fold in the old relations of

friendship and love. In the Northern Conventions

the names of the Southern bishops were called over,

although none answered. The victors, who had not

seen their churches burnt to the ground, who had not

been forced to stand by helpless while their sacred

plate was carried off by a drunken soldiery, and while

their registers and papers were destroyed, who had

not witnessed the havoc and destruction of all that

their congregations held precious—these could easily

invite their brethren to be reconciled. But in the

South it was different. There, the church and the

school, the parsonage and the farm, had alike been

pillaged or reduced to ashes. Time-honoured edifices

had been riddled with cannot-shot, as at Charleston,

or torn to pieces to be made into hospitals and stables,

as at Wilmington and other towns, or levelled with the

ground, as in Columbia. Sunday after Sunday the con-

gregations came to service with their women inmourn-

ing garments and their young men gone. "When

my church was set on fire," said an aged clergyman to

me, " I took one of my negroes into the vestry and

bade him take hold of the plate-chest, while I seized

the other handle. We carried it into the street, but

some soldiers met us, and one of them slapped me in

the face, and abused me, and made me drop it—and
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I saw no more of it." Such occurrences could not

happen without leaving a deep mark.^^ Many of the

Southern clergy held aloof from the Convention of

] 865, but the bishops appeared in it, although some

desired that the Churches of the North and the South

should remain distinct organizations, as they been

during the war.^' But these feelings softened down,

and the Churches are united again as of old. Other

denominations were long ago torn asunder by sectional

political diflFerences. Once, in the words of Calhoun,

who thought he saw in religious differences a fore-

shadowing of general disunion, " all were organised

very much upon the principle of our political institu-

tions; beginning with smaller meetings correspond-

ing with the political divisions of the country, their

organisations terminated in one great central assem-

blage, corresponding very much with the character of

Congress." ^^ But men who hated each other because

of political differences, would not meet in friendship

just because they were invited to meet in a church.

From what has been said, it wiU be seen that free-

dom, equality, and self-maintenance are the principles

upon which religious work is carried out in America.

In the government of the Episcopal Church the laity

have as much influence as the clergy. In nearly all

^^ It will be observed that I am not referring to the cause or

merits of the war, but merely accounting for the bitter spirit which

existed in the minds of Southern clergy (iu common with their

people) immediately after it was over.

^ Bee a letter to the ' Times,' published 31st August, 1855.

^ Calhoun's speech in the Senate, March 4th, 1850.
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other denominations the Church is controlled by the

laity. The common theoretical objections which are

urged against the voluntary principle are not found

impediments in actual practice. "An established

church," says Lord Brougham,^^ " enables the govern-

ment to be administered without any serious ob-

struction arising from the operation of public feelings

'

excited by spiritual guides." Whereas, the reverse of

this, he argues, is the case in America, and moreover

he contends that pastors elected by the people can

do little good by their ministrations^ for the minority

will not listen to the man " whose unfitness they have

been proclaiming."

It is true, no doubt, that political passions are

sometimes fostered in the United States by ministers

of religion, but that is an evil not peculiar, or neces-

sarily incidental to, the voluntary principle. The

State patronage of religion can never be used as a

weapon against the government, whereas in England

party or individual preferences or prejudices often

originate in the opposition to the alliance of Church

and State. The Church makes enemies because

it shelters itself behind the politicd!l power; the

State makes enemies because it singles out one

particular church for all its patronage and encou-

ragement. The members of other churches are

jealous and aggrieved, and it is easy to stir up in

their minds " excited feelings." When the State

preserves an impartial attitude towards all sects none

^' ' Treatise on the British Constitution.'
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have cause to be jealous of it. When it allies itself

with one special sect, that sect alone has a direct in-

terest in supporting it, and all the rest (supposing no

other considerations entered in) would be thrown into

antagonism. Loyalty and patriotism are sufficient to

cast into the shade the question of self-interest, and

it is not in England that the established powers have

to fear aught from Nonconformists. Lord Brougham

says that he dreads the influence of " an all-powerful

and wholly independent clergy." Experience in the

United States shows how imaginary is such a fear.

There the clergy are " wholly independent," but they

do not seek to injure the State, from the very motives

which make English Dissenters good subjects—the

existence of loyalty and patriotism. Lord Brougham's

argument implies that the only way to keep the clergy

loyal is to fetter their independence, for the moment

they are made free they will assail the political fabric.

If the State is to have them on its side it must pay

them. Such a supposition does more injustice to the

Established Church than all the objections and attacks

of its opponents. English and American history alike

demonstrate fiie danger of making too close an alli-

ance between religion and the civil power.^" There

have been times when the union of Church and State

gave increased power to the State, but this was always

a disadvantage to the nation. The Church was on the

side of despotism and intolerance. Mr. Erskine May

™ See Mr. T. Erskine May's ' Constitutional History,' chapter xii
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describes the result when he speaks of Elizabeth's

time: "The union of ecclesiastical supremacy with

prerogatiyes already excessive, dangerously enlarged

the power of the Crown over the civil and religious

liberties of the people." What the alliance of Church

and State did in America we have already seen in

this chapter.

The objection that, if a congregation elects a pastor,

the minority will derive no profit from his preaching,

because they were opposed to him, would be. too

puerile to answer except that it is so gravely made
by one who enjoys a high authority. The minority

merely preferred another man. Very likely it would

turn out that they were better satisfied with the one

actually elected. They supported their candidate

because they knew him, but his competitor they

may not have known. Besides, says Lord Brougham,

the people " are little to be trusted with a discretion

upon religious subjects." He seems to think that a

congregation would change its religious faith and

doctrine as often as it changed its pastor. The choice

of a minister has nothing to do with the matter.

The doctrines are defined and accepted — the

question is merely which of two men is most fitting

to preach them ? In Nonconformist sects in England,

that question is decided by election without producing

any of the violent consequences which Lord Brougham

appears to apprehend. It is the same in America.

The pastor is chosen, and the defeated minority

would no more think of rising in insubordination
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than they would of disobeying the laws of the land,

because a President whom they did not vote for

happened to be the present Executive.

The voluntary system in America works well for

the people, but ill, in many cases, for the preacher.

Eeligion itself does not suffer by being placed above

the influence of State support and patronage. The

State cannot be held responsible for the government

of any religious body, it gives offence to none, and

the adherents of each sect take a natural pride in

doing all in their power to add to its prosperity.
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CHATTEE X.

POPULAR EDUCATION,

Even Americans who deny that there are any dangers

in intrusting the preponderance of power to the

bulk of the people, will readily admit that the only

safeguard against the growth of future danger consists

in the unirersal spread of education. It is not a

question of expediency with them whether they shall

educate their poor or not. It is a matter of necessity.

They must do it, or submit to the evils attending

a rule of men intensely ignorant of the questions

they are called upon to decide. The suffrage is open

to all, with restrictions in some States which are

merely nominal. If men are to govern, they ought

at least to be in a position to make themselves

moderately acquainted with the course of current

events. But the poor are not always willing to send

their children to school ; they think that it is the

duty of their children to help to earn their bread,

and therefore the system of compulsory education is

recommending itself strongly to the American people.

1 This chapter is partly reprinted, by permiasion, from the

aatlior's letters to tKe ' Times,' published 6th and 11th July, 1867.
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They believe that they have nothing to fear from

the exercise of intelligent and educated opinion,

and' they spare no pains to make provision for the

education of all their citizens. After they have

done all that lies within their power, they have only

partially accomplished their wishes, but they have at

least tried to guard against the shame of being prac-

tically ruled by men who cannot sign their own

names, or read a line of the Constitution.

The duty of providing the means of education is

supposed to fall naturally upon the States. So far

as this matter is concerned, the State considers itself

the head of the family, and sustains the cost of

educating those who look up to it for protection.

The Federal Government has from time to time

allotted valuable grants of land, nominally as loans,

among the States for the establishment or assist-

ance of school funds, and a certain proportion of

land is always set aside for the same purpose in new

States.^ The charge of the schools is afterwards

always borne by each State for itself, and Congress

will probably never be able again to lend that liberal

assistance which it was always ready to do before

the responsibilities of a vast national debt lay upon

it. The tax for educational purposes exclusively is

now very high in many States—in New York it

amounts to 5^ per cent, on the total assessed income,

- See fur a list of the Enactments of Congress for grants for

educational purposes, Kent's 'Commentaries,' vol. ii. pp. 200-201,

note, Part IV. Leot, xsix.
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and in Boston to about half that amount. The

people pay it without murmuring, partly because

they are proud of the reputation which their country

has gained abroad for educating its poor, partly be-

cause they perceive that their interests and their

duty ^like call for the expenditure.

Massachusetts has long held the foremost place

in exertions for the cause of education. But the

Western States are pressing her hard in the race,

and it is generally confessed that the University of

Michigan deserves to rank first in the country for

the useful and practical character of the training it

affords—a training held to be peculiarly adapted to

the growth of a Eepublican country'. Chicago has

made immense efforts; and these young cities and

towns of the West seem determined to outstrip

their predecessors in the work of affording instruc-

tion to the children of all classes, free of expense.

Yet to Massachusetts will always belong the honour

of having been the originator of this undertaking. She

voluntarily made the necessary sacrifices, and placed

upon her own shoulders the inevitable burdens of

the task. There never has been a time when she

was not ready to acknowledge and meet these ob-

ligations. In the earliest days of the Commonwealth

the colonists made careful provision for the education

of the poor. In 1647 they put into force a definite

plan of instruction. They ordered that every town-

ship numbering fifty householders should appoint

one of its number to teach children, at the expense

p
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of their parents or masters ; and when the township

increased to a hundred households, it was required

to set up a grammar school, or pay a fine of five

shillings " to ye next schoole till they shall performe

this order." From time to time these regulations

were enlarged, until they embraced proTisions for the

support of schools and teachers by all the townships.

Wherever the New Englaader went to settle, he

carried with him the law that out of 63 equal por-

tions into which the chosen territory should be di-

vided, "the first should be for the minister, the

second for the ministry, and the third for the school."

Thus, as one of the School Committees of recent years

states, " the schoolhouse was made the constant com-

panion of the meeting-house wherever these hardy

pioneers levelled the forest and set up their humble

homestead."

Not until the year 1789 was the basis of the pre-

sent educational system laid. This was very soon

after Washington was made the first President of

the Eepublic, and while the community was stiU

labouring, in poverty and great toil, through the

hardest and most trying part of its existence. It

would be a long history to recount the details of aU

the experiments and devices which were tried in

order to accomplish the object the people had in

view. They attempted many experiments, and found

themselves disappointed in not a few. Even to-day

they know that their ^system needs great improve-

ment. But much has been done, and more will yet
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be done without stopping to count the cost. The

people are not immoveably attached to any par-

ticular theories, and when they are convinced that a

reform is necessary they wiU adopt it.

The fundamental principle of the present system

in Massachusetts is that the authorities must make

education compulsory. Children are forced to at-

tend the schools, without regard to the wishes of

their parents. There is no choice left either to

the pupils or their natural guardians. Officers are

appointed to go about the streets and look out for

idle or vagrant children, and " compel them to come

in." They carry the terrors of the law in their hands.

Little by little the penal measures against children

who will not go to school have been made more for-

midable. The opposition to these coercive steps at

first was very great. As a superintendent once said

to me, "Our people had to be brought up to the

idea. They thought that pressure of this kind was

not in harmony with a Kepublican government." I

remember that on one of the mornings when I visited

the schools the same idea struck a gentleman who

was of the party. He was attached to a foreign

mission, and seemed startled at finding laws of such

a character carried out under a government which

asserts itself to be the very embodiment of liberty.

" This method," he said to me, a little diffidently, for

he was new to the country, " may be a beneficial one

in the end to the children, but it is not freedom."

I could not forbear telling him that when he had tra-

P 2
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veiled further and seen more, he'would diesover that

it was possible in a Eepublic to place the social life

of the people under rules and regulations, and to

step into their houses and dictate what they should or

should not do, and generally to manage their affairs

for them, to an extent which the old despotisms of

the world would pause before they attempted.

The compulsory principle is thus set forth by the

Superintendent in . his report for 1862 :
—

" To secure

universal education it is not enough to provide

schools at public expense ; care must be taken that

all children are taught in these schools or elsewhere."

In the report of the School Committee for 1847, it

is urged that unless the children "are made inmates

of our schools many of them will become inmates

of our prisons, and it is vastly more, economical to

educate them in the former than to support them

in the latter." Here the system is recommended for

its economical mei-it alone ; but this is a consideration

which has had the least weight with the people, in

inducing them to assent to the recommendations

made by the school committees.

In order to carry out the compulsory method, a

school police force, as it may be called, is indispens-

able. In Boston this force is small but ef3(icient.

The ofScers arrest children who have never been to

schools, or truants, and carry them before a magis-

trate, who sits privately as a school commissioner,

and thus the disgrace and mischief of dragging. the

juvenile culprits into an open court-room are avoided.
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Should the child refuse to attend school, or mn
away from his teachers a second time, he is sen-

tenced to two years' imprisonment at a Eeformatory,

which is situated on an island at the mouth of the

harbour. I went out to see this institution. It

seemed to be conducted with care and attention,

but it is to all intents and purposes what it is de-

signed to be—a prison. The children—^there were

several hundreds there— were dressed in a coarse

uniform, and looked like other delinquents in more

disgracefid places of punishment. The superin-

tendent assured me that the severity of the punish-

ment "had a very good effect." He meant, of

course, that it made parents afraid to refuse to

send their children to school, for otherwise they

would lose them altogether, under circumstances

not usually accounted meritorious or agreeable, for

two years,

A member of Parliament in addressing his con-

stituency ^ assured them that the law of compulsory

education, even in New England, was a " dead letter,"

and no one knew enough of the facts to contradict

him.* It is thus that the government and the insti-

tutions of America are conveniently adapted to the

views of speculative politicians. One of the truant-

ofdcers gives an account of the working of the plan.

» Mr. Forster, at Bradford, Sept. 1867.

' No fewer than seventy-seven towns and cities in New England

appointed truant-ofaoers and enforced the compulsory system, (See

• Eeport of the Board of Education for 1866,' p. 63.)
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He says,
—" A day seldom passes in which I do not

find children out of school. These I send or take

into school, hundreds of them every quarter." This

is the first step. Another officer describes the second

step in the following manner :

—

" In cases where I fail to check the habit of tru-

ancy and the child becomes an habitual truant, I

make a complaint before one of the justices of a

police-court ; and a warrant is granted me, made re-

turnable at the justice's private room in the Court-

house ; I arrest the child, and summon the teacher

to appear at the time and place named in the war-

rant. I likewise notify the parents that they may

be present and be heard. If the child is found

guilty by the Court, a sentence of one or two years

in the House of Eeformation is passed, and in other

instances the cases are continued from time to time

in order that the truants may have an opportunity

to reform. In these cases they give surety for their

appearance at the time specified by the Court. If

they are sentenced, I take them directly from the

Court to the steamer ' Henry Morrison,' and leave

them in charge of the officer of the boat, who delivers

them into the custody of the officers of the House

of Reformation at Deer Island."

One of these scholastic policemen—not an unim-

portant officer in the work of education—^teUs us

that he had charge of 1191 cases during a single

year (1862), recorded the names of 321 truants, and

obtained proof of 2091 truancies. This was the
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record of one district only in the city of Boston.'

There is a general law in the State of Massachusetts

under which similar proceedings might be taken

everywhere, but it is at the discretion of each town

whether it shall be put in force or not. In most

communities it is left to lie idle, principally on

account of the expense inyolved in its rigorous exe-

cution. A special corps of inspectors has to be paid,

and a separate place of punishment built, before

such a law can be carried into effect. That education

is so generally diffused in Boston need not, then, be

a subject of astonishment.

The city deserves the greatest credit for the

sacrifices it constantly makes to support its schools,

but it is not to the credit of the poor that they send

their children to them. They dare not send them

anywhere else. Prevent parents from despatching

their boys or girls to work, and force them instead

to support them whUe at school, and the first and

greatest obstacle to the education of the very poor

—

namely, the impossibility of securing the regular at-

tendance of the pupils—is disposed of at a stroke. The

end doubtless justifies the means, but the Boston pro-

cess scarcely recommended itself formerly to nations

which, although Hving under "tyrannical monarchies
"

and " cruel despotisms," were accustomed to consider

their children their own, and their homes sacred.

The arrangement of the schools is the same in

5 According to the Annual Report of 1866, the total number of

truant cases in ten years was 2741.
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.

essential particulars ia all the States, but it is seen

to the greatest advantage in Boston, and hence I

select that city for the purpose of illustration. There

the schools are divided into three grades—the

primary, grammar, and high schools. Children are

admitted to the primary schools upon the sole con-

dition that they present a certificate of vaccination,

and thereafter there is no fee or charge required

from them. They are taught from books specially

prepared or sanctioned by the committees, and there

is an inspector appointed whose duty it is to see that

a settled plan of tuition is not departed from. To

the teachers there is left no liberty of judgment.

They suggest nothing, alter nothing; they are merely

employed to keep in motion certain wheels which

are turning in all the schools in the same direction

at the same hour. The buildings are laid out and

erected upon one design, and the work which goes

on inside knows no variation. No doubt it is un-

avoidable, perhaps it is desirable, that this uniformity

should be insisted on; but if there are imper-

fections in the general method the universal appli-

cation of it must be productive of some undesirable

consequences. It is the boast that all classes may
be educated together, but there are not a few who

allege that the plan does not work so well as it

ought to work, and that the " course " is better

adapted to the children of the rich than the children

of the poor, and cannot possibly be perfectly adapted

to both. Nevertheless, all may be benefited by the
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system to the extent that they may learn to read and

write, and work common sums in arithmetic. And
in some cases the children of the very poorest parents

may be found at the head of the school, and the cir-

cumstance would happen oftener, but that the toler-

ably well-to-do can alone afford to keep their sons at

school during the period required to complete the

studies assigned to higher grades. At the age of five

years the pupil enters the primary school, where he

is taught the alphabet, and the first rudiments of

knowledge, advancing one grade each half-year.

These elementary schools appear to be less open to

objection than any of the more advanced. Teaching

the alphabet and a little writing and arithmetic give

no scope for the introduction of crotchets, or the

exercise of painful ingenuity. The children seem to

have their tasks duly measured to their capacities, and

in most instances they make remarkable progress.

They are not overworked, and they are not allowed

to take their lessons home with them. They go to

school in school-hours only. The teachers are chiefly

women—^there being attached to all the schools in

Boston 547 female to 66 male teachers. From

the very outset, the greatest attention is paid to the

physical development of the pupils. At intervals

during the day they go through a series of muscular

and vocal exercises, which 'are intended at once to

relieve the tedium of school-hours, and preserve the

health of the scholars. They are taught to throw

out their arms, to draw them back again suddenly.
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to raise them aloft, to bend them back—accompany-

ing each motion with the letter of a word they are

set to spell, or some similar exercise. The managers

pride themselves much on this muscular tuition, and

the pupUs (except those whose physical weakness

renders the amusement a hardship) seem to take

delight in this interruption of their desk-work. They

are also required to practise certain eccentric exercises

for strengthening the vocal organs ; and this portion

of the system is carried out with a vigour which is

more confusing than instructive to the visitor. In

the first schools music is taught by a simple and ex-

cellent method—so simple that, after a little practice,

a boy or girl, five or six years old, is able to teach

all the others.

After three years of this elementary training, the

pupil is supposed to be ready to pass to the grammar

school, where he is required to apply himself to severer

studies. The advanced schools are of various merit,

but the teachers are generally chosen with care and

discrimination. Five or six years must pass before

the pupil can be ready for the last stage, the high

school, and there, too, he must, remain some years

before he is turned out the finished product of New
England education.

The scheme thus sketched forth is objected to on

numerous grounds. The education given is not,

it is contended, of a sufficiently practical or useful

character. " Our schools," says an American writer,

" instead of discharging their advanced pupils fitted
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for embarking in the practical and useful careers

of life, send them out into the world fiUed with

a crowd of vague ideas, potent discontents, and

restless desires." In other words, the writer believes

that the pupils receive an education not only above

their station, but one which unfits them for it and

makes them miserable in it. " It is now the common
complaint," he says, "that our youth are unwUling

to apprentice themselves to the industrious arts.

The supply of skilled workmen in almost every

branch of trade is daily becoming less; .... the

sons of our better mechanics are aU aspiring to

become merchants or professional men." But this

is not a defect of any educational system in particu-

lar ; it is an argument which could be urged against

education itself, although with great impropriety and

shortsightedness. To educate the people is a good

work, and, if it leads them to strive to rise beyond

their station, their disappointment or their success

will be its own answer to their ambition. The same

writer proceeds to make a remark respecting the

effect of the common school education upon the

national character :—" The characteristic of our Ame-

rican community is a liberal diffusion of ideas accom-

panied with a very little accurate knowledge, of which

our excessively illogical legislation is both the proof

and the consequence." It will be observed that this,

again, is ' a very different picture of the state of

society in America from that which is constantly

drawn by a section of politicians in England.
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It is complained, moreover, by the Americans

themselves, that the effect of the present educational

system is to benefit the rich at the expense of the

poor. Wealthy families can afford to let their chil-

dren remain long enough in the schools to pass

through all the grades; poor people cannot. They

are obliged to take their children away before they

have derived much benefit from the schools. The

report of the School Committee for 1866 practically

admits this defect, without acknowledging that it is

an evil :
—

" Many pupils never see the interior of

high schools; others who enter the high schools

leave them before they have concluded the proper

course." And in another report it is stated, as a

subject for congratulation and a proof of the success

of the schools, that—" The proportion of the children

of our citizens now educated in them is as twenty to

one over those educated at private expense. Why
should it not become a matter of honest ambition

among families of the amplest means and truest

judgment, to have their sons and daughters here

educated ; the children of the mechanic and the

merchant sitting side by side, pleasant companions

in youth, as they will be sympathizers and help-

mates through the remainder of the journey of

life?"

This beatific picture naturally charms a people

which pays no honour to station or degree, and

which is accustomed to rejoice in its contemptuous

disregard of even intellectual distinctions ; but it
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misses the real point of the objection. The charge

is that the course is intended for the rich, and

is practically beyond the reach of the poor. To

amend this fault, greater care should be bestowed

upon the first three years of tuition. The course

is both ambitious and elaborate, but it is also

too pretentious to be well adapted to the ends in

view. It is too extensive and too difiScult for

popular education. This pretentiousness exhibits

itself in various ways in the work of every class

—

notably, as it often seemed to me, in the way the

pupils are taught to read. They declaim with an

artificial inflection, tone, and manner, not ill adapted

to the exercises prepared for them in the books,

which largely consist of ornate speeches or poems,

but totally incompatible with the ordinary sense of

pleasure derived from hearing a book well read. I

heard several young ladies recite poems or speeches

;

and although it may have been a very grand and

powerful style which they adopted, especially if

they were designed for a public career, it seemed

to my ear very stilted, absurd, and even distressing.

Nothing can be more objectionable than to hear

young girls or boys mouthing and ranting like

strolling players in a barn. As I went up the stairs

of the Girls' Normal School one day, and heard

the pupils reading together, I could not but think

how much those of them who were born with

common sense and good taste would censure their

injudicious preceptors in years to come. " We have
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done away with the regular school drawl and drone,"

I was told; but this very harmless defect was not

improved by the vice which was substituted in its

place.^

During the past twelve years the authorities have

raised by taxation, and spent in educational purposes,

nearly 7,000,000 dollars. They have now under

their control 280 schools, in which the average

number of pupils in 1866 was 27,723. The expenses

of the schools for that one year amounted to nearly

800,000 dollars, or an average cost per scholar of

20"77 dollars. The pay of the teachers is as low

as it can well be, averaging less than 55 dollars a

month for males, and less than 22 dollars for females
_

The frequent complaints of the inadequacy of this

remuneration are, perhaps, the best founded of all

those which are brought against the Massachusetts

* The school-books give directions for " reading with taste," which

are well calculated to distract the pupil, or ruin any natiu'al taste he
or she may have. They are told when to use a " slide," and passages

are printed for their guidance, so that they eannot make a mistake.

The following is an example :

—

Examples of the "subdued or pafhetic'' hind for "soft" standard

force.

I. " Little Nell was dead. No sleep so ieautifid and calm, so free

from trace of pain, so fair to look upon. She seemed a creature

PBESH from the hand of God, and waiting for the hreath of life ; not

one who had lived and suffered death. Her couch was dressed with

here and there some winter-berries and green leaves, gathered in a

spot she had been used to favor. ' When I die, put near me some-

thing that has loved the light, and had the sky above it always.'

Those were her words."

The affected and unnatural manner in which the pupils—especially

the girls—^read such passages as these defies description.
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system, for they result in deterring competent persons

from joining in the work of teaching, and fill the

schools with incapable or empirical "professors."

Hence it is that the quality of the education which

a boy of ordinary capacities receives is so low and

bad. The sharp boy is picked out, and well crammed,

and kept for exhibition to visitors. The rank and

file get through their daily tasks, or leave them

undone, and there is no inducement for the teacher

to push them forward.

It is obviously of the utmost importance to the

American people that they should not be misled or

deceived, by their agents or servants, in this great

work of educating the young. An obligation lies

upon them to employ the most efficient instruments

they can find, not to sacrifice the object they have

in view for the sake of accommodating the caprices

and vagaries of a few men, who have no stronger

claim to manage public instruction than that they

think they understand the subject better than any

one else. It is admitted now that most of the ideas

originally adopted in the Massachusetts schools were

wrong. In a few years' time the successors of the

present committees, trustees, and inspectors may

pronounce the same judgment on the experiments

which are now being tried.

The work of education in the United States is, in

fact, entirely an experimental one down to this very

hour. Mistakes and defects in it are constantly

being discovered and pointed out, even by those who
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have tlie greatest interest in being blind to them.

Old details of the plan are constantly being dis-

carded, and new theories attempted in their place.

The national anxiety for the education of the yoimg,

however, always remains, and it is this which gives

the true direction to the officers who are placed in

charge of the schools. Education in a democratic

community is as necessary as the standing army

which its internal differences call into existence.

Much credit is doubtless due to the charitable inten-

tions of the community, but the prevailing motives

for the sacrifices they make are those of protection

for themselves, and regard for the destinies of their

country. It is of little consequence, the American

believes, how many people you admit to the suf-

frage so long as you can rely upon their all voting

intelligently, upon proper reflection and information.

To enfranchise large numbers of persons who have

not proved themselves to be qualified to form

rational opinions upon public affairs, and whose

antecedents are a presumptive evidence of their

unfitness to be intrusted with a share of political

power, is an act which, even in a democracy, ex-

cites discontent and many misgivings. This is

proved by the strong and general opposition which

exists in the United States to negro suffrage—an

opposition so strong, that the people who insist upon

its acceptance by one section of the country refuse

altogether to hear of its enforcement in their own.

It was required that the South should let negroes
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vote, not because any one believed or pretended that

the negro was qualified to Tote intelligently; that

was never asserted ; but because the concession was

regarded as a just compensation to the race for the

hardships and sufi'erings inflicted upon them in pre-

vious generations, as a security for their freedom,

and as a measure of retaliation against those who

endeavoured to divide the Republic—in short, upon

a variety of political considerations which are wholly

independent of the propriety or impropriety of allow-

ing uneducated persons to take a direct share in

the government. If the question of negro suffrage

had been decided upon the latter basis alone, the

whole voice of the country would have been raised

against it. Expediency, political conceptions of justice,

party spirit, were the motives, and the only motives,

which led the country to sustain it.

" The people must be educated before they can

safely be intrusted with political power," is, then,

a ruling maxim of every American who has a true

knowledge of the principles of his own government,

or a just appreciation of others. During the poli-

tical contests which followed upon the. termination of

the war, the most intensely radical section of New
Englanders were exceedingly solicitous respecting

the education of former slaves. They knew per-

fectly well that, if these ignorant blacks were allowed

to govern, fresh as they came from the cotton-field

and the sugar-brake, great and wide spread must be

the mischief which would ensue. Hence the demand

Q
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arose for confiscation of Southern lands, for the

purpose of creating funds wherewith to found and

endow schools. Of so much consequence is it held

to be that all persons shall possess facilities for form-

ing independent opinions upon the course of public

affairs, that in Massachusetts every man must be able

to read and write before he is allowed to cast his

ballot. Supposing that Massachusetts citizens held

that it was equally necessary in the South to adopt

this safeguard and protection, it would follow that

the negro could not vote. But other considerations

determined the question, and the instant admission to

political privileges of four millions ofscarcely civilized

voters, was thought to be the least of the two evils be-

tween which the nation saw itself compelled to choose.

The voluntary principle in religion has also had

its influence in encouraging free education. Each

sect was not only obliged to build its own churches

aud support its own priests or clergy, but also to

take proper measures for the education of the young.

These denominational institutions now exist all over

the country, and greatly limit the scope of the purely

^ecular schools. An inspector of the public schools

once complained to me, " every denomination thinks

it must have its own school, and hence our field is

sadly reduced." The eighth census shows us that

nearly five mUHons of persons received instruction in

the various States in the year 1860 ; but this return

included schools of all descriptions. The school-

house always springs up, as if in a night, by the side
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of a church. In a new settlement the one is never

considered complete without the other. They are

nourished with an equal hand, and thrive commen-

surately with the growth of the community. The

poorest cheerfully give of their slender substance to

protect the welfare of their sect, which to their

minds is advancing the great cause of religion, and

to provide means for the instruction of the young.

The secular principle in education is indispensable,

where the chief object aimed at is to entice parents

of all shades of religious opinions to send their

children to school. It is, therefore, an essential

and not an optional part of the educational system

in America. Indeed, the managers of these institu-

tions sometimes strive too hard, and sacrifice too

much, to make their establishments popular with

all. They offend many by their over anxiety to

keep religion outside in the street, and to "con-

ciliate" certain sects. When one of the schools in

Boston was opened, the usual devotional exercises

were abridged, and the reading of the Bible alto-

gether omitted, because the building was in the

midst of a Eoman Catholic population, and several

priests had been invited to attend. This pleased the

Catholics very much, it was said, and probably with

truth ; but Massachusetts has always been a Pro-

testant community, and it is possible to avoid giving

offence to Eoman Catholics without tricking out the

schools in false colours and disguises to accommodate

them to their dogmas.
Q 2
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If all the appliances for education in America were

excellent of their kind, the children of Americans

ought to be the best educated in the world ; but

will any one except a very prejudiced and unin-

formed observer assert that they are so ? The effects

of a superiicial and desultory training are palpable

to every one who lives in the country, and who watches

life and manners with impartial eyes, and who has

listened to the frequent complaints of parents that

their sons know nothing thoroughly. " They skim

over the surface of things," it will often be said, " and

will not work, as one reads and hears of English

boys doing." There is no people in the world who

read so much and know so little as the Americans. It

will be understood that this remark applies simply to

the masses, who live upon a mental diet furnished by

newspapers, and cheap magazines, and tawdry novels.

The learned class are by no means few in number,

and it is yearly strengthened by the sound and

efficient work done in the excellent Universities of

Yale and Harvard. There, some of the finest intel-

lects in the country have been cultivated, and men
of distinguished abilities daily conduct the studies of

the graduates. It is not the fault of any of the States

within the Union if their inhabitants are not pos-

sessed of a common and serviceable education. They

appreciate the truth of the words pronounced by Mr.

Eobert Lowe, in the House of Commons, "that it

is absolutely necessary that their masters should be

taught their letters." While England is intent upon
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imitating the electiye franchise of the United States,

she must also borrow from the Americans their ideas

upon education, and make schools at least as nume-

rous as polling-booths, or she may iind that she has

imported from another nation a recognised element

of disturbance, without also providing herself with the

only security which it was within her power to obtain.
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CHAPTEE XI.

CAPITAL AND LABOUR.—EELATIONS BETWEEN

EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYED.

It is sometimes asserted by speakers and writers

whose claims to authority justify us in expecting an

average degree of accuracy in their statements, that

there is no dissatisfaction among the working classes

of America, that every man is sure of being properly

paid for his labour, that class distinctions do not

exist, and that combinations of labour against capital,

or of capital against labour, are impossible. Trades'

Unions, we are told, are unknown, and " such a com-

bination of class against class as that with which we

are afflicted [in England] would be an absurdity,

when all alike are in possession of political pow^r,

and at liberty to promote and defend their own

interests by constitutional means." ^

These representations are probably not intended to

convey the truth about America, so much as to serve

^ See an essay by Mr. Goldwin Smith, in 'Essays on Reform

(Iiond. 1867). Compare Ms confident statements with the following

from a high American and Badkal authority, the ' North American
Eeview,' for July, 1867 (p. 178) :—"Trades' Unions have, in many
of the great branches of industry here, been brought to as high a
degree of efficiency as in Europe."
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certain party purposes in England. On no other

ground can their extraordinary incorrectness be ex-

plained. In America there is a wealthy class, and

there is also a poor and a discontented class. The rich

are sometimes selfish, and the privations of the poor

are embittered by the sense of injustice. These cir-

cumstances ai-e even now common in the United

States, and as the manufacturing population in-

creases they will become still more common. The

labour question is a subject of trouble and anxiety

to thoughtful men in the United States, and it is

complicated by the fact that in the political govern-

ment economic laws are neglected or misunderstood.

One cause of this, as a recent American writer justly

points out, "has been the wonderful material pros-

perity of the country The abundance of land

rendered the existence of a poor labouring class al-

most impossible, until the great factories came into

existence."^ No honest and well-informed writer

would attempt to deny that the " labour question

"

in the United States is one of the most serious before

the country. But it cannot become a great social

canker while the discontented poor can be silenced

by the advice, " G-o out West," where employment

of some sort can be obtained by men able and

willing to work hard.

Perfect extinction of class feeling may possibly be

an unattainable blessing, but certain it is that the

2 ' The Nation,' Sept. 26th, 1867.
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time-worn troubles and dissensions are revived in

America, with this difference, that there the labouring

classes have the balance of political power on their side.

Trades' Unions, strikes, outrages upon employers or

independent workmen, are nowhere more common

than in the United States, and the Avorking classes are

sometimes inaccessible to a sense of justice and fair

dealing, through the conviction that the controlling

influence in the machinery of government rests with

them. The workmen, whenever they determine upon

a strike, or disagreee with their employers from any

cause, almost invariably find the public men and the

press upon their side, or at least no more opposed to

them than is implied in the proffering of some very

good advice. The reason is plain. The employers do

not form a class worth taking any trouble to conci-

liate, for when they are counted by heads they are of

less importance than the employed ; and they have

no political power 'or interest except that which, in

rare and exceptional cases, they derive from the sup-

port of the labouring class. The employer is powerful

only when the employed act in unison with him. If he

is opposed to them he can do nothing. For example,

certain wealthy manufacturers have contrived by

various means to convince the working classes that a

Protectionist policy is indispensable to their welfare.

" Unless your work is protected," they tell them, " it

will be impossible to pay you good wages, or even to

give you regular employment, because other countries

will step in with their goods, and we cannot stand
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against their competition. Therefore you must insist

upon prohibitorj' duties for foreign merchandise, and

by that means you will be able to keep what is your

own." With the exception of the Democratic party

—of course an important exception— all classes in

the country are deceived by these fallacies, long ago

exploded in England. The workmen belieye in them,

and support a protective policy, and thus the manu-

facturers are able to pass tariff bills which are the

wonder of the world, and which fill their own pockets

at the expense of the general community.

But let true ideas concerning political economy

once reach the working classes—an end difScult to

accomplish, because their reading is chiefly confined

to the newspapers of their own party, where they

only see reproduced with eternal sameness the old

objections to free trade—and there would be no

power left strong enough to keep a Protectionist

policy in operation. The employers could not do

it, for they have no more weight in the country than

an equal number of their workpeople. They have

the means of buying support, it is true, and in all

alarming dangers which menace them they know

how to employ this resource with success. The lob-

bies of the State Legislatures and of Congress are

often the scenes where the real battle between labour

and capital is fought.^ But this refuge cannot be

3 Sufficient has 'been said in previous chapters with reference to

the corruption existing in the country, but an extract from a memorial

presented by the " Citizens' Association " of New York, and signed by
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available ia every emergency. When combinations

of Trades' Unions demand an advance of wages wMch
the masters will not concede, they strike, and the vic-

tory depends, as it does everywhere else, upon the

relative powers of endurance of each side. But in

America the men on strike find themselves the object

of the sympathy and encouragement of the politi-

cians. In the spring of 1867 there was a clamour in

many of the Northern States for a law to render

eight hours' work a legal day. In the West it was

vigorously resisted by the masters, and as they spared

no efforts to introduce fresh hands from abroad, they

gained the day. But in New York the Legislature

gave way to the pressure without a scruple, and passed

the eight hours' law. No one could say that this was a

just or a fair measure, for why should an employer

be compelled to pay the same price for eight hours'

work which he formerly paid for ten, at the very

time when men are willing to work ten hours, but

are forbidden by the arbitrary rules of Trades'

Mr. Peter Cooper, a, well-known inhabitant of that city, may be
given here :

—

"It is well known to every intelligent man conversant with
public affairs, that corruption has become organized throughout our
State, and has assumed such alarming proportions that capital, labour,

and the industrial and commercial classes are oppressed to a degree
unknown even in countries where the most absolute and tyraunical

form of government prevails.

" The demoralizing influences of corruption are rapidly penetrating

social life, and tampering with the Press, the Pulpit, and with the
Judge upon the bench, poisoning justice at the fountain-head, sap-
ping morals, religion, and education."

. This memorial is dated Sept. 13th, 1867.
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Unions? Of course the masters protected them-

selves by paying their men by the hour instead of

the day ; no law could prevent that. In April, 1867,

there were no fewer than twenty trades on strike in

the States of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsyl-

vania, and the men were all paid weekly contribu^

tions from Trades' Unions. As the town and city

populations extend, the difficulties between labour

and capital will become more serious, for the idea of

universal equality is held to be inconsistent with one

man dining on half a loaf, while another rides by in

his carriage. It is easy to convince men who have

the balance of power on their side that the existence

of a wealthy class is a great social wrong. There

can be no greater fallacy than to assert that combi-

nations of class against class are impossible in Ame-

rica, because " all alike are in possession of political

power, and are at liberty to promote and defend their

own interests by constitutional means." All are not

in possession of political power alike. The great

weight of power falls to the share of the working

classes, and American employers know that only in

mockery or in ignorance could the statement be

made of them that they are removed from the fear

of injustice, because they can defend their interests

by " constitutional means." They are outnumbered.

The labouring classes ia America are often dissatisfied,

but, as they cannot ascribe their wrongs to the tyranny

of the rich, or to an aristocratic government, and as

the labour-market is more at their command than
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working men find it in England, tlieir discontent

seldom spreads into a wide agitation. They think

they are underpaid, as working men do in England,

but they cannot allege that all would be righted if

they were admitted to the franchise. The bulk of

them know that they cannot escape from the neces-

sities of a life of toil. No one can mount to power

on their shoulders by magnifying their political

grievances, or win their sympathies by telling them

that a vote will be a remedy for all their troubles,

and then undertaking to procure for them that vote.

A variety of the same species of demagogue finds,

however, ample field for his work. He goes about

inciting the employed against their employers, and

that golden dream of the idle and worthless, a "re-

distribution of property," is now and then held out

to dazzle them. In the summer of 1867, no less an

authority than the President of the United States

Senate, a leader of the Republican party, made a

journey westward, in the course of which he de-

livered several speeches upon the labour question.

He distinctly told his audiences that capital had

accumulated too much in a few hands, that the day

was coming when that arrangement must be dis-

turbed, that Congress, which had done so much for

the slave, could not leave the working man uncared

for, and that God never intended a man to labour all

his life.* In every form of society there are thou-

* Mr. Wade, the official in question, never repudiated the senti-

ments conveyed in these words, although his friends, when they saw
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sands of persons in whose ears words like these would

be music. Give them first the desire to possess their

neighbour's property, and then the power, and how
many of them would hesitate to take it because it

did not belong to them ? The security against the

gigantic wrong suggested by the President of

the Senate is in the number of small proprietors

scattered over the country ; but the surplus popula-

tions of the cities are fast growing, and all power is

in the hands of the multitude. Unfortunately for

mankind, it is a mistake to suppose that in the Ame-
rican government there are provisions for reconcil-

ing all interests and satisfying all desires—that in

the United States one class never can lift its hand

against another class, because all are equal in the

government, and a special wrong can fall upon none.

The true sentiment of the working classes in

America may be judged of from their own written

statements or speeches. In Chicago, in the early

part of 1867, a journal was established by some

working men for the advocacy of their rights. In a

preliminary manifesto the following principles were

laid down :—" Manldnd is an Universal Brother-

hood." " Association is the first principle of economy."

" Union is strength ; isolation is weakness." " There

the ill effect they caused, denied that he had said what was attri-

huted to him. But the editor of the ' New York Times,' a gentle-

man of high repute and character, made careful inquiries, and

assured the public that the report he had published was entirely

accurate. Moreover, several persons present at the meeting testified-

to the reporter's fidelity.
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are no rights but the rights of Labour," ^ At a meet-

ing of workmen held in Chicago/ a member of Con-

gress ' said that capital and labour neyer did or can

unite," and he added—" Capital must not be allowed to

be centralized in the hands of a few." These declara-

tions were received with immense applause, and the

following seemed to give equal satisfaction :
—"If the

labouring men produce the wealth, they must control

it ; and if all the working men agree upon this, their

success is certain." A General of the army * told the

meeting that they could make what laws they pleased,

and therefore they need not long be oppressed. The

President himself sent a letter to the men—who

were out on strike—in which he assured them of his

sympathy and good wishes. Thus petted and flat-

tered, it would be strange if the working classes

always preserved a calm judgment, or were always

guided by a sense of fairness.

Not only are strikes frequent in America, but they

are attended by all the disgraceful circumstances

which mark the worst combinations of the kind in

other countries. Still to refer to a single year,

in May, 1867, there were several incendiary fires in

St. Louis and Chicago, after " mass meetings " of the

working classes. In the eastern district of Pennsyl-

vania, a mining region, the men killed fifty agents

* See the ' New York Tribune,' of March and April, 1867.

« In May, 1867. An accoant of it may be found in all the leading

American papers of the time.

" Mr. Kuykendall of Illinois. = General Wallace.
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or miners in the space of four years. "When
criminals are arrested," said a local record," "no

testimony can be had. The case was related of a

man walking out with his wife. He was shot by her

side, and, although as many as fifty persons were

standing by, no proof could be obtained." It is

generally said, when such crimes are revealed, that

the perpetrators are foreigners. But this is surely

no proof that the perfection of government is found

in the United States. It only shows that, whatever

may be the defects of the English form of govern-

ment, it is not to them that the discontent of the

labouring classes can be traced, since that class is

just as discontented in America where there is no-

thing to complain of, and adopts precisely the same

method of making its discontent known and felt.

If it be political oppression which gives rise to the

alleged wrongs and sufferings of the working man in

England, he ought to be relieved from them directly

he takes up his abode in a land where there is no

political oppression, except such as his own class

originates. But this is tlie very class, according to

Americans, which commits all the outrages, and

causes all the disturbances, in their country; and

thus they afford involuntary proof that their " free

institutions " have nothing to do with the success of

the government, but that it is due to the superfluity

of land, and the immense natural resources of the

» ' New York Tribune,' letter dated, "PottsvUle, April 14th, 1867."
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Eepublic. The relations between capital and labour

can probably never be better dealt with than wben

they are left to regulate themselves, without the in-

terference of the Legislature. One side or other is

sure to- be dissatisfied with the mediator, if he is

armed with the power of enforcing his decision. It

may be said with truth that in America nothing has

yet been done towards settling tbe great social

problem which has embarrassed older communities

for generations past. There conditions exist which

ought to ensure, if anything could, a perfect under-

standing and entire harmony between employer and

employed—a boundless market, land to be bad al-

most for the asking, abundance of room for all.

Yet even in a country so blessed we find most of the

melancholy antagonisms and feuds of the Old World

faithfully reproduced. Is it any wonder that perfec-

tion is not attained in a land wbere neither of the

advantages just enumerated can be enjoyed, where

labour and capital are encumbered by a thousand

difficulties which cannot be experienced across the

Atlantic in the present century? A large pauper

population and an overburdened market, almost every

trade so crowded with competitors that a low rate of

wages is a natural consequence,—these are the dis-

advantages under which an old community labours.

Many earnest men of America still hope to satisfy

the expectations of the emigrants who flock to their

shores from all parts of the world by gradually bring-

ing into general custom the plan of co-operative
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workshops and association. Several establishments

based on this principle have already been tried in

the West. In New York the experiment has failed.

But the scheme is still regarded with confidence, and

the idea of the " progressive '' -party is that there shall

be no more hired labom-ers in the country, but that

men shall work for a share of profits instead of for

wages.^" These aims can be accomplished in the

United States, if anywhere. Almost any experiment

can be attempted there with safety. But the good is

all to be achieved in the future, for at present the

working man, without capital to assist him, is scarcely

any better off in America than he is in England, and

a skilled workmen is not often so well off. He is

taxed as heavily as in England, if the price he is

compelled to pay for clothing be taken into accouiit,

and his wages are only nominally higher. The

dollar in these days is not more than the equivalent

of the English shilling. The addition of that modern

specific for all human troubles, the "vote," is not

always sufiScient to compensate the workman for the

inconvenience of uprooting his old associations, and

for the expense of settling his family in a strange

land.

"> See the ' North American Eeview,' for July, 1867.
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CHAPTEE XII,

PEOSPECTS OF THE UNION.

We have seen that at every stage in the history of

the Union a large proportion of the people have

been profftundly dissatisfied with the government,

and that even the founders of the Constitution

seriously questioned its stability. In three States

only was the Constitution adopted unanimously, and

in other States there was scarcely a sufficient ma-

jority to carry the measure.^ The Convention in

which the instrument was drawn up several times

nearly separated without coming to any agreement.

Washington admitted that the contest had been one,

not so much for glory, as for existence. John Quincy

Adams '' spoke of the Constitution as a compact
" extorted from the grinding necessity of a reluctant

nation." It had no sooner been ratified than it

brought into existence two great parties, which have

ever since, under various names, been at issue con-

cerning the construction of its fundamental provi-

sions. The interests of the States were incompa-

tible, and their bitter dissensions have deepened with

Story, chapter ii, p. 191. 2 Sixth President.
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each successive generation. In a very remarkable

letter from Jefferson to the ex-President Martin Van
Buren,^ he says—" General Washington was himself

sincerely a friend to the republican principles of our

Constitution. His faith, perhaps, in its duration

might not have been as confident as mine ; but he

repeatedly declared to me that he was determined

it should have a fair chance of success." Hamilton,

it is well known, thought that the government could

not last ; and men like Otis, Hopkins, John Adams,

and Gouverneur Morris—all of whom had an import-

ant share in defining the Constitution—fully agreed

with him. Two years before Hamilton's death

—

namely, in 1802—he wrote a letter to Gouverneur

Morris, in which he spoke of himself as " still labour-

ing to prop the frail and worthless fabric."* By
more than one great American it has been held

that the founders of the Constitution intended to

provide the means for bringing the government to

a peaceable end, by the failure of choice of electors.^

Others anticipated dismemberment from the increas-

ing area of the Union, and from the impossibility

of establishing a complete identity of feeling or in-

terests.^ With the growth andprosperity of the countryj

-' Written 29tli June, 1824, and fii-st published in 1867. See

'Political Parties,' by Martin Van Buren (New York, 1867). Ap-

pendix, p. 434.

4 Ibid. p. 84. * Ibid. p. 48, and supra, p. 58.

6 "This country, fully peopled or half-peopled, is large enough to

make five or sis great nations, each with its system of central and

local government. The time will come when it will be so divided,

E 2
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unforeseen sources of danger haye arisen. That new

and vast community which is growing up on tlie

Pacific coast may not always be contented to endure

the restraints of the Federal bond, and may insist on

casting it off. Except in their attachment to the

national idea, the Union has little hold upon the Pacific

States. Indeed, the most potent cause of disaffec-

tion, and the one which is ever at work, is the want

of strong political sympathy between the people

North and South, East and West. The determina-

tion of the North to extinguish the individualism

of the South, and of the East to perpetuate a policy

of prohibitory tariffs and protection, so fatal to the

interests of the West, are far from being the only

instances of a lack of a general regard for the

general welfare. Whatever may be said in disproof

of Calhoun's arguments for State rights, the ac-

curacy of his remarks with regard to the position of

rival sections has never been disputed. " The equi-

librium between the two sections," he writes, " has

been permanently destroyed. The Northern section

in consequence will ever concentrate within itself the

two majorities of which the government is composed

;

and should the Southern be excluded from all Ter-

ritories now acquired, or to be hereafter acquired, it

will soon have so decided a preponderance in the

government and the Union as to be able to mould

the Constitution to its pleasure There can

with or witliout suoli a system for each of its parts."—Fisher's

' Trial of the Constitution,' p. 160.
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be no safety for the weaker section. It places in

the hands of the stronger and hostile section the

power to crush her and her institutions, and leaves

her no alternative but to resist, or sink down into

a colonial condition." '' Time has fully accomplished

these predictions. The South is not only excluded,

from Territories, but her independent existence has

been destroyed. There remain only ten or eleven

millions of white citizens living under military sur-

veillance in a great camp.

The indignation which Americans are accustomed

to profess concerning the gloomy prophecies of

European observers during the war of 1861-65, is

a strange example of national forgetfulness and in-

consistency. The separation of the States is the end

which a large number of their greatest statesmen

and publicists have constantly foretold. At least one

half of the American people themselves either feared

or believed that a dissolution of the Union was ren-

dered inevitable by the revolt of the South. Fully

as large a proportion of the public journals in America

predicted that result as could be found in England,

at any time during the war. It was not alone the

Democratic press which uttered these prognostica-

tions. The organs of the Kepublican party were

equally decided in their tone. The 'Tribune' is the

most powerful organ of the Eadicals, and on the 9th of

November, 1860, it said,
—" If the cotton States shall

' ' Disquisition on Government,' Oallioun's Works, i. p. 300.
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become satisfied that tliey can do better out of the

Union than in it, we insist on letting them go in

peace." On the 26th of November following, Mr.

Greeley again wrote as follows :
—" If the cotton

States unitedly and earnestly wish to withdraw peace-

fully from the Union, we think they should and would

be allowed to do so. Any attempt to compel them by

force to remain would be contrary to the principles

enunciated in the immortal Declaration of Independ-

ence, contrary to the fundamental principles on which

human liberty is based." Two other extracts from

the writings of the same authority may be quoted :

—

" If it (the Declaration) justified the secession from

the British empire of three millions of colonists in

1776, we do not see why it should not justify the

secession of five milUons of Southrons from the

Union in 1861."* "Whenever it shall be clear that

the great body of the Southern people have become

exclusively alienated from the Union, and anxious to

escape from it, we will do our best to forward their

views." ' Were the vaticinations and statements of

English newspapers, so bitterly complained of, in any

respect more unfavoUi-able to the North than these ?

Every one engaged in American politics is aware that

Mr. Lincoln and his cabinet, with but two exceptions,

were convinced that the South must eventually tri-

umph. It is not denied that at the present hour the

Union is kept whole only by force—by the expedient,

^ ' New York Tribune,' December 17th, 1860.
9 Ibid. February 23rd, 1861.
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often before recorded in history, of placing the

conquered population under the absolute control of

armies. These conditions are not, indeed, unalterable.

The events which have been witnessed of late years

may, under the best conceivable circumstances, leave

no trace of angry feeling behind ; the Southern

people may be joined to the North again, and may
forget the envenomed passions and animosities of the

past ; they may accept the new rule which has been

prepared for them, and banish every feeling of resent-

ment from their minds ; they may excuse, or even

justify, the treatment they have received since the

war ; all these things may happen in course of time,

but no one can dispute that the first indication of so

marvellous a change of public sentiment has yet to

appear. What is palpable now, is that a party

intensely hostile to the South rules at the North,

and that it would be as easy to bring the poles

together as these two sections of the Republic. There

is no nearer approach to an era of universal peace,

than is indicated by the establishment of an unmixed

military despotism over almost as many States as

were embraced within the original Constitution. This

despotism may be necessary, but, though all the

writers and all the public men of America endea-

voured to prove that it was so, they could not but prove

at the same time that while it exists there is no such

thing as the Union, in the sense in which that title

was given to the Confederated States by Washington

and his contemporaries. That wholesome moderation
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on the part of the side gaining electoral victories

which they constantly recommended is never prac-

tised. The contest is fierce, and passions are too

much excited for the vanquished to be entitled to look

for mercy when it is over. Such a struggle as that

which the South challenged could not but excite a

terrible spirit of vengeance. Yet the Northern

people cannot suppose that it will be always safe to

indulge this vengeance, or that, they can keep the

Southern people beneath their feet for ever. If

their favourite argument with reference to Ireland

be worth anything, it ought to do something more

than supply them with a theme for impetuous denun-

ciations of England. It ought to convince them of

the danger of sowing the seeds of an internal hatred

by misgovernment, and by the substitution of mili-

tary for civil law. Every one is now prepared to

admit that the negro has nothing further to gain by

the abasement of his former owners. One of the

black candidates for Congress has, indeed, declared

that if elected he "will do his best to ameliorate

the condition of the whites." Those who regard the

Southern planters as scarcely fit objects for Christian

charity, might find their worst wishes satisfied by this

mockery of fate. But the ordinary, business-loving,

peaceable citizen of the United States sees in this

new Protectorate of the negro a source of endless

future disaster. "Unless we read the signs of the

times," remarks a recent writer, "and measure the

antagonisms of race very incorrectly, the nation at.
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large, should such, an alternative be forced upon it,

would sooner submit to a single dictator than to a

million in the persons of black men." '" There are,

however^ many who foresee that the negroes can no

longer be excluded from political power, and therefore

they reluctantly determine not to resist " progress
"

which they cannot prevent. Their judgment may not

be fully justified by events, but it is at least possible

that their anticipations will be partly accomplished,

and that negroes will sit as legislators in the halls of

the Capitol. To those who say that this is well, it is

enough to reply that the American people have not

yet decided to make negroes their rulers, and that a

contest to settle that issue has still to be fought out.

In order to form even an imperfect judgment

relative to the prospects of the duration of the poli-

tical fabric in America, in its present form, it is

necessary to understand the character of the people,

and to appreciate properly that sentiment which I

have frequently referred to as their "ideal." It is

this ideal which reconciles the cultivated classes to

many defects in the government which they would

gladly remove, and which causes it to be essentially

popular with the bulk of the people. They hope

more &om it than it has yet given, and no mis-

fortunes that have happened shake the assurance

that it wiU one day fully satisfy their expectations.

They are proud of their country, because it has taken

up a position of so much power and consequence in

i» New York 'Bound Table,' Oct. 5th, 1867.
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the world at so early a period of its history, and they

would eagerly make any sacrifice to preserve the

Union which alone has made that position possible.

But the future depends upon causes less under con-

trol than the exercise of will. The spirit in which

the American people survey their responsibilities

must greatly influence the destinies of the Union,

and their aspirations and their character will not

be without their effect. But there are other and

mightier forces in action than these. It is impossible

to bring fifty or a hundred millions of people together,

scattered over a vast range of country, without having

many conflicting interests immediately spring up.

Wise beyond human conception, it might almost be

said beyond human comprehension, would be the

government which could exactly accommodate itself

to all these interests, and exist for an extended

period without giving any offence or doing any in-

justice. The advantages of the Union will always be

partial, and the only plan of allaying discontent yet

discovered is by keeping it down at the point of the

bayonet. The intentions and aims of the American

people are, doubtless, of a very noble and exalted

character. Eegarded in their highest form, they

do not contemplate the future supremacy of their

country over other nations, but they pui-sue a contest

for principles which they believe to be essential to

the happiness and welfare of mankind. Their imagi-

nations are touched by those majestic visions of the

coming days which their ablest public men have con-
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stantly conjured up before their eyes. They believe,

with the deTOut faith with which men are accustomed

to cling to their religion, that in America, as Emerson

has told them," is the seat and centre of the British

race. There the individual always improves ; the

government exists only for his welfare, watching to

ward off evil, but intermeddling with him no further.

The strife of antagonistic classes is one day to be

unknown, the sting of poverty will not be felt;

there is plenty for all within easy reach, reckless

prodigality or corruption can never entail burdens

upon' the people, or deprive them of the just fruits

of their industry. As all men have an equal right

to govern, so, if they are left to govern for them-

selves, they will be prosperous and contented. There

are to be no wrongs inflicted by the powerful upon

the defenceless ; the voice of the oppressor is to

be heard no more, the servant will be free from his

master. "Under this system," in the words of an

American writer, " the way is open for the realiza-

tion of the most inspiring and most promising idea

of modern Christian civilization,—the true brother-

hood of man, in which man shall feel himself no

longer an isolated individual, but shall find his com-

pleteness and perfection, his worth and his happiness,

in the recognised relations of mutual dependence

existing between himself and the community of

which he forms an integral and essential part."
^

'• ' English Traits,' last chapter.

12 ' North American Keview,' Oct. 1865.
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Such is the ideal. When the citizen of the United

States speaks of the greatness'and beauty of the Ame-

rican ideas, these are the ideas which he means ; and

he does not exaggerate their intrinsic charm, or the

lustre which they reflect upon his national character.

It is a great thing for a nation to possess ambition

worthy of its place in the world ; and that people

might well be proud which contrived to solve all th.e

undiscovered problems of government, and accom-

plished the objects hitherto restricted to republics of

the imagination. But does the experience of eighty

years of the American system justify these boasts or

these anticipations ? Do the people rest their claims

to be considered the most enlightened nation of the

world solely upon their material progress? Their

wealth and strength, realised and potential, cannot

disappoint their expectations. The constant tide of

emigration keeps up the freshness and vigour of the

race, and more than compensates for the wear and

tear of life which the influences of climate, and the

ever pressing desire to grow rich, inevitably entail.'^

But what of the moral and intellectual progress of the

people ? It has been great, no doubt, but is it com-

mensurate with their advance in external marks of

prosperity ? Where is the candid and well-informed

American who will prove that it is? The publications

which issue from the press for the poorer classes are a

'3 Between 1820 and 1860 upwards of five millions of emigrants

arrived in the country, of whom 2| millions were from the United
Kingdom.— ' Census Eeport of I860.'
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scandal to honest men. They are sold and read by

thousands, and cannot be altogether without influ-

ence." Nowhere are impostures of every kind, which

are intended to deceive the ignorant, so common as in

America. The execrable charlatans who prey upon

the physical and mental fears of mankind are thicker

than locusts in an Eastern field. They abound and

prosper elsewhere, but it may safely be affirmed that

in no part of the world are they so numerous and so

rich, or ply their vocations with so much impunity

and disregard of laws, as in the United States. Edu-

cation does little or nothing for the common people

in protecting them from the effects of the most

ignorant delusions and the most abject superstitions.

It would be an error to attach undue importance to

such circumstances as these ; but they demand men-

tion, because they are among the things which

prove that the national ideal is not yet attained.

They show that the triumphs of knavery and folly,

of ignorance and superstition, are renewed, and not

ended, in the great Western world.

In the social life of the people, the iniJuence of

habits derived from imitations of another race is too

plain to be overlooked, even by enthusiasts who ac-

knowledge no imperfections in the government. It is

" See, for example, the 'Police Gazette,' the 'Police Intelli-

gencer,' and the score of periodicals -whioh cover the street-stalls and

counters of common book-shops ; or let a list he taken of the books

which are vended in so public and well-known an establishment as

Willard's Hotel, at Washington. Every respectable American passes

them with loathing ; but their sale is enormous.
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essential to have a correct knowledge of this, in order

to comprehend the almost invariable paradox of

the American character. Some, indeed, attribute all

these anomalies to the effect of climate alone. Even

political differences have been traced to this cause.

Thus, one writer tells us that " climate converted

what had been merely different classes in England

into distinct national types in America," and he re-

peats the idea in a thousand forms, and endeavours to

give it cogency by many laborious illustrations.^^ The

Americans are, as a rule, nervous, excitable, restless,

impatient, quick-tempered, but withal kind-hearted,

hospitable, and generous almost beyond description.

A man might live many years among them without

doing full justice to their disposition, but he would

certainly end by becoming exceedingly attached to

it. But there can be no motive for denying that

French influences are plainly visible in the daily life

of the nation, less so in New England than in other

parts of the country, but everywhere in some degree.

And even if New England were free from the

infection, she is not America, but only a small

portion of it, and we have no more right to take

those five States as a model of the whole continent,

^^ Draper's 'History of the American Civil War,' New York, 1867.

This writer appears to believe that » proper understanding of

climatic influences would tend to prevent future political ti'oubles.

' Estrangement," he says, " subsides when men mutually begin to

inquire into the philosophical causes of each other's obliquities;

when they comprehend that there overrides so many of their appa-
rently voluntary actions a necessary, an unavoidable constraint"

(p. 37).
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than we have to take the city of New York.

American writers often deplore the length to which

their countrymen are inclined to carry their imita-

tions of French manners and French ideas of do-

mestic life. New England statisticians assert that

of late years the aversion to" a family has been

growing more and more general.'^ The Americans

are forming their national character under circum-

stances very different from those which their fore-

fathers knew. The English have never, as Buckle

points out, transplanted the manners and customs of

France. French influence, he remarks, never affected

the two most important classes in England, the " in->

tellectual class and the industrial class." But therei

have been special circumstances to bring Americans

into closer contact with the French than with the

English. The services of Lafayette to the colonists

are gratefully recalled, and, while England is remem-

bered as an enemy, France is regarded as a hereditary

friend. When Americans leave their business to

obtain relaxation in travel, they naturally find more

pleasure upon the boulevards of Paris than in the

dingy streets of London. There is an element, too,

in the disposition and temperament of the two nations

which makes them agree. The Americans are fond

of pleasure, and are happiest in the absence of con-

ventionalities and the freedom from restraint.

There have also been political jealousies to keep

'5 See also a remarkable statement by Mr. Horace Greeley in a,

recent number of the ' New York Independent.' (July, 1867.)
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the English and Americans asunder. Sometimes a

dislike of England seems to be in the very fibre of

the American character. There are Americans who

are proud of their descent, or who owe their edu-

cation to the mother country, and would not give

up their part in the glories of her history and her

literature for all the small national differences which

were ever fostered by the perversity or the vanity of

man. But there are some with whom jealousy of

England amounts to a disease, of the intellectual

faculties, and who angrily resent from an English-

man the faintest echo of criticism which their

own press or public men pronounce unchallenged.

National antipathies and passions cannot always be

explained or accounted for, and they are sometimes

the most dangerous when their sources are unknown.

The most recent complaint of Americans is, that

they were traduced and misrepresented by English

writers during their war—but have they nothing to

complain of on this score from other countries ?

French writers were not less hostile to them and

their cause ; but they do not hate France. In her

case they prefer to obey the Scriptural injunction,

and love those who despitefuUy use them. So, too.,

as it has been shown, their own press was charged

with heavier accusations against the national cha-

racter, and drew a darker representation of the

part which the North played in the war, and
more systematically misrepresented the deeds of

the Northern armies, than the newspapers of all
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the rest of the world put together. Would the

Americans, the greatest lovers of liberty alive, deny-

to English publicists the same freedom of speech

and opinion which their own countrymen enjoy ?

But, in truth, America has always averted her face

from England, as England too often has averted hers

from America. In such an unfortunate estrange-

ment as this, it would answer no good purpose to

inquire which has given the greatest cause of offence.

But it may fairly be said that in England there is

not found a class of politicians who make it one

object of their lives to stir up the prejudices of their

countrymen against America, to poison their minds

with misstatements and false representations, and to

endeavour to raise a popular demand for war. There

is a class of politicians in America who find it profit-

able to act thus in relation to England. But we

are not to blame the native-born American. He
may sometimes join in the cry to win an election,

but his better sense and judgment recoil from the

work. The anti-English feeling in America is part

of the legacy of Irish hatred which we have inherited

from those who have gone before us. Thousands of

emigrants who leave the British Isles for the New
World quit them with a curse in their hearts. The

sense of injury inspires them with undying hatred.

The Irishman has never heard his poverty and his

hardships ascribed to any other cause but the

oppression of England, and he hates fiercely the
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enemy who has inflicted all these wrongs upon his

race. The English or Scotch labourer who emigrates

to America does so, not in discontent or anger, but

in order to provide for himself and his family better

means of support than are at his command, as he

believes, in his own land. So fer from hating his

country, it is sometimes many years before he con-

quers that home sickness which is the worst burden

of the dweller in strange lands. To emigrants such

as these, there is no present so acceptable as an

English book or an English newspaper. They follow

the political events of their mother country with as

keen an interest as if they had never left it. As

time passes on, and they grow prosperous, their

desire to return may grow stronger, but they are less

fit than ever to go back to renew a life of toU, and

moreover there is a family to provide for. Thus they

settle down, and their children grow up to be proud

of the English name and their inherited share in the

illustrious renown which she has won. This is the story

of many an American home. But with the Irish

emigrant all is different. He lands with a grievance

exuding from every pore. Upon this class the un-

scrupulous or the ignorant politician works at his

pleasure. The Irishman is easily fusible, and the

party leader understands how to manage him. A
pretext for abusing or threatening England is never

lacking. It is impossible to please a person who is

determined to be dissatisfied, and the task is not
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easier when it is attempted with a nation. President

Jackson, in his message to Congress in 1829, referred

to America and England in these terms :
—" Every-

thing in the condition and history of the two nations

is calculated to inspire sentiments of mutual respect,

and to carry conviction to the minds of both that

it is their policy to preserve the most cordial rela-

tions." Such language as this has been rare in the

messages of Presidents, or the despatches of .American

Foreign Secretaries, in later years. The good sense,

the forbearance, and the patience of both peoples,

may yet root up animosities which are as mischievous

as they are unfounded. There is no good to be done

in the world comparable to that of bringing America

and England into bonds of cordial friendship. The

work which England has tried to do, not without

many heavy sacrifices, nor without many successes, of

maintaining • freedom and spreading enlightenment

in the world, must one day Jje taken up by America.

England, whatever faults may be ascribed to her by

the hirelings of Trades' Unions, or the creatures of a

faction, has struck many a blow for freedom when

there was none other to strike it, and she has ere

now accomplished such work as no true child or de-

scendant of hers will ever seek to dishononr. If there

be any truth in the theory of the necessary decadence

of nations, the day must come when her power will

depart from her, and when even her glory must rest

upon tradition. In that day America will be covered

s 2
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with hundreds of millions of free men, and upon

them ipust fall the responsibilities and duties which

the small island in the midst of the sea, long wield--

ing an influence altogether disproportionate to its

physical means, endeavoured in ancient times to

discharge. If America could hasten the decay of

England by a few years, what would she have gained

by destroying a power which showed her how to be

free by keeping the sacred fire of freedom alive

through generations when it was extinguished and

all was dark elsewhere, and which with her presents

to this day the only formidable barrier against the

dominion of a hostile race ? England and America

are the natural allies of the world, and they are kept

apart by brawls which would disgrace a community

of quarrelsome villagers.

With France, happily for the peace of mankind,

it is not so. Occasional misunderstandings between

France and America have arisen, but the Americans

are persistent in their resolve not to take offence at

anything which Frenchmen say or Frenchmen write.

This indifference to criticism in one direction, and

an excessive sensitiveness to it in another, might be

regarded as an involuntary testimony to the high

estimation in which Americans hold the English

judgment; but such conclusions are an unworthy

mockery of the question. Since France is preferred,

can we wonder that French manners influence social

life in the United States more than. English man-
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ners ? Formerly, travellers concurred iu bearing

witness to the simplicity of the habits of Americans.

Some of De Tocqueville's remarks on this subject

seem now as if they were written in a tone of

cynicism which he rarely betrayed. The morality

of the people he describes as being so supernaturally

pure that he is obliged to travel beyond the ordinaiy

range of human motives to account for it. He traces

it to the equality of conditions of all classes. In aris-

tocratic communities, people who have a fondness for

each other cannot always marry, and " nature secretly

avenges herself for the constraint imposed upon her

by the laws of man."" But in America, where a

woman knows that there are no social prejudices to

forbid her marriage with any man she may happen to

love, she never does wrong, and married life is unsul-

lied, because all marriages are made from motives of

affection. Besides this security of national virtue,

we are assured that the busy life which Americans

lead "distracts them from the passion of love, by

denying them time to indulge it." '^ This is one of the

passages of M. de Tocqueville's work which has never

foiled to amuse the American reader. And again he

says— " In America all books, novels not excepted,

suppose women to be chaste, and no one thinks of

relating affairs of gallantry.""

17 ' Democracy in America,' chap. xi. vol. ii. p. 250. (Tome iii.

p. 332.) ^^ Ibid. p. 254. (Tome iii. p. 337.)

w Ibid. p. 250. (Tome iii p. 331.)
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No one supposes that the Americans are less moral

or religious as a people than other nations, but De

Tocqueville's observations seem to be slander dis-

guised as irony and caricature. In the midst of his

romantic picture, he occasionally introduces some true

touches. He was obliged to own that he found a

taste for self-indulgence among the people, and vari-

ous circumstances have occurred since his time to

give an impetus to the race for wealth and the love

of display, " The love of well-being," he remarks,^

" is now become the predominant taste of the nation

;

the great current of human passions runs in that

channel, and sweeps everything along its course."

But it was necessary that he should reconcile this

opinion with the opposite statement that he had

made. He could only do it by assigning miraculous

virtues to Democracy. He says, in a passage which

almost reads like a burlesque of his opinions by a

malicious critic, " The passion for physical gratifica-

tions produces in Democracies effects very different

from those which it occasions in aristocratic nations."^'

He might as well have asserted that the passion for

stealing one's neighbour's goods, or coveting one's

neighbour's wife, is a vice in monarchies and a virtue

in Democracies. Fortunately for the purposes of sober

judgment, M. de Tocqueville supplies us with illustra-

tions of his meaning :
—

" To build enormous palaces.

2° 'Demoorany in America,' chap. x. vol. ii. p. 157. (Tome iii.

p. 211.) 21 Ibid. chap. xi. vol. ii. p. 158. (Tome, iii, p, 212.)
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to conquer or to mimic nature, to ransack the world

in order to gratify tlie passions of a man, is not

thought of." Even when De Tocqueville visited the

country such a remark as this could only have been

founded on the most partial observation, like another

of his statements, that " in the North the majority

of servants are either freedmen or the children of

freedmen"^—which, as his American editor justly

points out, is the mistake of a stranger who judges

of a country from its hotels. The experience of any

one who has seen an American city or its suburbs

—

the Wabash or Michigan Avenues of Chicago, the

environs of St. Louis or Cincinnati, the Brookline of

Boston, the Fifth Avenue of New York, the palatial

residences of Newport or Long Branch—must give a

different impression of the habits of the American

people from that which M. de Tocqueville conveys.

An American writer, speaking of his own country,

says,—" As a people we are lavish beyond any other

in our personal habits and ways of living. The extra-

vagance of the rich in dress, equipages, and entertain-

ments is noticeable at home, and too often generates

abroad into an ostentation more conspicuous than

creditable."^ Nor is M. de Tocqueville less in error

when he says "that the inhabitants of North America

look upon literature properly so called with a kind of

22 < Democracy in America,' chap. v.

53 ' New York TimSB,' Sept. 26, 1867.
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disapprobation,"^ or that, "in the civil service, none

of the American functionaries can he said to he remov-

able ; the places which some of them occupy are inali-

enable, and the others are chosen for a term which

cannot be shortened."^ The latter statement was

never at any time supported by facts. The very

opposite is true

—

all officers being easily removable,

except the judges of the Federal Supreme Court.

If the character of the nation were to be drawn by

an American with a perfectly impartial hand, it would

be found neither so exalted as its professed panegy-

rists depict it, nor so full of faults as adverse critics

have sometimes led us to suppose. That the Americans

have peculiarities of temperament and disposition they

will admit, nor are these peculiarities anything to

their discredit. Nervousness, excitability, and rest-

lessness are characteristics which may probably be

traced in some degree to the lax discipline which

prevails in the training of the young. The theory

of Dr. Draper upon climatic iniluences, is at least valu-

able as another proof that the existence of extreme

differences among the people of various sections of

the Union, is recognised by all classes of American

writers.

De Tocqueville, however, gave the weight of his

authority to the statement that there were no hostile

interests to be found in the Union. The result of

24 ' Democracy in America,' vol. i. p. 403. (Tome ii. p. 233.)
2* Ibid. ib. p. 136. {Tolne i. pp. 180-181.)
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his travels and reflections was to convince him that

it was " almost impossible to discover any private in-

terest which might now tempt a portion of the Union

to separate from the other States." ^^ "It is easy

indeed," he says again, "to discover different in-

terests in the different parts of the Union, but I am
unacquainted with any which are hostile to each

other." ^^ American writers of the highest authority

might have led him to other conclusions. So, too, he

afSrms that no natural barriers divide the people, for-

getting that, when the Pacific slope became peopled,

the Eocky Mountains would lie between their inhabit-

ants and the Atlantic States. " The inhabitants of

the South," he remarks elsewhere, " are induced to

support the Union in order to avail themselves of its

protection against the blacks "—a curious misappre-

hension of the relationship which existed at that time

between the two races, and an instance of the failure

of his foresight not less remarkable than his well-

known prediction, that, if any States ever desired to

leave the Union, no attempt woidd be made to restrain

them, or would fail if made."^'

Some other statements of this distinguished writer

serve to present in a clear L'ght the change which of

late years has passed over the government in all its

relations. "The Union," he remarks, "is a vast

body, which presents no definite object to patriotic

26 ' Democracy in America,' vol. ii. p. 250.

27 Ibid. vol. i. p. 503. (Tome ii. p. 358.)

2s Ibid. vol. i. pp. 497-99 and 500. (Tome ii. p. 343 et seq.)
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feeling. . . . The tendency of the interests, the

habits, and the feelings of the people is to centre

political activity in the States in preference to the

Union." =' And again he says, " The Federal govern-

ment is, therefore, notwithstanding the precautions of

those who founded it, naturally so weak, that, more

than any other, it requires the free consent of the

governed to enable it to subsist." ^ These, and many

other observations of the same nature, show that M.

de Tocqueville had failed to penetrate the real senti-

ment of the American people. Any man of intelli-

gence with whom he conversed in the South would

have expressed to him the views which are summed

up in the foregoing passages, and his chapter on the

prospects of the duration of the Union might almost

have been written by John 0. Calhoun. It is a faith-

ful reflex of Southern feeling. But it gave a false im-

pression of the national feeling. The attachment to

the Federation, on account of the dignity and power

which it gave to all its members, was always latent in

a majority of the people, and when they were called

upon to choose between that and the indulgence of

local passions, they would certainly throw everything

aside for the sake of clinging fast to the common
bond. The Federation was entered into in despite

of internal derangements, and, if its value as a

source of strength was perceived in 1789, it was not

probable that it would be depreciated in 1861. The

^ ' Democracy in America,' vol. i. p. 496. (Tome ii. p. 350.)

^ Ibid p. 497. (Tome ii. p. 351.)
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great point' that remained to be tested was whether

the integrity of States was consistent with the con-

tinual development of the central power. Slavery led

to the issue being tried and decided long before it might

otherwise have arisen, but it could not always have

been hidden or evaded. There has now occurred a

general dislocation of the government. The Federal

principle rises supreme; the State principle is weak-

ened. We see the people of the United States embark-

ing in what is essentially a new plan of government, in

which their past experience will be of Httle service to

them. Slavery is gone, but the pitiless enmities excited

by slavery have been touched with fresh fire. It was

not the four millions of men and women in bondage

which constituted the great danger of the Union, It

was the passionate dispute over them, which knew no

cessation, that broke up the peace of the country.

The position of the negro has been reversed : from

the slave he has become the ruler ; the destinies ol

his former masters have been committed to his hands

;

but he is still the object of the bitterest dissensions

which ever agitated a people. The settlement of the

radical disagreement between the North and the

South has not been attempted. A desire for revenge

has been added to the other resentful impulses of the

Southern section, and the negro, whom the North

released from slavery, but will not make politically

free, is still the formidable agent of disunion. If the

North had been perfectly just in its measures on

behalf of what it calls " human freedom," the exas-
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peration of the South might not have been so terrible.

It boasted of its intentions to give the negro the

rights of a citizen, while it systematically denied

them to him in its own division of the country. Why
did Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Ohio, within the

space of a few months past, refuse to sanction negro

suffrage by overwhelming majorities ? They helped

to force negro suffrage upon the South, They were

among the foremost to demand the full and complete

enfranchisement of the liberated slave. They did

not, it is true, ever attempt to assert that they went

to War with the South for the abolition of slavery.

That may have been the theory of a few extremists,

but the bulk of the people never thought of slavery

—they went to war to save the Union, and to pre-

serve the honour of their flag. The extremists could

afterwards enter the field, covered with the dead

bodies of those whom they hated, and shout what

cries of exultation they pleased, for the masses who

fought had retired, and the foe was silent. If the

desire to do justice to the negro was so universal in

the North as the English people have often been

assured, why do not the Northern- States invest him

now with political rights? Why does Ohio turn

away from her counsels in disgrace the men who

came to her with negro suffrage in their hands?

Because the Northern people at heart are weary of

the negro, and his wrongs, and his pretensions, and

his champions, and all that appertains to him. They
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turn Mm loose in the South that he may be a scourge

to the people who strove to destroy the gOTernment

—they give him licence, not because they love him,

but because they wish to avenge themselves upon his

masters, and to hold up a fearful warning to all

advocates of secession who may come hereafter.

Whether the Union will exist or perish is beyond

the power of human discernment to determine, but

it may safely be affirmed that it will never be dis-

solved without a struggle as fierce as that which

closed in 1865. Is it to be supposed that, while aU

the rest of the world perceive plainly that division

would be a fatal blow to American power, the Ame-

rican people are blind to the iact? They are am-

bitious; they have unbounded faith and belief in

themselves. In all probability, even had the South

gained its independence, so strong is the influence of

a patriotic feeling, that it would always have readily

united with the North against the attacks of any

third power. Americans are anxious to grow in

power as a nation, and they know that the Union

offers them the means of gratifying this desire.

Warned by the disastrous experience of the Southern

people, what other section of the community will ever

be willing to fight as they have fought, only to suffer

as they have suffered ? That bloody and unequal

struggle win not be renewed, or, if it be, the abet-

tors of it may see their fate reflected in that vast

and unhappy region which extends from the Potomac
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to the Eio Grande, and which is covered this day

with mourning women and desolate homes.

Yet great popular commotions may occur. That

element of the government which has always seemed

to be the best security for its stability, namely, the

integrity of the States, has been much shattered in

the convulsions of recent years. "The great mass

of legislation," said President Jackson in his first

annual message, " relating to our internal affairs,

was intended to be left where the Federal Conven-

tion found it—in the State governments. Nothing

is clearer, in my view, than that we are chiefly

indebted for the success of the Constitution under

which we are now acting to the watchful and auxiliary

operation of the State authorities." Once establish

a precedent, no matter on what pretext, for breaking

down the State systems by the Federal arm, and

the future is chaos. Who shall say what party,

what majority, may rule next? In our own time

we see States deprived of their "equal rights,"

denied the right of representation, compelled to

accept laws made for them by the Federal Con-

gress in which they are not allowed to have a voice,

the press liable to avertissements, the pulpit coerced

or suborned, and the ballot-box handed over almost

exclusively to a race which, in reasoning powers, is

not far superior to the creatures of the field. Every

one of these measures may be indispensable in the

eyes of the majority, but is any one of them con-
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sistent with the former principles of the Union, or

with a faultless incorporation of liberty and freedom

which some Americans believe they were the first

to discover, and will be the last to defend? Had
the doctrine that each State shall be permitted to

reserve the right to manage its internal affairs been

transmitted to posterity, the Union, with the curse of

slavery removed from it, might have defied the hand

of time. But now the individual parts are subjected

to a power resembling the centrifugal force of the

physical world. Leave each State free to order its

own concerns, and it would have signified little by

what name the general government was called, or

how wide was the area over which it extended.

There would have been the strength of a nation,

with untrammelled local governments. But State

institutions have been formally placed at the mercy

of the majority. To-day it is the Kepublicans who are

wielding the lash ; in a short time they in their turn

may be brought under its stroke. To-day they and

they only decide what the Constitution means; to-

morrow their antagonists may claim the heaven-sent

gift of reading it aright.

" Upon this country," said Jackson to his country-

men in the message just quoted, " more than any

other, has, in the providence of God, been cast the

special guardianship of the great principle of adher-

ence to written Constitutions. If it fail here, aU hope

in regard to it will be extinguished." The words of
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this solemn warning are as lifeless as he who uttered

them. The " sacred law " is only brought out, like

the great car of the Hindoos, to be decked with the

popular deities, and driven over the necks of the

minority. It wears the colours of every side which

happens to govern. Where are the unalterable

principles of which "the fathers" boasted? Once

tamper with the fundamental law of the laud, the

law by which alone the separate fragments could

cohere, and all other changes are easy. There was

once a power in the Union which said, " This shall

be done and the other shall not be done." But it is

destroyed—mainly, in the first instance, by the arro-

gance and folly of the minority, but not the less

effectually destroyed. One step after another has

been taken, until at last the " sacred law " is scoffed

at, and those who expounded' it seem like the teach-

ers of an exploded school of philosophy. " No man,"

remarked President Van Buren, writing of Hamilton,

" better understood than he that the inviolate sanc-

tity of a written Constitution was the life of a repub-

lican government, and that its days were numbered

from the moment its people and rulers ceased thus to

preserve, protect, and defend it." ^' But where are

now the safeguards upon which all eminent Americans

who have ever lived chiefly depended for the perma-

nence of the Union—the integrity of State rights, and

'Political Parties,' p. 213.
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the universal obedience to the Constitution? The

storms of ninety years undermined them, and the

shock of a civil war completed their ruin. It would

have been little had the Constitution been altered in

accordance with the prescribed forms, for then all the

people would have been parties to it, and the new

law would have had indisputable sanction. But it

has been seized by one side as an instrument of party

warfare, and the other side is denied the privileges

which it guaranteed to all. Unless this course be

changed, the government will pass wholly into the

hands of unscrupulous partisans, and even the

moral influence of men of independent character will

l>e lost. The great scholars of the country will be

disposed to abandon the very discussion of politics in

despair. At this time we find that they have some

hope. Already some of the foremost men are

earnestly calling attention to the progress the nation

is making towards a rule of anarchists. Mr. Curtis,

the historian of the Constitution, thus appeals to his

countrymen in a contemporary journal :

^—" A great

change has come over us. From being a people

whose regard for law was proverbial, and whose

standard of right and wrong in political action

invariably and instinctively referred itself to the

positive texts -of a written Constitution, we have

come to witness with indifference, and to accept as

32 The ' New York World.'
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matters of course, methods of public action -wiiich

can be justified by no existing constitutional princi-

ples, which are at variance with the conceded nature

of our institutions, which violate solemn public

charters, and which rest upon nothing but the tem-

porary popular judgment of what is expedient, or,

more frequently, upon a passionate popular deter-

mination to effect certain objects by direct force. No
thoughtful person can well deny that such is our

present condition. The most unanswerable appeals

to the plainest constitutional provisions, made as

impressively as undeniable truth can make them, and

made from quarters which at any former period of

our history would have commanded instant and

general attention, are now received by a large part

of the people of this country with apathy. We pay

very little heed to anything but the object that is to

be accomplished. Whether that object be lawful

—

whether, if it is lawful, the methods by which we

propose to reach it are permitted by the law—we
have almost wholly ceased to consider. Eespect for

the law, because it is the law ; loyal obedience to its

commands, because they are its commands ; chival-

rous submission to restraint, because a lawful autho-

rity has created a restraint, are not now among our

prominent national characteristics. At this moment,

it cannot be said that a majority of the people of this

country are faithful to the obHgations of fundamental

law ; and it is more than probable that one of the
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chief reasons for this is, a general ignorance of the

sources and of the morally binding character of those

obligations."

In an equally impressive manner one of the prin-r

cipal Eepublican Senators, Mr. Trumbull, who has

taken a leading part in aU measures for the enfran-

chisement and protection of the negroes, has lately

warned the people that their government cannot last

without a fixed permanent law. "The fundamental

law," he says, " known as the Constitution, emanating

directly from the sovereign people, and placing on

their representatives limitations in the exercise of

power, can never be disregarded without endangering

private rights and the public liberties of the people,

as well as the existence of the Union of which it

forms the truest security. ... To trust represen-

tatives with unlimited discretion, or allow them to

exercise powers not granted, would be to make them

the masters instead of the servants of the people, and

such a representative government would be little

better than despotism." These appeals to the sober

sense of the community may not be heeded, and all

the dangers which are predicted may be brought

about, but the last chance remains that when the

present angry strife is over, the people will return

to their full allegiance to laws which are their truest

protection, and thpir security for coming times.

This review of the changes of eighty years, and

the prospects now before the Union, cannot be closed

T 2
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without a reference to one other subject. The ex-

istence of a large national debt is sometimes regarded

as one of the perils of the Union, but, if wisely

managed, it might prove an element of strength.

It is essentially the debt of the people. They not

only approved the war, but made it, and invited

the Federal government, as well as the govern-

ments of their States, to raise any amount of re-

venue they required by means of taxation. To pay

this debt is a point of honour with the Americans,

and it is impossible to believe that they will ever

seek to repudiate the obligation. But the gross mis-

management of the debt, and the heavy pressure of

taxation, may encourage a certain section of poli-

ticians to evade that obligation. Thus, an argument

has been addressed to the people by ex-General Butler,

to the effect that the interest on that important part

of the national securities, known as the five-twenties,

ought to be paid in currency and not in gold.

Technically, Mr. Butler may be right. The five-

twenty bonds, of subsequent issues, to August 1861,

did not expressly promise to pay the interest in " coin."

But there cannot be a doubt that the people sub-

scribed for them on the faith that both principal and

interest would be paid in coin, and this view is

supported by the Secretary of the Treasury. His

decision may help to re-inspire public confidence in

the debt, but the fact that it is constantly open to the

suggestion of repudiation, in one form or other, is a
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great misfortune to the people. They are obliged to

pay a much higher rate of interest than would other-

wise be required of them in the market, and their

natural credit is constantly questioned, while they are

making vast sacrifices to support it. And, plainly,

this is one effect of popular government. Hundreds

of thousands of voters in the United States do not

hold bonds, and know nothing more about the deb*

than that they are taxed on account of it. Their

votes are as valuable as the votes of any other class.

If they are to be caught by whispers of repudiation,

these whispers will not be wanting. There is no

voter without his mouthpiece. No doubt the bulk

of the people are animated by sincere intentions

with regard to their debt, and their anger at the

merest suggestion from abroad that they will not

pay it, may be accepted as a sign of their good

faith. But they cannot stop the mouths of dema-

gogues. They suffer, because there is a class among

them, equal with themselves at the poUs, who care

much for their immediate personal interests, and

little for the interests of their country, and who are

not at all eager to pay the debt. Thus, the bonds are

low, and the United States seem never likely to be

relieved from the burden of interest at six per cent.

The hopes of some are supported by the fallacious

promises of early liquidation. Various expedients

for this process have been laid before the public. Th«

Secretary of the Treasury, in his report for 1864-5,
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proposed to raise two hundred millions a year, by-

taxation, over and above the sums required for the

current expenses of the gOTemment. This, he said,

would extinguish the debt in from 'twenty-eight to

thirty-two years, according to the rate of interest

But his scheme passes all the ordinary bounds even

of American patience. Can it be for a moment

supposed that the country would endure the addi-

tional taxation which the Secretary suggests ? The

excitement of war led the people to pay taxes

almost without noticing the amount, but now they

are sitting down with cooled blood to weigh the

cost. They could not support these fresh demands,

even if they were willing to comply with them. As

one of their writers remarks, Mr. M'Culloch's plan

"ignores all natural laws of commerce, and, while

it proposes to draw heavily and continually on the

resources of the country, it does not consider . how

those resources will be affected by the process. It

would not only," he contends, "put an end to the

debt but to commerce also."

It is little less than a marvel that commerce

flourishes at all in the United States. It is hampered

by a thousand artificial appliances for checking its

growth. The system of taxation is now perceived to

be not only extravagant and oppressive, but ruinous

to trade, in consequence of the repetition of the

taxes in successive processes of production, and

similar blunders. The special commissioner ap-
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pointed by the United States Government to inquire

into the taxation and revenue, stated that " if the

ratio of taxation in Great Britain had been in 1865
the same as that now maintained in the United

States, the amount derived from taxation in that

country would have been 1,424,184,840 dollars in

place of 354,131,000."^

The debt is managed without any regard to the

interests of the people, or even to the ultimate profit

of the exchequer. It is so confused and intricate

that no one professes thoroughly to understand it.

It offers six different rates of interest, and its bonds

have nineteen different periods of maturity. There

are no less than twelve different kinds of bonds

carrying six per cent., issued under the authority of

as many Acts of Congress. " Our public debt," says

a recent writer, " is in such a state of confusion as

to be entirely out of reach of the popular under-

standing, and correspondingly out of the popular

confidence. Every contingency is turned into a

trick of speculation. Rates, maturities, and liabili-

»3 ' Report of Mr. David A. Wells,' p. 43. The following statistical

facts are given by tliis gentleman :

—

" The revenue derived from taxation in the United States in 1866

was 561,572,266 dollars ; and the value of real and personal pro-

perty, according to the census of 1860, li,282,726,088 dollars. The
amount of revenue derived in Great Britain from various forms of

taxation in 1864-65, excluding the receipts from crown lands, post-

oflSce, &c., was 354,131,000 dollars ; the value of real and personal

property, according to the census of 1861, being 31,512,000,000 dollars,

the estimated increase of three per cent, per annum, or fifteen per

cent., advancing the value in 1866 to 36,288,800,000 dollars.
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ties, are mixed together at every point, and it is not

in the ability, if it were the interest, of dealers to

explain them."=^* In addition to the Federal debt of

over two thousand six hundred millions, there are

the State debts, which make the burden on the

American citizen very little less in amount than

that which is borne by the British subject, while the

mode of levying taxes is immensely more vexatious

in America than in England.^

The commercial policy of the nation is equally

unfavourable to the interests of the people. It is cal-

culated that the American labourer pays from twenty-

five to thirty-three per cent of his average earnings

in direct taxation.''' The policy of protection and pro-

hibitory tariffs, which the Eepublican party has made

its own, is the, only really serious clog which exists

to the national progress. New England, the strong-

hold of protection, has suffered in some parts from

its effects.^^ The manufactures which have flourished

'« See a little work on ' The Public Debt of the United States,'

by J. S. Gibbons (New York, 1867), p. 39.

35 The 'New Englander,' for August, 1867, estimates that the

American citizen's share of the entire public debt is " within 3'59

dollars of the per capita of the more favoured British subject." The
' Eyening Post,' of July 19th, 1867, complains that in the United

States about sixteen thousand articles are taxed. Mr. Cox, an ex-

member of Congress, recently told the people of Ohio that in

America the working man is taxed higher per head than in any

other country in the world.
36 • Evening Post,' 24th July, 1867.

3? See a pamphlet on ' The Collection of the Revenue,' by Edward
Atkinson (,Boston, ] 867), p. 37.
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most in the United States—such as machinery,

agricultural implements, and tools—are those which

have never been protected at all.^^ Production has

been limited to an extent which alarms some of the

Republicans themselves.^' The foreign trade of the

eoimtry has declined with incredible rapidity. In

1853 the amount of American tonnage engaged in

foreign trade was about fifteen per cent, in excess

of that of Great Britain ; at the beginning of 1867

it was more than thirty-three per cent. less. The

decrease was thus nearly fifty per cent. The decline

in the coastwise and inland trade has been about

twelve per cent. Shipbuilding has been almost

wholly transferred to the British Provinces. " Our

finances," remarks a competent writer in an American

journal, " have been managed in ignorance or in de-

fiance of fundamental law. There is a universal

torpor creeping over the industrial energies of the

^ See a pamphlet on ' The Collection of the Eevenue,' by Edward
Atkinson (Boston, 1867), p. 37.

39 " Jir. Atkinson obtained some statistics from Deputy-Commis-

sioner Harland touching the number of persons in the United States

paying income-tax, or, in other words, haTtng an income of over six-

hundred dollars a year, in 1866 ; from which it appears that not over

half a million out of a population of thirty-six millions have more

than enough to support a fiunily in the plainest way ; of course, of

these a large number must find it difficult to make ends meet at all.

As long as America, although the richest country in the world, and

that which presents fewest inequalities of fortune, has this story to

teU, it can hardly be said that it does not need to produce more

rapidly, or in greater abundance."—' North American Eeview,' July,

1867, pp. 210, 211.
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nation. Manufactures are being rooted out, every

department of trade and industry is languishing, the

public revenues are being destroyed, and a huge

debt accumulating abroad." So dear are all the

necessities of life that the labouring man who emi-

grates to the United States scarcely ever improves

his position, unless he has been unable to find regular

employment in his own land." When the Federal

government required only 60,000,000 of dollars

a year, and obtained it chieily by customs and land

sales, the deductions from the earnings of the working

man were inconsiderable. But now the central

government raises over 500,000,000 by customs and

internal revenue alone, and taxation, as we have

seen, is veiy little lower than it is in England, while

every article required for the household or the

person is immensely dearer.

It would be idle to suppose that these circum-

stances will not have any effect upon the future of

the country
; possibly they may be henceforth a

fruitful source of bickering and strife between the

various States whose interests are most injuriously

affected. But the national debt was contracted for

an object of which all approved, and all will aid in

honourably discharging it. The poorest native-born

American in the country would not willingly attach

•"> " The industrial classes have been growing worse off, able to pur-
chase less, and to save less ; this poverty re-acts on both traders and
manufacturers."—' American Annual Oyclopcedia,' 1866.
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to the national name the everlasting stigma of

repudiating liabilities which were incurred for the

preservation of the Eepublic. If the day should

arrive when their legislation is conducted by men of

character and principle, their eyes will be opened

to many of their present mistakes and delusions

on questions of political economy. At present the

people are saved from serious commercial troubles

chiefly by their boundless confidence in themselves,

and by their elastic temperament. They recover

so soon from a blow that they never seem to feel it.

Their business men marvel at the recurrent " panics
"

which are so common in England, and are accus-

tomed to say that the English merchants are losing

their ancient courage. A banker once remarked to

me, " If any people in the world are fairly entitled to

a financial panic once a week, we certainly are that

people. But we do not have it, because we know

that we shall pull through." While they have this

faith, they will be able to conquer their difficulties,

or at least to meet .them with spirit

There are no dangers from without to threaten

the Union, but it may be justly questioned whether

the present generation have been so careful as their

forefathers tried to be of the securities within. The

era of general agreement, and deep-seated satisfaction

with the government, is more remote than it was in

the days when the founders of the Constitution com-

mitted it with affectionate solicitude to the care of
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their posterity. It has been shown in the foregoing

pages, and the proofs might have been multiplied

indefinitely, that a great minority of the people chafe

and fret under the yoke of a government which, in

theory, affords perfect freedom and satisfaction to all.

It is still common to find Americans writing of their

country in terms like these:—"The career of the

Kepublic has thus far consisted of two steps. It

first became, in practice, a pure democracy, and then

an oligarchy of demagogues; the worst of all pos-

sible forms of misgovemment." *' But, in addition

o this kind of dissatisfaction, there are numberless

Americans who have no sympathy with the wishes

or designs of that class of their countrymen who

maintain that the democratic theory can never be

carried too far. They are far from believing that

an imchecked democracy is the best and soundest

form of government. They would place some limit

upon the exercise of the franchise, and they insist

upon the inexpediency of allowing incapable and

inexperienced persons to vote. Bat what present

hope is there for men who hold these opinions?

The course of national " levelling " is swift and irre-

sistible, and what is once yielded to clamour can

never be \vithdrawn. Only in countries where a rule

of Democracy has never been tried is it praised and

coveted. The American is as much attached to class

" ' Southern Review,' vol. i. p. 350. (Baltimore, 1867).
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distinctions as the citizen of any other country. He
does not consort by preference with those beneath

him in station. He does not ask the ignorant to sit

by his fireside, and he would not allow them to

neutralise his influence in political life if he could

avoid it. But he knows that one of the results

of eighty years' trial of republican iastitutions is

the transfer of power from men of the character of

Washington to men of the character of Butler and

Thaddeus Stevens ; and this has been effected by

the agency of the needy and illiterate orders. The

great men of his country who have passed away were

not those who filled the highest post in the govern-

ment. Daniel Webster and Henry Clay were men

too greatly gifted to be taken up by party intriguista

and supported by the numerous classes. The Ameri-

cans do not pride themselves upon a democratic

government, except when they are sometimes writing

or speaking for foreign readers. They wished to

keep many things which they have lost, but the tide

of popular wUl quietly defied their control. We find

American writers dwelling upon the "dangers of

democracy " with an earnestness which ought to con-

vince theorists elsewhere that there is, after all, some

danger in intrusting the larger share of political

power to the least educated classes. In America

the truth has long been admitted that Democracy is

insatiable. Its demands increase in volume and

vehemence with every attempt to set them at rest.
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In such a system, everything worth keeping by a

community is dependent solely upon the self-restraint

of that class which is under the least temptation to

practice self-restraint. In times of tumult and agi-

tation, the sober and correcting influence of ex-

perience and education is likely to be of benefit;

but there are no means of bringing this influence

into operation, unless the people themselves desire it.

How often wiU they be willing to call in outer aid

to restrain themselves? The moving forces of any

community which once makes an approach to demo- •

cracy must ever impel it towards great organic

change. The nature of man is to be dissatisfied

with that which he has. Whatever may be his

condition, his instincts suggest to him that in some

other condition he would be better off". Individuals

seek for change, and nations thirst for it with a rest-

less longing. When they are made aware that they

can alter any part of their government at pleasure,

permanence of construction is out of the question, As

time passes on, the people ofAmerica will be brought

to the knowledge of the truth, that a finished system

of government is only to be arrived at, if mankind is

ever destined to enjoy the blessing at all, after many
failures, and by the exercise of forbearance and wisdom

on a more general scale than has hitherto been com-

mon in the world. Every system promises perfec-

tion until it is put into action, and it is only in rare

cases that those who watch its working agree to
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shut their eyes to its inadequateness. In America
a habit so fatal to the hope of improvement is fast

disappearing. Americans care less for foreign criti-

cism than ever they did, because they respect them-

selves more, and because they know their own
strength. Their history is but now beginning, and

their national character exhibits many unexpected

modifications. Their former misjudged admiration

for everything American, in political theory, has

been transferred to a school of politicians in Europe,

who have special purposes to serve in producing social

disturbances, and who blindly praise what they have

never seen, and ignorantly admire what they do not

understand. By political men of a nobler type, no

object ought to be sought after more earnestly than

that of making the working men of these islands

familiar with every detail of the American Govern-

ment as it actually exists. The whole truth ought

to be laid before them, stripped of the disguises of

the doctrinaire, or the narrow and bigoted conceit

of the spurious philosopher. Let the English work-

ing men see and understand the American Govern-

ment as the men who are engaged in its administration

see it, and they will soon be jealous of changes in

their own. They will learn to prize a civil system

which is essentially what the intelligence and spirit

of the whole people, and not of any class, have made

it, which has awakened from time to time the admira-

tion of the world, and which is at this hour more
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just and fair in its method of working than any other

polity known to mankind. The future of England

may not be so full of freshness and promise as that

of America, but we have won an immortal past, and

we still have much in our laws which Americans

desire, and hitherto have desired in vain. That they

may succeed in building up a government which wiU

secure to them for all time to come the enjoyment of

constitutional freedom, must be the hope of us all;

and their efforts to consummate this glorious work

ought not to be retarded by the undiscriminating

adulation of men who invent wrongs for others in

order that they may obtain influence of which they

are unworthy, and use it afterwards to the disad-

vantage of an ancient Kingdom which has been

assailed by many demagogues, and hitherto survived

them all.

THE END.

lONDOS
:
PEINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SOKS, SIAMFOED SIEKET,

AND CHABnfG CHOSS.
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AGRICULTURAL (The) Johenal. Of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England, Svo. J^hlished half-yearly.

AIDS TO FAITH : a Series of Theological Essays. By various
Writers. Edited by William Thomson, D.D,, Archbishop of York.
Svo. 9s.

AMBER-WITCH (The). The most interesting Trial for Witch-
craft ever known. Translated from the German by Last Du7f
Gordon. Post Svo. 2s.

ARCHITECTURE OF .AHMEDABAD, with Historical Sketch
and Architectural Notes by T. C. Hope, and James Febgusson, F.R.S.
With 2 Maps, 120 Photographs, and 22 Woodcuts. 4to. bl. 6s.

BEJAPOOR, with Historical Sketch and Ar-
chitectural Essay by Col. Meadows Tayl'ob and Jas. Febgusson.
With 2 Maps, 78 Photographs, and 13 Woodcuts. Folio. lOi. IDs.

DHARWAR and MYSORE. With Historical
Sketch and Architectural Essay by Col, Meadows Taylob and Jas.
Febgitsson. With 2 Maps, 100 Photographs, and numerous Woodcuts
Folio. 122. 12s.

X&yi'Y liim (^B.%). Published MoTaUyhy Avilumty. 18mo. ls.6d.

ARTHUR'S (Litile) History of England. By Labt Caiiooit.
N<m MitUm, continued to 1862. Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. 2s. ei.

ATKINSON'S (Mrs.) Recollections of Tartar Steppes and their
Inhabitants. Illustrations. Post Svo. 12s.

AUNT I©A'S Walks and Talks ; a Story Book for Children. By
a Lady. Woodcuts. 16mo. 6s.
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(Sarah) Fragments from German Prose Writers.

With Biographical Notes. Post 8vo. 10«.
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A MANUAL OP SCIENTIFIC ElStQUIRY, for the Use of Travellers.

Edited bv Sir John F. Hsbbchei., and Bev. Bobebt Main. Third
Editvm. Woodcuts. PostSvo. 9*.

AIEY'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS made at Geeehwioh.
1836 to 1847. Royal 4to. 60s. each.

— ASTRONOMICAL RESULTS. 1848 to 1858. 4to. 8». each.

APPENDICES TO THE ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVA-
TIONS.

183B.—I. Bessel's Refraction Tables. 1
II. Tables for converting Errors of K.A. and N.PJ). ^8».

into Errors of Longitude and Ecliptic F.D. J
1837.—I. Logarithms of Sines and Cosines to every Ten )

Seconds of Time. V8*.
II. Table for converting Sidereal into Mean Solar Time. J

1842.—Catalogue of 1439 Stars. 8».

1845.—Longitude of Valentia. 8s.

1847.—Twelve Years' Catalogue of Stars. 14».
1851.—Maskelyne's Ledger of Stars. 6s,

1852.—I. Description of the Transit Circle. 5s.

II. Regulations of the Royal Observatory. 2s.

1853.—Bessel's Refraction Tables. 3s.

'

1854.—I. Description of the Zenith Tube. 3t.

II. Six Years' Catalogue of Stars. 10s.
1856.—Description of the Galvanic Apparatus at Greenwich Ob-

servatory. 8s.

1862.-1. Seven Years' Catalogue of Stars. 10s.

II. Plan of the Building and Ground of the Royal Oh-I
servatory, Greenwich. K 3s.

HI. Longitude of Valentia. j

MAGNETICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVA-
TIONS. 1840 to 1847. Royal 4to. 60s. each.

ASTRONOMICAL, MAGNETICAL, AND METEOROLO-
GICAL OBSERVATIONS, 1848 to 1864. Royal 4to. 60s. each.

— ASTRONOMICAL RESULT^. 1848 to 1864. 4to.

— MAGNETICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL RESULTS.
1848 to 1864. 4to. 8s. each.

REDUCTION OF THE OBSERVATIONS OF PLANETS.
1750 to 1830. Royal 4to. SOs.
: '- LUNAR OBSERVATIONS. 1750
to 1830. 2 Vols. Royal 4to. SOs. each.

1831 to 1851. 4to. 20s.

BERNOULLI'S SEXCENTENARY TABLE. Xonion, 1779. 4to.

BESSEL'S AUXILIARY TABLES FOR HIS METHOD OF CLEAB-
ING LUNAR DISTANCES. 8vo.

FUNDAMENTA ASTRONOMIiE: fie^moiifti, 1818. FoUo. SOs.

BIRD'S METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING MURAL QUADRANTS.
London, 1768. 4to. 2s. M.

M:ETH0D of DIVIDING ASTRONOMICAL INSTRU-
MENTS, iowfon, 1767. 4to. 2s. ei.

COOK, KING) AHD BAYLY'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSEEVATIONB
Landoti, 1782. 4to. 21s
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ENCKE'S BERLINER JAHKBUCH, for 1830. BerUn, 1828. Svfl, 9».

GEOOMBEIDGE'S CATALOGUE OF CIKCUMPOLAR STAES.
4to. lOs.

HANSEN'S TABLES DE LA LUNB. 4to. 20«.

HARRISON'S PRINCIPLES OP HIS TIME-KEEPBR. Plates.
1797. 4to. 5s.

HUTTON'S TABLES OP THE PRODUCTS AND POWERS OP
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IjAX'S TABLES EOR FINDING THE LATITUDE AND LONGI-
TUDE. 1821. Bvo. 10s.

LUNAR OBSERVATIONS at GREENWICH. 1783 to 1819. Compared
with the Tables, 1821. 4to. 7s. 6d.

MASEELYNE'S ACCOUNT OP THE GOING OP HARRISON'S
WATCH. ir67. 4to. 2s. ei.

/ MAKER'S DISTANCES of the MOON'S CENTRE froiii the
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THEORIA LUN.ai JUXTA SYSTEMA NEWTONIANUM.
4to. 2s. M.

TABULA MOTUUM SOLIS ET LUN^. 1770. 4to. 5s.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT GOT-"
TINGEN, from 1756 to 1761. 1826. Folio. 7s. 6i«.

NAUTICAL ALMANACS, ftom 1767 to 1870. 8vo. 2s. 6i?. each.— SELECTIONS FROM THE ADDITIONS
up to 1812. Bvo. 5s. 1834r54. 8to. 6s.

SUPPLEMENTS, 1828 to 1833, 1837 and 1838.

8vo. 2s. each.

TABLE requisite to he nsed with the N.A.

1781. 8vo. 5s.

POND'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS. 1811 to 1835. 4to. 21s.

each.

EAMSDBN'S ENGINE for Ditidiho- Mathematioal Insteombhts.

4to. 68.

ENGINE for Diyidiotj SiEAroHT Lines. *to. 5s.

SABINE'S PENDULUM EXPERIMENTS to Detebmise the ¥io0EE

OP THE Eaeth. 1825. 4to. 40s.

SHEPHERD'S TABLES for CoBEEOTina Luhae Dibtakoes. 1772.

Royal 4to. 21s.^^ TABLES, GENERAL, of the MOON'S DISTANCE
from the SUN, and 10 STARS. 1787. Folio. 6s. 6*

TAYLOR'S SEXAGESIMAL TABLE. 1780. 4to. 16s.

TABLES OF LOGARITHMS. 4to. U.

TIAEK'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS for the Lonoithde

ofMADEIEA. 1822. 4to. 6s.

CHRONOMETRICAL OBSERVATIONS for DipraEBHOES

of LoHOiinDE between Dovee, Poetsmooth, and Falmouth. 1823.

4to. 69.

VENUS and JUPITER: Obseetations of,, compared With the Tablbs.

ZoHdoM, 1822. 4to. 2s.

WALES' AND BAYLY'S ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS,
1777. 4to. 21s.

WALES' REDUCTION OF «TRON0MICAL OBSERVATIONS
MADE IN THE SOUTHKEN HEMIBPaiBB. 1764—1771. 1T88. 4tO.
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BAEBATJLD'S (Mks.) Hymns in Prose for Children. With 112
Original Designs, Small 4to. 5s. Or Fine Faper, Is. Gd.

BAEKOW'S (Sib John) AutobiograpWcal Memoir. From Early
Life to Advanced Age. Portrait. 8vo. I63.

Life, Exploits, and Voyages of Sir Francis Drake.
With numerous Original Letters. Post 8vo.

BAEEY'S <SiB Chaeles) Life. By his son, Alfred Barry, D.I>.
With Portrait and Illustrations. 870.

BATES' (H. W.) Eeoords of a Naturalist on the Eiver Amazons
during eleven years of Adventure and Travel. Second Bdition, lUu&-
tratious. Post 8vo,. 125.

BEES AND FLOWEES. Two Essays. By Eev. Thomas James,
Reprinted from the " Quarterly Keview." Fcap. 8vo. la. each.

BEETHA'S Journal during a Visit to her Uncle in England.
Containing a Variety of Interesting and Instructive Information. Seventh
Edition, Woodcuts. 12mo. 7j. 6rf.

BIECH'S (Samuel) History of Ancient Pottery and Porcelain :

Egyptian, Assyrian, Greet, Koman, and Etruscan. With 200 lUuBtra-
tions. 2 Vols. Medium 8vo. 423.

BLUNT'S (Eev. J. J.) Undesigned Coincidences in the Writings of
the Old and NewTestament, an Argument of their Veracity : containing
the Books of Moses, HiRtorical and Piophetical Scriptures, and the
Gospels and Acts. 9«A Sditim. Post 8vo. 6s,

History of the Church in the First Three Centniies.
A TP^ntArwt IDnn^ Own n^ /> J *Third Edition. Post 8vo. Is.

Parish Priest; His Duties, Acquirements and Obliga-
tions. Fowth Edition. PostSvo. 7s. 6d.

Lectures on the Eight Use of the Early Fathers.
Seamd Edition. 8to. 15j.

. Plain Sermons Preached to a Country Congregation.
Seamd Edition. 3 Vols. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

Essays on various subjects. 8to. 12s.

BISSET'S (Ahdkew) History of the Commonwealth of England,
from the Death of Charles I. to the Battle of Dunbar, 1648-50 Chiefly
from the MSS. in the State Paper Office. 2 vols. 8vo. 16», each.

BEETEAM'S (Jas. G.) Harvest of the Sea : a Contribution to the
Natural and Economic History of British Food Fishes. With 60 Illus-
trations. 21s.

BLAKISTON'S (Oapt.) Narrative of the Expedition sent to ex-
plore the Upper Waters of the Yang-Tsze. Illustrations. Svo. 18s.

BLOMFIELD'S (Bishop) Memoir, with Selections from his Corre-
spondence. By his Son. 2nd Edition. Portrait, post Svo. 12j. •

BOOK OF COMMON PEAYEE. Illustrated with Coloured
Borders, Initial Letters, and Woodcuts. A new edition. Svo. 18»
cloth

; 31s. fid. calf
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BORKOW'S (Georob) Bible in Spain; or the Journeys, Adventures,
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and Imprisonments of an Englishman in an Attempt to circulate the
Scriptures in the Peninsula. 3 Vols. Post 870. 279. ; or Pojiuiar Edition,
16mo, 38. 6d.

Zincali, or the Gipsies of Spain; their Manners,
Customs, Religion, and Language. 2 Vols. PostSvo. 18b.; ot Pc^fular
Edition, 16mo, 3s. 6d.

Lavengro ; The Scholar—The Gipsy—and the Priest.
Portrait. 3 Vols. PostSvo. 30».

Romany Eye ; a, Sequel to Lavengro.
Edition. 2 Vols. Post Bvo. 21s.

Wild Wales : its People, Language, and Scenery.
Popular Edition. Post 8vo., 6s.

BOSWELL'S (James) Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Includ-
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8vo. IDs.

BRACE'S (C. (L.) History of the Races of the Old World. Post
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BRAY'S (Mbs.) Life of Thomas Stothard, R.A. With Personal
Reminiscences. Illustrated with Portrait and 60 Woodcuts of his
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BREWSTER'S (Sik David) Martyrs of Science; or. Lives of

Galileo, Tycho Brahe, and Kepler. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8to. 4s, 6dE.
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Stereoscope : its History, Theory, Construction,
and Application to the Arts and to Education. Woodcuts. 12mo.
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Kaleidoscope: its History, Theory, and Construction,
with its application to the Fine and Useful Arts. Second Editim.
Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 6s. 6d.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION REPORTS. 8vo.
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Southampton, 1846, 15s.

Oxford, 1847, 18s.

Swansea, 1848, 9s.

BROUGHTON'S (Lord) Journey through Albaiiia and other

Provinces of Turkey in Europe and Asia, to Constantinople, 1808—10.

Third Edition. Illustrations. 2 Vols. 8vo. 30«.

. Visits to Italy. Srd Edition. 2 Vols, PostSvo, 18«.

Birmingham, 1849, 10s.

Edinburgh, 1860, 16s.

Ipswlcb, 1861, 16s. Bd.

Belfast, 1862, 16s.
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Liverpool, 1854, 18$.

Glasgow, 1866, ISs.
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Dublin, 1857, 15s.
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Oxford, 1860, 25s.

Manchester, 1861, 16s.

Cambridffe, 1862, 208.

Newcastle) 1863, 25s.

Bath, 1864, 18s.
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BKITISH (Mukkay) CLASSICS. A Series of Standard Bnglisih

Authors, . printed from the most correct text, and edited with notes.

8to.

Jlready FubHshed.

I. GOLDSMITH'S WORKS, Edited by Petes CnsKiHaHiM, F.S.A.-

Vignettes. 4 Vols. 30».

II. GIBBON'S DECLINE AND FALL OP THE ROMAN EMPIRE.
Edited by William Smith, LL.D. Portrait and Maps. 8 Vols. 60»..

III. JOHNSON'S LIVES OP THE ENGLISH POETS. Edited by PaTBB
Cdxhingham, P.S.A. 3 Vols. 22s. 6<J.

IV. BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS. Edited, with Notes. 6 Tola. 46>.

In PteparatUm.

LIFE AND WORKS OP POPE. Edited by Rev. Whitwell Elwih.

HUME'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Edited, with Notes.

LIFE AND WORKS OP SWIFT. Edited by John Fobsteb.

LIFE AND WORKS OF DRYDEN. Edited, with Notes.

BUBBLES FROM THE BEUNNEK OF NASSAU. By Sir
Fbancis B. Head, Bart. 1th Edition, with Illustrations, Post Sto.
7a, 6ie.

BUNTAW (John) and Olirer Cromw«ll. Select Biographies. By
Robert Southet. PostSro. 2s.

BUKGON'S
,
(Rev. J. W.) Memoir of Patrick ^ Eraser Tytler.

Scamd Edition, Post Sto. 9s.

Letters from Rome. Illustrations. Post 8vo. i2».-

BURU'S (Coi.) Dictionary of Kaval and Military Technical
Terms, English and French, and French and English. Fourth Edition.
Crown 8¥o. 15».

BURR'S (G. D.) Instructions in Practical Surreying, Topogram
phical Plan Drawing, and on sketching ground without instruments.
FoviFth ^Edition, Woodcuts. PostSvo. 6s.

BUTTMAN'S LEXILOGUS; a Critical Examination of the
Meaning of numerous Greek Words, chiefly in Homer and Hesiod.
Translated by Rev. J. R. Fishlake. Fifth EdiUan, 8vo. 12s.

CATALOGUE OF IRREGULAR GREEK VERBS..
With all the Tenses extant—their Formation, Meaning, and Usage,
accompanied by an Index. Translated, wit't Kotes, by Rev. J. R.
Fishlake. Fi/th Edition. Revised by Re^, E. Vewables. Post Svo. 6s.

BUXTON'S (Sir Powell) Memoirs. With Selections from his
Correspondence. By bis Son. Portrait. Svo. 15s. Abridged Edition,
Portrait. Fcap. Svo. 2t. ed.

r-(CHA RLBB, M.P.) lUHAS OF THE DaT OH PoUOT.
A New and Enlarged Edition. 8vo.
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BTBOH'S (Lobd) Life, Letters, and Journals. By Thouas Moons.
Plates. 6 Vols, fcap. 8vo. 18i.

Life, Letters, and Journals. By Thomas Mooeh.
Portraits. Royal Svo. 9«.

Poetical Works. Portrait. 6 Tols. Svo. 45«.

Poetical Works. Plates. 10 Vols. Fcap. Svo. ZOs.

Poetical Works. 8 Vols. 24mo. 20«.

Poetical Works. Plates. Eoyal Svo. 9s.

Poetical Works. (Pearl Ediiioh.) Crown Svo. 2s. Sd.

Childe Harold. With 80 Engravings. Small 4to. 21«.

CMlde Harold. 16mo. 2«. 6d.

Childe Harold. Vignettes. 16mo. Is.

Childe Harold. Portrait. 16nio. Sd.

Tales and Poems. 24mo. 2s. 6d.

MiscellaneouB. 2 Vols. 24mo. 5s.

Dramas and Plays. 2 Vols. 24mo. 5a.

Don Juan and Beppo. 2 Vols. 24mo. 5s.

Beauties. Poetry and Prose. Portrait. Fcap. Svo.

CALLCOTT'S (Lady) Little Arthur's History of England.
New Sditim, IrmgTitOown to 18S2. With Woodcuta. Fcap. Svo. is, 6d.

CAMPBELL'S (Loan) Lives of the Lord Chancellors and Keepers
of the Great Seal of England. From the Earliest Times to the Death of

Lord Eldon In 1838. ^(mrth Edition. 10 Vols. Crown 8to. 6s. each.

Lives of the Chief Justices of England. From the
Norman Conquest to the Death of Lord Tenterden. Second Edition.

3 Tola. Bto. 43a.

Shakspeare's Legal Acquirements Considered.

8to. Bb. 6d.

Life of Lord Chancellor Bacon. Pcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

(QsoBaE) Modem India. A Sketch of the System
of Civil Government. With some Account of the Natives and Native

Institutions. Second Edition.- 8vo. 16s.

India as it may be. An Outline of a proposed

Government and Policy. Svo. 12s.

(Thos.) Short Lives of the British Poets. With an

Essay on English Poetry. Post Svo. 3s. 6d,

CABNABVON'S (Lord) Portugal, Gallicia, and the Basque

Provinces. From Notes made during a Journey to those Countries.

Third Edition. Post Svo. ~ 3s. Gd.

— EecoUections of the Druses of Lehanon. With
Notes on their Keligion. Third Edition. Post Svo. 68. id.
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CASTLEREAGH (The) DESPATCHES, from the eommenoemeiit
of the official career of the late Viscount Castlereagh to the close of his

life. Edited by the Maeodis OF LoNDONDBEKT. 12 Vols. 8to. 14s.each,

CATHCART'S (Sib Georob) Commentaries on the Wax in RuBsia

and Germany, 1812-13. Plans. 8to. lis.

CAYALCASELLE amd CROWE'S History of Painting in

Italy, from the Second to the Sixteenth Century, from recent re-

searches, as well as from personal inspection of the Worlts of Art in

that Country. With 100 Illustrations. Vols. I. to III. 8vo. 63s.

Notices of the Lives and Works of the

Early Flemish Painters. VFoodcnts. Post 8vo. 12s.

CHILD (G. Chaplih, M.D.) Benedicite; or, Song of the Three
Children ; being Illustrations of the Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of

the Creator. 2 Vols. Fcap. Sto. 12s.

CHORLEY'S (H. F.),STUDIES OF THE MUSIC OF MANY
NATIONS; Including the Substance of a Course of Lectures delivered

at the Hoyal Institution. 8vo. (la the Press.)

CHURTON'S (Archdeacon) Gongora. An Historical Essay on the
Age of Philip III. and IV. of Spain. With Translations. Portrait.

2 Vols. Small 8vo. 15s.

CICERO : HIS LIFE AND TIMES. With his Character viewed
as a Statesman, Orator, and Friend. With a Selection from his Cor-
respondence and Orations. By William Forsyth, Q.C. New Edition^

With Illustrations. 8vo. 16s.

OLIVE'S (Lord) Life. By Ret. G. R. Gleiq, M.A. Post 8vo. 3«. 6d.

COLCHESTER (Lord). The Diary and Correspondence of
Charles Abbott, Lord Colchester, Speaker of the House of Commons,
1802-1817. Edited by his Son. Portrait. 3 Vols. 8vo. 42s.,

COLERIDGE (Samuel Taylor). Specimens of his Table-Talk.
New Edilion. Portrait. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

COLONIAL LIBRARY. [See Home and Colonial Library.]

COOK'S (Rev. Canon) Sermons Preached at Lincoln's Inn Chapel,
and on Special Occasioas. 8?o. 9s.

COOKERY (Modern DoMESTio). Founded on Principles ofEconomy
and Practical Knowledge, and adapted for Private Families. £y a
Lady. New Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.

CORNWALLIS (The) Papers and Correspondence during the
American War,—Administrations in India,—Union with Ireland, and
Peace of Amiens. Edited by Chaeles Ross. Second Edition. 3 Vols.
8vo. 63t.

COWPER'S (Mart, Countess) Diaiy while Lady of the Bedchamber
to Caroline Princest of Wales, 1714—20. Edited by Hon, Spencke
CowPKR. Second Edition. Portrait. 8vo. 10s. Gd.

CRABBE'S (Rev. Georoe) Life, Letters, and Journals. By his Sow.
Portrait. Fcap. 8vo. 3s.

Life and Poetical Works. Plates. 8 Vols. Fcap.
Svo. 24s.

Life and Poetical Works. Plates. Eoyal 8vo. 7s.
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CROKER'S (J. W.) Progressive Geography for ChUdren.
M/th Edition. 18mo. U.6d.

Stories for Children, Selected from the History of
England, sytemth Edition. Woodouta. lemo. 2s. M.

Boswell's Life of Johnson. Including the Tour to
the Hebrides. Portraits. Royal 8to. 10s.

Essays on the Early Period of the French Bevolution.
8to. 16s.

Historical Essay on the Guillotine. Pcap. 8vo. 1«.

CROMWELL (Oliver) and John Bunyan. By Robert Sodihbt.
PostSvo. 2s.

CROWE'S AND CAVALCASELLB'S Notices of the Early Flemish
Painters ; their Lives and Works. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 12s.

History of Painting in Italy, from 2)}d to 16 th
Century. Derived from Historical Ke-'enriibHS aH veil as Inspection of
the Works of Art In that Country. With 100 Illustrations. Vols. I.

II. and III. 8vo. 21s. each.

CUMMING'S (R. Gohdoh) Five Years of a Hunter's Life in the
Far Interior of South Africa: with Anecdotes of the Chace, and Noticee
of the Native Tribes. Ntvj Edition. Woodcuts. Foat Svo. 6s.

CUNNINGHAM'S (Allah) Poems and Songs. Now first col-
lected and arranged, vith Biographical Notice. 24nio. 2s. Sd.

CUEETON (Rev. W.) Remains of a very Ancient Recension of
' the Four Gospels in Syriac, hitherto unknown in Europe. Discovered,
Edited, and Translated. 4to. 24s.

CURTIUS' (Professor) Student's Greek Grammar, for the use of
Colleges and the Upper Forms. Edited by Db. Wu. Smith. 2iid and
Clieafer Edition. Post Svo. 6s.

Smaller Greek Grammar for the use of the Middle and
Lower Forms, abridged from the above. 12mo. 3s. 6(2.

First Greek Course; containing Delectus, Exercise
Book, and Vocabularies. 12mo. 3s 6(2.

CURZON'S (Hon. Robert) Armenia and Eszeroum. A Year on
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the Frontiers of Russia, Turkey, and Persia. Third Edition. Wood-
cuts. Post Svo. 7s. M.

Visits to the Monasteries of the Levant. Fifth Edition.
Illnstrations. Post 8va. 7s. M.

CTJST'S (General) Annals of the Wars of the 18th & 19th Centuries.
9 Vols. Fcap. Svo. 5s. each.

Lives and Characters of the Warriors of the 17th Century
who have Commanded Fleets and Armies before the Eaemy. 4 Vols..

Post 8vo. 8s. each.

DARWIN'S (Charles) Journal of Researches into the Natural
History of the Countries visited during a Voyage round the World.
Post Svo. 9s.

'
^ Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection ;

or, the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life. Fourth
Edition, revised. Post Svo. 14s.

Fertilization of Orchids through Insect Agency, and
as to the good of Intercrossing. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 9s.

Variations ofAnimals and Plants under Domestication;

or the Principles of Inheritance, Re-version, Crossing Inter-breeding,

and Selection. With Illustrations. 2 Vols. Svo. (Mhriy ready.)
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DAVIS'S (Nathait) Visit to the Enined Citiea of Kumidia and
^i^ Carthaginia. lUustratioDS. 8vo. I65.

(SiE J. P.) Chinese Miscellanies : a Collection of Essays

and Notes, fofit 8ro. Gs.

DAVT'S (SiK Humphkt) Consolations in Travel; or. Last Days
of a Philosopher. Fifth JSditim. Woodcuts. Foap. 8vo. 6a.

Salmonia; or. Days of Ply Fishing. Fourth Edition.
Woodcuts. Fcap. Sto. Gs.

DELEPIEREE'S (Gotave) History of Flemish Literature. From
the Twelfth Century. 8vo. 9a.

DEN'NIS' (Geoxse) Cities and Cemeteries of Stmria. Plates.

2 Vols. 6yo. iis.

DEEBT'S (Edwabd, Earl oj?) Translation of the Iliad of Homer
into English Blank Verse. Fifth Edition, Revised. 2 Yols. 8vo. 24j,

DE EOS'S (Lokd) Memorials of the Tower of London. With Illus-

trations. Crown S70. 10s. €<2.

DIXON'S (W. Hepwoeth) Story of the Life ofLord Bacon. Portrait.
Fcap. 8to. 7b. 6d.

DOG-BEEAKING ; the Most Expeditious, Certain, and Easy
Method, whether great excellence or only mediocrity be required. With
a Few Hints for those who Love the Dog and the Guu. By Liedt.-
Gen. Hutchinson. Foarih Edition. With 40 Woodcuts. Crown 8to. 15s.

DOMESTIC MODEEN COOKEEY. Founded on Principles of
Economy and Practical Knowledge, and adapted for Private Families.
2few Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. &s.

DOUGLAS'S (Geneeal Sib Howakd) Life and Adventures

;

From Notes, Conversations, and Correspondence. By S. W. Fcllou .

Portrait. Svo. 15s.

Theory and Practice of Gunnery. 5th Edition. Plates.
8to. 21 8.

Military Bridges, and the Passage of Elvers in
Military Operations. Third Edition. Plates. Svo. 21s.".

Kaval Warfare with Steam. Second Edition. Svo
Ss.ea.—

• Modem Systems of Fortification. Plans. Svo. 12«.

DEAKE'S (Sir Feahois) liife, Voyages, and Exploits, by Sea and
Laud. By Jobs Basbow. Third Edition. Post Svo. is.

DEINKWATEE'S (Johh) History of the Siege of Gibraltar/
1779-1783. With a Description and Account of that Garrison from the
Earliest Periods. Post Svo. 2s.

DU CHAILLIT'S (Pacl B.) EQUATOEIAL AFEICA, with
Accounts of the (Sorilla, the Nest-bailding Ape;; Chimpanzee, Croco-
dile, &C. Illustrations. Svo. 2l£.

;

—

y— Journey to Aehango Land ; and Further Pene-
tration into Equatorial Africa. Illustrations. Svo. 21s.
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DUrPBEIN'S (Lord) Letters from High Latitudes, being some .

Account of a Yacht Voyage to Iceland, &c., in 1S56. Fmrlh Edition.
WoodcutB. Post Svo. 7s. 6i.

Lispings from Low Latitudes, or the Journal of
the Hon. Impulsia Gushington. With 24 Flutes. 4to. 21s.

DYER'S (Thomas H.) Histoiy of Modern Europe, from the
taking of Constantinople by the Turks to the close of the War in
the Crimea. 4 Vols. Svo. 60s.

EASTLAK-E'S (Sik Chables) Italian Schools of Painting. From
the German of Kuglee. Ec^ted, with Notes. Third Edition. Illus-

trated from the Old Masters. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 30s.

BASTWICK'S (E. B.) Handbook for Bombay and Madras, with
Directions for Travellers, Oi£cers, &c. Map. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 24s.

EDWARDS' (W. H.) Voyage up the River Amazon, including a
Visit to Para. Post Svo. 25.

ELDON'S (Lokd) Public and Private Life, with Selections from
his Correspondence and Diaries. By Horaob Twiss. Third Ediiioti.

Portrait. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 21>.

ELLIS (Rev. W.) Yisits to Madagascar, including a Journey to
the Capital, with notices of Natural History, and Present Civilisation

of the People. Fifth Tliousand. Map and Woodcuts. Svo. 16s.

Madagascar Revisited. Setting forth the Persecutions and
Heroic Sufferings of the Native Christians, and the eventual toleration

of Christianity. Illustrations. Svo. 16s.

(Mbs.) Education of Character, with Hints on Moral
Training. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

ELLESMERE'S (Loud) Two Sieges of Tienna by the Turks.
Translated from the Gennan. Post Svo.' 2s.

ELPHINSTONE'S (Hon. Mountstuakt) History of India—the
Hindoo and Mahomedan Periods. Fifth Edition, Hevised. Map. Svo. ISs,

ENGEL'S (Caul) Music of the Most Ancient Jfations ;
particularly

of the Assyrians, Egyptians, and Hebrews ; with Special Reference to

the Discoveries in Western Asia and in Egypt. With IGO Illustrations.

Svo. 16s.

ENGLAND (HisTOBT of) from the Peace of Utrecht to the Peace
of Versailles, 1713—S3. By Loed Maeon (Earl Stanhope). Library

Edilim,7 \o]a. Syo. 9Sa.; or Popular Editim, TVoU. Post Svo. 35s.

From the First Invasion by the Romans. By Mes.
Mabehau. New and Cheaper ^Edition, continued to 1863. Woo(icut8.

12mo, 4s. '

(Thb Stddeht's Hume). From the Invasion of

Julius Cffisar to the Kevolution of 1688. By David Hdmb. Corrected

and continued to 1858. Edited by Wm. Smith, LL.D. Woodcuts. Post

Svo. 7s. 6*.

A Smaller History of England for Young Persons.

By Db.Wm. Smith. New Editionf coTtti7iued to IBQo. Woodcuts. ]8mo.

Little Arthur's History of England. By Ladi
Callcott. Woodcuts. ISmo. 2s, 6d,

ENGLISHWOMAN IN AMERICA. Post 8to. 10s. 6d.

ESKIMATTX and English Vocabulary, for Travellers in the Arctic

Regions. 16mo. 3s. 6^.
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ESSAYS FROM "THE TIMES." Being a Selection from the

LiTEBABT Papers which have appeared ia that JoumaL Seventh

Thousand. 2 vols. Fcap. 8vo. 8s.

ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY OIT LONDOK, TRANSACTIONS.
New Series. Vols. I. to IV. 8vo. 10s. 6d. each.

EXETER'S (Bishop op) Letters to Charles Butler, on his Book of

the Roman Catholic Church. New Edition, Post 8vo. 6».

FAMILY RECEIPT-BOOK. A Collection of a Thousand Valuable
and Useiiil Beceipts. Fcap. 8vo. 6s. Qd.

PARRAR'S (Rev. A. S.) Critical History of Free Thought in

reference to the Christian Keligion. Being the Bampton Lectures, 1832.

Svo. 16s.

(P. W.) Origin of Language, based on Modem
Kesearches. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

FBATHERSTONHAUGH'S (G. W.) Tour through the Slave States
of Noi-th America, from the River Potomac to Texas and the Frontiers
of Mexico. Plates. 2Yols. Svo. 26s.

FERGUSSON'S (James) Palaces of Nineveh and Persepolis
Restored. Woodcuts. Svo. 16».

History of Architecture in all Countries : from the^
Earliest Times to the Present Day. With 120D Illustrations and an
Index. 2 Vols. Svo. 42s. each.

History of Architecture. Vol. III.—The Modern
styles. With 312 Illustrations, and an Index. Svo. 31s. id.

— Holy Sepulchre and the Temple at Jerusalem

;

heiQg the Substance of Tnro Lectures delivered at the Royal Institu-
tion, 1862 and '65. Woodcuts. Svo. 7s. 6d.

FISHER'S (Rev. Georoe) Elements of Geometry, for the Use of
Schools. Fifth Edition. ISmo. Is. ed.

First Principles of Algebra, for the Use of Schools.
Fifth Edition. ISmo. Is. 6d.

FLOWER GARDEN (The). By Rev. Thos. James. Fcap. Svo. Is.

FONNEREAU'S (T. G.) Diary cf a Dutiful Son. Fcap. Svo.
4s. id.

FORBES' (C. S.) Iceland; its Volcanoes, Geysers, and Glaciers.
Illustrations. Post Svo. 14s.

PORSTER'S (Johk) Arrest of the Five Members by Charles the
First. A Chapter of English History re-written. Post Svo. 12s.

Grand Remonstrance, 1641. With an Essay on
English freedom under the Plautagenet and Tudor Sovereigns. Second
Edition. Post Svo. 12s.

Sir John Eliot: a Biography, 1590—1632. With
Portraits. 2 Vols. Crown Svo. SOs.

Biographies of Oliver Cromwell, Daniel De Foe,
Sir Richard Steele, Charles Churchill, Samuel Foots. Third Edition.
Post Svo. 12s.
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FOBD'S (RioHAKc) Handbook for Spain, Andalusia, Bonda, Valencia,
Catalonia, Granada, Gallicia, Arragon, Navarre, &c. Third Edition.
2Tols. FostSvo. 30<.

GJatherings from Spain. Post 8to, 3s. 6d.

FOESYTH'S (Wiliiam) Life and Times of Cicero. Witli Selections
from bis Correspondence and Orations. 2few Edition. lUustratioas.
8to. 18».

FOETUNE'S (Eobekt) Karratire of Two Visits to the Tea
Countries of China, 1843-52. Third Edition. Wooieata. 2 Tola. Post'

8to. 18s.

Third Visit to China. 1853-6. Woodcuts. 8to. 16s.

Tedo and Peking. With Notices of the Agricul-
turo and Trade of China, during a Fourth Visit to that Country. Illus-
trations. 870, I6a.

POSS' ^dward) Judges of England. With Sketches of their
Lives, and Notices of the Courts at Westminster, from the Conquest to
the Present Time. 9 Vols. . 8vo. 126s.

PEANCE (HisTOKT op). Prom the Conquest by the Gauls..

By Mrs. Mareh&h. New and Cheaper Edition, continued to 1856. Wood-
cuts. 12mo. 4a. *

(The Stcdeitt's Histokt of). Prom the Earliest
Times to the Establishment of the Second Empire, 1852. By W. H.
Feabson. Edited by Wm. Smith, LL.D. Woodcuts. Post Svo. T». 6d.

PEENCH (The) in Algiers ; The Soldier of the Foreign Legion—
and the Prisoners of Abd-el-Kadir. Translated by Lady Duff Gordon.
Post Svo. 2«.

GALTON'S (Prabois) Art of Travel ; or. Hints on the Shifts and
Contrivances available in Wild Countries, Third Edition. Wood-
cuts. Post Svo. 7». 6d.

GEOGEAPHY, ANCIENT (The Student's Manual of). By Eev.
W. L. Sevan. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

MODERN (The Stubent's Manual). By Eer.
W. L. Bevas. Woodcuts. Post Svo. In the Fress.

Journal of the Eoyal Geographical Society of
London. Svo.

GERMANY (Histokt op). Prom the Invasion by Marius, to Recent
times. By Mrs. Marehau. New and Cheaper Edition. Woodcuts.
12mo. is. *

GIBBON'S (Bdwabd) History of the Decline and Pall of the
Koman Empire. Edited, with Notes, by Dean Milman and M. GnizOT.
A Nam Edition. Preceded by his Autobio^aphy. And Edited, with
Notes, by Dr. Wm. Smith. Maps. 8 Vols. Svo. 60s.

(The Student's Gibbon) ; Being an Epitome of the

above work, incorporating tlie Researches of Recent Commentators. By
Dr. Wm. Smith. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 7s. ed.

GIPPAED'S (Edward) Deeds of Naval Daring ; or, Anecdotes of

"the British Navy. New Edition. Fcap. Svo. Ss.Sd.

GOLDSMITH'S (Oliver) Works. A New Edition. Printed from
the last editions revised by the Author. Edited by Pkteb CuHKiKa-
HAH. Vignettes. 4 Vols. Svo. 30s.
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GLADSTONE'S (Eight Hon-W. E.) Financial Statements of 1853,
60, 63, and 64 ; with Speeches oa Tax-Bills and Chaiities. Second Edition.
Sro. 12s.

Farewell Address at the tTniversity of lldinbnrgli.

Fourth Edition. 8to, 2s. 6d.

Speeches on Parliamentary Beform in 1866. 3rd
Edition. Post'Svo. 5s.

GLEIG'S (Ket. G. E.) Campaigns of the British Army at Washing-
ton aad New Orleans. Post 8vo. 2s.

Story of the Battle of Waterloo. Post Svo. 3«. 6d.

Narratiye of Sale's Brigade in Affghanistan. Post Svo. 2s.

Life of Eobert Lord Clive. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.

Life and Letters of Sir Thomas Munro. Post Svo. 3s. 5d,

GONGOEA ; An Historical Essay on the Times of Philip III. and
IV. of Spain. With Illustrations. By Abghdbagon Chuhton. Por-
trait. 2 vols. Post Svo. los.

GOEDON'S (Sir Alex. Dhpf) Sketches of German Life, and Scenes
from theJWar of Liberation. From the German. Post Svo. Zs.Qd.

(Ladv Doff) Amber-Witch : A Trial for Witch-
craft. From the German. Post Svo. 2s.

French in Algiers. 1. The Soldier of the Foreign
Legion. 2. The Prisoners of Ahd-el-Kadir. From the French.
Post Svo. is.

GOUGEE'S (Henkt) Personal Narrative of Two Tears' Imprison-
ment in Burmah. Second Edition. Woodouts. Post Svo. 12s.

GEAMMAES (Latin and Geeek). See Cctrtics ; Smith ; Kiira
Edward VIth., &c. &c.

6EEECB (The Sifdent's Histokt of). From the Earliest
Times to the Eoman Conquest. By Wii. Smith, LL.D. Wood-
cuts. Post Svo. 7s. Gd.

(A Smaller Histoet op, for Yofkg Persons). By Dr.
Wm. Smith. Woodouts, 16mo. 3s. 6(!.

GEENVILLE (The) PAPBES. Being the Public and Private
Correspondence of George GrenviHe, including his Pmvate Diabt
Edited by W. J. Smith. 4 Vols. Svo. 16s. each.

GEBT'S (Earl) Correspondence with King William ITth. and
Sir Herbert Taylor, from November, 1830, to thePassing of tha-Keform
Act in 1832. 2 Vols. Svo. 30s.

'On Parliamentary Government and Eeform ; with
Suggestions for the Improvement of our Representative System,
and an Examination of the Reform Bills of 1859—61. Second Edition.
Svo. 9s.

(Sir George) Polynesian Mythology, and Ancient
Traditional History of the New Zealand Race. Woodcuts. Post
Svo. 10s. M.

GEUNEE'S (Lewis) Brick and TerrorCotta Buildings of Lombardy,
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries. Prom careful DrawlnM and
Restorations. Engraved and printed in Colours. lUastrations. Small
loho.
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GEOTE'S (Gboroh) Histoiy of Greece. Prom the Earliest Times
to the close of the generation contemporary with the death of Alexander
the Great. Fourth Siftioa. Maps.^ 8 Vols. 8vo. 112».

Plato, and the other Companions of Socrates. Second
SMtim. 3 Vols. 8to. 45s.

(Mss.) Memoir of Ary Schefifer. Post 8vo. 8«. 6d.

Collected Papers. 8vo. 10s. Sd.

GUIZOT'S (M.) Meditations on the Essence of Christianity, and
on the Religions Questions of the Day. Post Sto. 9i!. 6d.

Meditations on the Present State of the Christian Ee-
liglon. Post 870. 10s,

HALLAM'S (Hehbt) Constitutional History of England, from the
Accession of Henry the Seventh to the Death of George the Second.
Seventh Edition. 3 Vols. 8vo, 30s. Or JPopular Edition. 3 Tols., Post
8vo. ISs.

History of Europe during the Middle Ages.
Ttnth Edition. 3 Vols. 8vo. SOs. Or Popnlar Eiiiion, 3 Vols., Post
8to. 18s.

Literary History ofEurope, daring the 15th, 16th and
17th Centuries. F&arth Edition. 3 Vols. Svo. 36s. Or Popular Edition,

4 Vols. Post Svo. 24».

Historical Works. Containing History of England,
—Middle Ages of Europe,—Literal^ History of Europe. 10 Vols.
Post Svo. 6s. each.

(Abthdr) Eemains; in Verse and Prose. With Pre-
face, Memoir, and Portrait. Fcap. Svo. 7s. 6d.

HAMILTON'S (James) Wanderings in North Africa. With Illustra-

tions. Post Svo. 12s.

HAET'S AEMY LIST. {Quarterly and Annucdly.) Stq. 10s. 6d.
and 21s. each.

HANNAH'S (Eet. Db.) Bampton Lectures for 1863; the Divine
and Hamaa Elements in Holy Scripture. Svo. 10s. 6d,

HAT'S (J. H. DucMMoin)) Western Barhaiy, its Wild Tribes and
Savage Animals. Post Svo. 2s.

HEAD'S (Sin Pbaitois) Horse and his Rider. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 5s.

Eapid Journeys across the Pampas. Post Svo. 2a.

Bubbles from [the Brunnen of Nassau. Illustrations.

PostSvo. is. ed. -

Emigrant. Pcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Stokers and Pokers; or, N.-Western Eailway. PostSvo. 2s.

(SiB Edmund) Shall and Will; or, Future Auxiliary
Verbs. Fcap. Svo. is.

HEBEE'S (Bishop) Journey through the Upper Provinces of India,

fi:om Calcutta to Bombay, with an Accoirat of a Journey to Madras
and the Southern Provinces. Twelfth Bdiikm. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 7s.

Poetical Works, including Palestine, Europe, The Eed
Sea, Hymns, &o. Sixth Edition. Portrait. Fcap. Svo. 6s.

Hymns adapted to the Weekly Church Service of the
Year. 16moi U.6d.

HERODOTUS. A New English Version. Edited, trith Notes
and Essays, historical, ethnographical, and geographical, by Rev. G.
RAWLiHSOir, assisted' hy SiB Henry Rawlinson and Sm 3, G. Wn-
KINSOH. Second Edition. Maps and Woodcnts. 4 Vols. gvo. ^Ss.

HAND-BOOK—TRAVEL-TALK. EnglUh, French, German, and
Italian. ISmo. 3s. 6ii, '
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HAKD-BOOK—NOBTH GERMANY,—Hoilahd, BELaiuM, and

the Khine to Switzerland. Map. Post 8to. 10».

KNAPSACK GUIDE—BELGITJM AND THE
RHINE. Post 8T0. (In the Press.)

SOUTH GERMANY, Bavaria, Austria, Styria,

Salzberg, the Austrian and Bavarian Alps, the Tyrol, Hungary, and the

Danube, from TJlm to the Black Sea. Map. Post 8to. 10s.

KNAPSACK GUIDE—THE TYROL. Post 8vo.

PAINTING. German, Flemish, and Dutch Schools.

Edited by De. Waagen. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 245.

LIVES OP THE EARLY PLEMISH PAINTERS,
with Notices of theif Works. By Ceowe and Cavalcasellb. Illus-

trations. Po^t Svo. 125.

SWITZERLAND, Alps of Savoy, and Piedmont.
Maps, Post €to. 9*.

KNAPSACK GUIDE — SWITZERLAND. Post
8vo. 5s.

FRANCE, liTormandy, Brittany, the French Alps,
the Kivers Loire, Seine, Rhone, and Garonne, Daaphin^, FroTence, and
the Pyrenees. Maps. Post Svo, 10s.

PAKISj and its Environs. Map and Plans, Post
Svo. 3s. 6d.

"

*^t* Muekay'b Handbook Plan of Paris, fngraved on a large scale
mounted on canvas in a case. Price 3s, Qd.

SPAIK, Andalusia, Konda, Granada, Valencia,
Catalonia, Gallicia, Arragon, and Navarre. Maps. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 30s.

PORTUGAL, Lisbon, &c.' Map. Post Svo. 9s.

KORTH ITALY, Piedmont, Liguria, Venetia,
Lomhardy, Partna, Modena^ and Romagna. Map. Post Svo, 12s.

CENTRAL ITALY, Lucca, Tuscany, i'lorence. The
Marches, Umhria, and the Patrimony of St. Peter's. Map. Post Svo. IDs.

ROME AND ITS Entiroks. Map. Post Sro. 9s.

SOUTH ITALY, Two Sicilies, Naples, Pompeii,
Herculaneum, and Vesuvius. Map. Post Svo. 10s.

KNAPSACK GUIDE—ITALY. Post Svo. 6s.

SICILY, Palermo, Messina, Catania, Syracuse, Etna,
and the Ruins of the Greek Temples. Map. Post Svo. 128.

PAINTING. The Italian Schools. From the German
of KuGLBE. Edited hy Sir Charles Eastlaeb, B.A. Woodcuts.
2 Vols. Post Svo. 30s.

LIVES OP THE EARLY ITALIAN PAINTERS,
AND PaOGBE.qB OF PAISTING IN iTALT—ClMABUE to BasBAKO. By Mrs.
jAHEsoir. A N&o EpiUwn. With additional Portraits. Post Svo. In
the Press.

NORWAY. Map. Post Svo. 5s.

DENMARK, Sweden, and Noewat. Maps. Post
Svo. 158.

GREECE, the Ionian Islands, Albania, Thessaly,
and Macedonia. Maps. Post Svo. 168..— TURKEY, Malta; Asia Minor, Constantinople,
Armenia, Mesopotamia, &c. Maps. Post Svo.
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HAN'D-BOOK—EGYPT, Thebes, the Nile, Alexandria, Cairo>

the Pyramids, Mount Sinai, &c. Map. Post 8vo. 16«.

SYRIA AND PALESTINE, Peninsula of Sinai,

Eidom, and Syrian Desert. Maps, 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 24s.

BOMBAY AND MADRAS. Map. 2 Vols. Post
Sto. 248.

RUSSIA, PoLAHD, and Pihlamd. Maps. Post
8vo. 12».

.

MODERN LONDON. A Complete Guide to all

the Sights and Objects of Interest in the Metropolis. Map. IGmo. 3s.6d.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY. Woodcuts. 16mo. Is.

KENT AND SUSSEX, Canterbury, Dover, Rams-
gate, Sheerness, Rochester, Chatham, Woolwich, Brighton, Chiohe&t^r,
Worthing, Hastinjjs, Lewes, Arundel, &c. Mnp. Post 8vo. 10«.

SURREY AND HANTS, Kingston, Croydon, Rei-
gate, Guifldord, Winchester, Southampton, Portsmouth, and Isle of
Wight. Maps. PostSvo. 10«.

WILTS, DORSET, AND SOMERSET, Salisbury,
Chippenham, Weymouth, Sherborne, Wells, Bath, Bristol, Taunton,
&o. Map. Post Sto. 7s. ed.

DEVON AND CORNWALL, Exeter, Ilfracombe,
Linton, Sidmouth, Dawlish, Teigumouth, Plymouth, Devonport, Tor-
quay, Launceston, Truro, Penzance, Falmouth, &c. Maps. PustSvo. IO5.

BERKS, BUCKS, AND OXON, Windsor, Eton,
Beading, Aylesbury, Uxbridge, Wycombe, Henley, the City and Uni-
versity of Oxford, and the Descent of the Thames to Maidenhead and
Windsor. Map. PostSvo. 7s 6d.

GLOUCESTER, HEREFORD, AND WORCES-
TERSHIRE. Map. PostSvo.

NORTH AND SOUTH WALES, Bangor, Car-
narvon, Beaumaris, Snowdon, Conway, Menai Straits, Carmarthen,
Pembroke, Tenby, Swansea, The Wye, c&c. Maps. 2VoU. PnstSvo. 12».

STAFFORD, DERBY, AND LEICESTERSHIRE.
Map. PostSvo. (Just Beady.)

YORKSHIRE. Map. PostSvo. {just Rtody.)

DURHAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND, New-
castle, Darlington, Gateshead, Bishop Auckland, Stockton, Hartlepool,

Sunderland, Shields, Berwick-on-Tweed, Morpeth, Tynomouth, Cold-

stream, Alnwick, &c. Map. Post 8vo. 9*.

WESTMORELAND, CUMBERLAND, AND THE
Lakes. Map. PostSvo. _ _

*»• MuRRiv's Handbook Map of thr Lakes, ensraved on a large

scale, for the use of Pedestrians and Travellers, mounted on canvas in

a case. Price Ss. Gd,

IRELAND — Dublin, Belfast, Donegal, Galyray,

Wexford, Cork, Limerick, Waterford, the Lakes of Killarney, Coast Of

Munster, &c. Maps. Post Svo. 12s.

SOUTHERN CATHEDRALS OF ENGLAND—
Winchester, Salisbury, Exeter, Wells, Chichester, R >che8ter. Cantor-

bury. With 110 IMustrations. 2 Vol's. Crown Svo. 24s.

EASTERN CATHEDRALS OF ENGLAND —
Oxford, Peterborough, Norwich, Ely, and Lincoln. With 90 lUustra-

tions. Crown Svo. 18fl.

WESTERN CATHEDRALS OF ENGLAND—
Bristol, Gloncester, Hereford, Worcester, and Lichfield. With 60 lUus-
trationg. Crown Svo, 16s.

THREE CHOIRS, OF GLOUCESTER, HERE-
FORD AKD WoECBBTBR, Illustrations. Post Svo. 8s 6-i.
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HOME AND COLOKIAL LIBRARY. A Series of Works
adapted for all circles and classes of Headers, having been selected
for their acknowledged interest and ability of the Authors, Post Sto.
Published at 2$, and 38. Gd. each, and arranged under two distinctive
heads as follows :

—

CLASS A.

10.

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY,
SIEGE OF GIBEALTAR. By
John DaiirKWATEE. 2a.

THE AMBER-WITCH.
IiADT Ddff Goedon. 2s.

By

CROMWELL AND BCNYAN.
By ROBEKT SOTTTHET. 2s.

LIFBoff Sis FRANCIS DRAKE.
By Jobs Bakbow, 2s.

CAMPAIGNS AT WASHING-
. TON. ByKET. G. R.Gi.Bia. 2s.

THE FRENCH IN ALGIERS.
By Lady Duff Goedon. 2s.

THE PALL OF THE JESUITS.
2s,

tlYONIAN TALES. 2».

LIFE OF CONDE. ByLoBD Ma-
BOH. 3s. ed.

SALE'S BRIGADE. By Eev.
O. R. Gdeiq. 2s.

AND HISTORIC TALES.
11. THE SIEGES OP VIENNA.

By LOBD Ellesmeee. 2s.

12. THE WAYSIDE CROSS. By
Capt. Milmas. 2s.

13. SKETCHES OPGERMAN LIFE.
By Sir A. Goedox. 3s. 6*.

14. THE BATTI,BOE WATERLOO.
By Rev. G. K. Gdeig. 3s. ed.

15. AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF STEF.
FENS. 2s.

16. THE BRITISH POETS. By-
Thomas Campbell. Ss. Qd.

17. HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By
LOED Mahon. 3s. 6d.

18. LIFE OF LORD CLIVE. By
Rev. G. R. GtEia. 3s. 6d.

19. NORTH - WESTERN RAIL-
WAY. BySiEF.B.HEAD. 2s.

20. LIFE OP MUNRO. By Rev. G.
R. Gleio. 3s. 6d.

CLASS B.

VOYAGES, TRAVELS, AND ADVENTURES.
i. BIBLE IN SPAIN. By Geoeob

BoEEO-w. 3s. Gd.

2. GIPSIES OE SPAIN. By Geoess
Borrow. Ss. 6rf,

S&4. JOURNALS IN INDIA. By
Bishop Hebee. 2 Vols. 7s.

5. TRAVELS IS TBEHOLY LAND.
By lEBY and Mangles. 2s.

6. MOROCCO AND THE MOORS.
By J. Drdmmond H'ay. 2s.

7. LETTERS FROM the BALTIC.
By a,Lady. 2s.

8. NEW SOUTH WALES. ByMES.
Meredith. 2s.

9. THE WEST INDIES. ByM. G.
Lewis. 2s.

10. SKETCHES OF PERSIA. By
Sib John Malcolu. 3s. Bd.

11. MEMOIRS OF FATHER RIPA.
2».

12. 13. TYPES AND OMOQ. By
Hermann Melville. 2 Vols. 7s.

14. MISSIONARY LIFE IN CAN-
ADA. Bj Rev. J. Abbott. 2s,

%• Each work may be had separately,

15. LETTERS FROM MADRAS. By
a Lady. 2s.

16. HIGHLAND SPORTS. By
Chaeles St. John. 3s. Bd.

17. PAMPAS JOURNEYS. By SlE
F. B. Head. 2s.

18. GATHERINGS FROM SPAIN.
By Richard Poed. 3s. ed.

19. THE RIVER AMAZON. By
W. H. Edwards. 2s.

20. MANNERS & CUSTOMS OF
INDIA. ByREV.C.AOLAND. 2s.

21. ADVENTURES IN MEXICO.
By G. F. RniTON. Ss. 60.

22. PORTUGAL AND GALLICIA.
By LoED Caenakvok. S». 6d.

23. BUSH LIFE liSI AUSTRALIA.
By Rev. H. W. HAyoABTH. 2s.

24. THE LIBYAN DESERT. By
Baylb St. John, 2s.

25. SIERRA LEONE. By a Ladt.
Ss.ad.
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HANDBOOK OF FAMILIAE QUOTATIONS. B^em EngUsh
Authors. Third Sdition. Feap. 8to. 5s.

HESSEY (Ret. Dr.). Sanday—Its Origin, History, and Present
Obligations. Being tlie Bsmpton Lectures for 1860. Seemd Xditim,
Bto. 16». Or Third and Fofular Station. Post 8vo. Ss,

HICKMAN'S (Wm.) Treatise oa the Law and Practice of Naval
Courts-Martial. @vo. 10a. 6i.

HILLASiyS (G. S.) Six Months in Italy. 2 Yols. Post 8yo. 16«.

HOLLWAT'S (J. G.) Month in Norway. Ecap. 8to. 2s.

HONEY BEE (The). An Essay. By Ebv. Thomas Jambs.
Reprinted from the " Quarterly Review." "Fcap. 8vo. Is.

HOOK'S (Dbam) Church Dictionary. Mnth Edition. 8vo. 16«.

(THEODOKE)Life. By J. G. LooKHAKT. Eejiriated from the
*' Quarterly Review." Fcap.Svo. Is.

HOPE'S (A. J. Bekesfokd) English Cathedral of the Nineteenth
Century. "With lllustraHoniS. 8vo. 12a.

HORACE (Werts of). Edited by Deak Milhak. With Wood-
cuts. Crown Svo.

(Life of). By Dbak Miimas, Woodcuts, and coloured
Borders. Svo. 9s.

HOUGHTON'S (Lokd) Poetical W«rfc8. Pcap. 8to. 6«.

HUME'S (The Stubeht's) Historyof England, from the luTasion
of Julius CsBsar to the Revolution of 168S. CoTrectcd and continued
to aS^. Jlctitsjd by Db. Wm. Smith. WooiIcu'es. Post Biro.

,
7e. Gd.

HUTCHINSON (Ges.) on the most expeditions, certain, and
easy Method of Dog-Breaking. Fourth Sdition. Enlarged and
revised^wiih 40 IIluHtratious. CTon'n8vo. 16s.

BUTTON'S {H. E.).PriiicSfiaGr8efla;.an Introduction to the Study
of Greek. Comprehending Grammar, Delectus, and Exercise-book,

with Vocabularies. ' Third Sdition. 12m<i). Ss. Gd.

lEBY AND MANGLES' TraveSs in Egypt, Nubia, Syria, and
the Holy Land. Post Svo. 2s.

JAMES' (Ebv. Thomas) Fables of .Saop. ANew Translation, with
Historical Preface. With 100 Woodcuts by Tewkibl and Wolf.
Forty-eighth Thtmsand. Post Svo. 2s. 6(2.

JAMESON'S (>Ib3.) Lives of the Early Italian Painters—
and the Progress of Painting in Italy—Cimabue to Bassano. New
Edition. With Woodcuts. Fost Svo.

JESSE'S (Edward) Gleanings in Natural History. Eighth Edition.

Fcp.Svd. 6s.

JOHNS' (Eev. B. G.) Blind People; their Works and Ways. With
StetcheB of the Lives of ^oaie famous Blind Men. With Illustrations.

Post Svo.

JOHNSON'S (Db. Samuki.) life. By James Boawell. Including

the Tour to the Hebrides. Edited by Mb. Cbokee. Portraits.

Royal Svo. 10s.——, Lives of the most eminent English Poetli. , Edited
by Pbteb Cuhsihgham. 3 vols. Svo. 22s. M..

2



ust;op works

KEN'S (Bishop) Life. By a Laymam, Author of "Life of the

Messiah." Second Edilien. Portrait SVols. 8to. 18a.

Exposition of the Apostles' Creed. Extracted from
Ms "Practice of Divine Love." Fcap. ls.6d.

Approach to the Holy Altar. Extracted from his

"Manual of Prayer" and "Practice of Divine Love." Fcap. 8vo. l«.6d.

KENKEDY'3 (Genekal Sir J. Shaw) Notes on the Battle of

Waterloo. With a Memoir of his. Life and Services, and a Plan for

the Defence of Canada. With Map and Plans. Svo. la. 6d.

KING'S (Rev. C. W.) Antique Gems; their Origin, ITse, and
Value, as Interpreters of Ancient History, and as illustrative of Ancient
Art. Second Edition. Illustrations. Svo. 21s.

KING EDWARD VIth's Latin Grammar; or, an Introduction

to the Latin Tongue, for the Use of Schools. Seventeenth Bditim. 12mo.

8s. 6d.

First Latin Book ; or, the Accidence,
Syntax, and Prosody, with an English Translation for the Use of Junior
Classes. Fifth Edition. 12mo. 2s.6<2.

KIRK'S (J. FosTEK) History of Charles the Bold, Duke of Bur-
gundy. Portrait. 2 Vols. Svo. 30s.

KERR'S (RoBEM) GENTLEMAN'S HOUSE ; on, How to Plah
English Kebidences, fkou the Parsonage to the Palace. With
Tables of Accommodation and Cost, and a Series of Selected Yleirs
and Plans. Second Edition. Svo. 2ds.

Ancient Lights ; a Book for Architects, Surveyors,
Lawyers, and Landlords. Svo. 5s. Qd.

KING GEORGE THE THIRD'S CORRESPONDENCE WITH
LORD NORTH, 1769-82. Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by
W. BoDHAu Donne. 2 vols. Svo. 32s.

KUGLER'S Italian Schools of Painting. Edited, with Notes, by
Sis Chables Eastlaee. Third Edition. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post
Svo. 30s.

— German, Dutch, and Flemish Schools of Painting.
Edited, with Notes, by Da. Waagek. Second Edition. Woodcuts. 2
Vols. Post Svo. 24j.

LATARD'S (A. H.) Nineveh and its Remains. Being a Nar-
,

rative of Kesearches and Discoveries amidst the Ruins of Assyria.
With an Account of the Chaldean Christians of Kurdistan ; the Yezedls,
or Devil-worshippers ; and an Enquiry into the Manners and Arts of
the Ancient Assyrians. Sixth Edition. Plates and Woodcuts. 2 Vols.
Svo. S6s.

*,* A Popolak Edition of the above Work. With Illustrations.
Post Svo. 7s. 6d,

Nineveh and Babylon ; being the Narrative of a
Second Expedition to Assyria. Plates. Svo. 21». On Fine Paper,
2 Vols. Svo. 30s.

•»* A PopcLAB Edition of the above Work. With Illustrations.
Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

LESLIE'S (C. R.) Handbook for Young Painters. With Illustra-
tioos. Post Svo. 10s. 6cf.

Autobiographical Recollections, with Selections
from his Correspondence. Edited by Tom Tatlok. Portrait. 2 Vols.
Po»tSvc. 18t
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:

LESLIE'S (C. E.) Life of Sir Joshua Reynolds. With an Account
of his Works, and a Sketch of his Cotemporarles. By C.K. Leslie
and Tom Tatlob. Portraits and Illustrations. 2 Vols. 8vo. 42».

LETTERS FROM THE BALTIC. By a Ladt. Post 8vo. 2s. -

Mabeas. By a Ladt. Post 8vo. 2s.

Sierba Leone. By a Lady. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.
LEWIS' (Sm G. C.) Essay on the Government of Dependencies.

8vo. 12..

Glossary of Provincial Words used in Herefordshire and
some of the a^oining Counties. 12mo. is.Bd.

" (M. G.) Journal of a Residence among the Negroes in the
West Indies. Post 8vo. 2s.

LIDDELL'S (Dbah) History of Rome. Prom the Earliest Times
to the Estahlishment of the Empire. With the History of Literature
and Art. 2 Tola. Svo. 28s.

Student's History of Rome, abridged from the
above Work. With Woodcuts. Post 8to. Is. 6i.

LINDSAY'S (Lobd) Lives of the Lindsays; or, a Memoir of the-
Houses of Crawfurd and Balcarres. With Extracts from 0$cial Papers
and Personal Narratives. Second Edilim. 3 Vols. Svo. 24s.

LISPINGS from LOW LATITUDES; or, the Journal of the Hon."
ImpnIsiaGushington. Edited by Lord Ddffesin. With24Flates.4to.21s.

LITTLE ARTHUR'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By Ladtc,
Callcott. New Edition, amtinued to 1882. With 20 Woodcuts.
Fcap.Svo. 2a. 6d.

LITINGSTONE'S (Dk.) Popular Account of his Missionary"
Travels in South Africa. Illustrations. Post Svo. 6s.

Narrative of an Expedition to the Zambezi and
its Tributaries ; and of the Discovery of Lakes Sbir^a and Nyassa.
1858-64. By David and Chasles Livingstone. Map and Illustra-

tions. Svo. 21s.

LIVONIAN TALES. By the Author of " Letters from the
Baltic." Post Svo. 2s.

LOCKHAET'S (J. G.) Ancient Spanish Ballads. Historical and
Bomantic. Translated, vith Motes. New Editiim. Post Svo. 2s. 6d.

LONDON (OLDj. A series of Essays by Dean Stahlet; A.J.
Bbbesfobd Hope, M.P. ; G-. G. Scott, R A.; R. Westmacott. R.A.;
E. Foss, F.S. A. ; G. T. Clabe ; Jossfh Bbett ; Sev. J. K. Gbebh ; and
G . SOHAUF, F. S.A. Svo.

LONDON'S (Bishop of) Dangers and Safeguards of Modern
Theology. Containing Suggestions to the Theological Student under
present difficulties. Second Edition. Svo. 9s.

LOUDON'S (Mm.) Instructions in Gtardening. With Directions

and Calendar of Operations for Every Month. Eighth Edition. Wood--
cuts. Fcap, Svo. 6s.

LUCAS' (Samcbi) Secularia; or. Surveys on the Main Stream of

History. Svo. I2s. ;

LUCKNOW : a Lady's Diary of the Siege. Fcap, Svo. 4». Qd.
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LYELL'S (Sir Chakies) ElemeBts of Geology; or, the Ancient
Changes of the Earth and its Inhahitants considered as illnstratiTe of

Geology. Sixth Editum. Woodcuts. 8vo. 18i.

Principles of Geology; or, the Ancient ChajigeB

of the Earth and its'Inhabitants considered as illustrative of Geology.

Tenth Editim,. With Illustrations. Vol.1. 8vo. 16«. (^To le amgletei,

in 2 Vola^i

Geological Evidences of the Antiquity of Man.
Third Edition. Illustrations. 8vo. 14s.

LTTTELTdsT'S (Lokd) Ephemera. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

LYTTON'S (Loed) Poems. New Edition. Post 8to. 10s. 6(i.

Lost Tales of Miletus. Second Edition. PostSyo. 7s. 6d.

MACPHEESON'S (Major S. 0.) Memorials of Service in India,

while Political Agent at Gwalior dui'ing the Mutiny, and formerly

employed in the Suppression of Human Sacrifices in Orissa. Edited
by his Brother. With Portrait and Illustrations. 8vo. 12*.

MAHON'S (Lord) History of England, from the Peace of Utrecht
to the Peace of Versailles, 1713—83. Uhrary Editim. I'Vaia. Sro. 98>.

Popular Edition, 7 Vols. Post 8vo. 35s.

Life of Condg, sumamed the Great. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Life of Belisarius. Second Edition. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Life of William Pitt, with Extracts from his MS.
Papers. Third and cheaper Editi<m. Portraits. 4 Vols. Post 8vo. 245.

Miscellanies. Second Edition. Post 8yo. 5s. 6d,

" Forty-Five ;
" a Narrative of the Rebellion in Scot-

land. PostSvo. 3j.

— History of British India from its Origin till the Peace
of 1783. Post 8to. 3s. 6d.

Spain under Charles the Second; 1690 to 1700.
Second Edition. Post 8vo. 6s. Qd.

Historical and Critical Essays. Post 8vo. Ss. Qd.

Story of Joan of Arc. Pcap. 8vo. Is.

MoCLIIfTOCK'S (Capt. Sir P. L.) Narrative of the Discovery of
the Fate of Sir John Franklin and his Companions in the Arctic Seas.
Ttoelfth Tliousand. Illustrations. 8vo. 16j.

M'-CULLOCH'S (J. E.) Collected Edition of Eioakeo's Political
Works. With Notes and Memoir. Second Edition. 8vo. 16s.

MaoDOTJGALL'S (Col.) Modern Warfare as Influenced by Modem
Artillery. With Plans. Post 8to. 12s.

MAINE (H. Sttmher) On Ancient Law : its Connection with the
Early History of Society, and its Kelation to Modem Ideas. Third
Edition. 8vo. 12s.

MALCOLM'S (Sir John) Sketches of Persia. Post 8to. 3s. 6d.

MANSEL (Rev. H. L.) Limits of Religious Thought Examined.
Being the Bampton Lectures for 1858. Fifth Edition. Post 8vo.

MANSFIELD (Sir William) On the Introduction of a, Gold
Currency into India: a Contribution to the Literature of Political
Economy. 8vo. 3s. ed.

MANTELL'S (Gideow A.) Thoughts on Animalcules; or, the
Invisible World, as revealed by the Microscone. /Second Edition. Plates.
16mo. 6s.
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MANUAL OP SCIENTIFIC BNQUIET, Prepaa-ed for the Use of
Officers and Travellers. By various Writers. Edited by Sir J. P.
Hkbschel and Rev. S. Main. Third Edition. Maps. Fast 8yo. 9a.

iPvhlUhed by order of the Lords of the Admiraltg.)

MAEEHAM'S (Mm.) History of England. From the First Inva-
sion by the Komans, down to Recent Times, Neiv and Cheaper Edition
continued to 1863. Woodcuts. 12mo. 48.

History of France. From the Conquest by
the Gauls^ to Becent Times. New and Cheaper Sdition, continued to

1856. Woodcuts. 12mo. is.

History of Germany. From the Invasion by Marius,
to Hecent Time?. 2^ew and Cheaper Edition. Woodcuts. 12mo. 45,

(Clemknts, E.) Travels in Peru and India, for the
purpose of collectiug Cinchona Plants, and Introducing Bark into
India. Maps and Illustrations. 8vo. IQs,

MAEETAT'S (Joseph) History of Modern and Mediseval Pottery
and Porcelain. With a Description of the Manafacture, Second
Edition. Plates and Woodcuts. 8vo. 31s. 6d.

.. (Hobaoe) Jutland, the Danish Isles, and Copen-
hagen. Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 2is.

Sweden and Isle of Gothland. Illustrations. ?
Vols. Post 8vo.

MATTHI.fi'S (AuansTOs) Greek Grammar for Schools, abridged
from the LargerGrammar. By Blomfield. Ninth Edition. Bevifled by
Edwabss. 12mo. 3s.

MAXTEEIi'S (Jules) Essay on the Character, Actionsy and Writings
of the Duke of Wellington. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. Is. 6d.

MATKE'S (Capt.) Four Years in British Columbia and Van-
couver Islnnd. Its Forests, Rivers, Coasts, and Gold Fields, and
Resources for Colonisation. Illustrations. 8vo. 165.

MELYILLE'S (Hermann) Typee and Omoo; or, AdTentnres
amongst the Marquesas and South Sea Islands. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 7s.

MILLS' (Ebv. John) Three Months' Eeaidence at Nablns, with
an Account of the Modern Samaritans. Illustrations. Post 8vo. 10s. 6i.

MILMAN'S (Deau) Hi-storical Works. 15 Vols. Post 8vo. 6«.each.

Containing.

1. HISTORY OF THE JEWS. 3. Vols.

2. HISTORY OF EAKLY CHRISTIANITY. 3 Vols.

3. HISTORY OF LA.TIN CHRISTIANITY. 9 Vols.

Character and Conduct of the Apostles considered

as an Evidence of Christianity. 8vo. 10s. Gd.

Translations from the Agamemnon of .fflschylus

and Bacchanals of Euripides ; with Passages from the Lyric and Later

Poets of Greece. With Illustrations, crown 8vo. 12fi. .

Life and Works of Horace. With 300 WoodcntB.

Vols. Crown 8vo. 30s.

Poetical Works. Plates. 3 Vols. Fcap. 8to. 18».

Fall of Jerusalem. Fcap. 8vo. 1».

(Capt. E. A.) Wayside Cross. A Tale of the Carlist

War. Post Svo. , 2s.
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MEREDITH'S (Mrs. Charles) liTotes and Sketches of New South
Wales. Post 8vo. 2>.

MESSIAH (THE) : A Narrative of the Life, Travels, Death,
Kesurrection, and Ascension of our Blessed Lord. By a LAYUjtK.

Author of the " Life of Bishop Ken." Map. 8vo. 18s.

MICHIE'S (Aiexamdbr) Siberian Overland Eotite from Peking
to Petei'Shurg, through the Deserts and Steppes of Mongolia, Tartary,

&c. Maps and Illustrations. Svo. 16s.

MODERN DOMESTIC COOKERY. Founded on Principles of

Economy and Practical Knowledge and adapted for Private Families.

New Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 5s.

MOORE'S (Thomas) Life and Letters of Lord Byron. Plates.

6 Vols. Fcap. Svo. 18s.

Life and Letters of Lord Byron. Portraits. Royal Svo. 9«.

MOTLEY'S (J. L.) History of the United Netherlands : from the

, Death of William the Silent tothe Twelve Years' Trace, 1609. Embrac-
ing the English-Dutch struggle against Spain; and a detailed Account
of the Spanish Armada. Portraits. 2 Vols. 8vo. SOs.
*** Vols, 3 and 4, completing the work, are in the Press.

MOUHOT'S (Henki) Siain, Cambojia, and Lao ; a Narrative of
Travels and Discoveries. Illustrations. 2 vols. Svo. 32s.

MOZLEY'S (Rev. J. B.) Treatise on Predestination. Svo. lis.

Primitive Doctrine of Baptismal Regeneration. Svo. 7s.6d,

MUNDY'S (General) Pen and Pencil Sketches in India.

Third Sdition. Plates. Post Svo. 7s. Sd.

(Abmikal) Account of the Italian Revolution, with
Notices of Garibaldi, Francis II., and Victor Emmanuel. Post Svo. 12s.

MUNRO'S (General Sir Thomas) Life and Letters. By the Bev.
G. R. Gixia. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

MUROHISON'S (Sir Roderick) Russia in Europe and the Ural
Mountains. With Coloured Maps, Plates, Sections, &c. 2 VoU.
Boyal 4to. 5Z. 5s.

Siluria ; or, a History of the Oldest Rocks con-
taining Organic Remains. Fourth Edition. Map and Plates. Svo.

{In the Preas^
MURRAY'S RAILWAY READING. Containing:—

WBLLiriBToif. By LoBu Ellksmsks. M.
Njmrodonthb Chase, Is.

Essays fboh "Tub Timks.". SVolfl. 8a.
Music akd DBSsa. Is.
Latabs's Account OF NiNBTRH. 5«,
Milmati'b Fall ov Jbbubalbh. 1«.
Mahoh'b "Fortt-Fivk." 3«,

LiVB OF Theodobb Hook. J«.
Bbbdb of Natal Dabinq, 3a. 6tl.

Thb Hohbt Bbb. la.

Jxubb' .£bof'b Fablbb. St. fid.

NiHROD OIT TUB TUBF. 1«. 6d.
Abt of DiHins. la. 6d.

Ballam'b Litrrart Ebkatb. 2a.
Mahok'h JoAn OF Arc. la.
Head's Emiobant. 2«. 6d.
NiuBUD on TUB Road, Is.

Cbokeb on THE Guillotine, la.
Hollway's I4obwat. 2a.

MaUBBl'S WELLINeTOH. \B.M.
Cahfbbll'b Lifb OF Bacon. 2a. 6d.
Tqb Flowbb Garden, la.
Locehabt'b Spanish Ballads. Sa.Sd.
Tatlob'b Notbb from Lifb. 2«.
Rbjbctbd Addbbbbkb. la.
Prmn'b Hints oh Angubs

MUSIC AND DRESS. By a Lady. Reprinted from the " Quarterly
Review." Fcap. Svo. Is.

NAPIER'S (Sir Chas.) Life; chiefly derived from his Journals
and Letters. By Sm W. NAPtEE. Second Edition. Portraits. 1 Vols.
Post Svo. 48s.

(Sir Wm.) Life and Letters. Edited by H. A. Bruob,
M.P, Portraits. 2 Vols. Crown Svo. 28s.

English Battles and Sieges of the Peninsular War.
Fourth Edition. Portrait. Post Svo. 9s.
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NAUTICAL ALMANACK. Eoyal 8vo. 2s. Gd. (By Authority.)

NATT LIST. (PvhliaheH Quarterly, by Authority.) 16mo. 2s. 6(1.

NEtV TESTAMENT (The) Illustrated by a Plain Explanatory
Commentai y, and authentic Views of Sacred Places, from Sketches
and Photographs. Edited by Archdeacon Chubton, M. A., and Ekt.
Basil Johes, M.A. With 110 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Crowu 8to.
30». cloth ; 62s. 6d. calf; 68a. morocco.

NICHOLLS' (Sir George) History of the English, Irish and
Scotch Poor Laws. 4 Vols. 8vo.

(Eev. H. G.) Historical Account of the Forest of
Dean. Woodcuts, &c. Post 8vo. IDs. 6i.

NICOLAS' (Sir Harris) Historic Peerage of England. Exhi-
biting the Origin, Descent, and Present State of every Title of Peer-
age which has existed in this Couutry since the Conquest. By
William Courthops. 8to. 30s.

NIMEOD On the Chace—The Turf—and The Koad. Eeprinted
from the " Quarterly Review." Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. Gd.

OXENHAM'S (Eev. W.) English Notes for Latin Elegiacs ; designed
for early Proficients in the Art of Latin Versification, with Prefatory
Kulea of Composition in Elegiac Metre. Fourth Edition. 12mo. 3s. Qd.

OXFOED'S (Bishop of) Short Life of William Wilberforce.
Condensed and Kevised from the larger Biography. 8vo. (Jn the Press.)

PAEIS' (Dr.) Philosophy in Sport made Science in Earnest;
or, the First Principles of Natural Philosophy inculcated by aid of the
Toys and Sports of Youth. Ninth Edition. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s.Qd.

PEEL'S (Sir Eobert) Memoirs. Edited by Eari, Stahhope
and Kight Hon. E. Cabuwell. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 7s. 6d. each.

PEKN'S (EioHABD) Maxims and Hints for an Angler and Chess-
player. New Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. Is.

PENEOSE'S (P. C.) Principles of Athenian Architecture, and the
Optical Refinements exhibited in the Construction of the Ancient
Buildings at Athens, from a Survey. With 40 Plates. Folio. 61. 69.

PBECY'S (John, M.D.) Metallurgy of Iron and Steel ; or, the Art
of Extracting Metals from their Ores and adapting them to various pur-
poses of Manufacture, Illustrations. 8vo. 42s.

. Metallurgy of Lead, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Tin, Nickel,
Cobalt, Antimony, Bismuth, Arsenic, and other Metals, Svo. (i>t fAePress.l

PHILLIPP (C. S. M.) On Jurisprudence. Svo. 12«.

PHILLIPS' (Johh) Memoirs of William Smith, the Geologist.

Portrait. Svo. ts.6d.

Geology of Yorkshire, The Coast, and Limestone
District, Plates, 4to. Part I,, 20s.—Part II., 30s.

Eivers, Mountains, and Sea Coast of Yorkshire.
With Essays on the Climate, Scenery, and Ancient Inhabitants.
Second EdiHon, Plates. Svo, 16s,

PHILPOTTS' (Bishop) Letters to the late Charles Butler, on hia
" Book of the Roman Catholic Church." Neu Edition. Post 8vo. 6s.
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POPE'S (ALBXiHiJER) Life and "Works. A New Edition. Con-
taining nearly 500 unpubllstied Letters.. Edited, with a New LiyE^
Introductions and Notes, by Bet. Whitwei,!. Elwin. Portraits
8vo. I^In the Press,)

PORTER'S (Rev. J. L.) Five Tears in Damascus. With Travels to
Palmyra, Lebanon and other Scripture Sites. Map aud Woodcuts.
2 Vols. PostSvo. 21s.

HandbookforSyria and Palestine: includingan Aeconnt
oftbe Geography,History,Antiquities, and Inhabitautfi oftheseCountiieSr
thePeninsula of Sinai, Edom, and the Syrian Desert, Maps. 2 Vols,
Post 8to. 24i.

PEATEEtBOOK (Illustrated), with 1000 lUastrations of Borders,
Initials, Vignettes, &c. Edited, with Noies, by Ret. Thos. Jaues.
Medium 8to. 18s. clotb ; 31s. 6cZ. calf ; Z&s. morocco.

PUSS IN BOOTS. With 12 Illustrations. By Otto Speoktbb.
16mo, Is. Sd. or Coloured, 2s. Qd,

QUARTERLY REVIEW (The). 8to. 6«.

RAMBLES among the Turkomans and Bedaweens of the Syrian
Deserts. Second Edition. Post 8vo. 10s. Gd,

BANKERS Ecclesiastical and Political History of the Popes of
Kome during the I6th and 17th Centuries. Translated from the German
by Sabab Adstis. 3 Vols. 8vo. 30s.

RAWLINSON'S (Rev. Qeoeoe) Herodotus. A New English
Version. Edited with Notes and Essays. Assisted by Sm Henbt
Rawunboit and Sib J. G. Wiikissoh. Second Sditioa. Maps and
"Woodcut, i Vols. 8to. 48s. •

Historical Evidences of the truth of the Scripture
Records stated anew. Second Edition, 870. 14s.

Five Great Monarchies of, the Ancient World,
Chaldsea, Assyria, Media, Babylonia, and Persia. Illustrationa. 4
Vols. Svo. 16s. eacb.

REJECTED ADDRESSES (The). By James and Hoeaoe Smith.
Fcap. Svo. Is.

BENNIE'S (D. P.) British Arms in Peking, 1860 ; Kagosima,
1862. Post Svo. 12s.

- Peking and thePekingese: Being a Narrative of
the First Year ofthe British Embassy in China. Illustrations. 2 Vols.
Post 8vo. 24s.

Story of Bhotan and the Dooar War ; includ-
ing Sketches of a Residence in the Himalayas and Visit to Bhotan in
1S65. Map and "Woodcut. Post Svo. 12s. i

-

REYNOLDS' (Sir Joshua) Life and Times. Commenced by
C. R. Leslie, R.A., continued and concluded by Tom Tatjlob. Portraits
and Illustrations. 2 Vols. Svo. 42s.

Descriptive Catalogue of his Works. With Notices
of their present owners and localilies. By Tom Tatlok attd Chables
W.^EAHKS. With Illustrations. Fcap. 4to. (In the Press,)

EICARDO'S (David) PoUtical Works. With a Notice of his
Life and Writings. By J. R. M'Cut.loch. New Edition, Svo. 16s.

EIPA'S (Father) Memoirs during Thirteen Years' Residence at the
Court of Peking. From the Italian. Post Svo. it.
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EOBERTSOIT'S (Cahok) History of the Christian Church, from
the Apostolic Age to the Deatli of Boniface YIIL, aj>. 1122—1304.
3 Vols. 8to.

ROBINSON'S (Rev. Dk.) Later Biblical Eeaearches in the Holy
Land. Being a Journal of Travels in 1852, Maps. Svo. 15^.

Physical Gteography of the Holy Land. Post 8to.
10s. 6d.

EOME (The Sttjdbnt's' Histobt op). Peom the Eabiiest Times
TO THE Establishment op the Empire. By Dea^i Liddell. Wood-
cuts. Post Svo. 7s, 6d.

(A Smaller Histokt op, pok Youno Pbesoks). By Wm,
Smith, LL.D. "Woodcuts. 16mo. Ss.Bd.

ROWLAND'S (David) Manual of the English Constitution;
Its Kise, Growth, and Present State. Post 8vo. lOs.Bd.

Laws of Nature the Foundation of Morals. Post
8to. 6s.

EUNDELL'S (Mks.) Domestic Cookery, adapted for Private
Families. New Edition. Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. 6s.

EUSSELL'S (J. Euthekpukd) History of the Heroes of Medicine.
Porti'aits. Svo. 14*.

EUXTON'S (George P.) Travels in Mexico ; with Adventures
among the Wild Trihes and Anilnals of £he Prairies and Kocky Moun-
tains. Post Svo. 3s. ed.

SALE'S (Sir Eobbot) Brigade in Affghanistan. With an Account of
the Defence of Jellalahad. By Kev. G. R. Gleig. Post Svo. 2s.

SALLESBUEY'S (Edward) The Children of the Lake. A Poem.
Fcapl Svo. is. ed.

SANDWITH'S (Humphry) Siege of Ears. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.

SCOTT'S (G. Gilbert) Secular and Domestic Architecture, Pre-
sent and Future. Second Edition. Svo. 9s,

— (Rev. Robert, D.D., Master of Baliol) Sermons, preached
before the University of Oxford. Post Svo. 8s. 6d.

SCEOPE'S (G. P.) Geology and Extinct Tolcanoes of Central
France. Second Edition. Illustrations. Medium Svo. 30s.

SHAW'S (T. B.) Student's Manual of English Literature. Edited,
-with Notes and Illustrations, by Db. Wm. Smith. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Specimens of English Literature. Selected from the
Chief English Writers." Edited by Wm. SMrra, LL.D. Post Svo.
7s. 6d.

SHIELEY (Evelyn P.) on Deer and Deer Parks, or some Account
of English Parks, with Notes on the Management of Deer. Illus-

trations. 4to.

SIEERA LEONE ; Described in Letters to Friends at Home. By
A Lady. Post Svo. 3s. ed.

SIMMONS (Capt. T. F.) on the Constitution and Practice of
Courts- Martial^ with a Summary of the Law of Evidence as connected
therewith, and some Notice of the Criminal Law of England, with
reference to the Tiial of Civil Offences, bth Edition. Svo. 14s.

SOUTH'S (JoHH F.) Household Surgery ; or. Hints on, Emergen-
cies. Seventeenth Thousand. Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. is. ed.
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SMILES' (Samuel) Lives of Britisli Engineers ; from the Earliest
Period to the Death of Robert Stephenson ; with an account of their Prin-
cipal Works, and a History of Inland Communication in Britain.
Portraits and Illustrations. 3 Vols. 8vo. 63s.

— Lives of Boulton and Watt. Comprising a History
of the Invention and Introduction of the Steam Engine. With Portraits
and 70 niustrations. 8vb. 21ff. Forming the 4th and concluding
volume of *' Lives of the Engineers."

The Huguenots : their Settlements in England. Illus-

trations. 8vo.— Story of George Stephenson's Life, including a Memoir of
Eohert Stephenson. With Portraits and 70 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 6«.

— James Brindley and the Early Engineers. With Portrait
and 50 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 65,— Self-Help. With Illustrations of Character and Conduct.
Post 8vo. 6s.

Translated into French as a Keading-Book for •

Schools. Post 8vo. Bs.— Industrial Biography : Iron-Workers and Tool Makers.
A compauion^Yoluroe to *' Self-Help." Post 8vo. 6s.

Workmen's Earnings—Savings—and Strikes. Ecap. 8vo,
Is. 6d.

SOMERVILLE'S (Mart) Physical Geography. Fifth Edition.
Portrait. Post 8vo. 9s.

Connexion of the Physical Sciences. NinQi
Edition, Woodcuts. PostSvo. 9s.

On Molecular and Microscopic Science. Illustra-
tions. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. {Ill the Press.)

STANLEY'S (Dean) Sinai and Palestine, in Connexion with their
History. Map. 8vo. 14s.

Bible in the Holy Land. Woodcuts. Pcap.Svo. 2s. 6d.

St. Paul's Epistles to the Corinthians. 8vo. 18s.

History of the Eastern Church. Plans. 8vo. 12s.

Jewish Church. Eirat and Second Series. 8vo. 16s.
each.

Historical Memorials of Canterbury. Woodcuts.
TO. 7s. 6d.

Memorials of Westminster Abbey. Svo.

Sermons in the East, with Notices of the Places
Visited. Sto. 9*.

Sermons on Evangelical and Apostolical Teaching.
Post 8vo. 7s. Bd.

Aedkesses ahd Chabges op Bishop Stahibt. With
Memoir. Svo. IDs. Gd.

SOUTHEY'S (Kobekt) Book of the Church. Seventh Edition.
Post 8vo. 7s. 6i.

Lives of Bunyan and Cromwell. Post Svo. 2«.

SPBCKTBE'S (Otto) Puss in Boots. With 12 Woodcuts. Square
12mo. Is. 6d. plain, or 2s. Qd. coloured.
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SMITH'S (Dr. Wm.) Dictionary of the Bible; its Antiquities,
Biography, Geography, aad Ij'atural History. Illustrations. 3 Vols.
Svo. 105«.

• Concise Bible Dictionary, for Families • and Students.
Illustrations. Medium 8to. 2l5.

Smaller Bible Dictionary, for Schools and Young Persons.
Illustrations. Post Svo. Ts. 6i

Dictionary of Christian Antiquities : from the Times
of the Apostles to the Age of Charlemagne. Illustrations. Medium.
Svo. (Itt preparation.)

Biblical and Classical Atlas. Small folio. {In prepa-
ration,)

Dictionary of Greek and Soman Antiquities. Wood-
cuts. Svo. 42s.

Smaller Dictionary of Greek and Eoman Antiquities,
compiled from the above Work. Woodcuts. Crown Svo, 7s. Gd.

Dictionary of Greek and Boman Biography and
Mythology. Woodcuts. 3 Vols. Svo. 61. 15s. 6d.

Greek and Roman Geography. Wood-
cuts. 2 Vols. Svo. SOs.

Classical Dictionary for Schools, compiled from the
above works. With 750 Woodcuts. Svo. 18s.

Smaller Classical Dictionary, abridged from the above
Work. Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 7b. 6d.

Complete Latin-English Dictionary for Schools. With
Tables of the lioman Calendar, Measures, Weights, and Money, Svo,
21s.

Smaller Latin-English Dictionary, abridged from the
above Work. 12mo. 7s. 6d.

Latin-English Vocabulary; for Phaedrus, Cornelius
Nepos, and C^tjar. 2tu2 Edition. 12mo. 3s. Gd.

Copious English-Latin Dictionary, compiled from
origiual sources. Svo. and 12mo. (/» t?ie Presa.)

Smaller Classical Mythology for Schools. With Trans-
lations from the Ancient Poets". With Illustrations. 12mo. 8s. 6d.

Principia Latina—Part I. A Grammar, Delectus, and
Exercise Book, with Vocabularies. Gth Edition. 12mo, 3s. 6d.

Part IL A Reading-book of Mytho-
Ingy, Geography, Roman Antiquities, and History. With Notes and
Dictionary. 3rd Edition. 12mo. 3s. 6rf.

Part III, A Latin Poetry Book,
Hexameters and Pentameters; Eclog. Ovidianse; Latin Prosody,

&c. 2iid Edition.. 12rao. 3s. 6i.

Part IV. Latin Prose Composition,
Bules of Syntax, with Examples, Explanations of Synonyms, and
Exercises on the Syntax. Second Edition. 12mo, 3s. Gd.

Part V. Short Tales and Anecdotes
for Translation into Latin. 12mo. 3s.

Student's Greek Grammar for the Higher Forms, By
Professor Cuetids. Post Svo. 6s.

Smaller Greek Grammar, abridged from the above
Work. 12mo. 3s. Gd.

Student's Latin Grammar for the Higher Forms, Post
Svo, 6«.

Smaller Latin Grammar, abridged from the abore
Work. 12mo. 3«. id.
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STAHHOPE'S (Earl) History of England, from ihe Peace of

Tltrodit to the Poaco of Tersailles, 1713-63. Ltbrary Edition. 7 vols.

Svo. 9^, Or popular Edition. 7 Vols. Post 8vo. 5s. eacli.

History of British India, from its Origin till the
Peace of 1783. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.

" Porty-rire
;
" a Narrative of the Eebellion in

Scotland. Post 8to.

Spain Tinder Charles the Second. Post 8to. 6s. Sd.

Historical and Critical Essajs. Post Svo. 3s, 6d.

Life of William Pitt. With Extracts from his MS.
Papers. Third and cheaper £dition. Portraits, 4 Vols,', Post fivo. 24s.

Miscellanies. Second Edition. Post Svo. 5s. 6d.

Life of Belisarius. Post Svo. 10s. 6d,

Life of Goniig. Post Svo. S«. 6rf.

STUDENT'S HUME. A History of England from the Invasion
of .Julius Cffisar to tlieEevolution of 1688. By David Hume. Corrected
and continued to 1858. "Woodcuts. Post Svo. Tt.Gd. (Questions on, 2s,)

%* A Smaller History of England. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

. HISTORY OP FRANCE ; from the EarUest Times
to the Establishment of the Second Empire, 1852. By "W. H. Phaebou

,

M.A. Woodcuts, Post Svo. 7s. M.

HISTORY OF GREECE ; from the EarUest Times
to the Roman Conauest. With the History of Literature and Art. By
Wm. Smith, LL.D. Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7s. Bd. {Questions on, 2t.)

%• A Smalleb HisToEY oj" Greece. 12mo. 38.6(2.

HISTORY OF ROME; from the Earliest Times
to the Establishment of the Emjjire. With the History of Literature

and Art. By Dean Libdell. Woodcuts. Grown Svo. 7*. Sd.
'„* A Smallsb Histost of Rome. 12mo. 3s. Bd.

— GIBBON ; an Epitome of the Decline and Fall of the
Roman li^inpire. Znoqrporating ^e Researches of Recent Commentators.
Woodcuts. Post 8fo. 73. 6d.

MANUAL OF ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY. By Rev.
W. L. Bevas, M.A. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 7s. 6ii.

MODERN GEOGRAPHY. By Rev.
W. L, Bevak. Woodcuts. Post Svo. {In the Fress.)

OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY.
Maps and Woodcuts. Post Svo. ,7s. W. each.

NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY.
Maps and Woodcuts. Post Svo. 7s. Sd.

MORAL PHILOSOPHY. By W.
Fleming, D.D. Post Svo. 7s. ed.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By Geo.
p. Mabsh. Post Svo. 7£. 6d.

ENGLISH LITERATURE. By T. B.
Shaw, M.A. Post Svo. 7s. Bd.

SPECIMENS OP ENGLISH LITERATURE.
Selected from the Chief Writers. By Thomas B. Sbaw M A Post
Svo, 7s. 6d.

I •— BLAOKSTONB
: a Systematic Abridgment of the

Entire Commentarifs. ByR. MiloOLM Keru, LL.D. Post,Svo. 7t.6d.
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ST. JOHN'S (Chaplbs) Wild Sporta and Natural ffistory of the
Highlands. Post 8to. 3a. Sd.

' (Batxe) Adventures in the Libyan Desert and the
Oasis-of Japiter Ammon. Woodcuts. Post 8to, 2s.

STEPHENSON (George and Kobekt). The Story of their
Lives. By Samuel Smiles. With Portraits and 70 Illustrations.
Medium. 8vo. 2U. Or Popular Edition, Post 8vo. 65.

STOTHARD'S (Thos.) Life. With Personal Eeminiscences.
By Mrs. Beat. With Portrait and 60 Woodcuts. 4to. 21«.

STREET'S (G. E.) Gothic Architecture in Spain. Prom Personal
Observations during several jourueys through that country. Illus-

trations. Medium 8vo. 50^.

Brick and Marble Architecture of Italy in the
Middle Ages. Plates. 8vo. 21s.

SULLIVAN'S (Sib Edward) Princes, Warriors, and Statesmen
of India ; au Historical Narrative of the most Important Events, from
the Invasion of Mahmood of Ghizni to that of Kadir Shah. 8vo. 12s.

SWIPT'S (Johathah) Life, Letters, Journals, and Works. By
John Fobsteb, 8vo. (7n iVepara^ion.)

STEEL'S (Voh) History of the Prench Revolution, 1789—1795.
Translated from the Geinnan. By Waltee G. Peeev. Vols. 1 & 2.

8vo. [In the Press.)

STME'S (Prottessor) Principles of Surgery. StTi Edition. 8ro. 12s.

TAIT'S (Bishop) Dangers and Safeguards of Modern Theology,
containing Suggestions to the Theological Student under Present DiM-
Gulties. 8vo. 9s.

TAYLOR'S (Henry) Notes from Life, in Six Essays on Money,
Humility and ludependence. Wisdom, Choice la Marriage, Children,
and Life Poetic. Fcap. 8ro. 2s.

THOMSON'S (Archbishop) Sermons, Preached in the Chapel of
Lincoln's Inn. 8vo. 10s. 6<Z.

THREE-LEAVED MANUAL OP FAMILY PRATER; arranged
so as to save the trouble of turning the Pages backwards and forwards.

Boyal Svo. 2s.

TREMENHEERE'S (H. S.) The Franchise a Privilege and not a
Right, proved by the Political Experience of the Ancients. Fcap. Svo.
2s. 6d.

TRISTRAM'S (H. B.) Great Sahara. Wanderings South of the
Atlas Mountains. Map and Illustrations. Post Svo. 15s.

TWI3S' (Horace) Public and Private Life of Lord Chancellor Eldon,
with Selections from his Correspondence. Portrait. THrd Editvm,
2 Vols. Post Svo. 21».

TTLOR'S (E. B.) Researches into the Early History of Mankind,
and the Development of Civilization. Illustrations. Svo. 12s.

TTNDALL'S (John) Glaciers of the Alps. With an account of
Three Years' Observations and Experiments on their General Phe-
nomena. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 14s.

TYTLEE'S (Paibiok Pbasbb) Memoirs. By Ret. J. W. Bubgok,
M.A. Svo. 9s.
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TAUGHAN'S (Rut. Dr.) Sermons preached in Harrow School.

Sts. lOs. 6d,

WAAGBN'S (Db.) Treasures of Art in Great Britain. Being an
Account of the Chief CoUecfions of Paintimgs, Soulptnre, Manuscripts,

Miniatures, &c. &c., in this Country. Obtained from Personal Inspec-

tion during Visits to England. 4 Vols. 8vo.

VAMBEKY'S (Abmihius) Travels in Central Asia, from Teheran
across the Tutkomaa Desert on the Eastern Shore of the Caspian to

Khiva, Bokhara, and Samarcand in 1863. Map and lUustratioas. Svo. 21«.

WBLLINGTON'S (The Duke op) Despatches during his rarions
Campaigns. Compiled from Official and other Authentic Documents. By
Cot. Gdbwood, C.B. 8 Vols. Svo. 21s. each.

Supplementary Despatches, and other Papers.
Edited by his Sok. Vols. I. to XII. Svo. 20*. each.

Selections &om his Despatches and General
Orders. By Colonel Gdbwood. Svo. 18s.

. Speeches in Parliament. 2 Tols. Svo. '42s. -

WILKINSON'S (Sir J. G.) Popular Account of the Private Life,
Manners, and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians. New Edition.
Revised and Condensed. With 500 Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 12s.

Handbook for Egypt.—Thebes, the Nile, Alex-
andria, Cairo, the Pyramids, Mount Sinai, &c. Map. Post Svo. 15j.

. (G. B.) Working Man's Handbook to South Aus-
tralia ; with Advice to the Farmer, and Detailed Information for the
several Classes of Labourers and Artisans. Map. ISmo. Is. Gd.

WILSON'S (Bishop Daniel) Life, with Extracts from his
Letters and Journals. By Rev. Joszah Bateuan. Second Edition,

Illustrations. Post Svo. 9s,

(GenI" Sie Koeert) Secret History of the French
Invasion of Russia, and Retreat of the French Army, 1812. Second
Edition, Svo. 15s.

Private Diary of Travels, Personal Services, and
Public Events, during Missions and Employments in Spain, Sicily,
Turkey, Russia, Poland, Germany, &c. 1S12.U. 2 Vols. Svo. 26«.

Autobiographical Memoirs. Containing an Account of
his Early Life down to the Peace of Tilsit. Portrait. 2 Vols. Svo.
26s.

WOKDSWOETH'S (Canon) Journal of a Tour in Athens and
Attica. Third Edition. Plates. Post Svo. Ss. Gd,

Pictorial, Descriptive, and Historical Account
of Greece, with a History of Greek Art, by G. Sohakf, F.S.A. Jf«,.
SdiUmt. With 600 Woodcuts. Royal Svo. 28s.
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